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T H E U N M A R K E D COINS OF C A R A U S I U S
C. E. KING

IN 1945 Harold Mattingly stated that Percy Webb had laid the foundations of a corpus of
the coinage of Carausius and had succeeded in isolating most of the problems of the reign
and in solving many of them. 1 Mattingly himself had clearly discerned the main difficulty in
confronting Carausius's coinage when he said it was not necessary to add much to Webb's
materials but a good deal of sorting needed to be done. Despite significant advances made
in the classification of the mint-marked pieces, most notably by Robert Carson who has
published a convincing arrangement of the issues of the L and C mints, the difficulties
presented by the unmarked coins remain refractory.2
The critical problem in regard to the unmarked pieces of Carausius is to distinguish the
official (or genuine) pieces from the unofficial (i.e. the ancient copies). The distinction is
made more difficult by the fact that many of these pieces seem to occur fairly early in the
reign at a time when mint practice was very fluid. Even when the first marked issues began
to be produced at the L and C mints they displayed a variability in style, fabric, and size
which often make it difficult to decide which were official and which were not.
This is due in part to the fact that the coinage of Carausius had been produced largely in
Britain which had never really had an official mint which engraved its own dies. As a result
Carausius had no stable of die engravers on which to draw and while he could have used
local craftsmen, perhaps gem engravers, the crudeness of many of the earliest coins
suggests that the artists he used were anything but of the first rank. In the circumstances it
is hardly surprising that the early coins of Carausius were rough, often blundered (in type
and legend) and individual in style.
This paper will make a preliminary attempt to classify the unmarked coins by the
following method: 1) Distinguishing ancient copies from coins which are possibly official
but blundered; 2) Identifying coins which seem to be unquestionably official. Within each
category, wherever coins can be grouped on the basis of style and fabric, these groups will
be identified and illustrated and the criteria by which they have been arranged will be
stated. It is not possible at this stage to present a complete study of these unmarked pieces
since I have not yet gathered enough material to be able to do so. However, by grouping
coins on the basis described above we may begin to see how the unmarked coinage relates
to those of the marked issues. References below to coins numbered 1-50 are to those
illustrated in the accompanying Plates 1-4.
Irregular Coins
It is perhaps easiest to begin by isolating coins which almost certainly are irregular (Nos.
1-11). On the whole these pieces were struck although there is the occasional cast (No. 1).
While it is difficult to be certain whether a cast of this sort is ancient or was produced in
more recent times, it seems fair to assume that even if the cast is modern, it is copying an
ancient imitation, since there would be very little point in anyone producing such a
barbarous piece other than a contemporary forger.
In some cases the obverses of irregular coins are far better rendered than the reverses
(e.g. Nos. 4-5, 8-11). The obverse of No. 11 is comparable in style and quality to No. 12
1
H. Mattingly, 'Carausius: his Mints and his Money
System,' Antiquity 19 (1945), 122.
'
2
R. A. G. Carson, 'The Sequence-marks on the Coinage

of Carausius and Allectus', Mints, Dies and Currency, edited
by R. A. G. Carson, (London, 1971), pp. 57-65.
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and at first sight one would accept the former as genuine. A comparison of their reverses,
however, reveals that the legend of No. 11 is a retrograde and badly blundered attempt to
render PAX AVG while that of No. 12 reads SECVRIT ORBIS and the type, although clumsy,
is acceptable and stylistically compatible with coins which seem to be genuine (No. 37).
Thus the problem is to decide whether No. 11 is an ancient imitation, or a blundered
official piece and how it relates to No. 12. On the basis of the barbarous quality of the
lettering and type, I think No. 11 can be classified as an ancient copy, while No. 12 is
almost certainly genuine. Identification of more pieces with similar obverses, however, and
comparison of their reverses is the only certain means of determining whether these pieces
form a significant subgroup of Carausian coins and how they relate to one another.
As a preliminary stage in classification, I have chosen to designate as copies pieces which
are badly blundered in some way. In some cases the legend is gibberish (Nos. 1, 4, 10-11),
in others the reverse legend and type are totally unrelated (e.g. Nos. 2-3 where the legend
is Pax and the type Moneta, No. 5 where the intended legend seems to be PV(DICITIA) and
the type is Fortuna, No. 6 where the legend reads SALVS and the type seems to be Laetitia,
No. 9 where the legend is probably intended to be LAETITIA AVG but reads LETIT AV and
the type is Salus), or the legend is misspelled (e.g. No. 6 where CARAVSIVS is spelled
CAPAVSIVS or No. 9 where LAETIT is spelled LETIT). On other coins the style of the
obverse is so different from those of accepted genuine pieces that it is difficult to believe
they are official (compare for example No. 1-7, 10 with Nos. 33-4).
None of these criteria by which I have distinguished barbarous from genuine pieces of
Carausius is necessarily sufficient in itself to label a coin barbarous and they are to some
extent subjective. Still, until one has made some attempt to set aside doubtful pieces, it is
difficult to see any sort of limits for the acceptability of genuine pieces. Therefore as a
working hypothesis it can be assumed that some coins are probably barbarous and that
coins sharing several of the characteristics given above can in a preliminary classification be
excluded as genuine.
Overstrikes
Many of the unmarked pieces of Carausius were overstruck on earlier coins, usually
those of Victorinus or Tetricus. This may explain why so many of the unmarked pieces
have significantly smaller flans than the marked issues of the L and C mints. Compare for
example Nos. 5-12 with Nos. 33-36 and Nos. 42-43). Nos. 2, 4, 10, and 13-15 give some
idea of the variety of overstrikes which can occur. The reverse of No. 4 shows clear traces
of the earlier obverse legend while on No. 14 the bust of the earlier Gallic emperor
(Victorinus or Tetricus I) is clearly visible to which the head of Carausius is awkwardly
joined. The obverse of No. 15 begins in small letters CPIVI(CTOR-INVS. . .) and ends in large
ones . . .SIVS AVG. The portrait is clearly that of Carausius. The grotesque figure on the
reverse appears to be Spes who has been given the legend [L] ETITIA AVG (sic). Some of the
overstrikes are barbarous in style (Nos. 4, 10, 13, and 14) while others are much less so
(Nos. 2 and 15). At this stage, therefore, it is not possible to classify all overstrikes as
unofficial but it seems clear that some of them are.
Semi-Official Pieces
In theory this is a category which should not exist since in effect its creation is an
admission that the criteria by which genuine pieces are distinguished from ancient copies
are not sufficiently rigorous. At this preliminary stage of classification, however, it is not
yet possible to see exactly how or where all of the unmarked coins fit into the system and in
these circumstances it seems sensible to set up an intermediate category for uncertain
pieces.
In some cases the style is acceptable but the coin is blundered (e.g. No. 19 where the
reverse legend is well carved but retrograde and No. 22 where the reverse legend VOT. . .
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QVI CAE is coupled with a mintmark MX which does not fit into the L or C series. On No. 18
the obverse legend and portrait are rather crude while the reverse again misspells L A E T I T
as L E T I T . No. 16 has a very clumsy obverse portrait but the reverse is perfectly acceptable
while the obverse of No. 20 is of reasonable quality (compare, for example, Nos. 48-50)
but the lettering on the reverse is rather crude and uneven in size. The portrait of No. 21 is
rather unlike that of the other marked and unmarked pieces but the reverse is of very good
quality.
All of these coins have features which suggest that they are official and features which
suggest they are not. As a result they are the most difficult sort of coins to classify
especially in the context of the variability of style and quality of the coinage of the first part
of Carausius's reign. It is for this reason that they have been labelled semi-official at this
stage.
Official Coins
A significant number of unmarked coins are of good style and fabric and are clearly
genuine. They can be grouped stylistically in the first instance by their reverses. The first
group has a style which is rather stiff, angular and clumsy Nos. 24—27, 39 and 45). It has
affinities with the reverse style found at Rouen (No. 23) but the lettering is different and it
would be dangerous to push the analogy too far since the obverses are very different. The
obverses of Nos. 24 and 25 are die-linked. A related piece may be the A D V E N T V S A V G
reverse in the ML issue (No. 33). Note the similarity in the way the head and arms of the
emperor are rendered with those of the prince in No. 24. Other related pieces may be the
reverses of Nos. 16 and 17. Although No. 16 has been classified as semi-official on the basis
of its obverse, its reverse does have affinities with this group. No. 17 lacks the long
stalk-like neck characteristic of this group but the lettering and linear quality of the drapery
are similar.
A second group of reverses can also be isolated (Nos. 28, 29 and 37). Their most
conspicuous feature is the way in which the faces are drawn; the eyes, noses, and mouth
are engraved as dots. Once again this style of engraving is also found on some London
reverses (e.g. No. 5). This group can be contrasted with reverses where a clumsy attempt
has been made to carve the features of the face (e.g. Nos. 38 and 41).
Finally, there are a group of reverses of much better execution in which the figures are
engraved in a rather more flexible manner (Nos. 30-32, 40-41, 44, and 47-50). An attempt
has been made to engrave the faces more naturally as well. This group has affinities with
some coins from the C mint (e.g. Nos. 42 and 46) where the figures are also rendered more
naturally.
The obverses of the unmarked coins can also be grouped stylistically but before doing so
it is necessary to distinguish three types of Carausius's portrait. In the first Carausius is
bearded and has a full moustache (e.g. Nos. 24—28 and 48-50). In the second he is still
bearded but his moustache is either non-existent or else much less emphatic (e.g. Nos.
29-30, 33-34, 40-43 and 45). In the third Carausius is much more tetrarchic in appearance,
he is still bearded, and a moustache is often engraved, but again much less obviously than
on coins of the first group (e.g. No. 35 and 46).
The third portrait style (the 'tetrarchic' one) which is the latest, does not occur on
unmarked coins.3 This seems to suggest that they may have ceased being issued before this
portrait was introduced. Portrait style two occurs commonly on L mint, C mint and
unmarked coins, but the 'moustache' portrait seems to occur mainly on C mint coins and
unmarked pieces, and only very rarely on L mint pieces. At the C mint this portrait is
restricted to the CXXI and MCXXI marks.
5

C. E. King, 'A small hoard of Carausius found near Bicester, Oxfordshire,' BNJ 52 (1982). 7-16 csp. 8-10.
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Unmarked coins of portrait styles one and two can be subdivided into two groups which
probably represent two different die engravers or workshops. The simplest criterion by
which to distinguish the two in the first instance is the way in which they engrave the
mouth.
In the first group it is engraved either as a straight line or a slightly diagonal one (portrait
style 1: e.g. Nos. 24-27, portrait style 2: No. 28, Nos. 29-30, 32, 37, 39). Obverses of
similar style are found at the L mint (Nos. 33-36) and at the C mint (No. 43).
The second group engraved the mouth with an upward curving line which makes it look
as if Carausius is smiling (Nos. 40-41, 44-45, 47 and 38). Once again pieces of similar style
are found at the C mint (Nos. 42-3 and 45) and the L mint (which I have not illustrated).
The obverses of Nos. 48-50 probably belong to this group as well although the curve of the
moustache obscures the line of the mouth. They are quite different from the 'moustache'
portrait of the preceding group.
Examination and comparison of the features of the obverses of the L mint, C mint and
unmarked coins, e.g. the engraving of the hair, radiate crowns, wreath ties, etc. while
revealing occasional differences in technique, do not allow the coins to be separated by
mint, since any feature which the unmarked coins have can also be found on the marked
pieces. This is true even of the lettering.
Mint Attribution of Unmarked Pieces
On the basis of the analysis above, the logical conclusion would be to suppose that many
if not all of the genuine unmarked coins and the marked pieces were engraved by the same
two groups of engravers. This indeed seems to be the case, but the tempting corollary
argument that all of these pieces come from the same mint is much more difficult to
maintain. There are administrative differences in the ways in which the three mints worked
which militate against this suggestion. For example, the L mint was conservative in its use
of obverse legends. In the Blackmoor hoard coins of the L mint had six different obverse
variants of the IMP CARAVSIVS AVG legends, coins of the C mint had eight variants and the
unmarked pieces had eleven. There were eight variants of the IMP C CARAVSIVS legend
produced at the C mint, seven at the unmarked mint, and only one at the L mint.
This divergence suggests both that the C mint and unmarked 'mint' were closer in
practice to one another than to the L mint and that a difference in behaviour such as this
signals different mints following different practices.
A similar sort of divergence may exist with regard to reverse types as well. Preliminary
analysis of approximately 1,800 specimens from sale catalogues suggests that a majority of
Pax types were produced at London while Providentia seems to predominate at the C mint.
Webb maintained that the unmarked coins preceded the marked ones. 4 However, this
suggestion may now be questioned since there is evidence to suggest that some at least of
the unmarked pieces were produced midway through the reign. If Carson's arrangement of
the marked issues is correct, then the CXXI and CMXXI issues occured towards the middle
of the reign of Carausius. 5 Yet it is in this group that the 'moustache' portrait is common
and the style is very similar to that of the 'moustache' portrait on the unmarked coins. This
implies that the latter were minted well after the C mint began marking its issues, a
suggestion already put forward on somewhat different grounds by Roger Bland. 6
Norman Shiel has argued that Voetter's belief that the L and C mints were the same mint
needs re-examination. 7 On the basis of the style of the pieces, as I have attempted to
4
P. Webb. The Reign and Coinage of Carausius (London,
1908), pp 51-2.
5
Carson, p. 64.
" R. Bland, The Blackmoor Hoard, Coin Hoards from
Roman Britain, III, BM Occasional Paper No. 33 (London,

1982), pp. 10-11.
7
N. Shiel, The Episode of Carausius and Allectus, BAR
40, 1977, pp. 176-7 citing O. Voettcr, Munzen der
romischen Kaiser. Sammlung Ger'm (1921), and P. Gerin,
'Britische Munzstattcn', NZ 10 (1917), 48-50.
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demonstrate, his argument has some validity since the same hands seem to have produced
dies for L mint, C mint and unmarked coins. However, given the differences of practice
between mints discussed above, it does not seem possible at this stage to deny the separate
existence of the L and C mints or to clarify how the unmarked pieces relate to them. If all
three are the same mint, then one must explain why they behave differently and why it was
thought necessary to issue parallel series with no marks or virtually identical mint marks. 8
If all three are not the same mint, then either they were close enough geographically to
share die engravers or dies were engraved centrally and sent elsewhere. Once again in a
third-century context the question arises of how a mint can be defined and its production
isolated from those of other mints.
At this stage I can make no claim to have identified every hand that produced coins for
the L mint, C mint, and unmarked pieces. A detailed die-study of the antoniniani of
Carausius is necessary before it will be possible to see exactly how many mints there were
and how they were related to one another. However, an attempt has been made to show
how coins can be grouped in order to isolate genuine from unofficial pieces and to suggest
that the genuine unmarked pieces of Carausius are closely related to the products of the L
and C mints and in some instances were minted at the same time as their marked
counterparts.
8

L. Laffranchi, 'Notes on the Coinage of Roman Britain
under the First Tetrarchy', NC 5th series 7 (1927), 233-43
argues that there is only one mint under the tetrarchy but

believes he can see differences in style suggesting there are
two under Carausius.
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PLATE 3

THE UNMARKED COINS OF CARAUSIUS

PLATE 4

A CARAUSIAN HOARD FROM CROYDON, SURREY,
A N O T E ON C A R A U S I U S ' S C O N T I N E N T A L

AND

POSSESSIONS

A N D R E W B U R N E T T AND JOHN CASEY

'In June 1893 about 120 coins of Carausius and a large brass of Domitian were dug up at
South Croydon'.' In 1895 thirty-two coins were presented to the British Museum by
Thomas Rigby from a hoard found in Croydon. 2 In 1970 two groups of coins with a
Croydon provenance, in all fifty-six coins, were recorded in the trays of two London coin
dealers. 5 The distinctive patina of the latter coins was exactly similar to the Rigby coins in
the British Museum, and clearly shows that they were part of the same find; given the
proximity in date of the Rigby donation to the Museum (1895) and the discovery in
Croydon (1893), the origin of all the coins is beyond reasonable doubt. It can now be seen
that the BM coins were selected for their numismatic interest, but, with the addition of the
new (1970) element to the hoard, we can presume that the eighty-eight coins now gathered
together represent a fair cross-section of the original one hundred and twenty.
The contents of the Croydon hoard have several important features which offer
fundamental information on the chronology of Carausius's coinage.
Firstly, the bulk of the hoard consists of Unmarked issues, yet the hoard terminates with
the London issue marked F/0//ML which can be placed early in the reign: Carson, for
instance, assigned it to 289.4 This supports the contention that Unmarked coins should be
placed at the beginning of the reign. One of the Unmarked coins in the hoard (No. 55: Plate
3) has a consular bust on the obverse, 5 suggesting that Carausius proclaimed himself
consul in the first calendar year of his reign (from 1 January 287), as was the normal
constitutional practice of legitimate emperors.
Next, the hoard contained an antoninianus with the RSR mint-mark (No. 9: Plate 1).
This mark has been interpreted as indicative of the participation in the issue of the officium
of the rationalis summae rei, the officer of state concerned with finance (perhaps, in this
case, Allectus). The early date of the Croydon hoard implies an early date for the RSR
issues; not merely for the fairly rare antoniniani, but also the RSR medallion" which, with its
consular bust, refers to the consulship of 287, the same consulship as that recorded on
Unmarked antoniniani, and, more importantly, also for Carausian silver with RSR (and
probably that without any mint-mark as well). Significantly, many of these silver issues also
display a consular bust. 7 The unique aureus with RSR S should, in addition, be of the same
early date, especially as it shares its obverse die with an Unmarked antoninianus." These
observations lend support to the view that all Carausian gold without the ML mint-mark is
early,'" forming a component of the Unmarked mint's output. Moreover, the recently
1
J. Cobet Anderson, 'Collections relating to Beddington,
Croydon and neighbourhood' (manuscript notebooks,
Croydon Library), I, 50. We owe this information to Mrs M.
E. Shaw.
2
The British Museum register records the accession as a
presentation by 'Thos. Rigby, Esq. (Find of Carausius from
Croydon)'.
3
Spink and Son Ltd and Mcridien Coin Co., to whom our
thanks are due. We also thank Mr C. J. Bailey for showing
us his five coins, included in the trade lot, particularly the
Unmarked consular antoninianus.
4
R. A. G. Carson, 'The mints and coinage of Carausius
and Allectus' J BAA 22 (1959), 33ff. and 'The sequence-

marks on the coinage of Carausius and Allectus' in Minis,
Dies and Currency: Essays Presented in Memory of Albert
Baldwin (1971), pp. 57-65.
5
For other Unmarked antoniniani with consular busts,
see BM with rev. PAX AVG (same dies as Croydon coin) and
r e v . FORTVNA REDVX, o r B o n h a m s I ( 1 9 8 0 ) lot 5 2 5 .
6
N. Shiel, The Episode of Carausius and Allectus (1977),
p. 162.
7
Shiel, pp. 94-114.
8
Shiel, p. 146 no. 5.
'' H. A. Seaby, 'A Find of Coins of Carausius from the
Little Orme's Head', NC 6th series 16 (1956), 215 no. 97a.
Shiel, pp. 153-4.
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discovered helmeted bust aureus" has strong stylistic affinities with Unmarked antoniniani.
Thirdly, the hoard contains a specimen of the 'Rouen' mint (No. 8: Plate l). 1 2 It is now
clear that this mint was indeed situated in Rouen, and not in Boulogne or even Britain, as
has been considered previously. 13 The Croydon hoard, however, helps refute the
suggestion that its activity should be dated to 290/1,14 a suggestion which is based on the
inclusion of C(aesar) in the obverse titulature. This addition to Carausius's titles took place
at the same time at the London and the C mint, and Carson associated the change with
Carausius's successful repulse of an invasion attempt and a consequent establishment of a
Carausian enclave in north-west Gaul. 15
In our view, however, the inclusion of C(aesar) in the titles at Rouen is irrelevant since
Rouen coins have appeared in two British hoards, Croydon and Little Orme's Head, 1 6 both
of which closed with F/0//ML, a mint-mark which is earlier than the change in legend at the
British mints. It seems clear, then, that C was used at Rouen well before it was added in
Britain.
When, then, did the Rouen mint operate? We would like to adopt Kent's suggestion 17
that the Rouen coinage was struck as the accession issue of the new regime, and that this
accession took place on the Continent and that the Continental territory was quickly lost to
the forces of Diocletian and Maximian, only subsequently being recovered after
Maximian's unsuccessful attempt to invade Britain in 289.
The accession of Carausius can probably be placed in the middle of 286, a date suggested
by the closure by Maximian of Lugdunum as a mint producing gold 18 and by the
consideration that coins of the same mid-286 date comprised the last issues of Maximian
and Diocletian to reach Britain in the Linchmere hoard. 19 There seems little to explain the
removal of gold stocks from Lyon (presumably to Rome) unless there was indeed a threat.
This threat, given all the circumstances, can only be the presence of Carausius on the
Continent at this time. Some confirmation for this may be derived from a passage in the
Panegyric delivered to Maximian in 289 on the eve of his abortive attack on Britain:
vestrae, i n q u a m , fortunae, vestrae felicitatis est, imperator, quod iam milites vestri ad oceanum pervenere
victoria, iam caesorum in illo litore hostium sanguinem reciproci fluctus sorbuerunt 2 ".
'It is part of your good fortune and success that already your soldiers have reached the ocean, victorious, and
already the ebb and flow of the tide have sucked the blood of your enemies slain upon that shore'

Although distanced from the events of 286 by three years, the claim that Carausian forces
had been defeated on the Continent may be related to the expulsion of the new regime at an
earlier date. There is certainly no context for such a claim if Carausius held no Continental
territory before the events of 289 and had initiated his regime only after fleeing to Britain in

286.

How long might such an early holding of Continental territory have lasted? Rouen coins
include gold issues (in fact a single die) which appear to display consular busts. 21 This might
suggest that the Continental holding lasted from mid-286 till after the beginning of 287. But
the Rouen coinage is quite small and does not suggest a long period of issue. 22 One might
11
Numismatic Fine Arts VI (22 Feb. 1979), lot 911. Some
doubts have been expressed about this coin's authenticity.
12
B. Bcaujard and H. Huvelin in Histoire et
Numismatique en Haute-Normandie. Cahier des Annates de
Normandie, edited by N. Gauthier (1980), p. 82 no. 31.
13
H. Huvelin and X. Loriot, CENB 1983, 65-74.
14
Huvelin and Loriot.
15
Carson.
Seaby, pp. 205-46, especially p. 215, nos. 98-9.
17
Put forward at the BM/BNS colloquium on Carausius in
November 1984. Although Dr Kent has allowed us to adopt
his remarks, it does not follow that our arguments represent

his own detailed view.
P. Bastien, Le monnayage de I'atelier de Lyon 285-294
(1972), nos. 29-34.
19
NC 5th series 5 (1925), 173ff.: the 41 Lyon coins are
dated according to Bastion's arrangement (note 18); the
Rome coin belongs to Diocletian's sole reign.
211
R. A. B. Mynors, XII Panegyrici Latini (1964), X(II)
11.7.
21
Shiel, plate 13 no. 7.
22
Further, Casey has shown (Britannia 8 (1977), 288),
that, from its distribution, the unmarked coinagc was neither
produced in nor circulated in Gaul.
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speculate that the Rouen coins do not actually refer to a consulship, 23 or that they do not
refer to the consulship of 287, but a suffect consulship already held by Carausius.2" While
this is speculative, it opens up the possibility that the Unmarked coinage was produced in
Britain before Carausius's arrival, and that only then were mints established at two
centres, a move which required the differentiation of products by mint-marking. That the
Unmarked coinage is of markedly different composition to the products of the marked
issues may be significant in this context. 25
23
Carausius does not hold the scipio\ possibly the coins
only depict him in triumphal dress. The coin, with trabea and
scipio, published as a Rouen antoninianus (C. J. Bailey
NCirc 1981, 321, cf. X. Loriot (ENB 1983, 71) is not, in our
view a product of Rouen, as it has the wrong reverse type
and epigraphy.
24
The continuation of suffect consulships even after the
reforms of Gallienus is attested by epigraphic evidence,
specifically in 289, a date close to that under discussion:

Dessau ILS 4175 (an important reference we own to J. C.
Mann). There is nothing to contradict the view that suffect
consuls could assume consular dress; while it might be
uncouth for Carausius to appear thus on the Rouen coinage,
it would not involve any violation of iconographic principle.
25
L. H. Cope, 'The Metallurgical Development of the
Roman Imperial Coinage during the First Five Centuries
AD' (Ph.D. thesis, CNAA, 1974), p. 186: unmarked coins
contain no silver.

CATALOGUE
A s much detail as possible is given of the eighty-eight recorded specimens; the a m o u n t of information
obviously varies according to the circumstances of recording (for instance, no weights are known for the Spink
and Meridien lots, except where the current location of some coins from them is known). A n u m b e r in brackets
after the catalogue n u m b e r refers to the final part of the B M registration n u m b e r . T h u s 19(28) m e a n s that coin
19 is in the B M , registration n u m b e r 1895-12-4-28.

No.

Mint

Reverse

mark

Weight Die-axis

Reference
RIC

GALLIENUS

Mint
Obv.

of Rome

IMP GALLIENVS AVG

APOLLINI CONS AVG

165

A
D E I F I E D C L A U D I U S II

Mint
Obv.

2.

of Rome

DIVO CLAVDIO

PAX AVG (hybrid)

283
VICTORINUS

Mint

Obv.

I

IMP C VICTORINVS P F AVG

114

INVICTVS

TETRICUS I

Mint

Obv.

I

IMP C TETRICVS P F AVG

136c

SPES PVBLICA

T E T R I C U S II

Mint

Obv.

I

C PIV ESV TETRICVS CAES

PAX AVG
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Mint

Reverse

No.

mark

Die-axis Reference
RIC

Weight

CARAUSIUS
All coins have draped and cuirassed busts, except for 20 and 55.
Mint
Obv.

8(1).

of Rouen

IMP C CARAVSIVS AVG

3.25

FIDE[S MI] LITVM

RSR
Obv.

9(5).

mint

RSR

London
Obv.

11.

12(14).
13(13).
14(12).
15.

637

IMP CARAVSIVS P F AVG

CONCORDIA MILITVM

10(6).

12

2.66

604

3.78

12
cf.56
II
58
75
101

mint

IMP CARAVSIVS P F AVG
ML

[C] OHRT PR[AET]
[LEG I MI] N
LEG (I M] IN
LEG II [AV] G
LEG [VII] CL
PAX AVG

4.22
3.82
4.86

16.

17.
18(15).
obv.

155

SALVS AVG

4.23

IMP CARAVSIVS P AVG

19(28).

PAX AVG
Obv.

20(25).
21(27).

L

4.08

12

2.89
2.81

1
11

122

IMP CARAVSIVS P F AVG
F/0//ML

PAX AVG
//

(sic)

II

n a

121
101

'C' mint
Obv.

22(4).

FORT |
Obv.

23(10).

IMP CARAVSIVS P F AVG

2.87

236

3.25

288

IMP CARAVSIVS P AVG

MONE|TA| AVG

Unmarked
issues
(some probably irregular)
24(2).
25.
26.

Obv. IMP CARVSIVS P F AVG
FIDES MILITVM
FO|RTVNA] AVG
FORTVNA AVG
Obv.

27.

6
12
6

783

|1MP] CARAVSIVS I

FO[RTVNAJ AVG
Obv.

28.

5.17

IMP C M CARAVSIVS AVG

MONE] TA AV|G

859var.
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No.

Reverse
Obv.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48(23).

MONETA AVG
ORIENS AVG
ORIENS AVG

2.82

1

855
869

6

880

1

6

3.65

11
6

6

6
6
9
6
12
3.38
3.89
4.02

6
6
7

6

IMP CARAVSIVS P F AV

5.12
IMP CARAVSIVS P F AVG

4.56
2.42
2.03
Obv.

IMP CARAVSIVS P AVG

PAX AVG

II
Obv.

881

3.60
3.78
3.93

" (consular)

IMP CARAVSIVS P F A

PAX AVG
Obv.

3.52

11

888

5.23

12

895

IMP CARAVSIVS P F AVG

PAX AVG (transverse sceptre)

6
3.09

6
9
1

61.
62.

9
PAX AVG (short baton)
PAX AVG (wreath? and cornucopia)
PAX AVS (corn ear and cornucopia)
PAX AVG (running 1.)
PAX AVG (anchor and wreath)
PAX AVG (sceptre with snake)
Obv.

69(19).

6

6

Obv.

63.
64.
65(31).
66(18).
67(32).
68(11).

Reference
RIC

7

50(20).
51(24).
52(9).

57(16).
58.
59.
60.

Weight Die-axis

PAX AVG (vertical sceptre)

Obv.

56(21).

mark

IMP CARAVSIVS P F AVG

49(22).

53(29).
54(7).
55.

Mint

6
7
6
1
1

IMP CARAVSIVS P F AV

PAX AVG

3.19

917

1

4.99
4.07
3.07
2.49

12

903
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No.

Reverse

Mint

CROYDON

mark

Weight

Die-axis

Obv.

IMP CARAVSIVS AVG

70(8).

PROVID[ENTIA] AVG

71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

SALVS AVG
»
VICTORIA AVG
"
VICTORIA AV
VICTORIA AVG
VIRTVS AVG

Obv.

Obv.

2.69

6

cf. 956

IMP CARAVSIVS P F AVG

2.66

7
12
6
7
6
6
6
6

983
1020
"
1038

IMP CARAVSIVS P F AV

79(3).

VIRTVS AVG

80(17).

LITIT A [VG]

Obv.

Reference
RIC

g

3.96

7

3.80

12

1039

IMP CARAVSIVS P AV

Irregular

835var.

issues

T h e distinction b e t w e n regular a n d irregular is notoriously hard to draw a m o n g u n m a r k e d C a r a u s i a n coins. A
n u m b e r of pieces c a t a l o g u e d a m o n g nos. 24—81 m a y also b e irregular (e.g. 4 1 - 2 , 48, 5 1 - 2 , 57, 6 0 - 1 , 65, 67 a n d
80).

Obv.

IMP CAR[

]A

81.

AM

; Moneta

Obv.

IM CARAVSIVS P F AVG ( g a r b l e d )

82.

PAX AVG
Obv.

83(16).

,

cf. 855

11

cf. 880

L e g e n d garbled

G a r b l e d : Salus with s n a k e
Obv.

11

2.59

6

3.22

12

IMP CARAVSIVS P F AVG

84(30).

G a r b l e d : Pax

85-88.

A further 4 coins with Pax reverses w e r e disposed of before

Additional
Notes

recording.

to the catalogue

10. Exchanged in 1977. See Lanz 30 (1984) lot 816.
11. R. A. G. Carson, Principal Coins of the Romans, II, no. 1130.
19. Despite the odd mint-mark the coin appears to be regular; perhaps L is a slip for ML?
20. Cuirassed bust. The cuirass is finely decorated, and is perhaps related to the consular bust which is known for this mark
(BM).
21. Imitation. Struck over Claudius II.
25. Standing left holding scales and cornucopia (i.e. confusion with Moneta).
26. Standing left holding short sceptre and cornucopia.
27. Standing left holding branch and vertical sceptre (confusion with Pax).
28. A number of coins (e.g. BM) are known with this form of obverse legend and without any mint-mark. They are
exceptions to the 'rule' (occasionally broken even by marked coins) that c does not appear before the second half of the
reign.
30. One captive.
31. Two captives
42. Struck over Victorinus.
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52. Ovcrstruck.
54. Struck over Tctricus I.
55. Consular bust left - sec discussion above.
63. Confusion with Laetitia?
64. Altar at foot.
67. Confusion with Laetitia. Altar at foot. Overstruck.
68. Confusion with Salus. Traces of letters in cxcrguc. Overstruck.
70. Globe and transverse sccptrc.
73-4. Same reverse die.
76. Victory walks left.
82. Struck over Gallienus, DIANAI; CONS AVG.
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T H E C O I N A G E OF A L L E C T U S : C H R O N O L O G Y A N D INTERPRETATION
ANDREW BURNETT

The dates of Allectus's reign
CONTEMPORARY Romans had little good to say of either Carausius or Allectus, and even
when English antiquarians like Stukeley rehabilitated Carausius, out of chauvinism and
because he rebelled against an emperor who persecuted Christians, 1 Allectus was left in
moral disgrace, remembered only as the friend who had treacherously killed his emperor.
Morality apart, however, the sources give us very little information about Allectus. A
'satelles' of Carausius is how the contemporary panegyric of Constantius described him; 2
Aurelius Victor was more specific, saying that Allectus was in charge of Carausius's
financial department, 'summae rei praeesset'. 3 The implication that he was Carausius's
rationalis summae rei seems clear, although some modern writers have preferred to regard
him as Carausius's praetorian prefect.4
This is the sum of our information about Allectus before he became emperor. The
paucity of our historical sources of information can also be seen from the uncertainty about
the length of his reign, and the dates of his accession and death. His accession is generally
dated by the date of the elevation of Constantius I to Caesar, since it is presumed that
Carausius was assassinated shortly after the siege of Boulogne, which fell 'immediately'
after Constantius became Caesar (1 March 293).5 Recently, however, Huvelin and Loriot''
have pointed out that the panegyric does not name Carausius as the defender of Boulogne,
and that it is possible that the siege took place after Allectus had already become emperor.
A certain amount of doubt therefore exists about the date of Allectus's proclamation and
of the siege of Boulogne, but there are coins which provide useful evidence for both. First,
the fall of Boulogne. This is, I think, symbolically represented on the first issue of the
pre-reform antoniniani of Trier, dated by a consular obverse of Constantius to 294.7 The
reverse has the legend PIETAS AVGG, like some of the later gold medallions celebrating the
recapture of Britain by Constantius, and the design shows the emperor raising - the
iconography of restoration - a female figure (Plate 1, No. 1). This female figure has been
identified as Respublica 8 or Gallia," but as she wears a mural crown she should be a city,
and Boulogne is the obvious choice. Boulogne, then, had been recovered before 294.
Secondly, we can be sure that Carausius's reign continued into 293, since among the coins

1

For Stukeley's hostile attitude to Maximian and especially Diocletian, see his The Medallic History of Carausius
(London, 1757), VII, 56, 65 and 59, where he uses the
phrases
'aera martyrum'
and
'Diocletian's
aera'
synonymously.
2
Pan. Lat. IV (8). 12.
3
Cues. 39. 41.
4
P. H. Webb, 'The Coinage of Allectus', NC (1906), 127;
T. D. Barnes The New Empire of Diocletian and Constantine
(Cambridge and London, 1982), p. 136 (but sec p. 11). But
Aurelius Victor is very specific, and one can find a sort of
parallel for his position in the events surrounding the
usurpation of Magncntius, which was masterminded by
another financial officer, Marcellinus the comes rei privatae.
5
Pan. Lat. IV (8).6: statim.

6
H. Huvelin and X. Loriot, Quelques arguments
nouveaux en faveur de la localisation de I'atelier
"continental" de Carausius a Rouen', BSFN (1983), 72.
7
H. A. Cahn, 'Die Trierer Antoniniani der Tetrarchie',
Schweizerische Numismatische Rundschau (1955), no. 5, cf.
23-9, 42-4. Cahn dated the first issue to 293, since it refers to
Diocletian's decennalia, but, as Bastien has pointed out (Le
Monnayage de /'Atelier de Lyon, 294-316 (Wetteren, 1980),
p. 36 note 3), the consular bust for Constantius (Cahn no. 3,
see also Schweizer Miinzblatter (1965) p. 121 no. 13A) is
inexplicable before 294.
" O. Vocttcr, Die Miinzen von Diocletianus bis Romulus.
Katalog Paul Gerin (Vienna, 1921), p. 354 no. 11.
11
Cahn, p. 15.
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Carausius minted in the names of Diocletian and Maximian is an unpublished piece in
Oxford10 which shows Maximian as consul, i.e. of 293 (Plate 1, No. 2).
If Boulogne was recaptured before the end of 293 and Carausius's reign continued into
that year, then there seems little room for doubt, either on the traditional or on Loriot's
interpretation of the siege of Boulogne, that Allectus became emperor sometime in that
year. Greater uncertainty, however, attaches to the date of his death. Generally this is
dated to 296," but there have been a few dissenters, who have preferred either 295'- or
297, 13 and I would like to argue that, in fact, the evidence suggests that the date of 295 is the
most likely.
There are a variety of sources for the end of the reign, some of which are more useful
than others, although all are fairly meagre. Potentially the most important is the epigraphic
evidence for the adoption by the tetrarchs of the acclamation Britannicus Maximus.
Unfortunately, however, there are few relevant inscriptions; one shows the acclamation
was not used in 293/4,14 while its first dated ocurrence appears to be an African inscription
of 296/7.15 Thus inscriptions do not at the moment help decide on the date of Allectus's
death, although if the acclamation was taken on Dioletian's dies imperii, his death must
have preceded November 296. Secondly, there is the literary evidence. Aurelius's Victor
says of Allectus that he was defeated 'brevi' after his assassination of Carausius; 16
Eutropius that he held the Britains 'triennio;' 7 Orosius that Carausius reigned 'per septem
annos' and that Britain was recaptured 'post decern annos', 18 a recapture that Eutropius
placed 'decimo anno'. We seem, then, to have a unanimous view of a three-year reign, but
this unanimity is not so impressive when it is recalled that it arises from the use by all three
epitomators (of the fourth and fifth centuries) of a common lost source, the so-called
'Kaisergeschichte' of about 337. 19 And we cannot press the detail of what this source may
have said, since it may have been inaccurate and it is only sloppily represented by the
epitomators. For instance, Aurelius Victor can date Carausius's death 'sexennio', 2 "
whereas Eutropius places it 'post septennium, 21 and, similarly, a discrepancy of a year can
be observed between Eutropius's date of the recapture of Britain (decimo anno) and
Orosius's (post decern annos). I think, therefore, that these sources can be used as no more
than a guide, and that it would be unwise to press them beyond showing that Allectus
probably reigned for more than two and less than four years.
Thirdly, there is numismatic evidence, and I wish to look at three aspects: the gold
victory medallions of Constantius, the billon 'folles' of Gaul, and the Alexandrian coinage
of Egypt. The most famous gold medallion, from the Arras hoard, depicts the reception by
Britannia of Constantius at the gates of London, 22 but there are a number of other less well
known pieces. One has the inscription PIETAS AVGG and shows the emperor crowned by
Victory and restoring Britannia (Plate 1, No. 3). 23 This reverse is coupled with a number of
10

15

With reverse PROVID AVGGG and mint-mark S/P//C (not

included in his catalogue of these coins by R. A. G. Carson,
'Carausius et Fratres Sui: a Reconsideration', in Studia P.
Naster Oblata, edited by S. Scheers (Leuven, 1982), pp.
245-261). The further significance of the coin is, of course,
that it demonstrates that Maximian's consulship was recognised in Britain. No doubt a similar piece will turn up for
Diocletian.
11
W. Seston, Diocletien et la Tetrarchie (Paris, 1946), p.
106, R. A. G. Carson, 'The Mints and Coinage of Carausius
and Allectus', JBAA (1959), p. 33, N. Shiel, The Episode of
Carausius and Allectus (Oxford, 1977), p. 10.
12
J. Schwartz, Domitius
Domitianus
(1975),
13
D. Kienast, 'Der Riickeroberung Britanniens im Jahre
297 und die fruhe Trierer Follespragung', Jahrbuch fiir
Numismatik und Geldgeschichte (1959/60), 73-4.
14
ILS 641, dated to TR P XI.

C1L VIII.21550, dated to TR P XIII.
Caes. 39.42.
Brev. 9.22.2: atque ipse post eum (sc. Carausium)
Britannias triennio tenuit.
18
Hist. adv. pag. 7.25.6: Allectus postea ereptam Carausio
insulam per triennium tenuit: quern Asclepiodotus
praefectus praetorio oppressit Britanniamque decern annos
recepit.
19
T. D. Barnes, 'Imperial Campaigns, A. D. 285-311',
Phoenix
(1976),
p.
174,
Bonner-Historia-AugustaColloquium 196819 (1970), pp. 13-43. The Kaisergeschichte
already contained a number of errors in chronology before it
pp.
was98-100.
used by the epitomators.
20
Caes. 39.40.
21
22 Brev. 9.22.2.
R1C VII Trier no. 34.
23
RIC 32-3.
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23

obverses, one of which shows Constantius as consul, an office he held in 296. 24 Despite this,
the medallion is usually dated to 297. ?5 1 can see, however, no parallel to or sense in using
the consular obverse only in the year after the consulship, and so, like Gricourt, 26 1 would
date the medallion to 296. Consequently, one can at least discard 297 as a possible date for
the end of the British usurpation.
Next, the evidence of the contemporary Gallic billon coinage. Diocletian's coinage
reform (late 294) introduced simple heroic heads of the tetrarchs at all mints of the empire,
including Trier and Lyon, the mints in Constantius's command in Gaul. But in about 296
the Gallic mints, alone in the empire, introduced new sorts of obverse busts, some of which
depict the emperor in military dress, wearing a helmet and holding a spear and shield. 27 It
seems very likely that these new military busts are a reflection of Constantius's British
campaign. Bastien has suggested that in general busts with spear and shield may refer to
imperial victory, 28 and this is demonstrated by some very rare Trier coins of Constantius
alone, which show the shield decorated with a small figure of victory (Plate 1, No. 4). 29 At
Lyon the change in busts take place in 296, since it occurs during an issue with a consular
obverse of Constantius; 30 at Trier, however, the change may take place slightly earlier, in
the mint-mark A/r//TR, which precedes an issue, A/*//TR, with consular busts of Diocletian and
Galerius (presumably 296-7). 31
Finally, the Alexandrian coinage of Constantius. It may seem strange to look at
contemporary Egyptian tetradrachms to illuminate events at the other end of the Empire,
but the Alexandrian coinage is a greatly neglected source for dating historical events, and,
often refers, for instance, to the various campaigns conducted in Britain during the second
century. In this context I shall concentrate on coins dated to year three of Constantius (i.e.
minted between September 294 and the end of August 295), and I would emphasise that
the very rare types I shall describe occur for Constantius alone of the tetrarchs and only in
year three; they stand apart from the common run of 'hope' or 'victory', generally and
universally applied to all the tetrarchs, and invite one to attach special significance to them.
One coin depicts the emperor on campaign (Plate 1, No. 5); 32 another, now known only
from a written description, may have shown the emperor in military dress. 33 There are also
two coins showing a victory of Constantius: one shows a bust, probably of Constantius,
wearing a helmet decorated with a small figure of Victory and holding a trophy and a shield
(Plate 1, No. 6); 34 the other shows the emperor standing holding a victory on globe with
two captives (Plate 1, No. 7). 35 These four coins attest a campaign of and a victory for
Constantius before the end of August 295. I think that this victory is his British victory, as
no other victory is recorded for Constantius on the abundant Alexandrian coinage of the
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RIC 33.
Even by P. Bastien, 'Multiples d'or, adventus et
panegyrique de Constance Chlore', CENB (1978), 3. Nevertheless the importance of coins with consular busts for
chronology is a common theme of all Bastien's works; much
of this article is consequently indebted to his approach.
2<
'J. Gricourt, 'Tresor des Monnaies Romaines de
Noyelles-Godault (Pas de Calais). Carausius et Allectus en
Gaule', REA (1967), 243, M. Christol, 'Le Pietas de
Constance Chlorc: I'Empereur et les Provinces a la fin du
IIIc sieclc', BSFN (1975), 858-61.
27
For Trier, see RIC VI p. 181; for Lyon, P. Bastien Le
Monnayage de I'Atcher de Lyon 294-316 (Wetteren, 1980)
no. 35 and following.
2
" Pasticn, p. 107.
29
P. Bastien and F. Vasselle, Le Tresor de Domqueur
(Wctteren, 1965), no. 145; W. Hettner, Wesldeutsche
Zeitschrift (1887), p. 137 no. 10 (Emmersweiler hoard).
25

30

Bastien, no. 41.
RIC nos. 303 and 365. And what of the T (= 3) in the
mint-mark? It might mean the third issue of reformed coins
from Trier (so RIC), but it could also refer to the third
regnal or tribunician year of Constantius (a similar usage
occurs on the CAESS XIII COSS v medallions of 305: RIC Trier
no. 35).
32
M. Weder, 'Seltene Miinzen der Sammiung Dattari.
Ncuerwerbungen des Britischen Museums', Numismatische
Zeitschrift (1982), taf. 5.32 (BM).
33
G. Dattari, Numi Augg. Alexandrini (Cairo, 1901), no.
6034.
34
Dattari no. 6030 (with tav. VII). Another example is
cited from Berlin by J. Vogt, Die Alexandrinischen Miinzen
(Stuttgart. 1924), p. 175.
35
J. G. Milne, Alexandrian Coins (Oxford, 1971), no.
5194).
31
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next year. It must be admitted, however, that this is not certain, and that it is possible that
the coins refer to Constantius's victory over the barbarians at the mouth of the Rhine, the
victory for which the tetrarchs took an acclamation Germanicus maximus. This victory is
usually dated to late 293, 36 but, as Lippold has recently pointed out, we know only that it
took place after the recapture of Boulogne and before the British campaign, i.e. a date in
294, or even 295 rather than 293, cannot be excluded. 37 It remains, therefore, a possibility
(in my opinion, an unlikely one) that the Alexandrian coins refer to this victory. It is
unfortunate that this uncertainty remains. It is, however, fair to say that the only reason to
date the British victory to 296 is a strong interpretation of the literary sources. But if, as I
believe, these are not particularly compelling, then the case for 295 becomes sufficiently
attractive to allow its adoption at least as a working hypothesis.
Allectus's gold coinage
A surprising number of aurei have survived, and new ones regularly come to light, two for
instance having been found at Bath during the last five years. The total is greater than that
which survives for Carausius's reign of two or three times as many years. All specimens
were minted at London; in Appendix I record all specimens known to me.
Only one interpretation has been made of these coins,3" according to which (i) they were
minted to pay an accession donative in 293, and (ii) they were not a very extensive issue,
since there is a certain amount of die linkage, suggesting that the number of dies used to
produce the coinage was relatively restricted. I disagree with both these views. First, the
size of the issue: of the twenty coins of which I have been able to get casts or good
photographs there are no less than nineteen obverse dies. 39 Every new specimen is likely to
be from a new die, as were, for instance, the two Bath coins. These figures imply a very
substantial coinage; the twenty-eight aurei which survive from the reign of Julian of
Pannonia, another third-century usurper, were struck from only eight obverse dies,4" and
the statistics for the gold of the Gallic usurpers from Postumus to Tetricus are very
analogous. 4 ' In comparison, Allectus's gold was minted on a large scale; no doubt
comparatively few specimens have survived because the coins may have been demonetized
after Allectus's defeat. 42 Secondly, the chronology. Although most coins have the
mint-mark ML (or sometimes the enigmatic D/-//ML) one coin has MSL,43 which can hardly be
divorced from S/A//MSL, the last mint-mark on London antoniniani (see below). For the
start of the reign there are three coins whose obverse legend lacks the imperatorial
praenomen ALLECTVS P F AVG.44 This legend links with the latest aurei of Carausius which
have a similarly short legend (CARAVSIVS P F AVG),45 and suggests that the coins were
minted at the very start of the reign (for what it is worth, the peculiar portrait which occurs
with the short legend is reminiscent of Carausius's). So it seems that the gold coinage
started at the beginning of the reign and continued until the end, and that throughout it
was minted on a large scale.
Antoniniani; interpretation of types, relative chronology and mints
In the case of Allectus's billon coinage we are luckier than in that of Carausius, as there are
36

Barnes, 'Imperial Campaigns', pp. 179 and 186.
A. Lippold, 'Constantius Caesar, Sieger iiber die Germanen - Nachfahre des Claudius Gothicus? Der Panegyricus
in 297 und die Vita Claudii der HA', Chiron (1981), 348.
38
Shiel, The Episode of Carausius and Allectus, p. 161.
39
My identification of dies thus differs from that of Shiel
pp. 155-160.
411
Information from Roger Bland.
41
B. Schulte, Die Coldpriigung der galtischen Kaiser von
Postumus bis Tetricus (Basel, 1983), passim.
37

42
Perhaps because their weight standard was different
from that of Diocletian's aurei: Alectus's aurei were struck
to a standard of 72 to the pound, Diocletian's at 60 to a
pound. Allectus's standard is a continuation of Carausius's
(although one of Carausius's coins, characterised by a left
facing head, was struck on Diocletian's standard).
43
Appendix 1, no. 24.
44
Appendix 1, nos. 1-3.
45
These date to the end of Carausius's reign, since they
have reverse legends ending with AVGGG.
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few barbarous or 'semi-barbarous' coins to confuse us. The few forgeries, ancient or
modern, can be detected relatively easily; for instance, the alleged 'denarius' of Allectus46
(in fact a silver forgery of a denarius, probably dating to the eighteenth century), the
notorious legionary antoninianus of Allectus 47 or the occasional piece with A V G G G , 4 8 all of
which are hybrid imitations (with Carausius), as indeed are the rare coins with dated
reverses, for instance the P M TR P II COS II P P, copied from coins of Postumus. 49
It is not, however, only barbarous coins which copy earlier prototypes: the adoption or
adaptation of coin designs from earlier reigns is a feature of virtually all the Allectan
coinage. Most of the types are, unsurprisingly, taken over from Carausius (e.g. PAX or
L A E T I T I A ) , but some come from further afield; for instance, D I A N A E R E D V C I , Diana
leading a stag,5" is copied from coins of Postumus (Plate 1, Nos. 8-9), or V I C T O R I G E R ,
trophy and captives,51 is copied from Probus's coinage (Plate 1, Nos. 10—11),52 which
incidentally provides a number of prototypes for Allectus. The fact of this copying,
however, raises a serious - and unanswerable - problem of interpretation. Are the types
merely copied and so devoid of any further historical significance, or were the prototypes
chosen as particularly appropriate to the circumstances or events of Allectus's reign? To
take the case of the V I C T O R I G E R type: can we infer that Allectus claimed a German
victory (otherwise unknown), 53 or does the type appear merely because Allectus or his die
engravers happened to come across it and like it? 54 Another example is provided by the
representation of a temple identified as R O M A E A E T E R at both of Allectus's mints (Plate 1,
No. 12):55 do these coins attest the existence (likely enough) of one or more such temples in
Britain, or is it, once more, just a question of copying earlier coins, in this case again of
Probus (Plate 1, No. 13)?5" I can see no way of deciding between these possibilities, and
therefore urge caution and restraint from using Allectus's coin types to supplement our
tiny knowledge of Allectan Britian.
Although quite a large number of such types are known for the antoniniani, hoards like
Colchester 57 or Burton Latimer 58 show that the vast majority of the coinage was struck with
the unexciting P A X , L A E T I T I A or P R O V I D E N T I A ; the only exception is the 'C' mint, where
F I D E S M I L I T V M was also minted relatively abundantly. The parallelism between the two
mints is particularly striking for P R O V I D E N T I A A V G : both mints have the same three
varieties of type 59 with this legend, and at both the legend lengthens from P R O V I D A V G to
P R O V I D E N T I A A V G as the reign progresses, a development which allows us to determine
that the order of mint marks is at London, S/P//ML, S/A//ML, then S/A//MSL, and, at the other
mint, S/P//C, and then S/P//CL."" Similarly both mints show a change in their preference in
obverse bust types from draped to cuirassed.
One might, perhaps, use these similarities between the two mints to support Shiel's
thesis61 that there was, in fact, only one mint, but I cannot accept his view. There were
4
" Webb, p. 131 (Oxford = RIC 15); another in BM forgery
trays.
47
N. Shiel, 'The legionary antoninianus of Allectus',
Britannia (1973), 224-226.
48
E.g., BM
4
" BM photolile.
511
RIC 65 (e.g., Oxford).
51
RIC 120 (an example in BM).
52
RIC 257.
53
Unless the campaign attested by the aureus in Glasgow
(appendix 1 no. 23) was against the Germans.
54
Somewhat like the engravers of early English coins (J.
P. C. Kent, 'From Roman Britain to Saxon England', in
Anglo-Saxon Coins. Studies Presented to F. M. Stenton,
edited by R. H. M. Dolley (London. 1961). pp. 1-22.
55
RIC 40 and 113.
56
RIC 737.

57
A. H. Baldwin, 'A find of coins of Carausius and
Allectus from Colchester', NC (1930), p. 173.
58
In Northampton Museum. See Roger Bland, below pp.
41-50.
(i) holding wand on globe and cornucopia; (ii) holding
globe and cornucopia; (iii) holding globe and transverse
sceptre.
611
These are the only mint-marks to be retained from the
jumble given by Webb p. 135 and RIC pp. 454-455, as was
seen by Carson, 'The Mints and Coinage', pp. 33-40; and
'Sequence marks on the coinage of Carausius and Allectus',
in Mints. Dies and Currency. Essays presented to A.
Baldwin, edited by R. A. G. Carson (London, 1971), pp.
57-65. There do, however, seem to be a very few coins with
only ML.
1,1
Shiel. The Episode of Carausius und Allectus. pp.
176-177.
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certainly different engravers for the L and C coins. Laffranchi pointed out the differences
in letter forms, for instance M or A, 62 and one can add a number of other differences. For
instance, only L coins have unusual (left facing, armoured or consular) busts, and only L
coins have the draped bust seen from the rear. Virtually all L coins have the legend IMP C
ALLECTVS P F AVG, but C coins often shorten or lengthen the PF to PI FE, PI FEL or just P.
As well as these differences of style, there is also one important physical difference in the
way the two groups of coins were made. L coins have a die axis which is either 12 o'clock
or, more normally, 6 o'clock, but C coins always have a 6 o'clock die axis. This physical
difference in minting practice indicates that the coins were made at two different places.
Clearly, one of these places was London. As for the other, 1 would like to make only two
points. First, I would stress that its name should include an L either as the second letter or
as the start of the second syllable, 63 a point which to my mind effectively removes
Camulodonum (Colchester) from consideration. Secondly, I would question whether C
really is C at all: could it not be G? Roman die engravers frequently failed to distinguish
clearly between the two letters, and certainly those at the C mint did not, as can be seen on
any coin with a reverse legend ending. . . . AVC (sic). One could, perhaps, find a number
of candidates beginning G or GL; an obvious one would be Glevum (Gloucester). I should
stress, however, that this is only a guess. My point is that the search for the location of the
second mint should be widened.
The absolute chronology of the 'antoniniani' and the 'quinarii'
One can make a certain amount of progress in assigning absolute dates to the relative
sequence of mint marks on the basis of some rare coins which depict Allectus as consul,
facing left wearing a trabea and holding an eagle-tipped sceptre. Two such coins, 64 from the
same obverse die, have the first mint-mark, S/P//ML (Plate 1, No. 14), while two others 65
have the second, S/A//ML (Plate 1, No. 15). The consulship should date to 294, since it was
normal for an emperor to take the office in the year after his accession. The first mint-mark
then would have remained current until 294, which also saw the introduction of the second.
It would be possible to spread out the rest of the 'antoniniani' to cover the remaining year
or so of the reign, but it would be premature to do this before a consideration of the
so-called 'quinarii', 66 as it is generally thought that these are all later than the
'antoniniani'. 57 Yet there is no obvious reason why the two denominations should not be
contemporary, or at least overlap.6" The 'quinarii' raise all sorts of other problems as well,
such as their denominational relationship (if any) with Diocletian's coinage reform, or
whether they are reduced 'antoniniani', implying that Allectus was running out of money
and forced to debase his coinage by reducing its weight. Yet all these other problems can
only be clearly tackled if we know when the 'quinarii' were introduced, both in relative and
absolute terms.
I regret that I can see no decisive evidence to resolve this chronological problem one way
or the other and hence leave the other questions unanswered, but it may perhaps be of use
to set out the considerations which seem most relevant and helpful to their dating. First, a
clear description of the coins. They were produced at both mints, but unlike the
'antoniniani' they are characterised by the sole use of a galley for the reverse type. The C
62
L. Laffranchi, 'Notes on the Coinage of Roman Britain
under the first Tetrarchy', NC (1927), 238.
63
This remark is based on a consideration of the abbreviations used on coins of the late third and early fourth
centuries.
" Both in the BM.
65
Glasgow (HCC 23), Oxford (PROVIDENTIA AVG, wand
on globe and cornucopia).
66
I continue to use this term for convenience, although it

seems clear that, whatever the coins were, they were not
'quinarii', for which the abbreviation was V.
" T h i s view seems to go back to J. Evans, 'On a small
hoard of Roman coins found at Amiens', NC (1890), 267.
68
The absence of "issue marks" like those on the
'antoniniani' is not significant. Such marks were absent also
from the gold, and often absent from smaller denominations
of third century coinage.
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mint produced two varieties, one with the legend LAETITIA AVG and a galley sailing right,
the other with the legend VIRTVS AVG and a different sort of galley sailing left. London has
only one legend, VIRTVS AVG, accompanied by the same sort of galley as appears on the C
mint VIRTVS AVG coins, which nearly always is also sailing left. There are, however,
frequent minor variations at London. Some galleys sail right, some have no mast or rigging,
or sometimes the mast is replaced with a figure of Victory or a reclining figure holding
(apparently) a baton and a branch. London VIRTVS AVG coins can also be distinguished
from their C mint counterparts by the presence of waves below the galley.
The coins, although they have a radiate bust, have a smaller diameter and a lighter
weight than the antoniniani (3g as opposed to 41/2g).69 This weight is the same as that used
by Diocletian for his post-reform antoniniani, minted in Italy and further east after 294,
but I hesitate to see a direct connection because of the different alloys of the two coins.
Diocletian's post-reform radiates contained no silver,™ whereas the 'quinarii' of Allectus
had 1-2 per cent silver, not very much indeed, but apparently as much as his 'antoniniani'
ever contained. 71 The weight relationship of % to 1 does, however, suggest that the
'quinarii', despite the radiate portrait, were intended to be (in some sense) halfantoniniani, since it was normal in the third century for half pieces to weigh two thirds of
their whole.7- The fact that they were a smaller denomination led to a different pattern of
hoarding from that of the antoniniani. Apart from the quinarii two main sorts of coin are
found in hoards of the late third century, both of which we call 'antoniniani' today.
Preferable, however, as labels of convenience, are the terms 'antoniniani', referring only
to the mass of poor quality coinage produced by Gallienus, Claudius II and the Gallic
emperors, and 'aureliani', referring to the larger coins containing five per cent silver
minted by Aurelian and his successors. Most of the coins of Carausius and Allectus were
'aureliani', and to some extent this explains their behaviour in contemporary hoards.
These hoards (to oversimplify) tend to contain either 'aureliani' or 'antoniniani', but rarely
both; the 'quinarii' behave in this context as 'antoniniani' rather than 'aureliani'. Thus hoards
of the first type (e.g. Linchmere, 73 Colchester, Burton Latimer 74 ) contain 'aureliani',
but few 'antoniniani' or 'quinarii'. Hoards of the second type (e.g. Blackmoor, 75 Ewelme 76
contain large quantities of 'antoniniani', few 'aureliani', and often a lot of 'quinarii'.
Sometimes a hoard, like that from Old Ford, London, 77 might contain only 'quinarii'.
This interpretation of hoards has several implications. First, it apparently suggests that
'quinarii' were regarded as of equivalent value to 'antoniniani' (as opposed to 'aureliani'),
in both cases half an 'aurelianus'. Secondly, it means that one should not use hoard
evidence for the chronology of the 'quinarii'. Their absence from hoards of Allectan coins
does not show that they were minted at the end of the reign. A related point is that the
absence of 'quinarii' from the Amiens hoard, which discriminates against 'antoniniani',
does not demonstrate an Allectan withdrawal from Gaul in the middle of his reign. 78
If hoards cannot help with the chronology of the 'quinarii', then one can only fall back
on stylistic considerations, but none of these appear to me to be conclusive. For example.
w
I base these figures on the quinarii in the Blackmoor
hoard (R. Bland. The Blackmoor Hoard (London, 1982),
pp. 79-81, rounded up in the same proportion as is necessary
to raise the poorly preserved Blackmoor antoniniani to the
standard of the unworn Burton Latimer 'antoniniani'.
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RIC VI p. 94.
71
See Appendix 3.
72
See C. E. King, 'Denarii and Quinarii AD 253-295', in
Scripla Nummaria Romana. Essays presented to Humphrey
Sutherland, edited by R. A. G. Carson and C. M. Kraay
(London, 1978), p. 80.
73
P. H. Webb, 'the Linchmere Hoard', NC (1925), 173.
74
See notes 57-8.

75

See note 69.
C. M. Kraay, 'A Third Century Hoard of Roman Coins
from Ewelme', Oxoniensia (1952-3), p. 239.
77
W. Allen, 'Find of Coins of Allectus at Old Ford, Bow',
NC (1866), 304.
78
P. J. Casey, 'Carausius and Allcctus - rulers in Gaul?',
Britannia (1977), pp. 298-299. The work of X. Loriot,
however, has confirmed that 'quinarii' are very rare as
chance finds on the continent. But it is arguable that this may
result from the incompatibility of 'quinarii' with denominations in use on the continent. I find it hard to believe that
Allectus held NE Gaul after the loss of Boulogne, but this is
still a controversial subject.
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at London most 'quinarii' have cuirassed busts, and the latest 'antoniniani' (with S/A//MSL)
have, almost always, cuirassed busts. A few 'quinarii' have draped busts, as do a few
S/A//MSL 'antoniniani', but one cannot quantify the relative number of draped 'quinarii'
precisely enough to estimate whether or not they may be contemporaneous with S/A//MSL.
Again, all London 'quinarii' have Allectus's hair combed forwards over his forehead,
whereas early 'antoniniani' split between this hairstyle and one with the hair combed
sideways. All S/A//MSL 'antoniniani', however, have the hair sideways: does this imply that
the 'quinarii' must be earlier, or that the different hairstyles were merely the work of
different engravers, who may or may not have worked contemporaneously on 'quinarii'
and S/A//MSL and 'antoniniani' respectively? Several such inconsequential considerations
can be raised, based on the shape of the wreath ties at London or the form of obverse
legend at the C mint, but I have found only one feature which definitely suggests to me that
the 'quinarii' began to be minted no later than the S/A//ML 'antoniniani' (presumably
therefore in late 294). An apparently unique London 'quinarius' 7 " has a left facing bust of
the emperor with spear and shield, a bust otherwise known only on S/A//ML coins (Plate 1,
No. 16). But it must be accepted that this is a fairly fragile argument, and it would be
unwise for the moment to build any further speculation on such a basis.8"
It is always unsatisfactory to conclude on a note of uncertainty. But I think that the
recognition that there is a problem in the relative chronology of the 'quinarii' is itself a step
forward, albeit a very small one. 81
APPENDIX 1
Aurei of Allectus
(Plate 2, Nos. 1-24)
The following list of aurei differs in a number of respects from that given by Shiel. 82 Rather than merely list the
necessary corrigenda and addenda, I give for the sake of clarity, a full new list. The most important changes are
the addition of new specimens and a different view of die identities. My list is chronological in the sense that
1-3 are clearly the earliest, and 24 the latest. I have no view as to whether 20-23, with D in field, are later than or
contemporary with ML aurei. As with the billon there is tendency from draped to cuirassed busts, but this is
gradual and does not therefore allow one to regard the draped aurei as a group which precedes a group with
cuirassed busts.
The
BI
D1
D2
1.

following bust abbreviations are used.
: cuirassed.
: draped (seen from front).
: draped (seen from rear).
(Shiel -).
ALLECT-VS P F AVG, D 1

PAX AVG, ML. Pax with transverse sceptre.
4.56g, die axis:5.
Warne (Sotheby 1889) lot 133, Ready, Evans (Rollin and Feuardent, May 1909) lot 307, Collection du Vicomte de
Sartiges (Paris, 1910), no. 411, Ars Classica XVIII (1938) lot 491, MMAG XII (1953) lot 856, Hess-Leu (March 1956)
lot 420.

2.

(Shiel -)
ALLECT-VS P F AVG, D 1

PAX AVG, ML, Pax with transverse sceptre.
Same reverse die as 1. 4.44g, die axis: 6.
Private Collection (1984). = Leu 36(7/5/85) lot 333.
7

" HCC 35.
If correct, it would be striking that the 'quinarii' began
to be minted at the time of Diocletian's coinage reform.
*' I should like to thank Roger Bland for help with and
80

criticism of this article.
82
Shiel, The Episode
155-60.

of Carausius

and Allectus,

pp.
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(Shiel 16)
ALLECT-VS P F AVG
SPES AVG, ML, Spes advancing left.
Bibliotheque Nationale, until the robbery of 1831. The coin is known from the engraving in Monumenta Historica
Britannica (1848) pi. XV.5, which was based on a cast then in the possession of Mr Doubleday of the British Museum
(p.clii). It has not proved possible to find such a cast in the British Museum today (see also no. 19).

4.

(Shiel 1 = Shiel 2)
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG, D1
ADVENTVS AVG, ML. Emperor advancing left on horseback, with raised arm.

6.85g (including mount).
Found at Minden, Germany, and in the collection of the Count d'Erceville (see FMRD VI.80. 183b for earlier
references).

5.

(Shiel 3)
IMP ALLE-CTVS P F AVG, D1
COMES AVG, ML, Minerva standing left holding up branch and resting arm on spear and shield.
Same reverse die as 6.
4.52g, die axis: 6.
Glasgow (HCC 1)

6.

(Shiel 4)
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG, B1
COMES AVG, ML, as No. 5.
Same reverse die as 5, obverse die as 17. 4.34g.
ANS (Annual Report 1973, 15); originally found at Chittenden, Kent (NC 1868, 231), then Huth collection, Lockett
(Glendining June 1959) lot 183, Norweb collection (SCBI 40). The find-spot of this coin and No. 7 have often been
confused.

7.

(Shiel 5)
IMP C ALLE-TVS P F AVG, D1
COMES AVG, ML, Victory standing right holding wreath and palm.
4.40g., die axis: 6.
Oxford; originally found at Cynwyl Elvet, Camarthen (Archaeologia Cambrensis4 VII (1876), 57. It passed to the
Evans Collection in 1877 from Francis Green, and was acquired by Oxford in 1941 (NC 1944, 25 no. 248).

8.

(Shiel 6)
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG, D2
ORIENS AVG, ML, Sol holding globe, between two captives.
4.45g, die axis: 6
British Museum; found at Silchester (G. C. Boon, Silchester (1974), p. 70), then Meade collection (1755) lot 110, duke
of Devonshire (Christie's March 1S44) lot 1239, Curt and E. Wigan (NC 1865, 106).

9.

(Shiel 7)
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG, D2
ORIENS AVG, ML, Sol holding globe, captive to right.
4.60g, (pierced).
Vienna.

10.

(Shiel 8)
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG, B1
PAX AVG, ML, Pax with vertical sceptre.
4.39g
Paris; formerly Pembroke (1848), lot 989.

11.

(Shiel -)
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG. B1
PAX AVG. ML, Pax with vertical sceptre.
Found in the excavations at Bath.
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12.

(Shiel -)
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG, D 1
PAX AVG, ML, Pax with vertical s c e p t r e .
4.63g, die axis: 12.
Found in the excavations at Bath (1979).

13.

(Shiel 9)
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG. DI
PAX AVG, ML. Pax with t r a n s v e r s e s c e p t r e .
4.12g
Turin, Museo Civico. Apparently found at Reading (so Brown sale, Stevenson's Dictionary 183). Higgs (Sotheby,
April 1830) lot 39, Brummell (Sotheby, 1850) lot 796, Brown (Sotheby, July 1869) lot 271, Ponton d'Amecourt
(Rollin & Feuardent, 1887) lot 631, de Quelen (Rollin and Feuardent, May 1888) lot 1957, Weber (Hirsch XXIV,
1909) lot 2501, Jameson 327, Mazzini tav. LXXXVIII. A.S. Fava, L. Sachero and V. Viale, II Mcdagliere delle raccolte
numismatiche torinesi, 104, no. 43.

14.

(Shiel 10).
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG, B l
PAX AVG, ML, Pax with t r a n s v e r s e s c e p t r e .
4.56g, die axis: 6.
British Museum (1838). Originally found in the Isle of Dogs (NC 1839-40, 206, Akerman p. 143).

15.

(Shiel 11).
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG. B l
PAX AVG, ML. Pax in biga to left.
4.40g, die axis: 12.
Oxford (since at least 1750: Nummorum
21).

Antiquorum

Scriniis Bodleianis Reconditorum

Catalogus, Oxford 1750, p.

16.

(Shiel 12)
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG, B l
PROVID AVG. ML, P r o v i d e n t i a with b a t o n on g l o b e , a n d c o r n u c o p i a .
4.61g.
Paris. Found at Tingry (not Tingy), near Boulogne.

17.

(Shiel 13)
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG, BL
SALVS AVG, ML, Salus feeding s n a k e in a r m s .
S a m e o b v e r s e die as 6. 4.30g, die axis: 6.
British Museum (from George III collection). There exist silver forgeries of this coin (eg. BM), which are the basis for
the so-called denarii of Allectus (e.g. RIC 15).

18.

(Shiel 14).
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG. D 2
SALVS AVG, Salus feeding s n a k e in a r m s .
3.82g, die axis: 6.
British Museum (1864, from Wigan collection: NC 1865, 106).

19.

(Shiel 15)
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG, B l
SPES AVG, ML, Spes a d v a n c i n g left.
Bibliotheque Nationale, until the robbery of 1831. Like no. 3, it is known from Monumenta
pi. XV.

20.

(Shiel 17)
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG. B l
ORIENS AVG, D/-//ML, Sol holding g l o b e .
4.14g
Berlin (69/1883).

Historica Britannica (1848)
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(Shiel 18)
IMPC ALLE-CTVS P F AVG, B1

PAX AVG D/-//ML, Pax with vertical sceptre
4.31g
Musee Puig, Perpignan (from the Puig collection).

22.

(Shiel 19)
IMP C ALLE-CTVS P F AVG, D 1

PAX AVG, D/-//ML, Pax with vertical sceptre.
4.07g
Du Chastel (Rollin and Feuardent, 27 May, 1889), lot 593, Montagu (Rollin & Feuardent, 1896) lot 760, Hall
(Glendining 21 Nov., 1950) lot 1994.

23.

(Shiel 20)
IMP c ALLE-CTVS P F AVG, B 1

VIRTVS AVG. D/-//-, emperor on horseback spearing prostrate enemy.
4.37g, die axis: 6.
Glasgow (HCC 2).
24.

(Shiel 21)
IMP C ALLEC-TVS P F 1 AVG, B1

VIRTVS AVG, MSL, Soldier with spear and shield.
4.17g, die axis: 6.
British Museum (1867, Due de Blacas collection). Trattle (Sotheby, 1832) lot 3105.

APPENDIX 2
Allectus's

Billon

The following list of types is based on specimens which I have seen (either the coins themselves, or photographs
or casts). I have consulted the collections of the British Museum (abbreviated to L), the Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford (O), the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge (C), Manchester Museum (M), the Staatliche Museen,
Berlin (B) and the American Numismatic Society, New York. I have also used the catalogue of the Hunterian
Museum, Glasgow (G), a manuscript catalogue of the Cabinet des Medailles, Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris (P)
by H. Huvelin (supplemented by casts kindly sent by M. Amandry), the British Museum cast collection and
photo file. The two most important hoards for additional material are the Burton Latimer hoard (BL),
published elsewhere in this volume, the Blackmoor Hoard (R. Bland, The Blackmoor
Hoard
(1982)), and the
Colchester hoard (NC
1930, 173): many of the coins from this hoard passed to Evans and are now in the
Ashmolean, and a number were acquired by the British Museum. I have only cited the publication ('Colch')
where I have not been able to trace the present whereabouts of a given piece. I have also been shown a number
of pieces in private hands, and I would like to thank C. J. Bailey and P. Montgomery for their help. I am quite
aware that some additions to my list are inevitable, but I am confident that these will not be very numerous.
The catalogue is arranged by mint and mint-mark. It can be seen from the three hoards already mentioned
which were the most important issues and most abundant types.
For each entry I give a catalogue number, its RIC reference (note that some of the pieces in RIC probably do
not exist; more important, however, is the fact that often as many asfive or six different varieties lurk in a single
RIC entry), its reverse legend, an abbreviated description (if necessary), abbreviations denoting obverse
legend and bust type (according to the key below), and a collection where a specimen can be found.

Abbreviations
Bust varieties:
Bl: radiate, cuirassed, right ( = F in RIC).
D l : radiate, draped and cuirassed, right (seen from front) ( = C in RIC).
D2: radiate, draped, right (seen from behind) ( = A in RIC).
consular: radiate, wearing trabea, left, and holding eagle-tipped sceptre,
trabea; radiate, wearing trabea, left.
spear and shield: radiate, cuirassed, left, holding spear over shoulder and shield.
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helmeted, spear and shield: radiate and helmeted, left, holding spear over shoulder and shield,
half-length bust, helmeted, right, with spear over shoulder: also radiate.
BI and D1 are normal at both mints. D2 is frequent at London, but only occurs on a single specimen of the C
mint (No. 159). The armoured, helmeted, consular and trabeate busts occur only at London.
Legends:
The normal legend at both mints is IMP C ALLECTVS P F AVG, and this is the legend for all catalogue entries,
except where indicated. Both mints occasionally have:
(PFI)

IMP C ALLECTVS P F I AVG

At the C mint alone a number of other variants occur:
(P)
(PIFE)
(PIFEL)
(PIVFEL)
(PIVSFEL)
(PIVSFELIX)
(PFIN)
(PFINV)

IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP

c
c
c
C
c
C
C
C

ALLECTVS
ALLECTVS
ALLECTVS
ALLECTVS
ALLECTVS
ALLECTVS
ALLECTVS
ALLECTUS

P AVG
PI FE AVG
PI FEL AVG
PIV FEL AVG
PIVS FEL AVG ( t o b e c o n f i r m e d )
PIVS FELIX AVG
P F IN AVG
P F INV AVG

Additionally, on C mint "quinarii" one also finds:
(-)

IMP c ALLECTVS AVG

Some London coins have VIRTVS ALLECTI AVG, and this is so rare that it has been included in full in the
catalogue.
S/P//ML

RIC
1.

—

2. 3. 20
4. 5. 22
6. 7. 22
8. 22
9. 26
10. 26
11. 33
12. 33
13. 33
14. 15. 28
16. 28
17. 28
18. 36
19. 35
19a. 35
20. 41
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

42
43
45
45

COMES AVG Minerva 1. with branch, and spear and
shield
as No. 1
HILARITAS AVG standing 1. with branch and
cornucopia
iovi CONSERVATORI Jupiter with fulmen and sceptre
LAETITIA AVG with wreath and anchor
as No. 5
as No. 5
as No. 5
ORIENS AVG hand raised and globe
as No. 9
PAX AVG transverse sceptre
as No. 11
as No. 11
as No. 11
PAX AVG vertical sceptre
as No. 15
as No. 15
PROVID AVG globe and cornucopia
PROVID AVG wand on globe and cornucopia
as No. 19
SAECVLI FELICITAS emperor with transverse spear
and globe
SALVS AVG snake in arms
SALVS AVG snake on altar
SPES AVG advancing 1.

as No. 23

-

SPES PVBLICA as N o . 2 3

48
48
49

VICTORIA AVG standing 1. with wreath and palm
VICTORIA AVG running r. with wreath and palm
VIRTVS AVG standing 1. with spear and shield

D1

L

BI
BI

O
L

BI
BI
(PFI) BI
D1
D2
BI
D1
BI
D1
D2
consular 1.
BI
D1
D2
D1
BI
D1
D1
D2
?D1
D1
BI
BI
D1
D2
BI

G
P
L
O
L
B
G
L
L
L
L
O
L
L
G
BL
M
G
L
see note
Colch
O
G
O
O
L
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16
18
20
21

22
22
22
22
25
. 26
33
33
33
32
33
33
28
28
28
31
34
34
36
36
35
35
38
36
36
36
36
35
35
35
37
35
38
40
42
42
42
43
44

S/A//ML
AEQVITAS AVG scales and cornucopia
COMES AVG as no. 1
FELICITAS SEC long caduceus and cornucopia
HILARITAS AVG branch and cornucopia
IOVI AVG seated 1. with victory on globe and sceptre
IOVI CONSERVATORI standing 1. with fulmen and
sceptre
IOVI CONSERVA standing 1. with victory on globe and
sceptre; to 1., eagle

B1
B1
B1
B1
B1
B1

G
BL
L
L
Bailey
L

B1

Bailey

B1
D1
D2
(PFI) B1
trabea 1.
spear and shield
B1
D2
B1
B1
D1
D2
(PFI) D2
consular 1.
trabea 1.
spear and shield
B1
?D1
D2
(PFI) D2
spear and shield
helmeted, spear and shield
(VIRTVS ALLECTI AVG)
PI ETAS AVG patera over altar
B1
D2
as No. 57
B1
PROVID AVG globe and cornucopia
as No 59
D1
PROVID AVG wand on globe and cornucopia
B1
as No. 61
D1
PROVID AVG globe and transverse sceptre
D2
PROVIDENTIA AVG globe and cornucopia
B1
as No. 64
D1
D2
as No. 64
spear and shield
as No. 64
as No. 64
half-length bust, helmeted, r., spear over shoulder
(VIRTVS ALLECTI AVG)
PROVIDENTIA AVG wand on globe and cornucopia
B1
as No. 69
D1
as No. 69
D2
(PFI) D2
as No. 69
as No. 69
consular 1.
PROVIDENTIA AVG globe and transverse sceptre
B1
ROMAE AETER Temple of Roma
B1
SALVS AVG snake in arms
B1
D1
as No. 76
D2
as No. 76
B1
SALVS AVG snake on altar
D1
as No. 78
?
SALVS AVG seated 1. with snake on altar
SECVRITAS AVG leaning on column 1.
B1
LAETITIA AVG

as No. 36
as No. 36
as No. 36
as No. 36
as No. 36
MONETA AVG scales and cornucopia
as No. 42
ORIENS AVG globe and raised hand
PAX AVG transverse sceptre
as No. 44
as No. 44
as No. 44
as No. 44
as No. 44
as No. 44
PAX AVG vertical sceptre
as No. 51
as No. 51
as No. 51
as No. 51
as No. 51

G
L
L
see note
see note
O
L
C
M
L
O
L
Colch
G
L
G
L
Colch
L
0
see note
see note
L
0
L
L
L
O
P
L
Colch
0
L
L
C
O
O
O
O
L
L
G
B
P
L
L
O
see note
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45

SPES AVG

D1

L

47

TEMP[OR?] FELICITAS caduceus and sceptre
VICTORIA AVG standing 1.

Bl
D2

G
L

VIRTVS AVG Emperor with globe and transverse
spear
VIRTVS AVG Virtus r. with spear and shield
as No. 86
as No. 86
VIRTVS AVG Hercules with club and lionskin

Bl

L

Bl
D1
D2
Bl

L
L
G
O

B1

G

50
49
49
49
51

-/-//ML
LAETITIA AVG

52

VIRTVS AVG Temple of Virtus
VIRTVS AVG Temple of Hercules

?B 1 L
D2 O
S/A//MSL

22
22
22
25
33
28
36
35
38
47

LAETITIA AVG

Bl

as No. 93
as No. 93
as No. 93

(PFI) Bl

L

D1
D2

O
O
BL

MONETA AVG

BL

C

PAX AVG transverse sceptre
PAX AVG vertical sceptre
PROVIDENTIA AVG globe and cornucopia
PROVIDENTIA AVG wand on globe and cornucopia
PROVIDENTIA AVG globe and transverse sceptre
SALVS AVG snake in arms
SALVS AVG snake on altar

Bl L
Bl L
Bl L
Bl L
Bl L
Bl L
D1 C

TEMPORVM FELICITAS

Bl

O

Bl

B

long

caduceus

and

cornucopia
as 105, but short caduceus
-/-//QL

59
58
55
56
55
55
55
55
55

VIRTVS AVG
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

galley
galley
galley
galley
galley
galley
galley
galley
galley

1. with god reclining
1. with Victory
1. (no mast)
1. (no mast)
r. (no mast)
1.
1.
1.
r.

Bl L
Bl L
Bl L
spear and shield G
Bl L
Bl L
D1 L
D2 L
D2 L

S/P//C

61
. 62
. 63
. 65
. 66
. 68
. 67

ABVNDANTIA AVG emptying cornucopia over altar
as No. 115
ADVENTVS AVG emperor on horseback, 1. captive
AEQVITAS AVG scales and cornucopia
as No. 118
DIANAE REDVCI Diana leading stag, r.
FELICIT TEMPO short caduceus and sceptre
FELICITAS SAECVLI patera over altar and caduceus
FIDES EXERCITVS four standards
FIDES EXERCIT four standards

D1
Bl
Bl
(PFI) Bl
?B1
(PFI) Bl
BL

L
L
L
L
O
O
L
G

D1
(PFI) D 1

L
O

(PFI) D1
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125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179
180.
181.
182.

-

_
70
71
-

73
-

81
79
-

79
-

77
76
75
—

—

83
84
-

91
91
90
-

-

86
-

86
87
85
-

89
-

94
-

97
98
99
-

103
-

108
107
109
108
-

Ill
110
112
111
-

105
106
-

?113
114

FIDES MILI Fides and 2 standards
FIDES MILITVM a s N o . 125

as No. 126
MILARITAS AVG branch and cornucopia
IOVI CONSER standing 1. with fulmen and sceptre
as No. 129
IOVI CONSE as N o . 129
LAETIT1A AVGVSTI
LAETITIA AVG

as
as
as
as

No.
No.
No.
No.

133
133
133
133

LAETITI AVG
LAETIT AVG

as No. 139
MARS VICTOR advancing r., with spear and trophy
over shoulder
MARTI P[ACIF] standing 1., raising hand and holding
spear
MONETA AVG

ORIENS AVG captive(s?)
ORIENS AVG one captive

PAX AVG transverse sceptre
as No. 146
as No. 146
as No. 146
as No. 146
PAX AVG vertical sceptre
as No. 151
as No. 151
as No. 151
as No. 151
as No. 151
as No. 151
as No. 151
as No. 151
PROVID AVG globe and cornucopia
as No. 160
PROVID AVG wand on globe and cornucopia
as No. 162
as No. 162
PROVID AVG globe and transverse sceptre
PROVIDE AVG globe and transverse sceptre
PROVIDENTIA AVG wand on globe and cornucopia
PROVIDENTIA AVG globe and cornucopia
as No. 168
as No. 168
as No. 168
as No. 168
PROVIDENTIA AVG wand on globe and cornucopia
as No. 173
as No. 173
as No. 173
as No. 173
PROVIDENTIA AVG globe and transverse sceptre
as No. 178
as No. 178
ROMAE AETERN Temple of Roma

SALVS AVG snake on altar

?
B1
(p) B1
B1
D1

D1
D1
B1

see note
L
L
O
C
O
BL
G
L
P
L
L
L
O
G
see note
L

D1

see note

(PIFE) D 1

D1
(PFI?) B 1

B1
B1
D1
(PFL) D1
(PFL)

(PFIN) D 1
(PFI) D1
(PFI)

B1 L
B1 L
D1 Colch
B1 L
D1 L
(PFl) D1 L
(PIVFEL) D 1 O
(PFIN) D 1 BL
B1 Colch
(p) B1 L
D1 L
(p) D1 O
(PFI) D1 O
(PIFEL) D 1 L
(PIVSFEL) D 1 L
(PFIN) D 1 Colch
(P) D2 L
D1 L
(PFL) D1 L
D1 BL
(p) D1 BL
(PIVFEL) D 1 L
(PIFE) D 1 L
D1 O
(PFI) D1 L
B1 L
(PFI) B1 C
(p) B1 C
D1 B
? trabea, r. P
B1 L
(PFI) B1 Colch
(p) B1 L
D1 see note
(PFI) D1 L
B1 G
(P) B1 L
?D1 Colch
B1 G
D1 L
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183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.

_

(p) D1

as No. 183
as No. 183

-

(PFIN) D 1

D1
D1

SALVS AVG s n a k e in a r m s
SPES PVBL

-

115
116
115

(PFINV) D 1

as No. 186

D1

SPES PVBLICA

_

(PFI) D1
(PFINV) D 1

as No. 188
as No. 188

116
117
118
117
117

TEMPORVM FELICI long c a d u c e u s a n d s c e p t r e

as No. 191
TEMPORVM FELICIT long c a d u c e u s a n d s c e p t r e
TEMPORVM FELIC long c a d u c e u s a n d s c e p t r e

-

as No. 194

119
120

VICTORIA AVG a d v a n c i n g r.

VICTORI GER trophy between captives
VIRTVS AVG Emperor r. with globe and transverse

-

spear
as No. 198

199. 122
200. 121
201. 121

VIRTVS AVG Virtus standing r. with spear and shield

as No. 200

BI
(p) BI
BI
BI
(p) BI
(PFI) D1
(p) D1
BI

P
L
BL
see
L
C
G
see
L
L
O
G
P
L
L
O

D1
BI
D1

L
G
L

BI
BI
BI
BI
BI
(PFI) BI
BI
BI

L
L
L
G
L
O
L
O

BI

L
L
L
O
O
L
L
L
G
L
O

S/P//CL

202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.

69
79
108
111
105
104
117
117

FIDES MILITVM F i d e s a n d 2 s t a n d a r d s
LAETITIA AVG
PROVIDENTIA AVG g l o b e a n d c o r n u c o p i a

PROVIDENTIA AVG wand on globe and cornucopia
PROVIDENTIA AVG globe and transverse sceptre

as No. 206
TEMPORVM FELIC long c a d u c e u s a n d s c e p t r e
TEMPORVM FELICIT long c a d u c e u s a n d s c e p t r e
-HOC

210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.

124

LAETITIA AVG galley r.

—

as
as
as
as

125
126
124
128
129
128
?13G

Notes
22.
39.
40.
55.
56.
68.
81.
125.
140.
142.
172.
176.
186.
190.

210
210
210
210, but galley 1.

VIRTVS AVG galley 1.

-

-

No.
No.
No.
No.

as
as
as
as
as

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

215
215
215
215, but small Victory on prow
219

to the Catalogue

BM photo-file.
Roman collection (Bourgey, 1913), lot 636.
F. Baldwin collection (Glendining, 20 Nov. 1969), lot 335.
F. Baldwin lot 334.
F. Baldwin lot 336 ex Colchester hoard (NC 1930, pi. XIII.8).
Formerly F. Baldwin lot 338.
Hacheston excavations (note in BM).
Note in BM copy of RIC.
NC 1930, 171.
Montgomery collection (BM photo-file); also N Circ 1983, no. 1764.
Perhaps only a decorated cuirass.
BM cast collection.
Ars Classica XVII (Oct. 1934), lot 1845.
Hamburger 96 (Oct. 1932), lot 986.

(P) BI
(PFI) BI

(-) BI
BI
BI
(p) BI
(-) BI
D1
BI
(p) BI
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Additional

Material

A certain number of other varieties were listed by Webb in RIC; some of these are more plausible than
others. I have divided them into two groups. First, I list the additional varieties, which may well exist, although
I have not actually seen them. Secondly, I list the varieties which I think are non-existent, irregular or
confusions.
(i) Plausible additions
RIC

S/P//ML

29
39

PAX AVG vertical sceptre
PROVID DEOR with baton and sceptre

47

TEMPOR (VM) FELICI (TAS)

(PIVSFELIX) B1
B1
B1

S/A//ML
45

SPES PVBLICA

B1

53

VIRTVS AVG Trophy and captives

Bl, D l , D2

S/A//MSL
17
20

COMES AVG M i n e r v a
HILARITAS AVG

Bl
Bl

S/P//C
60
64

ABVNDAVG
COMES AVG M i n e r v a

72

IOVICONSER with fulmen and sceptre

78
82

LAET1TI AVG
MONETA AVG

88

PAX AVG vertical sceptre

89

as 8 8

(PFI) B l
Bl

(PFI) Bl
,

(PIFEL) D 2
(PFL) B l

(PIVSFELIX) D2
(PFINV) D 2

95
96
100
102

PROVID AVG globe and cornucopia
"
" wand on globe and cornucopia
"
" as96
"
"
" globe and transverse sceptre

123

VIRTVS EXERCIT four s t a n d a r d s

(PFI) D2
(PFI) Bl
(PIFE) Dl
D2
D2

-I-IIQC
127

LAETITIA AVG g a l l e y

(ii) Implausible additions
19
23
24
27
30
54
74
77
80
92

FORTVNA AVG: mint-mark suggests irregular.
same as 22
LEG II: barbarous
probably irregular, as the obverse legend does not occur at London
irregular: impossible mint-marks
irregular: impossible mint-marks
probably confusion with London, with ML in exergue
LAETITI AVG is unlikely as late as the second mint-mark
irregular: all coins have the C after IMP
irregular hybrid of Pax and Providentia

93

PAX AVGGG: barbarous

101
132

impossible mint-mark
false (specimen in BM)

(PIFE) B l
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APPENDIX 3
Analyses
The following analyses are from L. H. Cope's unpublished thesis 'The Metallurgical Development of the
Roman Impe rial Coinage during the First Five Centuries AD' (CNAA 1974), 186:

1.

S/A//ML

2.

S/P//C

3. -/-//QL
4.
5.

6.

-/-//QC

PAX AVG
LAETITIA AVG
VIRTVS AVG
VIRTVS AVG
LAETITIA AVG
LAETITIA AVG

RIC

Cu%

Sn%

Ag%

Pb%

28
79
55
55
124
125

91.81
94.01

2.63
1.43
2.37
2.14
2.03
1.80

1.96
1.16
0.06
1.07
1.75
1.54

3.46
2.98
3.38
2.93
2.80
2.77

-

91.72
93.30
94.23
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PLATE 2

A H O A R D OF C A R A U S I U S A N D A L L E C T U S
BURTON LATIMER

FROM

ROGER BLAND

THE hoard was found by Mr W. D. Evans at Burton Latimer, Northamptonshire, in
December 1954.1 The list published below gives details of 108 pieces of which all but two
were examined in Northampton Museum in 1984.2 These may be summarized as follows:
Gallic Mint
Victorinus
Carausius
Carausius for Diocletian
Allectus

London

'C' Mint

Unmarked

Total

30

25

3

58

1

1

1

1

31

17

48

The hoard was said originally to have consisted of between 124 and 140 coins and was
found in association with a number of sherds of third- and fourth-century black and grey
ware, two tesserae and parts of bricks and roofing tiles and pieces of slag. The fine state of
preservation of the coins makes them important for establishing the weight standards of
the issues of Carausius and Allectus. Unfortunately, it was not possible to weigh the coins
but Lawrence Cope had done so and he included two histograms of the weights in his
thesis; 3 these are reproduced here (Fig. 1). As Cope pointed out, it is noticeable that the
British weight standard of seventy-two coins to a Roman pound 4 was higher than that used
by Diocletian and Maximian (eighty-four to a pound).
No.

No.

20 4

20

10

10 •

2

3

4

5

6 grams

Carausius: 58 coins, average 4.28 grams

2
3
4
5
6 grams
Allectus: 48 coins, average 4.40 grams

FIG. 1 Weight distributions of coins in Burton Latimer hoard (after Cope).

The closest parallel to this hoard is the Colchester hoard, 5 inasmuch as both belong to
the class of deposit which virtually exclude Allectan 'quinarii', the unmarked antoniniani
of Carausius (which contain no silver"), and antoniniani struck before Aurelian's reform.7
1

Kettering Leader and Guardian, 31/12/1954.
Description of the two pieces that I did not see are taken
from a MS list of the hoard in Northampton Museum. 1
would like to thank Mr W. R. G. Moore for allowing me to
study the hoard, and my colleague Andrew Burnett for
much help in this task.
1
L. H. Cope, 'The metallurgical development of the
Roman Imperial coinage during the first three centuries
AD', Liverpool Polytechnic 1974 (unpublished thesis), p.
:

187.
' Carausius and Allectus used the same standard for their
gold issues.
5
NC 1930, 173-98. Some of these coins were subsequently
acquired by the BM, and a great many passed to the
Ashmolean from the Evans collection.
6
Cope, p. 188.
7
See above, p. 27.
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It is a hoard, then, which consists almost exclusively of those higher denomination coins
that were then current. It has been suggested by Andrew Burnett elsewhere in this volume"
that Allectus's 'quinarii' were contemporary with some at least of his antoniniani, in which
case their absence here would not be chronologically significant. Consequently, since the
hoard contained all the issues of antoniniani, its deposition can be dated to the end of
Allectus's reign, in 295 (or 296). 9
CATALOGUE
The following
Bl
Bust,
D1
Bust,
D2
Bust,
Z
Bust

obverse bust codes are employed:
radiate, cuirassed, seen from the front, right.
radiate, draped and cuirassed, seen from the front, right.
radiate, draped and cuirassed, seen from behind, right.
uncertain.

An asterisk after the catalogue number refers to a note at the end of the catalogue. All
coins, except Nos. 1, 32 and 56, are illustrated.
VICTORINUS
Mint 1
No.

Reverse
Obv.

1.

Bust

Mint mark

Die-axis

Reference

IMP C PIAV VICTORINVS PF AVG

PAX AVG

D1

6

D1

7
12
5
6
6
12
5
12
12
12
6
12
11
6

Elmer 649

CARAUSIUS
London Mint
Obv.

2*.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
a
o.

IMP CARAVSIVS PF AVG

FORTVNA AVG

PAX AVG vertical sceptre
N

N

A

A

A

A

A

A

H

II

II

II

L/-//ML
F/O//ML
F/O//ML

II

"

II

"

"

"

" " transverse sceptre
II

II

II

H

MARTI PACIF

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

PAX AVG vertical sceptre

PAX AVG vertical sceptre
A

A

A

II

II

H

II

II

II

II

II

A

" " transverse sceptre
"

D1

B/E//MLXXI

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

"

II

"

"

"

B/E//ML|XXI]
B/E//MLXXI
B/E//[MLXXI]
B/E//MLXXI

"
A

Bl or D1
Bl
Z

"
"

Obv.

IMP C CARAVSIVS PF AVG ( v a r i a n t s g i v e n in

H

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

IT

II

II

" " transverse sceptre

B/E//MLX[XI]
B/E//ML[XXI]
B/E//MLXXI
B/E//MLX|XI]
B/E//MLXXI

37
101
"
"
"

121
90
101
"
II

"

121

notes)
Bl
D1

* See above, p. 28
'' For a discussion of the date of Allectus's defeat, see above, p. 21.

"
A

Bl or D1

7
6
7
6
12

98
"
II

"

118
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No.
21.
22.
23.
24.*

II II
II
II
" " transverse sceptre
n a
II
a

Bust
D1
BI

D1

Die-axis
7
6
6

Reference
RIC
cf. 141
141
143

6

IMP C DIOCLETIANVS PF AVG

PAX AVGGG vertical s c e p t r e
Obv.

26.
27.

S/-//MLXXI
S/P//MLXXI

PAX AVGGG vertical s c e p t r e

Obv.

25.

Mint mark

Reverse

LATIMER

S/P//MLXXI

BI

S/P//MLXXI

D1

IMP C CARAVSIVS PF AVG

PAX AVG vertical sceptre

cf. 5

12

cf. 98

7

28.

6

29.
30.
31.
32.

7
SALVS AVG

PAX AVG transverse sceptre
" "
?
sceptre

D1
Z

S/P//ML

6
6?

cf. 154
118
98/118

'C' Mint
Obv. IMP CARAVSIVS PF AVG (variants given in notes)
33.
34.*
35.*
36.*
37.
38.*
39.*
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.*
48.*
49.*
50.*
51.*
52.
53.*
54.*
55.*
56.*
57.

APOLLINI CON
LAETIT AVG
SPES PVBLIC
TEMP FELIC
SALVS AVG
SA[LVS AVJG

-l-IIC

PAX AVG vertical sceptre
n a
a
a
a a
n
a
a n
a
n
a a
a
a
a a
a
a

S/P//-

PROVID AVG
PAX AVGGG vertical s c e p t r e

D1

"

"

II

"

"

-l-IICXX

"

I

s icii"
"
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

S/P//C
"

" "

transverse sceptre

PROVID AVGGG
"

"

TEMPORVM FELIC

PAX
a
a
"
"

AVG vertical sceptre
a
a
a
a
a
a
"
transverse sceptre
"
?
sceptre

PROVID AVG

D1
D1
D1
D1
D1

"

II
"
"

S/P//C
"
"
"
"
"

D1
"
"

a
a
a
D1
II
II
II
Z
D1

6.30
7
6
6
7
6
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
6
7
6
6
7
7

6

193
250
411-

401
519
482
475
"
"
"

a
502
334
335
339
371367
421
300
302
310
321
?
357

Unmarked issues
Obv.
58.*

MONITA AV|G|
Obv.

59.

IMP CARAVSIVS PF AVG

D1

855 var.

D1

881

IMP CARAVSIVS P AVG

PAX AVG vertical sceptre
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No.

Reverse
Obv.

60.

Mint mark

LATIMER

Bust

Die-axis

Reference

Z

6

RIC
cf. 879

Bl
a

7
12
12
6
12
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
1
12
12
1
12
12
6
7
12
11
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
12

IMP C CARAVSIVS P A[. . .]

P[AX A]VG vertical sceptre
ALLECTUS
London Mint
Obv.

61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.*
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.

IMP C ALLECTVS PF AVG

PAX AVG vertical sceptre
" "
transverse sceptre
a n
a
n
H II
II
II
II II
II
II
II II
II
II
PROVID AVG
"

S/P//ML
"

II
II
a
a
"
"

"

n

VIRTVS AVG
COMES AVG

S/A//ML

PAX AVG transverse sceptre
II II
II
II
II II
II
ll
II II
ll
ll
II II
II
ll
II ll
ll
ll
II ll
II
It
II II
II
ll
LAETITIA AVG

II

II
a

PROVIDENTIA AVG
SALVS AVG
LAETITIA AVG

II
II
II
II
II

II
II
II

"

II
II
II
II
II

Bl/Dl
Bl
Bl/Dl
Bl
Bl
D2
a
"

D1
Bl
"

"

"

S/A//[ML]
S/A//ML

"

"

D2
Bl
ll
ll
ll
"

"

S/A//MSL
"

a
"

PROVIDENTIA AVG

"

"

II
II
II

PROVID AVG

a

"

"

a

II
II
a

D2
Bl
a
a
a
H

"

RIC
28
33

Burnc
15
11
"

"
"

"

"

"

"

35
ll
49
cf. 17
33
"
"

ll
"

ll
ll
II
22

11/12
19
"

28
30
46
"
"

45
44
II
ll
"

38

"

"

35
ll
36
43
22
ll
n
ll
ll
II
36

61
ll
64
78
96
93
a
a
"
"

100

'C' Mint
Obv.

92.*
93.
94.
95.
96.*
97.*
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.

IMP C ALLECTVS PF AVG ( v a r i a n t s g i v e n in

FIDES MILITVM
IOVI CONSE
LAETITIA AVG
»

A

PAX AVG vertical sceptre
"
" transverse sceptre
PROVIDENTIA AVG

n

n

N

N

II
II
II

II
n
II

PROVID AVG

S/P//C

II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

notes)
Bl
D1
Bl
Bl
D1
ll
Bl
A
A
A

II

N

II
II

"

D1

6
6
6
7
6
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

126
69
72 var. 131
79
133
"
II
85
155
90 var. 150
105
178
"
ll
168
108
A

"

111
97

"
"

173
162
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No.

Reverse

Mint mark

Bust

105.*

PROVID AVG
SALVS AVG
LETITIA AVG
PROVIDENTIA AVG

S/Plie

D1

S/P//CL

B1

106.*

107.
108.

LATIMER

Die-axis

6
6
6
6

Reference
RIC

Burnett

98

163
185
203
204

79
108

Notes to the catalogue
2.
24.
32.
described
34.
35.
36.
38.
39.

47-48.

Fortuna stg. 1., holding rudder and cornucopiae (not baton as RIC states).
Obv. reads [ . . . . ] CARAVSIVS PF AVG.
This coin was not seen in 1984; its description is taken from a MS list in Northampton Museum. The obv. is not
but is inferred from the mint-mark.
Laetitia stg. 1., holding wreath and anchor.
Spes walking 1., holding flower and raising robe.
Felicitas stg. 1., holding long vertical caduceus and cornucopiae. Obv. reads IMP CARAVSIVS P AVG.
Obv.
Obv.

IMP c CARAVSIVS P AVG.
IMP C CARAVSIVS PF I AVG.

Obv.

IMP c CARAVSIVS P AVG.

49.
50.
51.

Providentia stg. 1., holding globe and transverse sceptre.
Providentia stg. 1., holding globe and cornucopiae.
Felicitas stg. 1., holding long vertical caduceus and cornucopiae. Obv. reads IMP c CARAVSIVS PF IN AVG.

53.
54.
55.

Obv.
Obv.
Obv.

IMP c CARAVSIVS AVG.
IMP C CARAVSIVS PIVS FEL AVG.
IMP c CARAVSIVS AVG.

56. This coin was not seen in 1984; its description is taken from a MS list in Northampton Museum. The obv. is not
described.
58. Moneta stg. 1., holding scales and cornucopiae.
69. Mars stg. 1., r. hand on shield that rests on ground, 1. hand holding long vertical spear.
92. Fides stg. 1., holding a standard in each hand.
96.
97.
105.

Obv.
Obv.
Obv.

IMP C ALLECTVS PF I AVG.
IMP C ALLECTVS PF IN AVG.
IMP C ALLECTVS P AVG.

106.

Salus stg. r., holding snake in arms.
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L E T T E R S OF N U M I S M A T I C I N T E R E S T A D D R E S S E D
JOHN L I N D S A Y OF C O R K

TO

NORMAN SHIEL

A PARCEL of twenty-one letters has recently come to light, which provides much detailed
numismatic insight into the preparation of Lindsay's major studies, contemporary evidence
concerning the great Cuerdale hoard, and a wealth of general information from the
numismatic world of the 1840s. One letter is from Aquilla Smith; all the others from the
Rev. Joseph William Martin (1776-1858), rector from 1800 until his death of Keston near
Bromley, Kent. Although not known from any published work, Martin was clearly
respected by the numismatic fraternity of his day, both for his opinions and for the quality
of his collection.
Martin seems to have been a prolific correspondent. As long ago as 1877 some of his
letters to Lindsay were being quoted in published work, while as recently as 1979 a newly
discovered letter to Aquilla Smith was published in full. I have provided here an annotated
text of all the letters save that, in the interests of space, certain sections relating to purely
domestic matters have been omitted, and some slight editing has taken place elsewhere.
All but letter nine have been folded in such a way as to leave one surface for the address
and obviate the use of an envelope. All the letters bear seals in wax. Letters eleven to
thirteen are written on mourning notepaper with seals of black wax. Letter thirteen,
presumably because of the value of the enclosures, was registered, at a cost of one shilling.
Letter nineteen has a label and annotation such as to suggest something of Lindsay's filing
system for his correspondence. From the respective date stamps at Bromley and Cork it is
apparent that most of the letters took only two days with that of Smith from Dublin
arriving the next day. Martin's is a clear, legible hand and virtually no word is in doubt.
I am most grateful to Christopher Blunt, Ian Stewart, Joan Murray and Robert Carson
for their help and advice, but especially to the late Michael Dolley who even in his final
months was such an inspiration.
1.

Keston. 3 March 1841.
(I am not a collector of Heptarchic coins, having long ago sold off my Offa Ceolnoth etc., and commenced
business with Ecgbeorht) My object from first to last has been the promotion of a private gentleman's cabinet,
and I have always been much disposed to laugh at those who pay exclusive attention to types, mint marks,
towns and mint masters, except as curators of museums. The late Dean's object I thought legitimate, because
intended for the Irish Academy. 1 . . . In the sole monarchs I can supply an unpublished and unknown portrait
penny of Ethelwulf, one if not two portraits of Alfred, a halfpenny of the same, and possibly a still rarer
halfpenny with the London monogram and two new and splendid portraits of Edward the Elder. 2 In the
Cuerdale hoard, I believe there are only two names of moneyers on the coins of Alfred which are mentioned by
Ruding, and those of Edward mostly differ. Mr Cuffe31 have no doubt will be able to give you much assistance
in the Heptarchic series, his collection is unrivalled and he will prove a formidable competitor for the Regnald
Erics and Anlaf which formed part of the late Dean's cabinet. I think there are ten or a dozen Egberts. His Irish
coins are not worth £200, and his series of Russian medals have not been paid for, the same may be said for

1
The very Rev. Henry Richard Dawson, M.A.,
1742-1840, on whom see Michael Dolley, 'An Unpublished
Letter of Irish Interest', NCirc 1979, 447 and Michael
Dolley, 'Aspects of George Petrie III. George Petrie and a
Century of Irish Numismatics', Proc. of the Royal Irish
Academy 72 (1972), 165-93, at 168.

:
Martin Sale. Sotheby. Mon. 23 May, 1859 and four
following days, lots 4-7. 11-15, 18, 23-24.
•'James Dodsley Cuff (1780-1853) to whom Lindsay
dedicated his Coinage of the Heptarchy (Cork, 1842), and
whose coins were sold by Sotheby in June, 1854.
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Rainage's patterns for which Cureton, I believe, has a claim of £16. 16s. His English are in general poor, there
are a few good Saxon pennies (sole monarchs) but not many with the portrait. . . . In one part of your letter
you mention that no coins (Saxon) occur so frequently in Ireland as those of Eadgar, and the Confessor.4 If you
have in your cabinet or can procure me a fine round well struck penny of Eadgar similar to No. 2, 3, 4, 5 of
Ruding's plate 20, I will send over a halfpenny of St Eadmund good and round. 5 With one exception it is the
rarest coin that has been found at Cuerdale, there are several in the British Museum but not one, be assured,
will leave it, and three others only have yet appeared . . . Buy no pence for there are 1700 in the Museum and a
very large number must be turned out. The value of the halfpenny above named is so great that I will not accept
an inferior coin. You are fortunate in having procured so many drawings from Dr Smith. Cuffe and I can bear
witness to the correctness and beauty with which they are finished, for twenty drawings or more, were
obligingly sent over for our inspection . . . Thank Mr Sainthill for his letter . . . Since Mr Brummel procured
the half florin of Edward III nothing new has turned up. Scarcely anything has been offered for sale either in
Preston or Bury except two portrait pence of Eadward at the low price of £13 not so good my agent tells me as
one I was compelled to buy at £4. 4s, the cottagers of Cuerdale are determined on paying the rent this year. 6

2.

Keston. 13 October 1841.
(Contains no numismatic points. He refers to the imminent emigration to Australia of his children, an early
case of popular as opposed to penal settlement)

3.

Keston. 1 November 1841.
(Family news) Two of the enclosed impressions are from coins called unique. Of No. 1 1 have only seen two
and no other of No. 2. The first reads Aelfred Rex Saxonum. Reverse « struck at Exeter. There is another with
the same obverse but the reverse E struck at Winchester. No. 2 obverse plain Aelfred, reverse London
monogram. Tilewine Moneta fine silver and the only one that has appeared with monogram and without the
portrait. 7 No. 3 a different head of Aelfred Rex with the monogram of London turned a different way. The first
two belong to Mr Kenyon of Preston. . . . The other is in my cabinet. All three are from Cuerdale. . . .

4.

Keston. 13 November 1841.
. . . The enclosed are all taken from coins in my little cabinet viz. No. 1 Athelwulf, No. 2 Alfred Oxford
penny different from that in Ruding, No. 3 Aelfred halfpenny, No. 4 portrait of Eadward, No. 5 portrait of
Eadward bareheaded. I have also another portrait penny of Eadward not figured but it seems unnecessary to
encumber your work with three varieties. 8 No. 6 penny of St Eadmund readable which is more than ninety-nine
out of a hundred are. When your engraver commences the plate which is to contain the Exeter penny of Alfred,
let him leave a blank of the same size for the Winchester penny. . . . The coin passed through my hands and I
have little doubt of being able to obtain a wax impression of it. At present it is the only whole coin known, the
museum have just half of one, so that it is still rarer than that of Exeter. Pray write . . . to Haigh of Leeds and
request him to send you a drawing of an Alfred with an undecipherable monogram on the reverse." I have seen

4

Michael Dolley on the Dunbrody Hoard, SCBI. The
Hiberno-Norse Coins in the British Museum (1966), pp.
67-68.
5
Christopher Blunt, 'The St. Edmund Memorial Coinage', Proc. Suffolk
Inst. Arch. 31, part 3 (1969), 234-55.
These St Edmund pieces figure prominently in Martin's early
letters as he seeks to emphasise the scarcity of the halfpence
and the abundance of the pence. Within a year of the
discovery at Cuerdale, thirty of the pence had been
presented by the Duchy of Lancaster to the Royal Saxon
Coin Cabinet at Dresden.
6
Martin's gentle sarcasm is to be taken with Hawkins's,
and is not altogether without parallel in the case of a more
recently discovered hoard from South Lancashire. E.
Hawkins, 'An Account of Coins and Treasure found in
Cuerdale', NC 5 (1842-43), 1-48, 53-104.

7
This coin, bought by the British Museum at the
Montagu 1895 sale, lot 535, is confirmed as a Cuerdale piece.
It is No. 94 in Lindsay's Heptarchy. Despite Martin's clear
statement here, no acknowledgement to Kenyon is made,
and that collector's name is conspicuous by its absence from
Lindsay's work. See Martin's letter 6.
s
Lindsay gives no acknowledgement in his Heptarchy.
Only two such pieces were in the Martin sale, lots 23-24. He
was at this stage clearly unacquainted with the Edward the
Elder halfpenny that he was to acquire at the Cuff sale (lot
491) which is now in the collection of Christopher Blunt.
'' This piece, attributed at various times to various mints
including Castle Rising, Dorchester, Worcester, Swanage,
Croydon and Canterbury, is illustrated in Anglo Saxon
Coins by R. H. M. Dolley (1961) pi. X, No. 5 and classified
unequivocally as imitative of the London monogram.
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his drawing, and the coin, therefore I am confident there must be two pieces. . . . Pray buckle on your
spectacles, and do your best. The leading letter I take to be an R.
Hawkins talked of publishing the Cuerdale coins in the Numismatic Journal, but as the funds of the Society
were not particularly flourishing, he hinted that a contribution from the members would be most thankfully
accepted towards liquidating the expense incurred. 10
Young's sale I presume is concluded" . . . Young's imprudence and jealousy has ruined collectors and
dealers. From the mass thrown into the market our collections are deteriorated one half in value. I read
yesterday Mr Haigh's comments on the early coins of Scotland. 13 He seems to play treble to your violin, b u t . . .
neither of you have the slightest knowledge of the first coinage of William the Lion.
P.S. This morning came a letter from Mr Sainthill. I have petitioned for a groat flat crown of Henry VII, with
me a great desideratum.

5.

Keston. 29 November 1841.
Friend Cuffe has forwarded wax impressions of Cuthred, Offa and Alfred struck at Winchester the last quite
new and from Cuerdale, 13 the former unpublished, . . . you will anticipate Mr Hawkins" and having succeeded
with Mr Haigh in procuring a drawing of the monogram I mentioned, you will be able to give the world four
coins of Alfred of the highest rarity, scarcely known to any collector. I believe that no one has seen . . . them all
but myself. Of Mr Haigh's there are two specimens, of the monogram without the head only one. Two of the
Exeter penny and one and a half of the Pine, at present known. As Mr Cuffe's box is not full I have enclosed an
Eadward bareheaded, unique. . . .

6.

Keston. 10 December 1841.
. . . . Your book promises important matter to Anglo Saxon numismatists. . . . I hope . . . Mr Haigh has
sent you a drawing of Alfred with the curious monogram. . . . I could not satisfy myself with the name of the
city but that is no reason why you should not succeed. Mr Sainthill's Aethelred II is very curious and
interesting, methinks it will astonish the natives in these parts. 15 1 see no reason to doubt the genuineness of the
coin, it is one quite in his style, witness his alpha and omega, the hand of providence, the Crux etc. I heard at
least six months of a penny of Eohric (East Anglian) of a half penny of same, of No. 9 of Ruding's Alfred
coined at Lincoln and the moneyer Heribert converted into a Duke, or some grand official personage, and
many other humbugs. 16 Imagination has a very powerful effect on some minds. The two first, the party refused
to send me, and the last I returned. . . . I send an impression of an excellent readable penny of St Eadmund,
one of the best of two thousand, and a halfpenny of same one of the best of nineteen . . . two are presently on
sale, one at £7. 10s, the other at £6. 6s. Cupidity or the desire of possessing scarce coins makes many witless
fools. Mr Kenyon of No. 7 Butler Street, Preston . . . has a ten guinea coin of Plegmund with Doro in the
centre of the reverse. . . . I will not have any further correspondence with him. 17 I have ranked my Scotch
penny with the coins of James III and that with the mullets also. I will not admit any coins of James IV, but
those that have Q or Qt or Qua or Qdt or numerals either Roman or Arabic. . . . I will send impressions of a

111
The publication had by this date become the
Numismatic Chronicle. The President's Address, AT 7th ser.
15 (1975), iv-xvi for the early history of the society.
11
This refers to Matthew Young a coin dealer and original
member of the Numismatic Society whose coins were
dispersed in a series of Sotheby sales from 1838 onwards.
The particular sale referred to here would be the misnamed
'last portion' of 29 Nov. 1841.
13
Daniel Haigh, 'Remarks on Early Scottish Coins and the
arrangement of those bearing the name of Alexander', NC 4
(1841), 47-72.
13
This confirms what has long been supposed, that BMC
Alfred 156 is a Cuerdale piece.
14
The race between Hawkins and Lindsay to produce their
respective works is emphatically referred to in letter eight.
Hawkins won but it was a hollow victory as Lindsay was able
to incorporate Cuerdale material not known to his rival.
There is a parallel situation almost a century later between
Oman and Brooke.

15
This is the Agnus Dei penny, Lindsay, Heptarchy, p.
155. See also E. Hawkins, English Silver Coins, third edition
(1887), pp. 150-51, Michael Dolley and Tukka Talvio, 'The
Twelfth of the Agnus Dei pennies of /Ethelrsed II', BNJ 47
(1977), 131-33.
16
Lindsay (Heptarchy, 53 and 59) stated that no coins of
Eoric had been found but goes on to include one, p. 131 and
No. 139 on the supplemental plate. This is almost certainly
the one now at Oslo, bought in a group of seventeen
Anglo-Saxon coins in London in 1846, and is very likely to
have been a Cuerdale stray. The Alfred penny is in Lindsay,
Heptarchy No. 94. Hawkins does not list it as a Cuerdaie
piece but it comes from Kenyon and is accepted as from the
hoard by Blunt.
17
Hawkins, 'Cucrdale', p. 104. For more details of the
events surrounding the discovery and disposal of the hoard
see Christopher Blunt, 'The Composition of the Cuerdale
Hoard', BNJ 53 (1984), 1-6.
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18

half groat and penny of James IV indisputably certain. As you seem to think that Alexander III copied from
the English, be consistent and recollect the period when Henry VII commenced with his septimus, septim and
VII followed by Henry VIII, whose sister James IV married. . . .

7.

Keston. 1 January 1842.
. . . . It is singular enough that one like myself, who has paid little or no attention to Heptarchic and
ecclesiastical coins, should be able to recognise in your plate, no less than ten coins, viz. Nos. 4, 10, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 24. Your No. 23 is probably taken from Mr Sainthill's cabinet. . . . The engravings appear to
show themselves to advantage on the coloured paper, and it is to my mind an improvement. Accuracy and
minuteness in detail is of much greater importance to the numismatist. . . . The drawing of the coins is the
principal thing, the rest is of easy execution. I heartily wish you . . . success and trust that you have made up
your mind to encounter a host of critics and hypercritics. For reasons I can give your plates shall not be shown
to any individual.
At present I am not aware that more than twenty halfpence of St Eadmund have appeared. Seventeen of
which are in the Museum. Of the whole number only one coin has a perfect legend. It strikes me that in those
days the mint and the legend were little considered, and that the monogram alone was sufficient to sanction the
circulation of the coin. Of several hundred of pennies 1 have never met with any one which reads so well as
mine. The half penny is in my box but will probably pay a visit to Mr Cuffe ere long who is the great Leviathan
of the present day. . . .
I am sorry Mr Haigh did not supply you with a Cuerdalite having an undecyphered Monogram, in my humble
opinion a coin of much greater importance than Herbert Duke of Lincoln. I find also that . . . he has not met
with an Alfred Penny with a curious reverse bearing two swans, or birds of some kind of which I had a rough
sketch sent me ten months since. Entertaining very great doubts on the subject, and not placing much
confidence in the eye and skill of my agent I suggested it should be sent up for my inspection. But it was refused
and the owner a shrewd fellow afterwards said, he had sold it, then that he thought he could find another
specimen, in short my man says he is sure that he has not sold it. So he adds, time and patience will be all that is
required. I certainly have heard of other extraordinary coins, but seldom believe much of what I hear. About a
month since I had a gold Inchiquin sixpence offered to me at £10.''' It came from Belfast, and I believe it to be a
forgery. All here have declined it. Mr Long's collection will soon be sold. It contains an Oxford Crown and a
petition crown of Simon's work.
8.

Keston. 28 January 1842.
I too, in common with others are anxious that your publication should precede that of Mr Hawkins. No
doubt whatever that he has much greater opportunities for investigation and research than you have, and that
coins drawn by a decent artist from the specimens themselves and engraved, will be superior to those taken,
many from wax and plaster impressions, and like mine badly taken, and then lithographed. From your first
plate I foresee that there will be an animated controversy, and all that I presume to suggest, is that you should
have reasons to advance, for the opinions you publish. Mr Haigh I believe to be an excellent Saxon
archaeologist, but one of the fancy, and to my mind deals too much in conjecture. Without being a professor of
the black art I can easily guess what your comment will be on No. 93 and 94. The whole of plate 4 is to my mind
most respectably finished. No. 95 and 97 are certainly too large, and No. 98 too small. Pray remember that 95
and 97 do not belong to me but to Kenyon of Preston. No. 94 has paid two visits to Keston and been rejected. I
agree with you that the last plate is not so good as it ought to have been, particularly the last fifteen figures. It
appears to me too coarse and rough and too deeply cut. With regard to No. 24 there are many opinions afloat.
We have halfpence of Alfred, Eadward and Eadgar, and I see no reason why the Confessor should not have
coined pieces of that description.2" I have a coin much about the same weight. No. 23 I never recollect to have
seen, and should be happy to say it was in my little collection. 21 Cnut with the hand was booked for a voyage to

18
J. Lindsay, A View of the Coinage of Scotland (Cork,
1845), pi. 7, No. 166 and pi. 8, No. 169 respectively. As lots
443 (13s) and 444 (12s) they fetched little enough in the
Martin sale for such rarities.
" Presumably a specimen or copy of the so called
Inchiquin pistole of 1646. W. A. Seaby and G. Brady, 'The
extant Ormonde pistoles and double pistoles of 1646', BNJ
43 (1973), 80-95; E. O'Sullivan 'The Only Gold Coins
Issued in Ireland', BNJ 33 (1964), 141-50; M. Dolley, 'A
Note on the Weight and Fineness of the 1646 Ormonde
Pistole, BNJ 35 (1966), 152-54.
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Lindsay, Heptarchy No. 136 on pi. 3. Lindsay claimed to
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842. Stewart Lyon, 'A Round Halpcnny of Edward the
Confessor', BNJ 34 (1965), 42-45.
21
Lindsay, Heptarchy pi. 5, No. 135, BMC 1113. C. L.
Stainer, Oxford Silver Pennies (Oxford, 1904), pp. 48-49.
For discussion and reattribution to Thetford see Peter
Seaby, 'The Sequence of Anglo-Saxon Coin Types,
1030-1050', BNJ 38 (1969), 111-46.
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Ireland, but fortunately in turning over Ruding's plates I discovered my coin staring in my face. I have omitted
to mention that the reverse of No. 100 is turned upside down.
I was unable to attend the sale last week . . . and I cannot inform you who purchased the Wexford groat. My
commission was large but there were three or four competitors, viz. Hawkins, Cuff and Wigan. I had intended
it as a present to Dr Smith but not having heard from Tindale the Clerk, conclude that it is buried in the British
Museum. It seems to me that these sharks have recently determined not to permit any coin to be purchased by
private individuals unless they have a specimen of it in their custody. Recently their commission for Henry VIII
portcullis farthing was £20 & they purchased it for £15. 5s. Fortunately for them I had the coin or they would
have paid more for it. To me it seems beneath the dignity of a great nation to permit the Curators of its
antiquities to send their subs into auction rooms. It is never done at Vienna, Munich or Paris whereas here it is
now a confirmed practice.
I observe your letter notices the Alfred reverse swans etc. about a year since I had a drawing of the coin
(from recollection) sent me. The owner now offers an impression in wax for 5s. So many curious pieces have
turned up from the Cuerdale hoard that I really know not what to think. I mentioned to you last year that an
Anglo-Saxon coin had been found in the parcel with the reverse bearing a Grecian temple, and about four
months ago I received from the same quarter a small piece of Khosroes II - with the fire altar 22 - the latest coin
found was one of Athelstan.

9.

120 Baggot Street. 1 March 1842.
A. Smith to J. Lindsay.
I am much obliged for your impression of your sixth plate, which contains some very remarkable coins and
your artist has acquitted himself very creditably. I perceive he has tinted the letters on a few of the engravings
as Fig. 150 etc. If this tint cannot be removed I would suggest that the letters on the other coins should be
brought up to the same colour, as those in the first and last lines look paler than the others. When I made the
drawings of the coins which you have engraved I did them in a rough but accurate manner to enable you to
satisfy yourself as to the moneyers and I am glad to find that they answered so well for your engraver.
The Alfred Fig 93 is very correctly drawn considering the very defective impressions which the coin affords.
The monogram is difficult to decypher - there appears to me to be an R at the beginning of it R but I do not
venture to give any opinion on the reading.
In the lot of base shillings of William there were five varieties, 1695, 1696 and 1698 besides two dates of the
sixpence. It is curious to find so many varieties in one small lot.
The little coin which I sent to Mr Sainthill last week I have had for some time and placed it among my
Saxons, it appears to be the same as your Fig. 22 PI. 1 and you will I am sure excuse me for saying that I cannot
discover any evidence from the coin for appropriating it to a Hiberno-Danish prince or king, the place of
mintage being so very distinct and seeming to be of York ONEOFER. I saw Mr Cane today and he told me that
the Dean's coins were sent to Sotheby last Saturday. 23 Sotheby is to make out the catalogue himself. Mr Cane
gave me a catalogue of Mr Young's coins which Sotheby sent him as a specimen of his style of catalogues and if
you have any convenient opportunity of lending me your priced catalogue in the course of a few weeks I would
be glad to copy the prices and purchases.

10. Keston. 7 April 1842.
Your kind present reached Keston on Sunday last. Your work professes to be a view of the coinage of the
Heptarchy. . . . In early life I doubted the possibility of even forming a tolerable collection of these coins, and
having no less than three seniors all of them Grandes Senores before me in the market I withdrew from all
competition and sold all my Offa, Cealnoths etc. It has not been in my power to communicate any information
on the subject you have selected, nor have I sent either coins or drawings, therefore my name was very properly
omitted in your preface. All that relates to the sole monarchs, is merely accessory to your view, and the table of
reference was amply sufficient to point out where the coins were to be found. Two mornings have been
occupied in examining your work, and as far as an ignorant person may be permitted to give his opinion, I
approve of your classification. The Plates, with the exception of No. 5, are most respectably executed, but as
you noticed in one of your letters, the artist has certainly figured Nos. 95 and 97 on too large a scale and I think
22
M. Dollcy and N. Shiel, 'A Hitherto Unsuspected
oriental clement in the 1840 Cuerdale hoard", NC 1982,
155-56.
21
This refers to the Dean Dawson sale, Sotheby June/July

1842. The Hiberno-Norse and Anglo-Irish coins were
purchased from the estate privately by friends and presented
to the Royal Irish Academy.
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No. 98 on one too small. I suspect the first plate will be deemed the best and most accurate. You have advanced
our knowledge of Heptarchal coins, but have left many very disputable points. I am afraid the subject may still
be said to be involved in much obscurity. Your interpretation of ACRTEN (not of Tic) seems at least feasible,
and perhaps the best I have as yet heard. 24 The coins were first sent to me in June 184(F and I then considered
the letters had reference to the Cross. I believe there is a coin of Alfred in the British Museum with similar
reverse and legend. We shall soon hear what Hawkins has to say on the subject.
Page 30, I saw many years since in the hands of Rev. Mr Dymoche of Beauchamp Hatch, Somersetshire,
another specimen of Queen Cynethrith, but whether it was deemed a true or false coin I cannot say.
Page 42. I agree entirely with you in considering that specimen which resembles the penny of Alfred recently
exploited to be the only certain coin of Ceolulf II. But you have omitted to mention that long before Taylor
Combe published Dr Hunter's coin that, or a similar one, had been found in Duane's Plate in Simon's work No.
13.2'' Of Alfred's pence of the same type, there are several besides Cuff's and mine, I venture to say half a dozen
at least. Four I can locate in a moment and suspect if you were inclined to give the absurdly extravagant price of
six or seven guineas (the last sold for eight) in the course of a fortnight your Saxon ardour might be rewarded
with success.27
Page 66 & 67. The latter part of the history of Siegfrid I had read in the work of that clipping plagiarist Voltaire;
the former recently elicited by Mr Haigh, and connecting the parties is extremely interesting and confirmatory
of the coins having been struck at York.
Page 79 & 80.1 have seen a great many of these pieces. They may be ecclesiastical, but probably foreigners. Do
not some of them bear a legend of Civitas Tolosa, Cintas Andergaris, Civis Lemovicas? Mr Haigh's hypothesis
does not please me, nor I suspect any one else.
Page 82. Both gold coins have been more than once in my hands. 28 The latter I consider a piece de plaisir, but it
is very singular that among the multitude of types of the Confessor, not one should be found in silver exactly
similar to it. In 1839 Longperrier and I went through all the trientes in the British Museum. We found several
very similar but with different names and towns. I cannot but think the coin is French.
Page 85, Plate 4, No. 93. Dr Smith's coin was offered to me for six guineas and declined, what Mr Haigh (who is
not a collector) gave for it I do not know. There may be three coins, the one I examined so long and without
any successful result belonged to the Museum. I prefer your solution of the monogram to Mr Haigh's but much
doubt its correctness. No. 94 was sent up for my inspection and pronounced an Alfred similar to Ruding Plate
15 No. 9 with the name of a different moneyer. It was Mr Haigh who decided that Herebert was Duke of
Lincoln. Most certainly I did not dream of such a thing.
Page 89. Mealdmes for Malmesbury is a happy hit and very satisfactory.
Page 115. Of Alfred's half pence there may have ben l3Vi in the British Museum and five more are known to
me. But you have seriously omitted Alfred's halfpenny with portrait of 16 rarity. One belongs to Mr Thomas
and was figured by Hawkins, the other was presented with all his coins to the British Museum by Mr Acheson
owner of Cuerdale. There are three halfpence of Edward the Elder known two in the Museum and one at
Oxford.2'' ... Some of your decisions I think will be much canvassed and controverted.

11. Keston. 30 April 1842.
I did not consider the French Halfpenny worth your acceptance, much less fitting for publication in a treatise
on Heptarchic Coins; therefore never mentioned it, though it has been in my possession with several other
foreign pence since June 1840. Finding however that you had given many representations of these coins in your
plates, and that mine appeared to differ from all of them, I thought you might possibly wish to see it. I take
leave to say it is quite at your service.
I hear Combrouse 30 still persists in his opinion, that the Siefrid, Ebraici, Cunnetti and those pieces with
24
Lindsay, Heptarchy, pp. 79-80; Hawkins, 'Cuerdale',
pp. 74-75; Lyon and Stewart in Anglo-Saxon Coins pp.
96-121; and Lyon and Stewart, NC 1964, 281-82.
25
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26
Matthew Duane in J. Simon, An Essay Towards an
Historical Account of Irish Coins and the Currency of
Foreign Monies in Ireland (1749, reprinted with supplement,
1810), SCB1 Hunterian and Coats Collections, No. 381 for
further comment.
27
Dolley and Blunt in Anglo Saxon Coins, pp. 80-81.
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religious legends are all Saxon coins. Now in my humble opinion they are all French, struck and issued in
France, and probably brought over by that body which after the defeat sustained in 892 escaped the slaughter
and returned to England.
From the mass of bullion (almost all the wedges from 50 L to 22 grains, distinguished by a particular mark of
rings, armlets, chains, etc.) found at Cuerdale I should say that it had been the military chest, and not the
property of any individual. Hawkins' date may answer very well, for the coin of Athelstane said to have been
found with the other coins, is most probably that of the East Anglian monarch.
I enclose for your acceptance a decent penny of Malcolm IV with my hearty wishes that you would now turn
your attention to Scottish coins. A good work on the subject is much wanted, and will be infinitely more
satisfactory and acceptable to collectors than a treatise on Arsacidan or Sassanian, where in both instances you
will have been anticipated by Stewart and Longperrier. 31
There can be no doubt that your two publications have been attended with considerable expense and from
the liberality of your presents, it is impossible that the sale of a few copies can have reimbursed you. Why not
adopt a different mode on the next occasion and make us all pay for our information and amusement. I sent
Hawkins such coins as he requested, but paid my guinea for his book. Why should not you do the same. Ce
present vous nous traites en magnifique, vous debites sans salaire. . . .

12.

[no address]

7 December 1842.

(Family news)
Yesterday I read your letter, and part of it seems to require an immediate reply. Any information that it may
be in my power to give, any drawings of coins that I can procure, any coins that I can send for your inspection
shall be most cheerfully and readily furnished, but however flattered by the compliment you wish to pay me, I
beg respectfully to decline it. . . . Your letter does not mention, and therefore I presume you have thrown
overboard those specimens attributed to Malcolm II. To me they appear very doubtful whether Scottish coins,
and perfectly conjectural as to what king to be attributed. My Penny of Malcolm III with two sceptres, similar
to the Conqueror and of the same period may pass with a large Q by its side. 32 1 am not aware at present that
any coins can be distinctly appropriated to Alexander I. Your researches may have been attended with more
success. In David I money, you will delight and astonish the Scotch by giving no less than four different heads,
and I trust that Messrs. the advocates (i.e. Dogs in the Manger) will take no less than ten copies of your work. 33
Of Malcolm IV or Nencon, I can send one having the first letter of the legend a clear distinct M. 34 The reverses
are all similar, and a coin of Stephen might be given with the same reverse, corroborative of their first
appropriation. 35 That also I can furnish, and it is unique. I have a beautiful specimen of the first coinage of
William the Lion."' Head to the left, legend Peris Adam on Ro.
Dorling was always considered as the name of the moneyer and if there be F1 after the name, it may stand for
Felius or Fleurs, a castle near Roxbury long since levelled with the dust, and its site now occupied with the
mansion of the duke and bearing the same name. 37 With regard to the coins of Alexander II and III I believe
you think differently from everyone who has paid attention to the subject.3* The correct appropriation of these
coins you say is one of the grand difficulties. I am not of your opinion. I have already proved to you . . . that
Alexander III in the first year of his reign, extended the cross to the extremity of the coin. This is an historical
fact and indisputable. No long cross coins whatever therefore can be given to Alexander II. But on coming to
the crown at the end of 1249 Alexander III might in the first instance have directed a coinage similar to that of
his predecessor. It is possible, but it could not have been large as the long cross coinage took place early in
1250, and certainly the workmanship is very different, but I defy you or anyone else to appropriate these coins.
You are also extremely incorrect in stating 'that though Alexander II reigned thirty-six years, there are not
31
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32
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perhaps a dozen of his coins to be found in all the cabinets of Europe.' They certainly are not so abundant as
those of his successor. I have six or eight and I guess Cuff may have twenty at least, that cannot possibly be
given to Alexander III owing to their inferior workmanship, their small size, their double short cross, their spur
rowels and curiously formed letter A. Of Robert Bruce there are two or more coinages, one much lighter than
the other. In fact all coins struck in the provinces are lighter than those coined at Edingbay (sic.). I think with
you that the arrangement of the coins of the four first James is a matter of no small difficulty, and fear you will
break down in attempting a correct appropriation. The Fleur de Lys groat as certainly belong to James I as the
crown groat and naked bust to James II; the difficulty is whether other coins of lighter weight now given to
James III may not belong to his predecessor, in the same way as the coins of Henry IV after his thirteenth year
- of James III at present I say nothing. . . . On coming to James IV I again stand on sure ground - none but
those with Q. Qrt. Qdr. Quart. 4 or IIII belong to him. Those with three-quarter face whatever the legend are
also his because we know profile coins were not struck in Europe till the reign of Henry VII and Jamie married
his daughter. The two pieces of James V puzzle me more than any others in the series. There must indeed have
been a great deficiency of silver to cause pieces of 36 grains to pass for a groat. I wish you may be able to
unravel the mystery. I hope to send you a drawing of another gold piece, and then tluit series will be
complete. . . .

13. Keston. 19 December 1842.
. . . . If by short cross Mr Haigh would be understood to intend those only where the cross does not reach
beyond the inner circle I certainly agree with you, and take leave to retract that sentence in my last which has
reference to my own or Cuff's cabinet. No doubt such coins with the legend of Alexander and similar to the
reverses of William the Lion are very rare, so rare that I have never seen more than one, and that in a very bad
state, I may have overlooked such a coinage of late years but certainly not when twenty years younger. That
point of history which refers to Alexander III is well established and a Rubicon that you cannot pass. What then
is to be done with these coins bearing the name of Alexander, of small size, very inferior workmanship to those
struck in 1250, with the A singularly formed, of various types, with heads to the right, to the left, with crowns
and without crowns, with and without sceptres etc. with the names of moneyers and the towns of Annan 3 " and
Berwick, those of Alexander III bearing Rex Scotorum whether pence, half pence or farthings. Admitting that
William coined a vast deal of money (a case not proven) and that little could be required during the reign of his
successor, another false conclusion, I repeat your observations, because I feel persuaded that you are right, and
Master Haigh wrong, to what king but Alexander II can the coins above mentioned be appropriated at all. For
if Alexander III came to the crown at the end of 1249 and coined money particularly described in 1250 it is quite
impossible that such numerous coins, which have not the long cross can have been struck within a few months.
They are almost as common as those of Alexander III rex scotorum. These last were probably coined by French
moneyers (one reads Rex Escossiae) of superior workmanship, and no doubt these men on their return to
France were paid in their own money for the coins are common in Western and Eastern France and Western
Germany at this present time.J" I have found them in the Pyrenees. . . . Cardonnels' figure No. 19 with Jonas
on An may have been struck immediately on his coming to the crown, but I have never seen it. 41 1 had expected
it would have been in my power to have enclosed two or three drawings, but none have as yet reached me from
Findlay. Perhaps the wax impression may be new to you.

14. Keston. 29 December 1842.
My patience is exhausted and I am again disappointed in not being able to enclose a drawing of another gold
coin, the quarter lion sejant of James VI unknown to all numismatists and collectors. As I take a great interest
in your forthcoming work on Scottish coins and could wish that it should be as complete as possible, I venture
to propose to you engraving another gold coin from my little Cabinet. With these six of mine, omitted by
Cardonnel, and his sixty (three of which are medals or trial pieces) I am persuaded the whole of the gold
coinage of Scotland will be fairly represented. Much about the time that Cardonnel published his Numismata
Scotiae, Pinkerton's work appeared. It contains the only figure I believe of the noble of David II. 42 Three
w
A misreading lor Ander or An which are abbreviations
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specimens of the coin are known, all differing in some very minute particulars; one in the British Museum,
another in the Hunter Collection at Glasgow and mine. Now whatsay you to engraving the piece? The coin
must not pass the water, but if you approve of my proposal I will take care Findlay shall furnish a correct
drawing. Favour me with your fiat.
As Miss Lindsay's drawings are correct and satisfactory I beg leave to engage her attention in figuring the
enclosed specimens. The first is a penny of Malcom IV which will perhaps interest you more than the others
previously sent. 43 No. 2 a coin of Stephen, obverse and reverse the same as No. 1 except the name and town,
corroborative of the date when the other was coined. One of William the Lion, face to left, legend Peris Adam
on Ro, I intended to forward, but find you have already received a Drawing of it from Dr Smith. No. 3 called in
Scotland the penny of Alexander I, but with all due submission to young Mr Haigh's acquaintance with Scottish
coins and his ex Cathedra decision, what I deem a penny of Alexander II. I purchased it some years since of Mr
Cuff, who is the last man in the world to part with his best coin, and therefore conclude his specimen is
superior. Possibly it may be found in your list. No. 4 is unknown, and having a large 0 in the obverse legend I
appropriate it to James IV. It may be Cardonnel No. 7 Plate 6, but he has omitted the 0. . . .
A half groat of one of the James' with an I in the centre of the cross on the reverse I have overlooked.
Possessing a perfect specimen of Cardonnel No. 8 Plate 5 in billon, I strongly suspected that what he copied was
not silver. I wrote to Edinburgh requesting a friend would examine the coin in the Advocates Library. He
answered by acquainting me that every single piece was wrapped in paper and the box containing the coins
stood in a vaulted chamber without light, and that it would occupy his time more than a week to find it. In this
state the Collection has remained since the middle of the last century. For such folk are you wasting your oil to
midnight. I call the advocates Dogs in the Manger. At Glasgow the personal attendance of three professors is
necessary to view the coins, and when last there they were all in their original wrappers of paper.

15.

Keston.

2 January 1844.

(Comments on the Atholl collection)
John the 3rd duke was the collector, but principally of medals, and I have heard, used to come into the city to
old Matthew Young's shop on Ludgate Hill as early as seven in the morning, two or three times in the week
whilst resident in London. . . . The duke possessed some very scarce and curious medals, but I suspect not
much in the coin way. . . .
Unless you have very valid reasons I would not disturb the arrangement of the gold of Robert II and III. I
conceive that James II on coming to the crown coined first St Andrews and half St Andrews similar to those of
his predecessors. Desirous of a change he might possibly direct his Cunzier to produce something new, then
came No. 10 of Cardonnel. That specimen not being satisfactory another attempt was made, and then we have
No. 11 and 12. I feel persuaded that James III first struck unicorns and no other gold money, 44 that James IV in
three instances copied his predecessors and invariably inserted his numerals. With regard to David's noble, I
decline at present saying anything, except that I am so bad a taker of impressions that I will not do anything of
the kind. Dr Smith very recently gave me an account of Mr Sainthill's work. He spoke in high terms of it, and I
find, has furnished many of the drawings. . . . Mr Butler has been making many acquisitions and many others
have been picking up little curiosities. . . . What Thomas sale may produce no one can conjecture. I
understood they, the cabinets, had been offered at £12,000 to the British Museum. 45

16. Keston. 13 June 1844.
It has been more than six months since I gave directions to Findley to draw David II noble in trie, but from
bad health, and the superintendence of two works mentioned in my last, I was not furnished with the drawing
till Monday evening. I have most carefully compared it with the original, and will warrant its correctness. It
would have pleased me more had the drawing been darker. I thought the same of Dr Smith's engravings. My
eyes are I suppose in fault. You are quite at liberty to use the Museum engraving which differs from mine, or
that in Pinkerton so as you give us one of the three, nor should you be restrained, whether you consider the
piece as a medal, a fancy piece, or a coin.
With authorities for your guidance or information can you be quite certain that my smaller St Andrew of

43
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Robert III is not or may not be the actual St Andrew of Robert II? I think differently with regard to the coins
with Nencon, and can not conceive what right an earl, a prince or baron can have to bear a crown and sceptre
on his coins. Nor yet why King Stephen's moneyers should copy as they have done both obverse and reverse the
coins of a petty prince. The Parliamentary document of Jan. 26, 1489 I should say entitles you to place the
eywin coins of James IV first in the list, but why that monarch should afterwards return to the old unmeaning
full face requires some explanation.'*" The profile was intended as an improvement, and was followed by his
successor. Did his contemporary Henry VII after striking his profile coins revert to the full face. I have never
seen nor heard of any gold piece bearing the legend of Jacobus Quartus. 47 Probably the lions sejant of James VI
were coined instead of those you mention with Hactenus Invicta. All that I said with regard to the P.L. and
Raul Derlig was entirely conjectural and might stand for filius. The Greeks and Romans are mustering their
forces for the attack on Thomas collection, no doubt by far the finest ever offered for sale, whether here or on
the continent. Burgon has made quite a catalogue raisonnee of the Greek. Friend Rollin from Paris is coming
over and swears he will buy everything. Unfortunately at this present time, there is not one collector of much
eminence, who possesses also a superabundance of cash. The British Museum refused the purchase of the
whole collection at £12,000 and I presume intend to compete lustily with the foreigners. But their wants are said
not to be extensive. Hawkins purchased but little at the duke's sale, and may have reserved himself for future
operations. Mons. Duprez will I have no doubt run him hard. For the Carausius and Allectus in gold he is said
to have paid Rollin 8000 francs and they were purchased for £177. 48 Dealers you know must live. But such an
advance appears unreasonable. . . .

17. Keston. 9 August 1844.
I really do not recollect having ever mentioned to you, except when the coin was sent, my penny of David I.
It was found on the field of battle where Stephen was defeated by the barons and passed into my hands about
twenty-five years since.4''. . .
I am firmly persuaded that my penny of David I is as genuine a specimen as any you have in your
collection. . . . In my humble opinion, you have entirely mistaken the art and tact of a falsifier, which in
modern times is to imitate the rarest coins and not to originate new types.
My coin was of base metal and much corroded with rust when it came into my hands. I cleaned it with vinegar
and salt, and sent it to Ireland. The coin shown me at the Devonshire Sale belonged to an undergraduate at
Oxford. Hawkins also sent a similar one for my inspection in 1841, and I daresay that if people would give
themselves the trouble of searching, they would find plenty more of the same description. I always smile when
unique coins of common currency are shown to me.
I have not been able to attend the late sales and cannot give you any account of what has taken place. Friend
Rollins came over determined to run all lengths and what with their purchases at the Sussex library, and
Thomas' sale the British Museum, i.e. John Bull, will have disbursed a large sum of money. The late Thomas
would have wished that his collection should have remained entire and therefore directed that it should be
offered to the British Museum at 12000. Hawkins and Birch, however, on careful inspection found that their
wants would not be very numerous, so decided on going into the market. . . .

18. Keston. 15 March 1845.
Many thanks to you for the first plate of the Scottish gold coins. Your artist has not succeeded so well as I
could wish; with the exception of three coins the whole plate seems feebly executed. It may have been the most
difficult of all, and therefore required more attention.
The Museum noble is respectably finished and I have always considered it (not indeed the best) but the most
valuable of the three known, from having on the reverse St Andrew Cross. My coin has not been fairly treated
and you have my consent to rap his knuckles, or to give him a kick. Where did you procure your drawing or
impression of James I half St Andrew? I am acquainted only with two specimens, one not come-at-able, and the
46
The document given by Lindsay (Scotland pp. 228-29)
was dated 1488. Eyewin means full face and not threequarter as here. The three quarter portrait groats are of
James III though they were not current very long before his
death and James IV had more reason to break with the
practice of his predecessor than had Henry VIII in England.
47
The only exception is the half unicorn with I in the
centre, in the Bute collection; misread previously as

SCOTORUM but given correctly in Stewart, 'Scottish Coinage',
Fig. 2 9 9 as SCOTORV OR.
48
Both are now in the British Museum to which they were
presented in 1864 by Wigan. Norman Shiel, 'The Episode of
Carausius and Allectus', British Archaeological Reports no.
40, 1977, pp. 147 and 156 and plates A no. 8 and C no. 5.
4
" S. Till, An Essay on the Roman Denarius and the
English Silver Penny (1837), p. 72.
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other obtained with great difficulty.50 Messrs. the Scots seem to me to care very little about numismatics. It is
quite impossible but that the half St Andrew must have often turned up, but I am afraid the crucible has been
much employed by them. With regard to No. 16 of Mary, all I can say is that I have never heard of or seen the
coin in any collection to which Cardonnel is supposed to have had access. 51 . . .
In April we are to have a sale where you will find no less than 960 Irish pence of King John, plenty of half
pence of both kinds I believe and one triangle farthing besides coins of Henry III, Edward I groats of Waterford
Drogheda etc. etc. and I cannot recollect what besides.
Among the pence of John the name of one new moneyer occurs. I send an impression of David's farthing
Moneta regis D/reverse/Avid Scotorum. Mine is a perfect specimen.
In the silver coins of James IV you have omitted the groat with beard. You may not have known where to
place it, or you may possibly reserve it for the Supplemental Plate, or you may do with the coins as the Jews
were directed to do with their Olives and Vines and leave a little of the fruit for the gleaner. I have not a
specimen of David II Edinburgh halfpenny, at least I cannot find one. It is a very common coin, and many of
your correspondents must have it. 3 2 1 am not aware that you collect English gold coins. If such be the case and a
nice round well struck half angel of Philip and Mary should fall in your way, pray buy it for me, never mind the
money. My specimen is very indifferent and one other in the British Museum are all that are known. . . .

19. Keston. 25 June 1845.
Your packet arrived safely, and I find in the Plate which has been kindly forwarded, no less than two coins
figured with which I am unacquainted. The half Atkinson of James VI No. 45, and the half plack No. 54. Some
years ago I gave such attention to the Scottish billon money, and really thought with one exception (sit nomen
Domini benedictum) all had found a place in my cabinet in accordance with my mode of collecting. 5 ' In your
last letter you seemed to fear that the third plate of gold would be deficient and that certain promises made you
would not now be fulfilled. The Plate must necessarily be deficient for you have already figured four coins of
James V, and cannot furnish twelve including the remaining specimens of James V and Mary for the third plate.
In case difficulties occur, it may be as well for me to say that I have a good specimen of all the Bonnets of
James, and all of Mary's gold but No. 16. The coin is not mentioned in my list of the gold monies in the
Advocates Library, not in that of the Society of Antiquaries. I do not think that it belongs to the Athol
Collection, because the duke did not turn his attention to coins till after 1786, but it may possibly be found in
Fraser's cabinet of which no one seems to know anything, as to where it is or in whose hands. . . .
Nothing as far as I am acquainted has transpired relative to the purchase of the Pembroke Collection. The
price was to be eight thousand pounds or guineas. The collection is well known to contain many false coins, and
it seems a large sum to raise by public auction. If it does take place few of the scarcer Greek and Roman will
remain in this country.

20.

Keston.

11 January 1849.

(Family news)
You have done wonders; yet it is a matter of doubt with me whether more than half a dozen individuals in
Scotland are able to appreciate your work. It provokes me to think that your countrymen take so little interest
in their antiquities. There is Dr Hunter's Museum, that of the Advocates Library, they might as well be buried.
They are not to be examined without incurring great obligations, and no small share of trouble.
In the way of collecting I have been very quiet for some years, and can scarcely be said to be known in the
market. Living very retired in the country, I have little chance of procuring any thing but what has been refused
by the London cognoscenti. So as fortune favours the young I leave the field to more active and enterprising
men. But their time will come, and they too will find that all their desiderata cannot be obtained. For nearly
fifty years, I have spared neither time, money nor pains to procure a complete series of our Queen Mary's
current coins English and Irish and want two now. In siege pieces struck at Scarborough and Beeston Castle
though I have many more than any other collector and two that our Museum have not, yet am I very deficient.
From your account there does not appear to be much stirring in the coin way in Ireland. Here the Pembroke

5,1
Lindsay, (Scotland, appendix 2, p. 213) records his
sources as Advocates and Cuff. These are, in any case, coins
of James II.
51
This is probably Lindsay, Scotland, No. 116, which is
Cardonncl, pi. 2, No. 16. No such piece is known to exist.

52
This
only one
53
This
19 which

was not known to Burns, and Stewart knows of
example.
refers to Cardonnel, billon and coppcr, pi. I, No.
is a French jetton and not a bawbee.
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Cabinets caused some sensation. The Roman gold I thought very fine, and the collection on the whole sold
well, but it was much inferior to the Devonshire. There were so many false coins. . . .
I hope things are improving in your neighbourhood. You have had a severe trial. May the worst have already
past. I have several (Plates) of Sessanian or Arsacidian or for anything I know to the contrary Parthian coins. If
likely to be of any use to you all are at your service. They were given to me by Nichols the printer.

21.

Keston.

5 July 1849.

(Thanks for latest book)
One part of your letter has given me great satisfaction, which acquaints me that you contemplate an
additional plate to your Numismata Scotia. It is singular but I have always had a predilection for Scotch coins
and have paid much attention to them. Neither labour nor expense has been spared. Though by many years the
first in the market, and my acquisitions, I dare say so numerous and as good, as those of any other collector,
what has been the result but a miserable mass of defaced, clipped, ill-struck, base metal coins of the realm,
incomplete both in gold and silver without the least probability of rendering it more complete.
I owe much to William Ferguson of Edinburgh who died in March last. . . . His collection has probably been
disposed of by public long ere this. He had a few rare pieces, of the earlier series particularly a half groat of
James II better than mine, but by no means good, and I believe a complete series of Mary testoons with some
extraordinary dates. 54 He was a writer to the Signet but I am afraid with very little practice, and though he
possessed a good knowledge of Scottish coins, and was an ardent collector, yet from his deficiency of means, he
was unable to cope with two or three others, who ignorant of what they purchased bore off in triumph what he
valued because possessed of a heavier purse. Such is often the case and few things more galling to a judicious
collector. Little has passed in the coin way worthy of notice, since the Pembroke sale; nor will there be any
more sales till the end of the year. Sotheby told me that on the preceding sales of coins, more than £1200 had
not yet been paid: and that he was afraid to advertise another. The only acquisition I have made of any
consequence is the Irish penny (good silver) of Mary, with a fine head and good reverse, but some witless
person has drilled a small hole in the legend. For the Devonshire penny I bid £17 but gave it up to Hawkins to
induce him to withold his opposition to another coin. These two are all that I am acquainted with. Have you any
in Ireland? I should be glad to know.
I trust that in your country, famine and trouble have ceased. You have had a fearful struggle.

54
His collection was not sold until 1851. He had a portrait
testoon of Mary dated 1565, one of two known and several

other varieties. Cuff's notes in his copy of Cardonnel show
that he too owed much to Ferguson.

S I N G L E FINDS OF A N G L O - S A X O N A N D N O R M A N COINS - I
M. A. S. B L A C K B U R N AND M. J. BONSER
NUMISMATISTS have become increasingly aware of the value of single finds as a source of
evidence for monetary history. They complement and extend information derived from
hoards about the use and circulation of coinage, for generally they are representative of
smaller transactions and they can provide a broader statistical base if there are enough
finds that have been reliably recorded. Single finds are also useful to the archaeologist in
identifying periods of activity on particular sites. The growth in popularity of metal
detecting as a hobby in the past ten or fifteen years has brought a dramatic increase in the
number of finds being made. Yet only a small proportion of these are currently being put
on record - whether in publications or museum archives - and the remainder are likely to
be lost permanently to scholarship. It is impossible to tell whether the present glut of finds
will continue unabated or whether in future years it will recede as the fields in the most
productive regions have been systematically searched. With this in mind, we have made
some attempt to gather information about finds which would otherwise go unrecorded,
concentrating our energies primarily on Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins (to 1180) though
acknowledging the need to document those of other periods (details of Ancient British
coins have been placed on the card index of finds kept at the Institute of Archaeology,
Oxford).
Since autumn 1983, one of us (M.J.B.) has published a number of articles in the
popular metal-detecting press inviting people to send us details of their finds. We have also
cultivated a number of personal contacts with local detector users and their clubs, mainly in
the East Midlands and Lincolnshire. In a little more than a year we have had about seventy
Anglo-Saxon and Norman single finds reported to us, giving some indication of the
substantial scale on which coins are currently being found. Some of these we have
published elsewhere, thirty-two are described here, and the remainder we hope to publish
in a future issue of this Journal after obtaining further details or photographs.
The quality and detail of the information obtained varies considerably, but most finders
have been extremely co-operative. In many cases they have given us precise information
about the findspot on the understanding that this is confidential and will not be published,
at least for the foreseeable future. This is in the interests of the finder, the landowner and
the archaeologist and historian, for otherwise people might be encouraged to detect on the
site without authority and without declaring the finds which they make.
The text is arranged alphabetically by site, and the coins illustrated on the accompanying
plate are indicated by an asterisk before the number. A pellet beneath a letter in an
inscription indicates that it is somewhat uncertain. Unless otherwise indicated, the coins
remain with the finders or have been disposed of through the trade. 1
BURY, Cambs.
Several coins were shown to us by the County Archaeologist for Cambridgeshire, Mrs Alison Taylor, and are
published here at her invitation. They were found by a metal-detector used over the last five years or more on a

1
The following abbreviations have been used in this
article: BLS = C. E. Blunt. C. S. S. Lyon and B. H. I. H.
Stewart, 'The coinage of southern England, 796-840', BNJ
32 (1963), 1-74; Hild. = B. E. Hildebrand, Anglosachsiska

Mynl, second edition (Stockholm, 1881); North = J. J.
North, English Hammered Coinage, second edition, 2 vols.
(London. 1980 and 1975).
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field in the parish of Bury, near the edge of the Fens, some eight miles north-east of Huntingdon (the findspot is
recorded on the County Sites and Monuments Record).
*1.

Stephen, Awbridge type, c. 1150-8 (BMC vii; North 881). Canterbury?, moneyer Ro. . .
Obv. illegible
Rev. + RO[
]N: C/N:
Weight: 1.40g (21.6gr.).
Die-axis: 90°
The mint signature is probably that of Canterbury, although it is not entirely clear. Rogier and Rodbert
were moneyers there in this type, which makes the attribution more likely. Other mints at which a
suitable moneyer is known to have struck coins - Rodbert at Bramber?, Castle Rising?, Hastings and
London - would not match the mint name as it appears on this coin. No die-link has been found.
The other coins from the site may be summarized as follows:
a.
Roman Republican denarius: Mark Antony, 32-31BC, Crawford no. 544/13-39 (ANT.AVG/IH.VIR.R.P.C.
and LEG. . .) 3.60g.
b.
Tiberius, denarius of Lugdunum; BMC I 125.34; RIC 1,3 (C.AD 16-21).
c.
Henry II, short cross penny, class 7(b); North 979 (1217/18-1242), London, Terri. 1.39g.
d.
Edward I, penny class IXb; North 1037 (1299-1302), London. 1.31g broken.
e.
Edward I/II, penny class lOc-f, 3rd bust?; North 1042? (1302-10), London. 1.29g.
f.
Alexander II, penny, 2nd coinage, class C (1280-86+). 1.02g chipped.
CAISTOR-ON-THE-WOLDS, Lines. (S. Humberside)
One coin is said to have been found recently near Caistor-on-the-Wolds by a local metal-detector user. It was
studied from photographs made on our behalf by Mr Christopher Marshall of Louth.
*2. Cnut, Short Cross type, c. 1030-35/6 (Hild.H; North 790).
Lincoln, moneyer vEthelmasr.
Obv. +CNVT/ RECX
Rev. + /EGLM/ER ON L'lNCO: (NC ligatured).
Weight and die-axis: not recorded.
It is a die-duplicate of SCBI Copenhagen iiib 1512 (= Mossop- pi. 49, no. 23).
CAMBRIDGE
Mr Allen Webb, a field walker with the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, had been keeping a watch on some
construction trenches outside the Probation and Aftercare Department, just to the north of the main Shire Hall
building, in the area of Cambridge known as Castle Hill. On 21 May 1984, he saw a silver coin on top of a spoil
heap removed from one of the trenches. He reported the coin and it is now in the possession of Cambridgeshire
County Council. A few days later, with the assistance of Mr David Haigh M.A., we investigated the spoil and
trenches with a metal detector, but no further coins were found. No medieval stratification seems to have
survived the nineteenth- and twentieth-century disturbances.

FIG. 1 Reverse of No. 3 showing arcs inscribed in die.

*3.

Edgar, Crowned Bust type, East Anglian style, c.959-73 (BMC v; North 750). Norwich?, moneyer
Folchard.
Obv.

+ EADGAR RE +

Rev.

+FOLCNARD MONETA

Weight: 1.50g (23.1gr.).
Die-axis: 0°.
Folchard struck coins without mint signatures for Eadwig (955-59) and Eadgar, and a moneyer of the
same name struck the First Hand to Crux types (c.979-97) of /Ethelred II at Norwich. The name is of
Continental Germanic origin and a rare one in England, so that it is probable that /Ethelred's moneyer is
the same individual - or possibly a homonymous relative continuing in the office - as that, who struck the
earlier coins. A Norwich attribution for the new coin is thus likely, but not certain. Mr Blunt has
informed us that he knows of three other specimens of Edgar by this moneyer, all of the same East

:

H.

R.

Mossop,

The

Lincoln

Mint,

c. 896-1279

(Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1970).
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Anglian style Crowned Bust type: two are in the British Museum and one (from the same obverse die as
this specimen) was recently offered for sale by Spink (NCirc October 1983, no. 6655).
A notable feature of the reverse is the presence of three faint arcs, marks left by guidelines inscribed
on the die with compasses (Fig. 1). The lower arc is not visible. These were drawn from four punch marks
outside the area of the die used to strike coins and were presumably to help the die-cutter lay out the
design and position the letters. 3 The East Anglian die-cutter seems to have been particularly heavy
handed when drawing his guidelines, for similar arcs have been found on other coins of this type by
Antony Gunstone (SCB1 Lincolnshire Collections 1662) and by Marion Archibald and Christopher Blunt
(in their forthcoming British Museum Sylloge).
CLAXBY-BY-ALFORD, near, Lines.
Two coins were found c. 1977 in a field near Claxby-by-Alford at the southern end of the Lincolnshire Wolds
(findspot recorded confidentially). They remain the possession of the finder and were studied from photographs
supplied by Mr. Christopher Marshall.
*4. 'Porcupine' sceat (Series E); Metcalf4 class D.
Weight: reported as 1.15g (17.7gr.). Die-axis: not recorded.
This coin was recently published by Metcalf on the basis of line drawings supplied to him. 5 The
photographs show that it is a classic example of class D, though Metcalf was unable to identify it as such
from the drawings, which are now seen to be inaccurate. There is a striking similarity with the sceat from
near Grimsby (No. 9), but this is probably coincidental as there are good parallels from Domburg,
Thanet, Dorchester-on-Thames and Whitby. 6 Like the coins of this class in the Aston Rowant hoard
(dep. c. 710), it was probably struck during the first decade of the eighth century in southern Frisia.
*5.

Cnut, Short Cross type, c. 1030-35/6 (North 790). Stamford, moneyer Morulf.
Obv.

+CNV[

]cx

Rev.

[

]ORVL[

]

Cut-halfpenny. Weight: reported as 0.44g (6.8gr.). Die-axis: 270°. Probably from the same obverse die as
SCBI Copenhagen iiic 3632.
COLNEY, Norfolk.
Found by a metal detector user in a field at Colney, near Norwich late in 1983. The finder kindly supplied us
with photographs and subseqently brought us the coin to study.
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Obverse of No. 6 struck from a recut Cuthred die.

3
The Golden Age of Anglo-Saxon Art, edited by J.
Backhouse, D. H. Turner and L. Webster (London. 1984),
p. 190, no. 258 (note by M. M. Archibald on the St Peter die
from the York excavations).
4
D. M. Metcalf, 'A stylistic analysis of the "porcupine"
sceattas', NC 7th series, 6 (1966), 179-205.

5
D. M. Metcalf, 'Twenty-five notes on sceatta finds', in
Sceattas in England and on the Continent, edited by D. Hill
and D. M. Metcalf (BAR British series 128; Oxford. 1984),
pp. 193-205, at 197-98, no. 13.
6
Mctcalf, 'The "porcupine" sceattas', pi. XVI, nos.
27-30.
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*6.

Coenwulf of Mercia, Cross and Wedges type, c. 805/7-c. 810 (North 344).
Canterbury, moneyer Duda.
Obv.

+ COENVVLF/REX M

Rev.

+DVDA MONETA

Weight: 1.40g (21.6gr.). Die-axis: not recorded.
Duda, a Canterbury moneyer, struck coins of the Tribrach type for Coenwulf and Cuthred of Kent in the
period c. 798-805 and coins of the Cross-and-Wedges type for Cuthred c. 805-7, but he was not hitherto
known to have struck coins of that type in the name of Coenwulf c. 805/7-810. Instead he appears to have
had his own distinctive Cross-and-Quatrefoil design, the small flans indicating that they belong before c.
810.7 However, the new coin from Colney shows that he did briefly use the Cross-and-Wedges type under
Coenwulf, before adopting the other design.
A close examination of the obverse reveals that under the legend there was an earlier one which can be
read +CVBRE[
]I[ ] for +Cuthred rex / Canl (Fig. 2). The coin was probably struck from an altered
die of Cuthred, rather than being overstruck on a Cross-and-Wedges coin of his, for there are no signs of
overstriking on the bust or on the reverse, and there would be no reason to restrike coins which evidently
belonged to the same issue. There is one other coin of this type, by the moneyer Eaba, which also
appears to have been struck from an altered Cuthred die." It has been suggested that Coenwulf and
Cuthred shared access to the Canterbury mint, but it seems more likely that between c. 800 or a little
later and his death in 807 Cuthred operated the Canterbury mint to the exclusion of Coenwulf.'' On
Cuthred's death Coenwulf resumed control of the mint, and the Duda and Eaba coins presumably belong
to the period immediately following this.
CROUGHTON, near, Northants.
This coin was illustrated in Treasure Hunting, December 1982, p. 10, as a recent find, and on enquiry the finder
informed us that it was found in 1982 near Croughton, Brackley. He kindly supplied us with a photograph and
obtained its weight.
*7. Athelstan, Crowned Bust type, c. 933-8 (BMC viii; North 675). London, moneyer /Elfwald.
Obv.

+ /EBELSTAN REX

Rev.

+ /EL'FPALD MO LOND CIVI

Weight: reported as 1.46g (22.5gr). Die-axis: not recorded.
It is similar to SCBI Glasgow 611 (Blunt 10 269), but from different dies.
EAST HARLING, Norfolk.
Mr Brian Fisher of Thetford reported a coin which had been found by a friend in 1982 at East Harling, near the
border of Norfolk and Suffolk. It was photographed by M. J. B. at Mr Fisher's house.
*8. Viking imitation of Edward the Elder, Two-line type (BMC ii; North 649).
Obv.
Rev.

+EYDVVEARD REX (First E as an i n v e r t e d F)
.-./BEIOE/+++/+/EIOIVI/Y ( r e t r o g r a d e )

Weight: not recorded; chipped and broken. Die-axis: c. 280°.
This coin belongs to a class of imitations well represented in the Morley St Peter hoard (dep. c 925) and
which were probably struck by the Vikings of East Anglia. Coins with related reverse legends occurred in
the Morley St Peter hoard (SCBI East Anglian Museums 174—5) and the Skye hoard (SCBI Edinburgh
109-112), the best of which read BEIAO/OEOID (the D retrograde). These may in turn be a degeneration
from the somewhat larger group of imitations with variations of DIAIO/OEAID (the last D retrograde)
(SCBI East Anglian Museums 190-4, 214, etc.), which appear eventually to be copying genuine coins of
Edward reading BAD/DAMO by the moneyer Badda, although elements from other legends may also have
influenced the die-cutter. A systematic study of this series has yet to be made, but it appears that the
majority of coins derive from a small number of prototypes.
GRIMSBY, near, Lines. (S. Humberside)
Two further coins from a known site near Grimsby (recorded confidentially) were found in September 1984
(No. 9) and December 1984 (No. 10). The first was studied from photographs taken for us by Mr. Christopher
Marshall and the second was lent to us by the finder. Previous finds from this site include four sceattas (Series
D, E, K and W); a styca; an uncertain penny or denier of the ninth or tenth century and a cut-halfpenny of
Stephen." The styca, a mid-ninth-century imitation of a coin of /Ethelred I, moneyer Tidwulf, is illustrated
here for the first time as No. 9a.
7

BLS p. 11-12. no. Cn.31.
H. E. Pagan and N. G. Rhodes, 'Anglo-Saxon coins in
the Westminster School collection', BNJ 31 (1962), 11-26, at
21, no. 9.
' C. S. S. Lyon, 'Historical problems of Anglo-Saxon
coinage (2)', BNJ 37 (1968), 216-38, at 217.
8

10
C. E. Blunt, 'The coinage of Athelstan, 924-39. A
survey', BNJ 42 (special vol., 1974), 35-158.
11
M. Blackburn and M. Bonser, 'Sceattas, a styca, and
other coin finds from a site in north-east Lincolnshire', in
Sceallas in England and on the Continent, pp. 233-37.
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*9.

'Porcupine' sceat (Series E); Metcalf class D.
Weight; reported as l.OOg (15.4gr.). Die-axis: not recorded.
See comment to No. 4.

*10. /Ethelred II, First Small Cross type, c. 978-9 (North 764). York, moneyer Wine. . .
Obv.

+ /E(

JANGLOR'

Rev.

+VINE[

JEFEP

Weight: 0.56g (8.64gr.). Die-axis: 40°.
The mint appears to be York, and its style is similar to SCBI Yorkshire Collections 57. There is no
moneyer with the name Wine. . . recorded at York in this type, but it may be Wineman who is known
from coins of First Hand type in the British Museum, Merseyside Museums (SCBI 526), and Oslo.
GRIMSBY, near, Lines. (S. Humberside)
Another coin was reported to us by a metal-detector user as having been found near Grimsby, without
identifying the site, but there is no apparent connection with that of Nos. 9 and 10. The coin was studied from
photographs supplied to us by Mr Christopher Marshall.
*11. Northumbrian styca, ^thelred II (North 188). Moneyer Fordred.
Obv. +EBF[ ]RED RE (the thorn, as usual in this series, with its bar through the curved front), around a
small cross.
Rev. + FORDRED, around a small cross.
Weight and die-axis: not recorded.
This is a coin traditionally assigned to ^Ethelred's first reign.
HUNCOTE, Leics.
Found 20 June 1984 by Mr Martin Shore in a ploughed field near Huncote, south west of Leicester. Mr Shore
kindly supplied us with photographs of the coin and gave us its weight. The site has produced a number of
Celtic, Roman and later medieval coins.
*12. Baldred of Kent, Portrait type (BLS Ba. 2 var.; North 220).
Canterbury, moneyer Diormod.
Obv.
Rev.

+ BALDRED REX CANT (NT ligatured)
+DIORMOD MONET, with 5RVR CITS (for Dorovernia

civitas)

in field.

Weight: reported as 1.27g (19.6gr.). Die-axis: 45°.
Blunt, Lyon and Stewart 12 knew of only seven portrait coins of Canterbury, three of them by this
moneyer, though from different dies. One of these spells the king's name Baldred as on the new coin, one
spells it Beldred, and the third is fragmentary. To judge from its style, this is probably the latest of the four
Diormod coins. The form of the head, with a tight 'bonnet' of hair and a large eye, is similar to that on the
specimens of Swefherd and Tidbearht and on the earliest coins of Egbert of Wessex (struck from c. 825).
The unusual chevronned A on the obverse is also found on the reverse of the Tidbearht coin. The new coin
differs from the other specimens in one minor respect, having the reverse legend beginning at six o'clock;
on all the others it begins at nine o'clock, save for one, at twelve o'clock, by the moneyer Oba which is
probably the work of a different die-cutter. The coin has been acquired by Mr C. E. Blunt.
HUNTINGDON, Hunts. (Cambs.)
Found in 1974 during excavations of the ramparts of Huntingdon Castle by the Huntingdonshire Local History
Society. 13 The coin remains, with the other finds, in the possession of the Society.
*13. Edmund, irregular Two-line type, 939-46 (BMC i; North 688).
Obv. [
]ADM[
] (retrograde). Rev. see below.
Weight: 0.32g (4.9gr.); fragment. Die-axis: not recorded.
The irregular nature of this coin is indicated by its retrograde obverse legend of which only three letters
survive, ADM (the A only partial) for EADMVND. On the reverse two letters and part of a third are
similarly visible, although their interpretation is not clear. If the piece is from the lower right hand
quarter of the design it might be read as EG or E-D (the thorn of Mercian style with its bar cutting the
curved front rather than the straight back) or ER (the R inverted), preceded by a letter with a sloping
stroke, a v or an inverted A or R. This would represent the final element of the moneyer's name, perhaps
. . . ferth or . . . meter. But a better interpretation is probably as the top left hand quarter, with a
retrograde reverse legend as well as obverse. It would represent the end of the first element of the
moneyer's name, and read ER or ED preceded by A. R. or possibly F, for Efer. . . , Maer. . . , Waer. . . or
similar.
12
13

BLS, pp. 14-15.
Wc are grateful to the Socicty. and to Mr David

Couzcns in particular, for making the coin available to us for
study and for permission to publish it here.
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Irregular coins are reasonably plentiful in Athelstan's reign, 14 but they are much scarcer in Edmund's,
and neither Mr Blunt (in correspondence) nor ourselves have been able to find any coin with similar
legends to these. We are unable to say with confidence where the coin was struck, although a Danelaw
origin is likely in view of the findspot and the substantial series of irregular coins which were produced in
the Derby region during Athelstan's reign. It is worth noting that Huntingdon lies close to, but not
within, the region of the Five Boroughs which the Norse kings of York held for a couple of years at the
beginning of Edmund's reign.
Fractional coins made from cut pennies are rare in the mid tenth century - Blunt knew of none of
Athelstan' 5 - and cut-farthings particularly so. Although this piece is approximately a quarter of a coin, it
was probably not intended to be a cut-farthing. The angle made by the straight sides is 105°. The side
which is vertical to the reverse design shows signs of having been cut by a chisel, since for much of its
length the section is square and the edge appears to have been bent down by the force of a blow.
However, the other straight side is rougher and it looks as if the metal has been fractured or torn, which
may account for the chip missing from the rim. It seems probable that we have part of a cut-halfpenny
which has been broken.
LEWES, E. Sussex
Found in spring 1984 on the outskirts of Lewes and studied from photographs supplied by the finder.
*14. Edmund, Two-line type, 939-46 (BMC i; North 688-9 var.).
Unspecified mint, moneyer Hunsige.
Obv.

+EADMVND REX, with v in field.

Rev.

.'./HVNSI/+ ++/GE M~0/•

Weight: reported as 1.45g (22.3gr.). Die-axis: 90°.
Mr C. E. Blunt has informed us that Hunsige is only known from Edmund's Two-line type, and
previously in two varieties, one with trefoils above and below the moneyer's name (SCBI Glasgow 640
and Forum hoard) and the other with single pellets in those positions (BMC 78 and three in Forum
hoard). This coin differs from those in having a trefoil above and a pellet below, a variety otherwise only
known from a coin of the moneyer Eadred (SCBI Merseyside 458). Occasionally Edmund's coins have a
letter, annulet or pellet in the obverse field, but the v on this coin is unprecedented, although its
significance is unknown. The coin is now in Mr Blunt's collection.
LEWES, near, E. Sussex
In April 1984, Mr J. Hancocks of Brighton reported two recent coin finds he made near Lewes (site recorded
confidentially). He kindly supplied us with photographs and obtained their weights.
*15. Edward the Confessor, Hammer Cross type, c. 1059-62 (Hild. G; North 828). Nottingham, moneyer
Wulfnoth.
Obv.

+EADPAR/D RE+

Rev.

+PVLNOD ON SNOT

Weight: reported as 1.26g (19.4gr.). Die-axis: not recorded.
Wulfnoth was previously unrecorded in this type at Nottingham, but he was known there in the Radiate
Small Cross and Expanding Cross types, and a moneyer of the same name, probably the same individual,
struck extensively at Leicester and Northampton in Edward the Confessor's reign.
*16. Henry I, Full Face/Cross Fleury type, c 1124-5? (BMC x; North 866).
Chichester, moneyer Brand.
Obv.

+hE[

]RICVS R[

]AN

Rev.

+BRAND[

]ON CICE

Weight: reported as 1.28g (19.8gr.). Die-axis: not recorded.
Brand was recorded at Chichester in a number of types of Henry I from BMC vi to BMC xiv, including
BMC x. On this coin his name is probably to be completed as Brandus, the form which occurs in BMC
type xiii. The coin was auctioned at the Vecchi sale, 8 October 1984, lot 597.
LINCOLNSHIRE, north-east.
This coin was acquired in 1984 from a Cleethorpes coin dealer. It was reputed to be a metal-detector find from
north-east Lincolnshire, although no more specific information was available.
*17. Northumbrian styca, ^Ethelred II (North 188). Moneyer Monne.
Obv. +EDLIRED RE, around small cross.
Rev. +MONNE (retrograde, the first N and the E reversed), around a cross of five pellets.
Weight: 1.20g (18.5gr.). Die-axis: 70°.
It is struck from the same obverse die as SCBI Cambridge 322 (= MEC 1.1242).

14

Blunt, 'Athelstan', pp. 107-13.

15

Blunt, 'Athelstan', p. 115.
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LOW BURNHAM, near, Lines. (S. Humberside)
Found in September 1984 near Low Burnham in the Isle of Axholme (site recorded confidentially) and studied
from photographs supplied by the finder. The site has also produced a short cross penny and a farthing of
Edward III.
*18. Stephen, Watford type, c. 1135-41 (BMC i; North 873).
Uncertain mint, moneyer Baldwine.
Obv.

ST[

]

Rev.

+[

]LDEPIN[

].

Weight: reported as 1.30g (20.1gr.). Die-axis: not recorded.
The moneyer is presumably Baldwine, who is recorded at London and Thetford in this type, but we have
been unable to find a die-link by which to determine the mint.
MELBOURN, Cambs.
Found in August 1984 in a ploughed field at Melbourn, four miles north-east of Royston (site recorded
confidentially) and shown to us by the finder. The field has produced pottery dating from the tenth to
fourteenth centuries.
*19. Wulfred, archbishop of Canterbury, Transitional Monogram type, c.810 (BLS W.3; North 240).
Canterbury, moneyer Sjeberht.
Obv. +VVLFREDI ARCHIEPISCOPI ( c o m m e n c i n g at 1 o'clock)
Rev. +SAEBERHT MOHETA, a r o u n d m o n o g r a m of DOROVERNIA CIV

Weight: 1.37g (21.1gr.). Die-axis: 230°.
It is a die-duplicate of Drabble (Glendining, 4 July 1939) lot 346.
MELTON MOWBRAY, Leics.
Found in August 1984 in a field on the outskirts of Melton Mowbray (findspot recorded confidentially). The
coin was lent to us for study by its finder, Mr Trevor Palmer, and he has generously placed it on permanent
loan to Leicester Museum.
*20. 'Porcupine' sceat (Series E); Metcalf class L ('plumed bird' variety).
Weight: 0.50g (7.7gr.), but worn and flaking at edges. Die-axis: not recorded.
There are only two sceattas previously recorded from Leicestershire, Series N from Saxby and Series T
from Breedon-on-the-Hill. 16 This coin is typical of class L, having an annulet before the bird on the
obverse and five annulets separated by four groups of-three pellets in the standard on the reverse. Class L
appears to be one of the later groups of the plumed bird variety, and it was probably struck during the
second decade of the eighth century to judge from its absence from the Aston Rowant and Bais hoards
(dep. c. 710) and its presence in the Hallum and Cimiez hoards (dep. c. 720)." Current thinking suggests
that it was struck in southern Frisia.
SHALFORD, near, Surrey
Found in October 1982 near Shalford, three miles south of Guildford (site recorded confidentially).
*21. Offa of Mercia (757-96), moneyer Eahlmund (Blunt 18 42; North 318).
Obv. ,-t-:OFF-A- R-. EX- + : Rev. -AL-H./WN:/a
Weight: 1.18g (18.2gr.). Die-axis: not recorded.
The reverse is characteristic of Ealhmund, having a double headed torque derived from the classical
wreath on siliquae of the late fourth century. We have found no die-links with this coin. A similar coin,
but with a different arrangement of pellets, was found at Luton c. 1973 (NCirc Sept. 1982, no. 6643).
T H E T F O R D , Norfolk
Over a period of some five years Mr Brian Fisher, a metal-detector user from Thetford, has investigated a
number of sites in the town, some prior to construction work, and he has kindly provided us with details of six
Saxon and Norman coins which he found. He has also passed on information about three finds made by other
detector users, with their permission. We are very grateful to Mr Fisher and his friends for all the help they
have given us. These new finds, when added to those previously discovered in excavations and elsewhere," put
16
S. E. Rigold and D. M. Metcalf, 'A revised checklist of
English finds of sceattas', in Sceattas in England and on the
Continent, pp. 245-68.
17
M. Blackburn, 'A chronology for the sceattas', in
Sceattas in England and on the Continent, pp. 165-74.
18
C. E. Blunt, 'The coinage of Offa', in Anglo-Saxon
Coins, edited by R. H. M. Dolley (London, 1961), pp.

39-62.
" S. E. Rigold, 'Finds of St. Edmund Memorial and other
Anglo-Saxon coins from excavations at Thetford', BNJ 29
(1958-59), 189-90; SCBI East Anglisn Collections 1006,
1101-2, 1104, 1106-7, 1176, 1227, and a chance find 1020.
Rigold and Mctcalf, 'A revised checklist", p. 264 also records
a find of an unidentified sccat.
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Thetford among the more productive urban sites in terms of single finds of Saxon and Norman coins.
The new finds come from five sites indicated on the accompanying map (Fig. 3).
A. One coin came from mud dredged from the river Thet. It was found in about 1980 on the north bank of the
river near the junction of the Diss (A1066) and Ipswich (A1088) roads at a spot where some years previously
there had been dumped mud dredged from the immediately adjacent section of river using a drag-line from the
bank. Mr Fisher believes that the coin is likely to have come from a spot in the river bed within a matter of
yards of where it was found. The coin has since been disposed of, but it was shown at the British Museum and
Miss Archibald has very kindly supplied us with a copy of the photograph which she took of it at the time.
*22. Carolingian, Charles the Bald; Gratia D~i rex type, 864-77 or later (Morrison and Grunthal 2 " 716).
Quentovic.
Obv. + GRATIA D~I REX, around a 'Karolus' monogram.
Rev. +QWENTOVVIC, with a pellet in the second and third quarters of the reverse.
Weight and die-axis: not recorded.
The Gratia D~i rex type was struck for Charles the Bald between 864 and 877 and probably continued after
his death as an immobilized issue until the late ninth or early tenth century. This coin is similar to the
more stylized (and later?) pieces in the Glizy hoard (deposited c. 880). 21 Miss Archibald noted that the
coin has a black patina and that it was pecked on the reverse (i.e. had test marks, made with the point of
a knife, typical of Viking hoards).
B. A number of coins, ranging from the eleventh to fourteenth centuries, have been found in a field which
formerly lay immediately to the north of site A. It has now been covered by a housing estate.

211
K. F. Morrison and H. Grunthal, Carolingian Coinage
(New York, 1967).
21
E. Gariel, Les monnaies royales de France sous la race

carolingienne, 2 vols. (Strasbourg, 1883-84), I, pi. XIII, nos.
109-15.
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*23. Cnut, Short Cross, c. 1030-35/6 (Hild. H; North 790). Lincoln, moneyer uncertain.
Obv. [
]T/[
]
Rev. [
]ON LTN[
]
Weight: not recorded; fragment. Die-axis: 0°.
The moneyer must be one with a short name - /Elfnoth, Crina, Lifiac, Oslac, Swafa, Waldos - but
neither die seems to be represented in Mossop's corpus. 22
*24. Stephen, ProfilelCross-and-Piles type (BMC vi; North 879). Mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. +ST[
] Rev. + [
]N
Cut-halfpenny. Weight: 0.64g (9.9gr.). Die-axis: 120°.
*25. Henry II, Tealby type, bust C (North 956-7). Winchester, moneyer Herbert.
Obv.

+[

] Rev.

+hE[

]N:PIN

Weight: not recorded. Die-axis: c. 110°.
Among the later coins that we have seen is a Polish billion ternarus of Wladislaus Jagiello (1386-1434) of
the Crakow mint (Gumowski 23 no. 414).
C. Near industrial Estate No. 2. One coin, found by a friend of Mr Fisher in 1983, has been studied from
enlarged colour photographs.
*26. Baldred of Kent, Portrait!Crooked Cross type (BLS-; North -). Rochester, moneyer Ealhstan.
Obv. +BALDRED REX, diademed bust right breaking inner circle.
Rev. EALHSTAH MONET (HS and HE ligatured, the final A as three disjointed wedges), around a cross with
crooked arms and a pellet in each angle.
Weight and die-axis: not recorded.
This coin is of a new type and by a moneyer previously unknown for the reign. Ealhstan was a Rochester
moneyer in the preceding coinages of Coenwulf (796-821) and Ceolwulf (821-3), and he may indeed
have been the first moneyer to operate at the mint c. 810.24 This coin thus represents a short extension to
his period of activity. The bust and epigraphy are of classic Rochester style - the form of the HS ligature,
with a simple wedge to the right of an H, occurs on his coins for Coenwulf and Ceolwulf - and it has the
usual Rochester spelling of the king's name, Baldred (cf. Beldred commonly used at Canterbury). The
reverse type, a cross with crooked arms, is not otherwise used in this period, but one might well have
expected Ealhstan to have adopted a new personal design for this coinage since the two other Rochester
moneyers in this reign, Dunun and Ethelmod, also used novel designs. One consequence of the new find
is to demonstrate that the complement of moneyers at Rochester at the end of Ceolwulf's coinage and
the beginning of Baldred's was at least three, and this.accords with the position early in Ceolwulf's reign.
Although we have only studied this coin from enlarged photographs, we have no reason to doubt its
authenticity.
D. From the site of the 'Chase' public house prior to its recent construction, at the junction of the Brandon
(B1107) and London ( A l l ) roads.
27. Harold I, Jewel Cross type, c. 1036-8 (Hild. A; North 802).
The coin has been disposed of and no further details are available.
E. From a piece of waste ground, now part of a housing estate, to the west of Fulmerston Road. Three coins
of William I were found in 1981. The first two have been disposed of and little information is available; the third
was shown to us by Mr Fisher.
28. William I, Two Stars type, c. 1074-7 (BMC v; North 845).
The coin is said to have been badly damaged and little could be made of the legends.
29. William I, Profile/Cross-and-Trefoils
type, c. 1080-3 (BMC vii; North 847).
*30. William I, Pacx type, c. 1083-6 (BMC viii; North 848, crown type 1). Thetford, moneyer /Elfwine.
Obv.

[

]PILLELM[

] Rev.

+/ELFPIN[

]

Cut-halfpenny. Weight: not recorded. Die-axis: 0°.
It is a die-duplicate of Elmore-Jones (Glendining, 13 April 1983), lot 1069.
TIPTREE, near, Essex
Found in 1983 in a field near Tiptree (site recorded confidentially) and kindly lent to us for study by the finder.
The site has also produced a Gallo-Belgic D quarter stater (Mack 41), weight 1.44g, and a Scottish
cut-halfpenny of short cross type too worn for identification.
*31. /Ethelred II, Long Cross type, c. 997-1003 (Hild. D; North 774). York, moneyer Hundulf.
Obv. +/E-BELRED REX ANGLO (NG ligatured). Rev. +HVN/DVLF/MOE/OFR
Weight: 1.50g (23.1gr.). Die-axis: 270°.
22
23

Mossop. The Lincoln Mint.
M. Gumowski, Htindbuch der polinischen Numismatik

(Graz. 1960).
BLS. pp. 22-5.

24
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UPMINSTER, near, Essex
Found on 30 September 1984 by Mr George Smith of Northampton, in a field near Upminster (site recorded
confidentially). The coin is fragmentary and broken, and has been mounted in a rigid clear plastic case. It was
kindly lent to us for study by the finder.
*32. Coenwulf of Mercia, Tribrach type, c. 798-800/5 (BLS Cn. 10; North 342). Canterbury, moneyer
Ethelmod.
Obv. +CO[
]VLF REX around M Rev. [ ] EL MOD
Weight: not recorded, fragment. Die-axis: 0°.
No die-links have been found.

Acknowledgements. Our greatest debt is owed to the many finders who have generously come forward to inform us of their
coin finds. We are also grateful to the following people for providing help and advice in a variety of ways: Miss M. M.
Archibald, C. E. Blunt, D. Broomhall, S. Campbell, B. Fisher, Dr W. A. D. Freeman, G. Isted, K. Jonsson, C. S. S. Lyon.
C. Marshall, C. Montagu, T. Palmer, R. Rushbrook and Mrs A. Taylor. David Haigh kindly drew Fig. 3.
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I R R E G U L A R D I E S O F T H E D U R H A M M I N T c. 1 3 0 0
J . J. NORTH
ALTHOUGH

students of the coinage of Edward I have long been aware of the use of
irregular dies at the Durham mint during the currency of Group IX, no detailed study of
these has ever been published and they receive no mention in any of the standard works. In
his classification of the Montrave hoard, Burns' mentions '8 Durham sterlings of rude
execution, with the breast plain and the cross moline before the legends on obverse and
reverse, evidently imitated from the Beck sterlings A.36 (= Fox IXa), and possibly of
authentic issue'. Two irregular obverses, one with a regular reverse, were noted in the
Loch Doon hoard. 2
In an attempt to classify and explain these unusual dies, the writer has studied such coins
as were readily available in public and private collections. However, it is possible that these
represent only a minor portion of the extant specimens, as many must lie unrecognised,
being classified as forgeries in the case of irregular obverses and as normal coins where only
the reverse is abnormal. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to locate the eight coins
described by Burns in the collection of Montrave coins at the National Museum of
Antiquities of Scotland. 3 Since only seven other coins combining irregular 'IXa' obverse
and reverse dies have been traced, the die study of these is probably far from complete,
since it seems very likely that the Montrave coins would produce further dies.
The dies fall into two distinct groups: those with the cross moline of Bishop Bek,
consisting of both obverse and reverse dies, or unmarked reverses used with obverse dies
(usually official) bearing that mark. One irregular obverse die with a plain cross initial
mark has affinities with this group. The second group consists only of unmarked reverse
dies used solely with regular obverse dies of IXb having the plain cross initial mark,
normally attributed to the king's receiver. The first group has large lettering, usually with
well-marked serifs, whilst that on the second is smaller, particularly the letters A and V in
which the body appears to be made from a single puncheon resembling an arrowhead. All
local dies may be readily distinguished from regular ones by the open E and, usually, a
wedge-tailed R, while the crude portraits and wedge stops make the obverses impossible to
overlook. Indeed, were it not for the muling of irregular obverses with regular reverses,
one would condemn as forgeries the coins where both sides are irregular. It is further
evidence of Burns's perspicacity that he suggested that such coins might be of authentic
issue, when he apparently had no irregular/regular 'mules' to guide him.
The weights of coins having one or both sides from irregular dies compare favourably
with those from official dies. Weights were recorded for twenty-one specimens and
averaged 21.2 grains ranging between 17.4 grains (very worn) and 23.2 grains. The figure
obtained from a group of eighty-two regular IXb pence from various mints was 21.0 grains
with a range of 19.0—23.8 grains.
Acknowledgements. The writer is indebted to Dr Michael
Prestwich for his considerable assistance in advising him on a
number of historical points and drawing his attention to
several important references. Mr C. J. Wood kindly read
through the completed paper and made a number of helpful
suggestions. Thanks arc due to Miss Marion Archibald, Dr
D. H. Caldwell and Mr N. J. Mayhew who have kindly
located relevant coins in the collections of their respective
museums and provided photographs. The writer is also

grateful to Dr Ian Stewart, Dr Ian Taylor, Messrs C. J.
Wood and P. Woodhead, who have allowed him to examine
and have photographed the coins in their collections.
' E. Burns, The Coinage of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1887),
p. 201.
2
BNJ 38 (1969), 44, Nos. 625-6 & PI. 1,6.
3
The writer is grateful to Dr D. H. Caldwell, who twice
searched the 'Montrave' trays for these coins and to Mr N. J.
Mayhew, who made a further search.
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Some of the dies of the first group appear to be based on regular Group IXa coins since
they have large lettering, contractive marks and a cross moline on the reverse, features of
that group. Two of the obverse dies noted have been seen only in combination with
irregular reverses, but the third was possibly used solely with regular IXb reverses. The
fourth obverse may be copied from group IXb, since it has a smaller face and is found in
combination with an irregular IXb reverse (omitting the cross moline) and two regular dies
of that group. There are two pellets joined by a segment of a circle on the breast in
imitation of the star found on many group IX coins. The fifth die, noted from only two
coins, presents some difficulties as the initial cross is plain, but the lettering, although
smaller than on the other obverses, differs from that of the second group. The coin
illustrated was described as having a 'receiver's local obverse' when it was listed in the
Clonterbrook Trust sale (lot 71), but the initial cross is visible only at the base and its form
was open to question. However, the discovery by Mr C. J. Wood of a second example of
this obverse die establishes unequivocally that the cross is plain and not moline.
Unfortunately, the centre of the drapery is also obscure on both coins, but there appear to
be traces of one or possibly two pellets and it may resemble bust 4 in this respect. The
lettering is smaller than on other local obverse dies, but does not have the distinctive forms
of A and V found on the second group of irregular reverses. The Roman N and contractive
marks suggest that it was perhaps copied from a local die or one of the early regular IXb
obverses which have these features. However, as the initial cross is plain, the die, despite
differences in the lettering, could pertain to the second group of local dies, for which only
reverses have been noted, but, pending clarification, is listed at the end of the first group.
Two early local IXb reverse dies have been noted used solely with regular IXb obverses
of Bek with Roman Ns and contractive marks. One of these is found in combination with
no fewer than three different obverses. The affinity of some irregular dies with group IXa,
of which Durham coins from late official dies are quite rare, appears to indicate that they
were in use before the commencement of IXb, but this seems at variance with the historical
evidence and is discussed later. The second group of irregular dies consists solely of
reverses, which are used with regular plain cross obverses, and it is possible that there was
a gap between the two groups.
With their distinctive portraits, it is easy to distinguish the five obverse dies noted and
these are described below with numbers to facilitate future reference. It is, however, far
more difficult to separate the various reverse dies, especially in poorly struck or worn
coins, and it is felt that little purpose would be served by a die-study of these, especially as
there is probably still a considerable number awaiting recognition as irregular. In the case
of the reverses, therefore, a general description of each group is given together with a note
of the number of dies recorded.
1.

L O C A L O B V E R S E DIES.

All have open E, Roman N (unless stated) and wedge contractive marks.
Based on group IXa?
Initial cross moline
al. Spread crown with protuberant angle at the base of the outer fleurs. Ropy hair.
Almond eyes with only the lower lid indicated. Distinct neck. The extreme
crudeness of this die has led to its condemnation as a forgery by several eminent
numismatists in the past. However, the general characteristics, apart from the
style of the crown, resemble those of other dies of this group. Recorded with one
local 'IXa' reverse (Fig. 1).
a2. Neater style. New crown. Eyes are pellets in well-marked ovals. Long thin neck.
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1.
2.
3.

Local obverse die al. Local reverse type a.
Local obverse die a2. Local reverse type a.
Local obverse die a3. Official IXb reverse.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Local obverse die bl. Local reverse type bl.
Local obverse die bl. Official IXb reverse.
Local obverse die b2. Official IXb reverse.
Official IXb obverse (cross moline). Local reverse type bl.
Official IXb obverse (plain cross). Local reverse type b2.

a3.

Author's collection
Collection of Mr P. Woodhead
National Museum of Antiquities of
Scotland, Edinburgh (N.M.A.S.) (ex
Loch Doon).
Author's collection.
British Museum (ex Carsphairn).
Collection of Mr. C. J. Wood.
N.M.A.S. (ex Montrave).
N.M.A.S. (ex Montrave).

Recorded with three local 'IXa' reverse dies (Fig. 2).
More compact crown, but otherwise similar in style to a2 and, therefore, placed
in this group although it has only been seen used with two regular IXb reverse
dies both with unbarred N (Fig. 3).

Based on group IXb?
Initial cross moline.
bl. 'Squashed' face with little mouth or chin. Crude V shaped neck. Two crude
pellets on breast. Noted with local 'IXb' reverse (Fig. 4) and two regular IXb
reverses with unbarred N (Fig. 5).
Plain initial cross.
b2. Large round face and bushy hair. Neck similar to bl. Possibly one or more pellets
on breast. Smaller lettering. Recorded used with two regular IXb reverses with
pothook N (Fig. 6).
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2.

L O C A L REVERSE DIES.

Based on group IXa7 (Cross moline C I V / I T A S / D U R / E N E ) .
al. Normally wedge-tailed R, but one die has a curled tail. Four dies noted all used
with local obverses (one with die al; three with die a2) (Figs. 1 & 2).
Based on group IXb (No initial mark C I V I / T A S / D U R / E N E ) .
bl. Lettering similar to previous. Three dies noted - one with wedge-tailed R used
with a local obverse (see Fig. 4); two with curled tail to R, of which one is used
with three regular IXb obverse dies and the other with a further similar die. All
the regular obverses have the cross moline initial mark, Roman Ns (on one the
second N is unbarred), star on the breast and contractive marks (Fig. 7).
b2. New smaller lettering with distinctive A and V (see supra) and wedge-tailed R. Six
dies noted used with seven regular obverse dies of IXb having a plain initial cross,
unbarred Ns with star on breast - two dies, or pothook Ns with breast plain or
obscured - five dies (Fig. 8).
Number of Coins Recorded
al

Local obverses
a2
a3
bl

Local
b2

Reverses

al

bl

reverses
b2

Obverses

Local

2

5

-

1

Official

-

-

2

3

Local
2

Official

7

1
5

10

4

In his description of the Montrave hoard, Burns mentions a number of IXb/IXa mules
of Durham mint - 'as A37 (= Fox IXb), of the Durham sterlings, 4 non-episcopal, with the
breast plain, had their reverses from dies of A.36 (= Fox IXa); 2 episcopal of Beck, with
the star on the breast, had their reverses from dies of A.36'. The first is an improbable
mule since the Durham reverses of IXa have the episcopal mark at the head of the legend
and it seems likely that the coins in question have local reverses. In the collection of the
National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland, there are three plain cross and two cross
moline coins having regular IXb obverses with local reverses, all ex Montrave, and these
are probably the coins to which Burns was referring.
The plain cross coins with obverse or reverse from local dies again throw doubt on the
attribution of any Group IXb coins of Durham to the king's receiver, since it seems
extremely unlikely that he would use or have fabricated unofficial dies. For many years
students have been concerned with the apparent irreconcilability of the historical and
numismatic evidence 5 . The position is aggravated by further evidence indicating a date
somewhat later than 1 July 1302, which numismatists have long accepted, for the
commencement of the first receivership. An assize roll (No. 1/226) shows that Bek's
moneyer, Henry Pysane, was continuing to strike coins until 31 July 1302'' and it is possible
that the confiscation of the liberty of Durham did not become really effective before
September. About that time, Robert de Clifford advised the king that he had taken the

4

Burns, p. 202.
J. J. North, 'Variations in the lettering on Edward I
Class IX pence', NCirc 85(1977), 299. See also Dr Ian
Stewart in this volume pp. 81-5.
6
The case is a plaint against the bishop's moneyers,
Henry Pysane and Gregory monetarius, that they had been
minting after the confiscation of the liberty, in contempt of
the king. They stated in answer that they had struck coins on
5

31 July, but none after that date, claiming ignorance of the
confiscation, having had no notice of it. A jury concurred
and it was stated that on the day in question they had made
£30 worth of coin, which they paid to Alice, wife of William
Servat, without her husband's agreement. A ease was also
brought against her that she had exchanged coin in contempt
of the king.
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mint etc. into his hands and asked for advice as to what he should do. Edward's reply in
September 1302 (PRO, SC 1/12/155) was that he could not answer until the matter had
been discussed in parliament. 7 In the face of this evidence, it is no longer possible with
certainty to attribute to the king's receiver any coins of Group IXb, which ended mid 1302
at the latest" and it would be more satisfactory in the future to refer to such coins as
Durham (plain cross).
Before examining possible reasons for the manufacture of dies locally at Durham, some
details of the history of the bishopric and palatinate at the relevant period are essential.
The year 1300 was a watershed in the fortunes of Antony Bek and the following summary
of the complex events of that year is based on several books, to which the reader is referred
for greater detail."
Since the commencement of Edward I's reign, Bek had been the king's trusted servant
and had risen to become one of his leading councillors. His enjoyment of the king's favour
had enabled him to extend the bounds of his palatinate, which was a quasi-autonomous
state whose rights were jealously guarded by Bek and often exceeded by his agents. The
king's protection had saved the bishop from the consequences of many of these excesses
and supported him in his battles with the archbishop of York. There was, however, a point
beyond which the royal authority could not be flouted. The first minor rift occurred over
the wholesale desertion of the Durham contingent serving in the king's army in Scotland,
about which Edward complained to the bishop in January 1300. Bek's imprisonment of the
deserters brought to a head the seething unrest amongst his tenantry, leading later to
complaints against the maladministration of the franchise. However, the main friction
between the king and the bishop arose from Bek's lengthy quarrel with Richard de Hoton,
prior of Durham. The convent was a royal foundation, especially venerated by Edward as
the resting place of the bones of St Cuthbert, and, on 20 March 1300, its autonomous rights
against the bishop were confirmed by the king. Bek took up the prior's challenge to his
episcopal rights of control and made a visitation to the convent on 20 May. In the dispute
which arose over procedure, both parties appealed to the king who decided on personal
mediation. At Evenwood near Durham on 20 June, Edward suggested a compromise to
which both parties agreed verbally, albeit with great reluctance on the part of the bishop.
Subsequent disagreement over the wording of the formal agreement prevented it being
ratified and Bek laid siege to the convent. By 4 August the king was informed of this and is
reported to have been enraged, exclaiming 'quis enim in mea terra, me vivente, auderet
talia perpetrare'. 10 He ordered the bishop to appear before his council at York on 20
August, but Bek failed to appear and the sheriff of Northumberland was ordered to
produce him in court before the king on 6 October. Meanwhile, the bishop's forces had
captured the priory on 19 August, subsequently imprisoning Hoton and installing Bek's
nominee, Henry de Luceby, as prior. Shortly afterwards, before the king and council at
Rose Castle near Carlisle in September 1300, a writ was secured by the tenantry of the
palatinate against Bek, but was not obeyed by him and a further complaint was made to the
king. The Hoton affair dragged on for nearly two years until the meeting of parliament on
1 July 1302, when judgement went against Bek, who was absent in Rome where he had
been summoned by Pope Boniface VIII. For his disregard of the king's protection of

7
C. M. Fraser, A History of Antony Bek, Bishop of
Durham, 1283-1311 (Oxford," 1957), pp. 182-83. The king's
letter- is recorded from a draft which is on the same parchment as two others, all for issue under the Privy Seal.
Although none of them is dated, the membrane is inscribed
'Seintc Radegunde', where the king is known to have been
from about 24 September 1302 to the end of that month.

* Dr Stewart favours a date as early as December 1300 see this volume p. 82.
''Fraser, op. cit.; R. K. Richardson, 'The Bishopric of
Durham under Anthony Bek, 1283-1311', Archaeologia
Aeliana 3rd Ser, 11 (1913), 89-229.
10
R. K. Richardson, Cesta Dunelmensia A.D.MDCCC
(Camden Miscellany XIII), pp. 1-53.
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Durham priory, the regalian franchise of Durham was taken into the king's hands on 7 July
and, ten days later, Robert de Clifford was appointed keeper.
In the absence of documentary evidence, the explanation of the irregular dies and the
possible use of plain cross dies by Bek must be a matter of conjecture. In view of the
numerous mules with regular dies, there can be little doubt that the irregular dies were
made locally to supplement those supplied officially, but the problem remains as to why
this should have been necessary. Since there is no historical indication of an interruption of
communications between London and the North, it seems reasonable to assume that the
cause must be associated with the increasing differences between Bek and the king.
Perhaps the severance of the supply of dies was a sanction applied by the latter in an
attempt to bring to heel the increasingly truculent bishop. The confiscation of the franchise
was a grave and lengthy affair, which was normally dealt with by parliament, whereas the
cancellation of the supply of dies could no doubt be applied rapidly by writ under privy seal
on the sole authority of the king, since the grant of them to ecclesiastical privilege mints
was in his gift.
As remarked earlier, the local dies fall into two distinct groups and are separately
considered commencing with those having a cross moline or associated with regular dies
bearing this mark. Despite the apparent affinities of some with group IXa, it is possible
that their use did not commence during the currency of that issue. If they were
contemporary with this prototype, an unsatisfactory pattern emerges of two breaks in the
supply of official dies with the cross moline, since coins of IXb from regular dies exist for
Bek and are of the earliest variety of that group. It would also indicate a date for the first
use of irregular dies in early 1300, if not before, and there appears to be no reason for them
at such an early date. An alternative hypothesis is that the supply of official dies was
stopped shortly after the commencement of group IXb, which can be dated to May 1300.
The only regular group IXb obverse dies with the cross moline have Roman Ns" and
contractive marks, features found mainly on the earliest coins of that issue. The fact that
the official reverses used with such obverses have unbarred Ns is of no significance, since
this combination is also usual at London and Canterbury. 12 Faced with the cessation of the
supply of official dies, the existing ones could have been eked out by using them in
combination with the locally made ones until the official ones finally became unusable,
when the irregular ones would be used in combination. This would indicate a date of c
August/September for the commencement of the local dies, which coincides with the
beginning of Bek's serious differences with the king.
When we come to consider the plain cross issues the position is even more obscure. The
local reverses employed are from new puncheons and none of the old type appear to have
been used. Since it seems reasonable to assume that they were made especially for this
issue, the implication is that only official obverse dies were available. A tempting, but most
unlikely explanation, is that Bek obtained such obverse dies from a nearby mint and
fabricated his own reverses. It is difficult to envisage any mint surrendering its dies without
" On some dies the letter N has pothook uprights with a
transverse bar, a feature found on some reverses of Bury and
most of Exeter. They are possibly the work of a different
die-sinker, since the second variety of the IXb crown is used,
whereas all obverses with normal Roman Ns have the crown
from the same iron as coins of group IXa,. It is not certain
that Crown 2 superseded Crown 1, which it closely resembles, since they appear to be used concurrently throughout
much of Group IXb and most of the obverse dies found
muled with group X reverses have Crown 1. However, in a
lecture to the BNS, Mr C. J. Wood showed that there was a
progressive reduction in flan size throughout Group IX and

that the second crown was found only on the smallest flan
coins. He is at present engaged on a study of this Group,
which should clarify this. No obverses with pothook uprights
to Roman Ns have been noted in combination with local
reverse dies, but no conclusions can be drawn from this in
view of the small number of Bek IXb regular/local coins
seen.
12
North, p. 298. Since publishing this note the writer has
noted a Canterbury IXb penny with Roman/unbarred Ns. A
London coin with Roman Ns on both sides has some
anomalous features and may be a trial striking (NCirc 91
(1983), 151).
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official sanction, but, as Bek consistently denied the validity of the king's writ within the
franchise of Durham, it is remotely possible that he used his authority to obtain dies
outside his palatinate. 13 An alternative explanation for the absence of the cross moline on
these coins, which now seem possibly to have been struck by Bek, could again stem from
the royal displeasure. Perhaps the king regarded the unprecedented use of a personal mark
on the coinage as an intolerable infringement of the royal prerogative and forbade its use
when relationships became strained. 14
Although it is not relevant to the present discussion, the following information regarding
the receivership of 1305-715 has an important bearing on the dating of the coins of that
period and does not appear to have been recorded in any numismatic literature. Students
have naturally assumed that on the restoration of his temporalities in July 1307 Bek
recommenced striking coins, but it appears that the king still retained the dies of the
Durham mint as late as 4 November 1307.16 In fact these do not seem to have been released
until 25 May 1309 when 'Edward II ordered restoration to the bishop of the dies of his
coinage in Durham'. 17 It is not proposed to discuss here the difficulties in reconciling this
information with the existing coin evidence, but it does raise the question whether the
bishop's right of coinage was considered to be separate from the privileges of his franchise.
In October 1292, the king's attorney drew attention to Bek's dual role in the following
words: 'the bishop of Durham has a double status, the status of bishop as to his
spiritualities and the status of earl palatine as to his temporal holdings'. There seems to
have been no doubt that the mint was part of the liberty in 1293 when quo warranto
proceedings were brought against Bek without effect, as the sheriff of Northumberland
listed the bishop's franchises, which included 'et habet monetarium suum apud Dunolm'
habet eciam coronatores suos infra libertates suas videlicet unum apud Sadberg' et tres in
tribus wardis libertatis Dunolm'. 18 The same view was taken in 1302, when the bishop's
moneyers were summoned for minting after the confiscation of the liberty and the royal
keeper automatically took the mint into his hands. His letter advising the king of this and
asking for instructions was presumably to ascertain whether he should reactivate the mint
on the king's behalf. In the absence of the king's reply, it is uncertain whether any coins
were struck by him during the first receivership and numismatic evidence indicates that
there were possibly none. However, the historical records of the second confiscation
suggest that the minting rights may then have been considered separate from the rest of the
liberty.
13
In 1955, Mr H. G. Stride suggested that it was the
practice for dies for the northern mints to be held locally at
Knaresborough Castle.
14
An alternative hypothesis for the use of plain cross dies
at Durham in group IXb is given below, pp. 83-5.
15
It was not until 8 December 1305 that the sheriff of
Northumberland was ordered to take the regalian
administration of Durham into the king's hands on the
grounds of maladministration and 'by reason of his (Bek's)
audacious assumption of royal power in his liberty' (PRO.
Coram Rege Roll, KB 27).
16
Fraser, p. 215.
17
PRO.LTR Mem Roll E 368/79. What was probably the
first pyx trial after the restitution of dies to Bek was ordered
by a royal mandate dated 12 January 1310 from The Grove,
Herts. 'Edward II orders the patriarch and bishop to deliver

his pyx of the Durham mint by his master moneyer to the
royal Exchequer on 16 February for assay, since the royal
coin of the mints of London and Canterbury has recently
been assayed there' (Close Roll: CCR 1307-13, p. 241).
18
Placita de Quo Warranto, edited by W. Illingworth
(Record Commission, 1818), p. 604. A translation of the full
text is given in C. M. Fraser, 'The Records of Antony Bek,
Bishop and Patriarch, 1283-1311', Surtees Society 162
(1947), 37-41.

P.S. When this paper was read to the Society in March
1985, Mr Peter Woodhead suggested that the irregular dies
may have been fabricated locally to supplement the regular
ones when large quantities of silver were being received at
Durham for recoinage.

BISHOP B E K A N D T H E D U R H A M COINS OF E D W A R D I
A N D II
IAN

STEWART

IN their classic monograph on the Edwardian penny coinage the Fox brothers suggested
that their group X should be dated 1302-7.' At this point in the series the Fox chronology
was almost entirely based on the evidence of the Durham mint. They fairly remarked that
'failure to reach a correct solution of the puzzle has been due to (1) imperfect classification
of the various issues; (2) the overlapping of the episcopate of Antony Bek into the reign of
Edward II; (3) misunderstanding of the significance of those Durham pennies which lack
the personal mark of a particular prelate'. 2 More recently, however, detailed analysis of the
coins and consideration of the hoard evidence has suggested that, on each of these three
counts, some revision of the Fox arrangement itself is now needed.
Their scheme for the Durham coins was based on two periods of the suspension of Bek's
temporalities by Edward I, from 1 July 1302 to 8 July 1303, and from 1305 to September
1307, and the assumption that all Durham pence of groups IX and X without Bek's cross
moline belonged to one of these periods. The pattern was projected further on the basis
that on Bek's death in March 1311 the temporalities of the see are known to have been
taken into the king's hands until the appointment of Bishop Kellawe in May. The
chronology 1 was worked out as follows:
Group

Cross

Fox

Dates

IXa and IXb
IXb, Xa and Xb
Xb, c, d and e
Xe and Xf
Xe or Xf
XIa
XIa
XIa, b, c, (XII), XIII

moline
plain
moline
plain
plain altered to moline
moline
plain
crozier (reverse)

1299 to J u n e 1302
July 1302 to July 1303
July 1303 to 1305(?)
1305(?) to Sept. 1307
Sept. 1307+
Sept. 1307+ to March 1311
March to May 1311
May 1311 to 1316

There are three grounds on which it can be argued that the issue of group X continued
after the death of Edward I in 1307.4 First, the Berwick coins of Blunt class V, dated to
1310, if not later, 5 correspond with the first (XIa) of the three varieties of Fox group XI at
the main English mints. Second, a large number of Durham group XI coins, including
some of Bishop Kellawe, granted temporalities in May 1311, were present in the local
Whittonstall hoard, although southern coins of group XI had hardly yet reached the area
(eight London coins of group XI and three 'X/XI mules' against 249 London coins of group
X). Third, London coins of group X are nearly five times as plentiful as those of group XI,
a proportion impossible to reconcile with the bullion figures if XIa (which outlasted the
1
H. B. Earle Fox and J. Shirley Fox, 'Numismatic
History of the Reigns of Edward I, II and III', BNJ 6-9
(1909-12) (7, p. 91).
J
BNJ 9, 189.
3
BNJ 9, 192-3. The Foxes did not at this stage know of
Durham coins of group XII. Regarding the dies used during
the two periods when Bek's temporalities were suspended,
see J. J. North, 'Irregular dies of the Durham Mint c.
1300', in this volume, pp.74-80 (at pp.79-80).

4
G. L. V. Tatler and B. H. I. H. Stewart, 'Edwardian
Sterlings in the Montrave Hoard', BNJ 31 (1962), 80-7 (at p.
84).
5
C. E. Blunt, 'The Mint of Berwick-on-Tweed under
Edward I, II and III', NC 1931, 28-52, dates his class V to
the winter of 1310; J. J. North suggests 1312 in 'The Berwick
Variety of Edward II Class XIa Pence', NCirc 1977, 246 (and
cf. 'A Re-examination of the Class XI Pencc of Edward II',
NCirc 1984, 74-5).
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death of Bishop Bek in 1311) began as early as 1307. Any lengthening of the period of X,
of course, renders the existence of mules between one particular variety of group X
obverse and reverses of both the preceding (IX) and succeeding (XI) groups the more
remarkable, but I believe nevertheless that it is essential to expand the time allotted to
group X at the beginning as well as the end. One of these two kinds of mule will indeed
become even more of an oddity (I would choose the perhaps unique mule with IX
reverse); 6 but instances are not lacking of the known re-use of obsolete dies after a long
interval, as, for example, in the case of the halfgroats of c. 1399 struck from obverse dies of
Edward III. 7
Since coins of both Xa and Xb (according to their arrangement) 8 were known of the
Newcastle mint, which was closed by Michaelmas 1302, but plain cross Durham coins were
known of IXb, the Foxes concluded that the period July to September 1302 must have seen
the end of group IXb, the duration of Xa and the start of Xb. I believe that the proportions
of surviving coins absolutely preclude this dating. It has been demonstrated" that for a
period dies of IXb and early X must have been simultaneously available, and sometimes
mixed in the same consignment; only this could explain the high occurrence of IXb/X
Newcastle mules and of X/IXb London mules and the virtual absence1" of the opposite
combinations at these two mints. The bullion figures for Newcastle and the occurrence of
the several varieties in the Montrave hoard (which other hoards show to be representative)
are:
Period
J u n e - S e p t . 1300
Sept. 1300-Sept. 1301
Sept. 1301-Sept. 1302

Bullion
lbs

Group

5,368
11,877
2,930

IXb
IX/X
X

Montrave

Montrave

Id

£

20,175

20
40
21(17+4)

5,000
10,000
5,250
20,250

In the final column a theoretical figure for bullion coined into each variety has been
calculated on the basis that each coin of the period in Montrave represents an original issue
of about £250.
In round terms, it would look as if perhaps a total of 15,000 lbs was struck at Newcastle
with obverses of IXb, and 15,000 lbs with reverses of X, but only 5,000 lbs with reverses of
IX and 5,000 lbs with obverses of X. If this is even approximately correct, coins from both
obverse and reverse dies of group X must have been struck continuously and exclusively at
Newcastle from September 1301 or before; and coins from both obverse and reverse dies of
group IX must have ceased to be struck by December 1300 at the very latest, and probably
before the end of September, although obverse dies of group IX continued in use at
Newcastle well into 1301. The Foxes dated the introduction of Xa to the late summer of
1302," but on this evidence such a late date seems impossible.
Of Durham we have no mint accounts but some three quarters of the surviving coins of
this mint of group IXb are with the plain cross. The figures for four large hoards are:
6
Fox BNJ 9, plate ix, 16, & pp. 195 and 197 (described as
only 'very scarce'). The obverse is Xc-e, crown 3; mules with
XI reverses are less rare (BNJ 31, pi. V, 14).
7
BNJ 29, 347.
8
In a paper read to the Society in October 1978, Mr C. J.
Wood suggested a revision of the arrangement of Fox Xa
and Xb, whereby the 'Xb' EDWAR coins, of Newcastle and
other mints, which have the bust of IXb, would be placed

before Xa.
'' B. H. I. H. Stewart, 'Second Thoughts on Medieval
Die-Output', NC 1964, 293-303.
lu
Mr J. J. North tells me he has seen a IXb/X mule of
London, but such a coin must be extremely rare. I am
grateful to Mr North and Mr Peter Woodhead for helpful
comments on this paper.
11
BNJ 9, 187 and 192.
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Hoard
Boyton
Loch Doon
Montrave
Whittonstall

Plain Cross
(including IX/X mules)

Cross Moline

24
15
48
10

5
5
20
3

97

33

On the Fox chronology therefore, from Michaelmas 1299, or whenever IXb began, until
June 1302 these hoards suggest that some 25 per cent of the coins would have been struck
in, say, thirty-three months; but in the month of July 1302 and not more than the two
months following at the outside, nearly 75 per cent of the coins would need to be fitted in.
The royal mints of London and Canterbury coined far less in the fiscal year (from
Michaelmas) 1301/2 than in the year 1299/1300, for the great recoinage of crockards and
pollards was over and all the provincial mints except Newcastle were closed by September
1300. It would be an astonishing circumstance if the king's receiver in those brief weeks of
the summer of 1302 managed to have struck between two and three times as much coinage
as had passed through the bishop's mint in the best part of three years preceding - a
multiplication in the rate of output of between twenty and thirty times.
Lest these figures seem fortuitous, I append some calculations for London and
Canterbury based on the general assumption used above for Newcastle that one coin of the
1300 period in the Montrave hoard represented some £250 of coinage. I had at first felt that
the Canterbury bullion figures for 1300—1 cast doubt on this assumption, but in fact its
validity has since been reinforced by Dr Mate's discovery from a re-examination of the
accounts that the total given by Crump and Johnson (22,250 lbs), which I had originally
used, was an error. 12
Accounting
Period
(Sept-Sept)

Bullion
Coined13
lbs

Coins in Montrave

London

1299-1300
1300-1301

106,830
39,990

IXb
XJIX 102
Xa
57

412

103,000

159

39,750

Canterbury

1299-1300

22,340

IXb
IX/X
Xa

101

25,250

51

12,750

1300-1301

Estimated
issue

£

12,250

3
48

The general implication of this is that IXb dies, except in combination with dies of group
X, were not in use at the two main mints of the kingdom much after September 1300, and
that most of the dies of Xa were used up in or before September 1301.
Every line of reasoning leads me to conclude that the Durham plain cross coins of IXb
cannot be as late as 1302. This would be a serious blow to the king's receiver theory in its
absolute form. Despite the distaste for such an idea expressed by the Foxes, 14 we need to
consider whether, in view of the special nature of the 1300 recoinage, the king may have
negotiated with the bishop of Durham to enable a royal mint to share (and take perhaps up
to 75 per cent of the profits) in the demonetization and recoinage of foreign coins. There is
some slight indication that the crown may also have had a direct interest in the activities of
12
C. G. Crump and C. Johnson "Tables of Bullion Coined
under Edward I, II and III', NC 1913, 200ff; M. Mate, 'Coin
Dies under Edward I and II', NC 1969, 207-18.

13

At 243d. per lb.
BNJ 9, 189; for doubts that have been expressed about
the Foxes' view, see e.g. J. J. North in NCirc 1977, 299.
14
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the Durham mint in the earlier recoinage of 1280. Unfortunately we do not possess
accounts for the provincial mints but we know from surviving coins their approximate
relative contribution and these may be compared with certain sums recorded as having
been paid to the London mint in respect of that recoinage. 15 These sums, and the number
of coins of the respective mints in the Montrave hoard, are:
Mint

Accounted
to London
£.
s. d.

Coins in

Bristol
Durham
Lincoln
York royal

2,500
366 13 4
1,000
1,500

161
65
93
132

Montrave

(Fox group III only)

The payments are in round sums, and although their function is not clear, they do in the
case of Bristol, Lincoln and York at least appear to bear some relationship to the amount
of coin issued; the implication is that similar considerations may have applied to part of the
output of the Durham mint.
There are, in addition, other plain cross Durham X's which cannot on any ordering of
the varieties easily be squeezed into a pattern consistent with their being king's receiver
issues of 1302-3 or 1305-7. Hoards such as Aberdeen, Loch Doon, Montrave and
Whittonstall provide a useful indication of the relative frequency of occurrence of Durham
coins of groups IX and X with and without the cross moline. Coins of group IXa are scarce
with cross moline and not known to me with the plain cross. Group IXb is known with both
forms of cross, but it is two to three times as common with the plain cross and in this form
exists in mules both ways with X.
Xa is not known with cross moline. Xb, on the other hand, mostly has cross moline and
is very rare with plain cross. 16 The Fox classification of group X between Xb and Xf has
defeated subsequent students and arrangements based on three (or more) busts and
crowns have been evolved to cover Fox Xc, Xd and Xe, approximating to the varieties
labelled A40, A41 and A43 by Burns. 17 The first of these three is represented apparently
only by moline coins. The two main later varieties exist with both moline and plain crosses
in some quantity; the moline coins of the third variety constitute the largest individual issue
from Durham within group X. Xf exists of Durham in rare coins with both plain cross and
cross moline.
Even allowing for a hypothetical royal mint at Durham in 1300, or the use at that time of
unusual pressure of a large number of non-Bek dies, it is not easy to account for all the
other plain cross coins solely on the king's receiver theory. The IXb and Xa plain cross
coins could belong to the 1300 recoinage period. Those of Xb could hardly be before 1302,
and might in theory fit the suspension of Bek's temporalities in 1302-3; but they are much
too rare for a year's issue. If the plain cross coins of A41 and A43 can be attributed to the
suspension of 1305-7, the A40 and A41 moline coins could be Bek's issues between 1303
and 1305, and the large issue of A43 moline Bek's restored issues after 1307. However,
although there should be no coins of Xf with a cross moline under the Fox dating (i.e. just
before September 1307) and no plain cross Xf's under mine (i.e. c. 1310), both varieties

15
Pipe Roll 15 Edward I: quoted by C. G. Crump and A.
Hughes, 'The English Currency under Edward I", Economic
Journal 5 (1895), 57.
16
BNJ 45, p. 40 and pi. II. 13-14 (cf. note 8 above). Mr N.
J. Mayhew has shown that other apparent Durham plain
cross coins of Xb are imitations (Sterling Imitations of
Edwardian Type (1983), pp. 137-8, nos. 377 l-o, and pi.

42-3).
17
The Foxes themselves hinted at problems with their own
arrangement (BNJ 9, 194 and 196); for alternative classification see Tatler and Stewart, and N. J. Mayhew 'The
Aberdeen Upperkirkgate Hoard of 1886', BNJ 45 (1975),
33-50, at pp. 39-40.

B I S H O P B E K A N D T H E D U R H A M C O I N S O F E D W A R D I A N D II

exist. The moline XIa's are much too scarce to cover the period 1307 to 1311, as postulated
by Fox. On the face of it, XIa coins with moline and with plain cross might rather seem to
constitute brief issues of Bek's last months and of the king's receiver for two months after
his death; but the obverse of the plain cross XIa coins belongs to the earliest of Mr North's
varieties (XIal)'" while there are coins of Bek from obverses of a later variety (XIa2). 19
There are therefore difficulties at a number of points in assigning all the plain cross coins to
periods when the receiver was in office, and although many of them are no doubt to be
explained in this way the theory in its absolute form clearly cannot be sustained.
The Foxes suggested that coins of their Xe and Xf with the plain cross altered to moline
represented the first issues of Bek after he recovered his temporalities in 1307. But there
are coins of most of the varieties of group X after Xb with the moline cross apparently
altered from plain cross, and restored temporalities cannot account for all of these. While I
believe that moline coins (or those with any other mark) would not normally be struck
except when the bishop was alive and in possession of his temporalities, it seems probable
that plain cross obverse dies may sometimes have been accidentally included in Durham
consignments and used there in the same way that a die destined for Durham could be used
at London, as in the case of London coins of group XVb with de Beaumont's lion and lis on
the obverse. Dies with a plain cross altered to moline may thus mean not the restoration of
temporalities but the discovery of an accident. At other times, perhaps, the use of plain
cross dies for Bek may have been condoned or overlooked.
18
North, 'A Re-examination of the Class XI Pence of
Edward II'.

" Including the Bek/Kellawe mule, BNJ 10, pi. XII, 6.

ENGLISH TOKENS, c. 1425 TO 1672
M I C H A E L M I T C H I N E R AND ANNE SKINNER

THE tokens published in the present paper follow on chronologically from the earlier series
published in BNJ vol. 53. The presentation conforms to the same format and, although the
present paper can be read on its own, much of the background discussion of documentary
information, of Thames-side stratigraphy and of analytical technique is not repeated.
During the two and a half centuries embraced by this paper, tokens of the lead-pewtertin series were in continuous use, but their form evolved through several quite well marked
stages. Fifteenth-century tokens are quite different from early-sixteenth-century tokens in
their designs, size, fabric and metal composition. These, again, are very different from
late-sixteenth-century tokens and from those of the seventeenth century. These four
chronological contexts each have their own characteristics, and for them we have adopted
the following terminology: Late Plantagenet tokens (c. 1425-1490), Early Tudor tokens (c.
1490-1545), Elizabethan tokens (c. 1550-1600/1615) and Seventeenth-century tokens (c.
1600/1615-1672). Altogether 735 distinct issues of tokens have been catalogued comprising
published issues plus those in the collection of one of the co-authors (MBM). Further
issues are known to exist in other collections, but the present paper is long enough without
attempting to extend its scope any further and no major classes of token are known to have
been omitted. Metrological analyses have been performed on 756 tokens (MBM) and the
chemical compositions of 242 of these tokens have been determined by the X-ray
fluorescence technique (AS).
Abbreviations and Analytical Comments (see also BNJ vol. 53)
Metals cited:
Pb (lead), Sn (tin), Cu (copper), Fe (iron), Bi (bismuth), Ni (nickel), Zn (zinc). As
(arsenic), Ag (silver), Sb (antimony).
Copper:
Among the tokens analysed here copper occurs in two distinct contexts, as a constituent of
chalcopyrite and as a component of the tin-copper form of pewter. Chalcopyrite is a complex
iron-copper sulphide that occurs as a corrosion product, particularly (in the present context)
on tokens of the sixteenth century. The XRF finding is approximately equal amounts of
copper and iron. The presence of sulphide has been confirmed by chemical testing (lead
acetate). Tin-copper pewter is a medieval recipe first documented in England in the
Pewterers' Ordinances of 1348. We have observed tin-copper pewter more often in the case
of contemporary forgeries of medieval English silver coins, 1 but it does occur in the case of a
few tokens published here. Some further tokens with a high tin content are made of tin-lead
pewter hardened by the addition of a small amount of copper.
Bismuth:
Bismuth has been used as an alternative hardener for tin, mainly from the Elizabethan
period onwards. 2 A number of contemporary forgeries of Elizabethan and later silver coins
were made of tin-bismuth pewter and we looked for bismuth in the case of all tokens,
particularly those with a high tin content. Only trace amounts were occasionally observed.
XRF results:
When tabulating XRF results the concentrations of 'Tin + Lead' have normally been
totalled to equal 100%, thus excluding chalcopyrite corrosion from the result; this being the
most commonly encountered cause of deviation from a purely tin-lead composition.
Condition:
G (good), D (damaged, but otherwise little worn), H (hole: either a nail piercing or a
significant casting flaw), W (worn). Statistical analyses of token weights and diameters have
normally been restricted to tokens cited as being in Good (G) condition.
Illustrations:
The tokens illustrated on the accompanying plates are indicated in the catalogue by an
asterisk after their number.
1
M. B. Mitchiner and A. Skinner, 'Contemporary forgeries of English silver coins and their chemical compositions: Henry III to William III', NC (1985), pp. 209-36.

2
For instance, R. F. Tylecote, A history of metallurgy
(London, 1976).
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L) LATE P L A N T A G E N E T TOKENS, c. 1425-1490
(Plates 1-3)
Provenance:
Chronology:

London (only known provenance); contemporary tokens from East Anglia are different (see
p. 102 cf. pp. I l l ff.).
Tokens of the various Late Plantagenet series have a dominant numismatic association with
the coins of Henry VI, as is demonstrated by the finds at several sites on both the north bank
(Queenhithe, Bull Wharf, Three Cranes Wharf, Billingsgate) and the south bank (Bankside
and other Southwark sites) of the river Thames in the Central London reaches. From the
Annulet issues of Henry VI (1422-27) until the early coin issues of Henry VII 3 , coins of
Henry VI are the most commonly recovered currency items. Relatively few coins of Edward
IV have been recovered and these are not stratigraphically distinct from those of Henry VI. 4
The tokens considered in the present section show a consistent evolutionary picture,
following on naturally from the Geometric tokens of the earlier period. A few Geometric
tokens have been found alongside coins of Henry VI 5 and also alongside tokens of the
present Late Plantagenet series, but the overlap does not appear to have been extensive.
Excavations at Trig Lane' have led to conclusions consistent with this chronology: a Late
Plantagenet token was recovered from a stratum dated prior to the mid fifteenth century (TR
107) alongside two contemporary 'cross and pellets' 7 tokens (TR 97, 98) and three more
'cross and pellets' tokens (TR 99-101) came from a context dated c. 1440.
At the other end of the time scale the Late Plantagenet tokens were to be replaced by the
several series of Early Tudor tokens, a transition which affects both the form and the metal
of tokens. Late Plantagenet tokens, like their Geometric predecessors, are all made of lead. 8
At the very end of this Plantagenet phase a few tokens in most of the parallel series show a
significant tin content. Thereafter the presence of a substantial tin content becomes
commonplace in all series of Early Tudor tokens. Finds of tokens show some chronological
overlap around the time of the transition: thus a small number of Late Plantagenet lead
tokens have been found alongside coins of Henry VII and a few Early Tudor tin tokens

3
For descriptions of the measures taken by Henry VII to
improve the poor state of the currency that he encountered
upon his accession sec R. Ruding, Annals of the coinage of
Great Britain and its Dependancies, 3rd edition, 3 vols
(London, 1840).
4
Stratigraphy of Thames foreshore deposits in London
has been further discussed in connection with medieval
forged coins by Mitchiner and Skinner, 'Contemporary
forgeries'. For Thames-side excavations at Trig Lane see
Milne and Milne, 'Medieval Waterfront development at Trig
Lane', and regarding the building of Thames-side revettments, which have an important influence on the occurrence

of appropriate deposits, see J. Schofield and T. Dyson,
Archaeology of the City of London (Museum of London,
1980): Waterfront
archaeology in Britain and Northern
Europe, edited by G. Milne and B. Hobley. Council for
British Archaeology research report no. 41 (London, 1981).
5
See BNJ 53.
6
Rigold, in Milne and Milne, 'Medieval Waterfront
development at Trig Lane'.
7
Catalogued below.
8
Tokens had been made of pewter until the early
fourteenth century. After that time they were made of lead
until the period when tin was rc-introduced about the 1480s.
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L) LATE PLANTAGENET TOKENS (CONT.)

(inscribed series particularly) have been found with coins of Henry VI. This period of
transition appears to have been short and can best be dated 'c. 1490'.
Lead. The latest issues in each series contain some Tin (30 to 70%).
Several parallel series of tokens were issued, in contrast to the much more closely
standardised manufacture of earlier Geometric tokens. Four distinct series of Late
Plantagenet tokens have been identified. It is likely that only the two major series (a and b)
were issued throughout the period (c. 1425-90), the others (c and d) being more ephemeral.

Metal:
Form:

a) Small neat tokens
A series of neatly designed and neatly manufactured tokens with small compact flans. Early issues retain the
geometric designs used on preceding tokens (Geometric series: Edward Ill-Henry VI 9 ), but the majority of
tokens have pictorial designs among which several varieties of shield are the most popular. The late tokens
demonstrate introduction of mercantile designs (mainly merchant marks'") and it is principally these issues that
also show re-introduction of tin to the alloy of which tokens are made.
Lead issues
1.* Field quartered by cross, angles striate
2.* similar
3.
4.*
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Sixfoil (chequy: field void)
Ornate swastika (arms curved
clockwise)
Rose (8 petals void: field void)
Expanding cross (convex, chequy:
void)
Expanding cross (straight, void:
void)
Straight cross (chequy: field void)
Straight cross (partly chequy: field

London
London

Mx3
M

anti-

as obverse
Quatrefoil
(chequy: field
void)
Fivefoil (chequy: field void)
as obverse

London
London

M
Mx4

field

uncertain
probably as obverse

London
London

M
M

field

uncertain

London

M

Shield (outline only)
Expanding cross (straight:
field void)
uncertain
Quatrefoil (void: field void)
uncertain
as obverse
Solid cross in circle: ray
border
blank
coarsely chequered field
as obverse
16-rayed star design in circle
Open star (6 points): 'L' at
centre
8-rayed wheel design

London
London

M
M

London
London
London
London
London

M
M
M
M
M

London
London
London
London
London

Mx2
M
Mx2
M
Mx2

London

M

6-foil (field void)
6-foil (field chequy)
Straight cross (chequy: field
void)
Bow accosted by stun-arrows
Firkin
blank
blank
Group of five dots

London
London
London

M
M
M

London
London
London
London
London

M
M
M
M
M

void)

10.
11.
12.
13.*
14.

Straight cross (void: field striate)
Straight cross (void: field chequy)
Square quartered diagonally (field void)
12-spoked wheel design
Many (21) spoked wheel design

15.*
16.
17.*
18.*
19.

similar (17 spokes)
6-spoked wheel design
Shield quartered by cross (chequy)
similar
Shield quartered (details unclear)

20.*
21.
22.
23.*

Shield quartered
surround)
Shield with pale
Shield with fesse
Shield with fesse

24.*
25.
26.
27.
28.*

Shield
Shield
Shield
Shield
Shield

by linear cross (striate
(chequy)
(void)
(chequy)

w. double headed displayed eagle
with rose
with 3 linear bends
and 2 crossed swords
quartered by void cross

9
For the Geometric token series see our previous paper
in BNJ 53.
111
Merchant marks seen on tokens can be compared with
late-fifteenth-century merchant marks from other sources.
See F. A. Girling, English merchant's marks (Oxford, 1964):
J. P. Rylands, 'Merchants' marks and other mediaeval
personal marks', Trans. Historical Society of Lancashire and

Cheshire 62 (1910), 1-34. A few of the many leaden textile
seals that bear merchant marks also date from the present
period, but the great majority of extant textile seals were
made later than the Reformation. See W. Endrei and G.
Egan, 'The sealing of cloth in Europe, with special reference
to the English evidence', Textile History 13, (1982), 42-75.
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29.*
30.
31.*
32.

Maltese cross (void: field void)
Group of five dots
Trefoil with stem (void: field void)
similar

33.*
34.*

Ship: fore and aft castles + pennant
similar

Pewter issues
35.* Agnus Dei right, head reverted to long
cross with pennant
36.* 16-rayed star design

Group of five dots
blank
as obverse
design based on Expanding
cross
Pair of serpents entwined
Agnus Dei left, head reverted
to long cross with pennant
Simple merchant mark
(cross w. pennants on hill)
Simple merchant mark

London
London
London
London

M
Mx2
M
M

London
London

M
M

London
London

M
M

b) Neat thin tokens with broader flans
Tokens belonging to this series are also neatly engraved and neatly manufactured. The flans are consistently
broader and thinner than the compact flans of series a tokens. The range of designs in series b evolves from
geometric forms popular on earlier tokens (Geometric series: Edward Ill-Henry VI), through pictorial forms,
among which the shield-ship-face range predominates, to final mercantile emblems. As in the case of series a,
the introduction of mercantile emblems is associated with the re-introduction of tin to the metal of which
tokens were made.
Lead issues
Shield quartered by void cross
37.
38.* similar: with slight ornamentation
39.*
40.
41.*

Shield quartered by void cross
Shield with bend (chequy)
Shield with linear bars (7)

42.
43.
44.
45.*
46.
47.
48.*

Shield with linear bends (6)
Shield with linear pales (6)
Shield with flanches (void)
Shield chequy
similar
similar (coarser)
Shield of England

49.*
50.
51.*
52.*
53.*

Shield
Shield
Shield
Shield
Shield

54.*
55.
56.

Ship: large aft castle, much aft rigging
Ship: aft castle elaborate, fore taller
Ship symmetric: lacking castles & yards

57.*

Ship symmetric: no castles, simple yards

58.*

similar ship

59.
60.*
61.*
62.
63.
64.
65.*
66.
67.*
68.

similar ship: rigging slightly simpler
Tripod cauldron with two handles
Formal grinning face
similar
similar grinning face (?)
Group of three dots
Formal tree (many branches), 'x' right
Heart transfixed by oblique arrow
Barrel with staves
Firkin with stopper

of England
quartered by cross (details unc.)
with chevron (void)
with quartered armorial design
with two void bars

Whorl (many rays: 20)
similar: more ornate (c. 20
rays)
Field quartered: angles striate
similar
Harp shaped shield: 6 linear
bends
blank
blank
trace of design
16-rayed rose-wheel design
Whorl with many rays
Branched tree
Tripod cauldron with two
handles
Tau cross accosted by stars
similar
similar
Hand with thumb on left
Bust lA left:
elaborate
headdress
Shield chequy
Shield with 2 void bars
Triangular shield w. unc.
devices
Bust lA left:
elaborate
headdress
Tripod cauldron, 2 handles:
ladle 1.
Round bottom jug, spout left
Splayed cross
Couped tree trunk
Shield quartered by void cross
Group of five dots
Group of five dots
Ornate outline star (6 points)
Ornate divided hexagon
Chequer inside circle
Three-stepped edifice

London
London

M
M

London
London
London

Mx4
M
M

London
London
London
London
London
London
London

Mx2
M
M
Mx2
M
M
Mx2

London
London
London
London
London

TR 107; Mx2
M
M
M
M

London
London
London

Mx5
M
M

London

Mx2

London

M

London
London
London
London
London
London
London
London
London
London

Mx2
M
Mx2
M
M
Mx3
Mx3
M
M
M
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Ornamental design
London
69.* Cup without handles
M
Plough above soil (?)
London
70.
Plough (?)
M
similar
London
M
71.
Crowned shield
Pewter issues
London
M
trace of design
72.* Tankard; handle left
c) Tokens with very broad, thin flans
In contrast to tokens of series a and b, the tokens of the present series tend to bear designs that remain more
closely linked with the geometric patterns of the earlier period (Edward Ill-Henry VI). The broad, thin flans of
the present tokens are quite characteristic and the tokens, like other emissions of the present period, show a
transition from lead issues to pewter issues.
Lead issues
9-rayed anti-clockwise whorl
London
73.* 8-spoked irregular wheel design
M
Chequered
field
London
74.
Many spoked irregular wheel design
M
75.
Shield with 2 void chevrons
similar
London
M
similar
London
M
76.* Outline star (6 points)
M
77.
Four crescents arranged as cross
similar (coarser chequer)
London
M
Chequered
field
London
78.
Various lines
M
similar (irregular chequer)
London
79.
Irregular lozengy design in circle
Pewter issues
These very thin pewter tokens commonly show casting flaws in the form of holes in the flan.
80.* Outline head right, wearing cap
Expanding cross (convex),
with dot-in-circle on each arm London
81.* 6-foil (outline); dot on each foil
8-pelleted rose (outline)
London
82.* similar
Chain of circles around void London
centre
83.
7-spoked wheel design, within border
blank (incised graffiti)
London
84.* Chequered field
blank
London
85.* Lozengy (fine) area, all within square
Expanding cross (arms barry) London

M
Mx2var.
M
M
M
M

d) Large thick tokens
Like tokens of the three parallel series (a, b, c) already considered, the specimens belonging to this series also
commence with lead issues bearing designs based on earlier geometric conventions and they end with issues
made of pewter. Tokens in the present series tend to be larger and thicker than those of other series (a, b, c):
the designs tend to be noticeably less intricate and their execution is often rather stereotyped. Within this series
the sub-group of larger sized tokens tends to herald the large tokens of the ensuing Early Tudor period, though
the Tudor series has a different stratigraphic context, range of designs and normal metal composition.
Lead issues: smaller size
86.
Irregular wheel design
87.
Irregular 12-spoked wheel design
88.*
89.
90.

9-spoked wheel design
8-spoked wheel design: ray border
Wheel design (many spokes)

91.*
92.
93.

8-petalled Rose (outline)
Fleur de Lis (outline)
Shield: linear chevrons, cross
striate)
Shield: 3 linear chevrons
Shield: void chevron, cross

94.*
95.

Lead issues: larger size
96.* Facing head in shape of shield
97.* Shield barry 3:3 (bars paly)
98.
99.
100.
101.

(field

Sixfoil (outline design)
Ornate multi-petalled floral
design
Chequered field
Lozengy field
Rude shield: linear chevron, 3
dots
Swastika (arms clockwise)
Chequered field (very coarse)
Shield in 3 parts (field striate)

London
London

M
M

London
London
London

M
M
M

London
London
London

M
M
M

8-rayed whorl (anticlockwise)
trace of design

London
London

M
M

London
London

M
M

London
London
London
London

M
M
M
M

Linear cross
Outline straight
ends)
Shield chevronny
Irregular outline
Shield in six parts
trace of design
Expanding cross
Linear design based on Pelican left
Chequered field
Cruder version of previous design
(these two tokens have the reverse design smaller than the

cross (exp.
cross design
(convex)
token flan)
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102.*

Floral design accosted by stalked trefoils

103.4

105."

Armorial shield (displayed eagle?): all in
wreath border
cut centre from similar token, showing
reverse device
Beaker (?), accosted by hearts

106.*

Tree in pot: accosted by designs

104."

Pewter issues
107.* Facing crowned Plantagenet bust
108.* Shield with void chevron

Analysis of Late Plantagenet tokens:
Weight
Diameter
Condition
Type
gm
mm
a) Small neat tokens'.
Lead
G
11
1.03
1.
12
G
1.15
G
0.90
12
2.
G
11
0.95
G
11
0.93
3.
G
4.
ll«/2
1.08
11'/2
G
0.90
w
12'/2
1.00
H
11 '/>
1.00
w
12
5.
0.98
W
12
6.
0.95
W
W/2
7.
0.97
W
0.90
11 </2
8.
G
11
9.
0.72
H
11
0.94
10.
H
11
0.65
11.
D
11
0.73
12.
G
11
0.92
13.
G
13
14.
0.95
G
ll'/2
0.55
15.
W
11
0.50
D
11
16.
0.70
G
12
17.
0.95
G
12
0.96
G
11
18.
0.80
G
11
19.
0.89
W
11
0.80
G
12
0.94
20.
D
11'/2
0.80
21.
H
11 Vi
22.
0.90
G
ll'/2
23.
0.80
0.87
1.03
0.83
0.67
0.74
0.95
0.78
0.65
0.87
0.87
0.82
0.87

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
im
1116

G
W
G
G
G
G
G
W
G
G
G
G

Pewter
0.86
35.

W/2

G

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Floral design accosted by
annulets
Geometric device (closed
M/W): all in dotted border

London

M

London
London

M
M

Cross w. annulets: in double
circle
Linear cross with ornaments

London

M

London

M

Chequered field (coarse)
Triangular design

London
London

M
M

Design
Axes

Tin (%)

Lead (%)

Provenance

12
12
12

0
0

100
100

8.4

91.6

0
0

100
100

11

0

100

12
3

0

100

0
0

100
100

0

100

Thames
SE
City Bank
Thames
City Bank
Thames
Southwark
Thames
City Bank
Billingsgate
City Bank
Southwark
Queenhithe
City Bank
City Bank
Billingsgate
Thames
Thames
Southwark
City Bank
Swan Stairs
City Bank
Thames
City Bank
Queenhithe
City Bank
Thames
City Bank
City Bank
Thames
Three Cranes
Wharf
Southwark
Thames
Thames
Thames
City Bank
Swan Stairs
Billingsgate
Billingsgate
City Bank
Billingsgate
Swan Stairs
Billingsgate

59.7

40.3*

-

12
12
-

-

12
-

12
12
12

City Bank
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Type

Weight
gm

Diameter
mm

Condition

Design
Axes

11
G
36.
0.62
Contains Cu 1, Fe 1%
* Contains Cu '/2, Fe Vi%
b) Neat thin tokens with broader flans
Lead
13
G
37.
0.86
13
G
38.
0.93
W
13 '/2
39.
1.00
W
14
1.00
13
G
0.84
G
13
0.86
13
G
40.
0.83
14
G
1.00
41.
0.70
G
42.
13 Vi
W
0.76
YlVi
W
0.60
13
43.
W
13'/2
44.
0.76
G
0.87
45.
15
W
0.88
16
G
46.
0.87
13
W
12
1.20
12
47.
10
G
0.77
12
48.
10
0.62
G
12
10
G
49.
0.58
12
10
0.80
12
G
D
11
50.
0.60
14
G
11
0.93
12'/2
51.
12
G
0.83
12
52.
G
12
0.70
12
53.
7
G
0.65
12
54.
7
G
0.79
12
W
7
0.70
13
7
W
0.72
13
7
W
0.55
13
W
6
0.60
55.
12
12
D
56.
0.88
13
12
G
57.
1.04
13
12
G
1.06
131/2
G
12
1.20
13
58.
12
H
59.
0.95
13
12
G
0.95
12
G
60.
0.96
13
G
9
61.
1.05
12'/2
9
G
12
1.10
12
\2Vi
G
62.
0.80
W
1.30
63.
13
G
64.
2.20
11
G
12
65.
0.74
12
H
12
12
0.86
G
12
12
0.70
G
14
66.
1.06
G
14
67.
1.42
G
12
12
68.
0.86
G
12
69.
0.82
G
12
13
70.
1.20
H
12
71.
0.70
Pewter
H
13
72
0.88
c) Tokens with very broad, thin flans
Lead
G
14
73.
1.02
74.
1.34
15
W
W
75.
14
0.88
76.
0.76
14'/2
G
G
15
77.
0.98
13'/2
W
78.
1.20

Tin (%)

Lead (%)

Provenance

51.5

48.5"

City Bank

0
0

100
100

0

100

0

100

0
0

100
100

0

100

0

Southwark
SE
Swan Stairs
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
Billingsgate
Billingsgate
Southwark
Thames
Swan Stairs
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
SE
City Bank
Queenhithe
Thames
Thames
City Bank
Billingsgate
Southwark
Steelyard
Bull Wharf
Thames
City Bank
Thames
City Bank
Queenhithc
Thames
Billingsgate
City Bank
Thames
City Bank
Southwark
Swan Stairs
Swan Stairs
City Bank
City Bank
Steelyard
Billingsgate
Queenhithe
Southwark
Thames
Swan Stairs
Thames
Thames
Thames
City Bank
City Bank

0

100

0

100

36.7

63.3

Thames

0

100

0

100

City Bank
Thames
Billingsgate
Queenhithe
City Bank
Queenhithc

ENGLISH TOKENS, c. 1425 TO 1672
Type

Weight
gm

79.
0.85
Pewter
80.
0.54
81.
0.72
0.73
82.
0.74
83.
0.60
84.
0.50
85.
0.73
(Casting holes

Diameter
mm

Condition

Design
Axes

13

W

_

16

1.60
1.25

G
G
G
G
W
G
W
G

15
15

G
D

16
18
17

Large lead issues
96.
1.80
97.
1.93
98.
1.23
99.
2.07
100.
1.98
101.
1.59
102.
2.70
103.
2.68
104.
0.40
105.
2.61
2.41
106.

17
16
18
18
10x7
18
18

G
G
W
W
D
H
G
G
D
G
G

Pewtei • issues
107.
1.79
108.
1.62

16
17

G
G

15'/2

-

Lead (%)

Provenance

Thames

G
G
16
G
16
G
14'/2
G
15
G
17
G
have been ignored when grading this series

151/2

d) Large thick tokens
Small lead issues
86.
1.00
121/2
87.
1.20
15
88.
1.60
14
89.
1.20
13
90.
1.35
13
91.
1.14
14
92.
1.70
15
93.
1.95
15
94.
95.

Tin (%)

62.0
60.8

38.0
39.2

59.9
56.2
70.0
65.0
of tokens)

39.1
40.8
30.0
35.0

0

100

0

100

0

100

0
0

100
100

0
0

100
100

0

100

32.0
24.0

68.0
76.0

City Bank
Bull Wharf
Queenhithe
City Bank
City Bank
Bankside
City Bank

Southwark
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
Southwark
City Bank
Thames
Three Cranes
Wharf
Southwark
Billingsgate

-

12
-

-

10

City Bank
Bull Wharf
City Bank
SE
Queenhithe
Queenhithe
Bull Wharf
Bull Wharf
Bull Wharf
City Bank
City Bank

-

-

6
12/6
-

-

-

-

City Bank
Southwark

a) Small neat tokens (types 1-36)
Weight:
(good condition):
Diameter:
(good condition):
Metal:
most latterly -

mean
mean
Lead
Pewter

0.87 gm
(SD 0.13: n = 29)
11.38 mm
(SD 0.49: n = 29)
(occasionally with some tin from re-i
(50-60% tin: n = 2)

b) Neat thin broader tokens (types 37-72)
Weight:
(good condition):
Diameter:
(good condition):
Metal:
most latterly -

mean
mean
Lead
Pewter

0.93 gm
12.66 mm

c) Tokens with very broad thin flans (types 73-85)
Weight:
(good condition):
mean
Diameter:
(good condition):
mean
Metal:
early tokens Lead
Pewter
later tokens d) Large thick tokens (types 86-108)
(86-95)
Weight (good condition):
Diameter: (good condition):
Metal: all (96-108)
Weight: (good condition):
Diameter: (good condition):
Metal: early later -

mean
mean
Lead
mean
mean
Lead
Pewter

(SD 0.29: n
(SD 0.82: n

=
=

34)
34)

(37% tin: n = 1)
0.73 gm
15.35 mm

(SD 0.17: n
(SD 0.91: n

=
=

10)
10)

(about cutcctic: 62.3% tin:: SD 4.7: i
1.38 gm
14.07 mm

(SD 0.34: n
(SD 1.02: n

2.19 gm
17.38 mm

(SD 0.45: n
(SD 0.92: n

(24-32% tin: n = 2)

=
=

=
=

7)
V)
8)
8)
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M) T H E 'CROSS AND PELLETS' SERIES, c. 1425-1490
(Plates 4-5)
The 'cross and pellets' tokens differ from the other series of fifteenth-century tokens found in London (series a,
b, c, d,) by virtue of their close links with a series of French tokens. Tokens belonging to the London series
(a-d) considered in the previous section are rarely (if ever) found outside London, but 'cross and pellets'
tokens have been found with not quite equal frequency in London and in Paris. In this respect the 'cross and
pellets' tokens merit individual consideration.
Provenance:
London (no other recorded English provenance); Paris (no other recorded French
provenance).
Chronology:
As in the case of the other London series (a-d) already considered, the 'cross and pellets'
tokens are also essentially fifteenth-century issues that are normally found alongside coins of
Henry VI. At the beginning of this phase 'cross and pellets' tokens first occur in contexts
referable to the 1420s (alongside pristine Henry VI Annulet issue coins) and they have also
been recovered from an archaeological context in the Trig Lane excavations dated to c. 1440
(TR 99-101). At the end of this phase a significant number of 'cross and pellets' tokens have
been recovered alongside coins of Henry VII, suggesting that they remained in use until the
beginning of the sixteenth century. But as these tokens barely entered the phase of renewed
use of tin it is unlikely that the actual manufacture of 'cross and pellets' tokens lasted beyond
about 1490.
Lead. A few tokens are made of Pewter (eutectic mixture: c. 62% tin).
Metal:
Small tokens consistently close to 12 mm diameter.
Size:
Other tokens, both French and English, exist in larger sizes bearing a cross and pellets
reverse design, but they do not form part of the present series and they do not include
designs known to have been used in both England and France.
General design: Obverse. A pictorial or inscriptional design in circle: the whole enclosed within a broad
oblique ray border.
Reverse. Cross and pellets design (several varieties) inside a linear circle: the whole enclosed
within a broad oblique ray border.
All 'cross and pellets' tokens so far inspected (English provenance) show the ray border
orientated in the same direction on both obverse and reverse of the specimen. But several
specimens illustrated by Forgeais (Paris provenance) show different orientations of the ray
border on obverse and reverse.
The dominant series of 'cross and pellets' tokens bears a dot-in-circle in each angle of the
cross and typically has a clockwise ray border and also expanded ends to the arms of the
cross. Diverging from this standard form one can observe a number of variants. Tokens
bearing a single dot in each angle of the cross normally have an anti-clockwise ray border
and a cross with straight arms. Tokens made of pewter, a late characteristic, also all have an
anti-clockwise ray border. This anti-clockwise form of ray border which is, so far as one can
judge, a late evolutionary form also occurs on nearly all tokens which have three pellets in
each angle of the cross. One should emphasise that although these observations may help to
define evolutionary tendencies, they do not demarcate any exclusive class of token.

a. Dot-in-circle in each angle of
cross
b. Pellet in each angle of cross
c. Three dots in each angle of
cross
d. Expanding cross
e. Derivatives
1
2

Ray border
Clockwise
Anti-Clockwise
81
3
4
1
0
32

Form of cross
Expanded ends
Straight ends
84
01

11
6

5
4
1

0

23

10
3
1

0
0

Not seen on a well preserved specimen (i.e. not verified, not excluded)
3
The fourth token does not have a ray border
The other two tokens do not have a cross

a) Dot-in-circle in each angle of the cross (arms of cross always expanded)
Lead: clockwise ray border
1.*
Gothic letter 'a'
(rev. as described)
2*
Gothic letter 'E' (majuscule)
3.*
Gothic letter 'e'. (minuscule)
4.*
Gothic letter 'h'
5.*
Gothic letters 'ihc'

London
London
London
London
London

M
M
M
Mx3
Mx2

ENGLISH TOKENS, c. 1425 TO 1672
London
London
London"
London

24.*
25.*
26.
27.*

Gothic letter 'm'
Gothic letter 'y'
Shield quartered by linear cross
Shield quartered by linear cross: parts 2
and 3 bendy
Shield with chevron (chequy)
Shield with chevron (void)
Shield with bend (chequy)
Shield (uncertain details)
Gauntlet with thumb on right: wrist
protection indicated
Gauntlet with thumb on right: sprig in
right field
Gauntlet with thumb on left
Spear head
Female genital organs
Bird left
Double headed displayed eagle (probably)
Fleur de Lis
Fleur de Lis: altered style
Plant with 3 stalks bearing triple leaves
growing from central stem
Lily plant with flower on a single stem
Eight-petalled flower
Six-petalled flower
Star over crescent moon

28.*
29.*
30.*
31.*

Bell (heraldic Church Bell form)
Bell (heraldic Hawk Bell form)
Triple candelabra with laureate wax-trap
Pair of crossed keys

London
London
London
London

32.
33.*
34.*
35.*

Double edged comb
Chequer of nine squares (5 chequy)
Chequer of nine squares (all void)
Square within a square: the whole
quartered
Ewer (water pot) with handle on left.
long spout on right
Ewer with handle on right (no long
spout)
Round bottomed cauldron with tripod
base; two handles
Round bottomed bowl; no handles or
feet
Fire bellows
Flail with nine tails
Tin workers strake
Suspended hunting horn
Merchant mark
uncertain obverse
uncertain semi-circular device

6.*
7.*
8.*
9*
10.*
11.*
12.
13.
14.*
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.*

36.*
37.*
38.*
39.*
40.
41.*
42.*
43.*
44.*
45.
46.

London
London
London
London
London

Mx2
M
Mx2
M
M

London

M

London
London
London
London
London

Mx2
M
M
M
CY Fig. 39

London
London
London

Mx2
M
Mx2 var

London
London
London
London

London
London
London
London

Mx2
Mx3
M
TR 97; Mx4
(2 var)
M
Mx4
Mx2
TR 101; RS no. 773
(3rd); M
TR 100
TR 99; Mx2
Mx3
Mx2

London

M

London

M

London

M

London

M

London
London
London
London
London
London
(ray borders narrow, almost London
radial)

M
M
Mx3
Mx2
Mx2
TR 98; Mx3
M

London
London

M
M

Lead: anti-clockwise ray border
Crossed sword and key
47.*
48.
Merchant mark (details unclear)

11

M
M
Mx5 (2 var)
M

Also a Kensington provenance, BAR 26 (1976), pp. 90,

127.
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Pewter: anti-clockwise ray border
49.*
Gothic letter 'i'

(expanding cross ends are
bifid)

London

M

London
London

M
M

London
London

M
CY Fig. 40

of cross straight)
straight)
straight)
expanded)
expanded)
expanded)
straight)
expanded)
expanded)

London
London
London
London
London
London
London
London
London

Mx3 var
M
M
RS no. 773 (1st)
M
M
M
M
M

c) Group of three pellets in each angle of cross
Lead: anti-clockwise ray border
63.*
Gothic letters 'ihc'
(arms of cross straight)
64.
Double headed displayed eagle
(arms straight)
65.*
Tankard with handle on right
(arms nearly straight)

London
London
London

M
M
M

b) Pellet in each angle of the cross
Lead: clockwise ray border (arms of cross straight)
50.
Gothic letters 'ihc'
(clumsy and with irregular
51.
Female genital organs
rays)
52.*
Tau cross accosted by stars
53.
Merchant mark
Lead:
54.*
55.*
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.*
61.*
62.

anti-clockwise ray border
Gothic letter'm'
Gothic letter 'b'
Gothic letter 'd'
Open crown
Outline 6-point star
Shield with reversed bend (void)
Bell (heraldic Church Bell form)
Double-edged comb
uncertain obverse

(arms
(arms
(arms
(arms
(arms
(arms
(arms
(arms
(arms

Pewter: anti-clockwise ray border
London
66.*
Seven petalled floral design
(arms of cross expanded)
M
67.*
Ewer with handle right, long spout left (arms expanded)
London
M; RS 773 (2nd)
These pewter tokens have a different style and slightly larger flans than the corresponding lead pieces.
Lead/pewter: clockwise ray border
68.
Shield quartered by cross
d) Outline expanding cross
Lead: clockwise ray border
69.*
uncertain obverse

(arms of cross expanded)

London

M

Outline expanding cross
London
(concave), dot in each angle

M

e) Derivative tokens
Lead issues
Shield with bar (void): border
70.
repeated dot-in-circle

London

M

71.*

London

M

London

M

London

M

72.
73.

Cross (expanding ends),
dot-in-circle type: border
repeated dot-in-circle
Swan left: no border
Cross (expanding ends),
dot-in-circle type: clockwise
ray border
Fox left, on grass & foliage: no border Trefoil leaf with stem:
clockwise ray border
Crowned king's bust right (?): no
uncertain design: clockwise
border
ray border

Analysis of 'cross and pellets' tokens:
Type

Weight
Diameter
Condition
gm
mm
a) Dot-in-circle in each angle of cross
Lead: clockwise ray border
1.
0.52
12
G
2.
0.70
11'/2
G
3.
0.57
12
G
4.
0.63
11 Vl
G
0.50
11
G
0.70
12
G

Design
axes
12
12
12
12
12
12

Tin (%)

Lead (%)

Provenance

City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
Swan Stairs
Three Cranes
City Bank

ENGLISH TOKENS, c. 1425 TO 1672
Type
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

28.
29.

30.
31.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Weight
gm

Diameter
mm

Condition

Design
Axes

0.62
0.55
0.64
0.54
0.71
0.60
0.62
0.70
0.65
0.58
0.62
0.70
0.61
0.85
0.56
0.65
0.62
0.52
0.68
0.69
0.71
0.59
0.50
0.70
0.58
0.40
0.65
0.39
0.47
0.47
0.53
0.55
0.48
0.65
0.60
0.70
0.70
0.47
0.57
0.53
0.67
0.70
0.53
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.72
0.71
0.69
0.58
0.32
0.56
0.49
0.67
0.52
0.55
0.67
0.67
0.65
0.68
0.61
0.52
0.63
0.68
0.56
0.53

11
11'/2
11
111/2

G
W
G
G
G
G
W
G
H
G
G
G
G
W
W
H
G
G
W
H
G
W
W
G
W
C.
G
W
G
G
G
G
W
G
G
G
W
D
G
H
G
G
W
G
W
G
G
G
G
W
D
G
W
G
G
G
G
W
G
G
W
W
G
W
G
G

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

IV/2
11 '/2
12

n>/2
12
11

nvi
12
11'/2
12
11V2
12
11
13
11 Vi
11
12
11
11
13
12
11
12
12
ll'/2
11
ll 1 /11
11
11
11
13
11 Vi
12
11
11
11
11
11 Vi
11 Vi

W/2
11
11'/2
11V2
11
10'/2
11
11
11
12
11
11
11'/2
11'/2
11
11
ll'/2
12
12
11
11
12

Tin (%)

Lead (%)

0

100

0

100

0
0

100
100

0

100

0

100

-

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
2
12
12
12
12
-

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
-

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Provenance
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
Three Cranes Wharf
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
Swan Stairs
City Bank
Swan Stairs
City Bank
Southwark
Southwark
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
Billingsgate
Steelyard
Southwark
City Bank
SE
Southwark
City Bank
Winchester Wharf
Thames
Southwark
City Bank
SE
City Bank
Southwark
City Bank
Swan Stairs
Billingsgate
City Bank
City Bank
Southwark
Swan Stairs
City Bank
City Bank
Southwark
City Bank
Southwark
City Bank
Swan Stairs
City Bank
Steelyard
Southwark
City Bank
Steelyard
Swan Stairs
Swan Stairs
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
Billingsgate
City Bank
City Bank
SE
Southwark
City Bank
Billingsgate
City Bank
City Bank
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Type
45.
46.

Weight
gm
0.75
0.47
0.70
0.68

Diameter
mm
12
12
12
11

Condition

Design
Axes

W
W
W
W

-

12

Pewter: anti-clockwise ray border
49.
0.45
IV/2

G

12

b) Pellet in each angle of cross
Lead: clockwise ray border
50.
0.68
11'/2
0.70
11
51.
52.
0.88
11

W
G
G

12
11
12

Lead: anti-clockwise ray border
54.
0.71
IIV2
0.70
111/2
0.64
12
55.
0.58
11 Vl
56.
0.50
11
0.50
11
58.
0.70
59.
12
0.80
60.
111/2
61.
11
0.78
62.
0.65
12

W
W
w
G
G
W
w
G
G
w

12
12
12
12
12

12
-

12
12
12

Pewter: anti-clockwise ray border
66.
0.61
12
67.
0.64
111/2

12

d) With outline expanding cross
Lead: clockwise ray border
69.
0.70
11

W

e) Derivative issues
Lead
70.
0.96
71.
0.83
72.
0.67
73.
0.50

G
G
G
W

13
11
12
12

100
100

Billingsgate
City Bank

64.5

35.5

City Bank

100

City Bank
City Bank
City Bank

0

0

100

-

c) Three pellets in each angle of cross
Lead: anti-clockwise ray border
63.
0.87
111/2
G
64.
0.84
11
W
65.
0.65
11
G

** contains Cu '/i, Fc Vic,

0
0

-

12
12
12

100

61.7
61.2

City Bank
Southwark
City Bank
City Bank
Swan Stairs
Southwark
City Bank
Three Cranes
Southwark
City Bank

100

Queenhithe
City Bank
Southwark

38.3*
38.8*

Bankside
Bull Wharf

Southwark

-

12
12
12

Provenance
Southwark
City Bank
Southwark
City Bank

-

H
W

* contains Cu %%

Lead (%)

-

Lead: anti-clockwise ray border
47.
0.73
12
1.05
12
48.

G
G

Tin (%)

0
0
0

100
100
100

-

City Bank
Swan Stairs
Swan Stairs
Steelyard

Several of the tokens cited as 'City Bank' are from Bull Wharf, others from Three Cranes Wharf and some from
Bankside.
None of the tokens not analysed by X-ray fluorescence appears to be made of pewter,
a)
Dot-in-circle in each angle
cross (types 1-49) mean
Weight:
(goodofcondition):
Diameter:
(in good condition):
mean
Metal:
nearly all Lead
latterly Pewter
b) Pellet in each angle of cross (types 50-62)
Weight:
(good condition):
mean
Diameter:
(good condition):
mean
Metal:
all Lead

0.61 gm
11.47 mm

(SD 0.08: n = 48)
(SD 0.55: n = 48)

(cutectic)
0.71 gm
11.17 mm

(SD 0.14: n = 6)
(SD 0.26: n = 6)

ENGLISH TOKENS, c. 1425 TO 1672
c) Three pellets in each angle of cross (types 63-67)
Weight:
(good condition):
mean
Diameter:
(good condition):
mean
Metal:
Lead
Pewter
d) Outline expanding cross (type 69)
Weight:
(worn condition):
0.70 gm
Diameter:
11 mm
Metal:
Lead
e) Derivative tokens (types 70-73)
Weight:
(good condition):
mean
Diameter:
(good condition):
mean
Metal:
all Lead
All types (1-73)
Weight:
(good condition):
mean
Diameter:
(good condition):
mean
Metal:
Lead
Pewter

0.69 gm
11.50 mm
(3)
(2: eutectic)

(SD 0.12: n =
(SD 0.41: n =

(n = 1)

0.82 gm
12.00 mm

(SD 0.15: n =
(SD 1.00: n =

0.64 gm
11.47 mm
(15)
(3)

(SD 0.11: n =
(SD 0.55: n =

Comparison between 'cross and pellets' tokens found in London and in Paris'2
a) Dot-in-circle in each angle of cross
clockwise ray border
anti-clockwise ray border
clockwise/anti-clockwise ray border
anti-clockwise/clockwise ray border
b) Pellet in each angle of cross
clockwise ray border
anti-clockwise ray border
c) Group of three pellets in each angle of cross
clockwise ray border
anti-clockwise ray border
ciockwise/anti-clockwise ray border
d) Outline expanding cross

England

Francet

46
3
0
0

6
18
6
2

4
9

0
0

1
5
0
1

0
0
1
0

t All the French tokens were engraved by Forgeais with a dot-in-annulet, or just an annulet. It is possible that
re-examination might show that a few have a simple pellet.
The mould found in Paris1-1 (anti-clockwise rays) shows eight further varieties (plus a type Tournois differing in details from
recorded French tokens). The details of the reverse 'cross and pellets' design are, of course, not available.
Comparison of obverse designs used in England and France (number of varieties)
Clockwise ray border
Anti-clockwise ray border
England
France
England
France
Letter: A
1
A-R
B
D

-

E

2

H

1

1
1
1

-

-

1
IHC
M
Y

Tau cross
Shield: with cross
with chevron
with bend
other shields
Type Tournois
Castle gateway
Gauntlet

1
2

-

1
1

-

1
3
2
1
3

-

1
1

1
-

1
3
1
-

12
For the Paris tokens see A. Forgeais, 5": Numismatique
Populaire (1866).

1

11

Forgeais, p. 253.

2
-

-

2
1
1
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Clockwise ray border
England
France

Anti-clockwise ray border
England
France
1
_

Crown
Spear head
1
Dagger
1
Head
1
2
Female genitalia
Male genitalia
2
Bird
2
1
_
Fish
3
_
Lobster
1
_
2
Fleur de Lis
1
_
Plant
2
3
_
Flower
2
2
1
Star
1
_
Star on crescent moon
1
_
Outline star
1
1
Bell (Church bell type)
1
1
1
Bell (Hawk bell type)
1
Wheel
1
_
Candelabra
1
_
_
—
Crossed sword and key
1
Crossed keys
1
Two sided comb
1
1
Chequer
3
Tankard
1
_
Goblet
1
_
Ewer
2
1
1
_
Cauldron
1
Bowl
1
Firkin
1
Bellows
1
1
Flail
1
Tin strake
1
_
Hunting horn
1
Merchant mark
2
1
52 main types
Totals: 48 varieties
15 var.
27 var.
14
16 var.
48 out of 64 (48 + 16) major obverse varieties (75%) on English tokens are accompanied by a clockwise ray border (obverse)
whereas only 15 out of 42 (15 + 27) French obverses (36%) have a clockwise ray border. 14 of the 52 main types (27%) arc
nevertheless, common to England and France (irrespective of the ray border orientation).

'Cross and pellets' tokens found in Paris (Forgeais 1866)
a) Dot-in-circle in each angle of cross (arms of cross expanded)
Clockwise ray border
1.
A-R monogram
2.
French shield with 3 lis
3.
Female genital organs
4.
Church bell accosted by dot-in-annulet each side
5.
Double edged comb
6.
Ewer (handle on right) with spray each side

Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris

F
F
F
F
F
F

Anti-clockwise ray border
7.
Shield quartered by cross (chequy)
8.
Bearded laureate head left
9.
Male genital organs
10.
Winged male genital organs
11.
Fish (straight)
12.
Fish (bowed): spray on right
13.
Fish (bowed)
14.
Lobster
15.
Fleur de Lis
16.
Star with 6 curved rays
17.
Castle gateway
18.
Type Tournois
19.
Church Bell

Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris

F p. 49
F p. 121
F p. 260
F p . 261
F p. 165
F p. 166
F p. 167
F p. 167
F p. 105
F p. 206
F p. 131
F pp . 85-1
F p. 149

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

180
12
267
148
153
150
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Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris

F
F
F
F
F

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

154
170
156
150
158

Ray border clockwise/anti-clockwise
25.
French shield of 3 Lis
26.
Shield parted with 1. Old Burgundy, 2. France
27.
Shield with bend (void)
28.
6-pointed void star
29.
Star on crescent moon
30.
Crossed keys

Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris

F
F
F
F
F
F

p.
p.
p.
p.
PP-

13
22
31
91
142
157

Ray border anti-clockwise/clockwise
31.
Gauntlet (thumb right): spray on left
32.
Male genital organs

Paris
Paris

F P- 155
F P- 260

b) Group of three pellets in each angle of cross
Ray border clockwise/anti-clockwise
33.
Type Tournois

Paris

F p. 84

Paris

F p. 252

Paris

F p. 253

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Dagger
Wheel (6 spokes)
Firkin
Goblet
Bellows

c) Stone moulds
34.
'Cross and pellets' reverse (border anti-clockwise)
6-token mould
35.
Obverse 10-token mould (border anti-clockwise): Shield
parted by void cross - Gauntlet (thumb left), spray each
side - 4 sprays arranged in cross - Type Tournois - Leafy
spray - Different leafy spray - Sixfoil - 5-pointed open star
- 8-petalled flower - (number ten missing due to mould
fracture).

Although English and French 'cross pellets' tokens share much in common, including over a quarter of their
obverse designs, a detailed inspection reveals that there are-also significant differences between the two series;
differences exemplified for instance in the dispositions of the ray borders. No mould duplication has been
observed between tokens found in London with those found in Paris. Both London and Paris appear to have
been sites of manufacture, the Parisian moulds providing some concrete testimony for that city. A few designs
on London tokens are specifically English (e.g. Merchants marks) and others on Paris tokens are specifically
French (e.g. some shields), but most designs have no special affinity with either nation. These designs relate to
a wide field of vocations from the Church, through Merchants to Brothels. When one contemplates these three
particular groups of token-users whose emblems are found on the tokens it becomes apparent that a distinction
needs to be drawn between the manufacturers of tokens and the users of tokens. This distinction between
makers and users has already been proposed in the case of English tokens produced during earlier periods; 14
though using a different line of reasoning. In the present context of the 'cross and pellets' tokens the uniformity
of the whole series suggests a high degree of centralised organisation in the manufacture of tokens, whereas the
designs placed on the tokens suggest a wide range of potential users of tokens. It has been suggested in the
context of earlier tokens that, in at least some instances, the production of a very uniform series of tokens came
about because the source of manufacture was closely controlled by the authority of a Guild; probably the
Pewterers. The application of this concept to the 'cross and pellets' series of tokens should also be considered.
Comparisons between tokens of the 'cross and pellets' class found in London and those found in Paris attest
very close links between the products being used in each city: although each city appears to have actually been
making its own tokens. It is reasonable to conclude that there was free interchange of design, of technique and
probably also of mould engravers between the responsible bodies (? Pewterers Guilds) in the two cities of
London and Paris.
Other series of fifteenth-century London tokens cannot be analysed in the same degree of detail because the
relevant evidence is not available. The other groups of London tokens do show a coherent structure to each
series (a-d) which implies the exercise of some degree of centralised control over token manufacture. Series a
and series b each demonstrate internal consistency that spans a prolonged period and each of these two series
was presumably produced by an individual craft company or guild. If the dominant series of fifteenth-century
tokens, the 'cross and pellets' series, was manufactured by the Pewterers, then it is likely that two different

14

Mitchiner and Skinner. 'English Tokens, c. 1200 to

1425'
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misteries were responsible for the production of series a and series b. Series c was uniform, but rather more
evanescent. Series d shows a significantly lower degree of internal consistency and it may well not represent the
organised product of a single corporate body.
N) PROVINCIAL FIFTEENTH-CENTURY TOKENS
(Plate 5)
a) East Anglia
Provenance:
Metal:
Size:
1.*
2.*

Norfolk (near Norwich); Essex (Waltham Abbey); London (Steelyard).
Lead
All three tokens are close to 13 mm diameter and they bear closely related designs.

Ewer (water jug) with handle on left,
long spout r., standing in basin: the
whole on a table with 3 legs
similar

Cross moline, annulet in
each angle

Norfolk

M

Cross of the Passion with London
M
spear to left, crown of thorns
to right
3.
Shield with chevron between 3 stars
similar
Waltham Abbey excavations;
Med. Arch. 1976, 126-7, no.
21, fig 44
These three tokens, with their widely scattered provenances, share much in common with one another
regarding their designs and they also have a clear fifteenth-century date. They are distinct from the various
series of contemporary London tokens and one may suggest that they were issued somewhere in the
Essex-Suffolk-Norfolk area: Waltham Abbey is a reasonable proposal. This attribution was suggested by
Huggins (Med. Arch. 1976) because of the design on the shield, a design sometimes attributed to Waltham.
b) Home Counties (?)
4.*
Straight cross in a circle: dotted border blank
London
M
This token, which was found in Southwark, has no real affinities and one can, at best, suggest a provincial issue
that was brought into London.
Analysis of fifteenth-century provincial tokens:
Diameter
Weight
gm
mm
a) East Anglia
1.
1.20
13
2.
0.90
13
b) Home Counties (?)
4.
1.17
16

Type

Condition

Design
Axes

Tin (%)

Lead (%)

Provenance

G
G

12
6

0
0

100
100

nr. Norwich
Steelyard

G

-

(appearance suggests lead,
rather than pewter

Southwark

O) EARLY TUDOR TOKENS, c. 1490 to 1545
(Plates 6-10)
Provenance:
London (issues in this section have not been recorded from outside London). Contemporary
series of provincial tokens are catalogued in the next section.
Chronology:
Tokens that belong to the various parallel series of Early Tudor issues have a dominant
stratigraphic association with coins of Henry VII. At the commencement of this phase some
Early Tudor tokens, notably those bearing marginal inscriptions, have been found alongside
coins of Henry VI. When the Early Tudor phase came to an end a few tokens, notably
ecclesiastical issues (liturgical pieces obsolete from 1539), were not discarded until the time
of Elizabeth I and have been recovered alongside her silver coins. But, having noted these
exceptions, the general association of the present tokens is with the coinage of Henry VII,
which remained the dominant item of currency lost in the Thames from around 1490 down to
the time when Henry VIII devalued the currency in 1526. Even after this devaluation the
coins of Henry VII still appear to have been more common than those of Henry VIII 15 until
the time of the great debasement. 16 Early Tudor tokens differ in many respects from their
15
Although a number of coins of Henry VIII have been
found, they are not stratigraphically distinct, nor do they
have any different cultural association (in terms of other
artefacts recovered), from the Henry VII stratigraphiccultural context.

"' For the timing and extent of the alterations in the silver
coinage at this time see C. E. Challis, 'The Debasement of
the Coinage, 1542-1551', EcHR 2nd ser. 20 (1967). During
the period of debasement, some of the finer quality coin was
hoarded.
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Metal:

Late Plantagenet predecessors: not only in their designs, inscriptions, the nature of their
parallel sequences, their generally thicker fabric and tendency to larger size, but also by their
marked increase in the use of tin. As a group Early Tudor tokens contain more tin than any
series of tokens made since the time of Edward I."
Tin - Pewter - Lead. Mould duplicate tokens made of different metals are fairly common
(pewter/lead: tin/lead: tin/pewter). The increased use of tin in tokens appears to have
occurred as a fairly abrupt change and is probably to be linked with the slump in London's
pewter exports during the last quarter of the fifteenth century.1* It is also important to note
that tokens in tin are more durable and better looking than those in lead and so the
changeover from lead to tin during this period may also reflect changing customer demand.
Since there are several examples of mould-duplicate tokens where one specimen is made of
pure tin and its duplicate is pure lead it may well be that the customer could choose a better
or poorer quality token, depending on how much he could afford.

a) Tokens of the 'Groat-penny' series
The tokens grouped under the 'groat-penny' heading have been given this name partly because several issues
bear designs based on the reverse of the medieval English groat (others on the medieval penny) and partly
because several further issues were produced in two different sizes that approximate to the dimensions of the
groat and the penny. Among the issues bearing groat designs one token of groat size has been cut-quartered
along the cross to make a 'penny'. These tokens provide one of the very few examples where there is evidence
for parallel use in two different sizes (see also the 'Boy' Bishop tokens, pp. I l l ff.): presumably also at two different 'values'. The names 'groat' and 'penny' have been used with reference to the coins that provided inspiration,
but such monetary names do not imply any particular value at which the tokens may have been used: if indeed
their use was a monetary equivalent, rather than as a redeemable receipt for an item of service. 19 Two issues in
this series (a) provide examples of mould-duplicate tokens made of different metals: a phenomenon that makes
its earliest appearance with tokens of the Early Tudor period. All four of these tokens were recovered
individually from the river Thames. One token of the groat size issue and one token of the penny size issue are
made of high grade pewter (70-80% tin), while the mould duplicates of each specimen are made of pure lead.
i. Tokens bearing designs based on the medieval groat
Metal:
Nos. 1 to 4: pewter of eutectic composition (c. 62% tin), no. 5: low grade pewter (35% tin).
Size:
Nos. 1 and 3 to 5: groat size; no. 2: cut quarter of a groat size issue (i.e. 'penny').
1. *
2.*
3.*
4.
5.

Long cross with 3 pellets in each angle and
double marginal inscriptions replaced by
dots: same design on obverse and reverse
Cut-quartered along the cross: same
designs
Long cross with 3 pellets in each angle:
single marginal inscription replaced by
dots: same design on obverse and reverse
similar obverse
Long cross fleury within quatrefoil (based
on French Tournay jettons)

plain reverse
traces of design

London

M

London

M

London

M

London
London

M
M

ii. Tokens bearing designs based on the medieval penny
Metal:
Nos. 6 and 8: pewter (no. 6: tin 70%: no. 8: pewter by inspection); no. 7: lead.
Size:
All penny size.
6."

Facing female bust; angular headdress

7. 3

mould duplicate of the previous token,
but made in lead instead of pewter
Comparable facing bust

8.

17

Long cross, 3 pellets in each
angle

blank

Sec the Pictorial Tokens in BNJ 53.
'* For discussion see J. Hatcher, English tin production
and trade before 1550 (Oxford, 1973): J. Hatcher and T. C.
Barker, A history of British Pewter (London, 1974), p. 76:
Tylccote. A history of metallurgy. English tin was
increasingly exported in the form of manufactured pewter
articles during the fifteenth century. Then, Continental

London

M

London

M

London

M

developments causcd a profound slump in English manufactured pewter exports. During the 1470s the average
annual export of manufactured pewter out of London was
7.6 tons, a 90% reduction on the previous decade. In the
1480s this figure fell to its lowest level at 2.8 tons. It rose to
3.4 tons during the 1490s, 11.3 tons during the 1500s, 28.7
tons during the 1510s and 31.0 tons during the 1520s.
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O) EARLY TUDOR TOKENS (CONT.)

iii. Tokens made in two sizes ('groat' and 'penny')
Metal:
Nos. 9 and 13 to 15: pewter; nos. 10 to 12: lead.
Size:
Nos. 9, 10, 12, 14: groat size; no. 15: half groat size; nos. 11, 13: penny size.
Letter 'E' type
9."
Gothic letter E: oblique clockwise ray
border
10.
11.*

mould duplicate of the previous token,
but made in lead instead of pewter
Gothic letter E: (field chequy)

Tau cross type
12.*
Tau cross accosted by dot-in-circle at sides
and above: oblique anti-clock, ray border
13.*

Tau cross; dot-in-circle each side: oblique
clock, ray border

Cross fleury type
14.*
Agnus Dei left: narrow border
15.*
Shield of England: narrow border

London

M

London

M

Design based on chequered
circle

London

M

City of London shield with
annulet in parts 2, 3, 4:
oblique anti-clock, ray border
Plain cross in circle: oblique
anti-clock, ray border

London

M

London

M

Cross fleury: narrow border
Cross fleury: narrow border

London
London

M
M

4 crescents as cross: pellet in
angles
Cross w. small triangle on
side of each arm-end: 3 dots
in each angle

London

M

London

M

Long cross w. small circle: 3
pellets in each angle: oblique
clockwise ray border

iv. Related tokens
Lead (only no. 17 analysed).
Metal:
Groat size.
Size:
16.

Formalised ship

17.

Pentangle (outline)

b) Tokens with black letter marginal inscriptions
The inscriptions on these tokens are all written in the black letter form of Gothic script that enjoyed some
favour during the early sixteenth century. The inscriptions show a preference for standard religious invocations
written in Latin, but some tokens bear religious inscriptions in English and a small but particularly significant
group of tokens has secular inscriptions of a mainly commercial character. These are also written in English.
One such issue of tokens was commissioned for use at a tavern named the Boar's Head located beside one of
the river piers ('Asiden pier athe borser h.'). Several London taverns named the Boar's Head have been
recorded from the fourteenth century onwards by Stow2" and by Lillywhite,21 but none of the recorded examples
fits the description of being located beside a pier. Another issue of tokens was commissioned for a venture
known as the Prince on a jumping horse ('Athe prewns on the sautre'). This was probably also a tavern, but the
name has not been documented. A third issue of tokens was used at the Canterbury Monk ('Monker
Cantesbouri'), a name that would seem to identify itself with one of the many pilgrim inns. The best known
pilgrimage refuge22 named after the venerated Canterbury monk had by this time grown into the south bank
institution known as St Thomas' Hospital. No doubt a humbler and more ephemeral refuge connected with the
Canterbury pilgrimage used these tokens. A token related to the various issues just discussed, though its
function may have been slightly different since it possesses a suspensory loop, was made by William Hedlem of
Cheapside. Perhaps he was advertising his skills. The inscription on his token specifies that he actually made
" See the introduction (BNJ 53) for discussion of the uses
to which tokens were put.
2,1
J. Stow, /I survey of London, (Oxford, 1971). The Blue
Boar cook's house in Thames Street (Queenhithe: behind
the dock and its piers: Stow, vol. 2, p. 2) is closest to the
description given on the token. See also the Boar's Head
tavern, Knightrider Street (Castle Baynard ward: Stow, II,
12) and the Boar's Head stew house (brothel) on the
Southwark bank of the Thames bearing this sign painted on
the river-facing wall (Stow, II, 55).

2
' B. Lillywhite, London Signs (London, 1972): the Boar's
Head tavern in East Cheap (since c. 1349: L. 3781), by
London Wall (floruit 1516-76: L. 3778), in Fleet Street
(from c. 1442: L. 3783), in Old Fish Street (from c. 1511: L.
3789), in Southwark (from 1459: L. 3792), in Belyngate
(Billingsgate: from the mid sixteenth century: L. 3798) and
in Queenhithe ward (from 1644: L. 3799).
22
Discussed, among others, by S. Heath, Pilgrim Life in
the Middle Ages (London, 1911). See also D. J. Hall,
Medieval English Pilgrimage (London, 1966).
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the piece ('William Hedlem fit in Chepe'), whereas the normal practice was for users of tokens to commission
their stocks from a commercial token manufacturer.
As is the case with most series of tokens, the group of inscribed issues catalogued in this section forms a
coherent body of material. The designs, inscriptions, style of engraving and the fabric of the pieces are all
closely inter-related and attest a close control exerted over their manufacture. Here again there are several
examples of mould duplicate tokens made of different metals.
i. Standard issues
Tokens consistently have a diameter close to 20 mm. There are a few larger specimens in the British Museum
collection. All tokens have neatly engraved black letter inscriptions.
Metal:
Tin: nos. 18, 20, 24, 29, 34, 37, 39, 40; pewter: nos. 21, 23, 27, 31, 33, 36; lead: nos. 19, 22,
25, 26, 28, 30, 32, 35.
Cross-rose type
18.*
Cross with heart in each angle; margin:
floral and traces of short legend ..AT..
19.
mould duplicate, but made of lead instead
of tin
Crown-rose/castle types
20.* 'Beside the pier at the Boar's head'
(tavern); open crown; margin: ASIDEN

Tudor double rose (6 petals);
margin: wreath

London

M

London

M

London

M

London
London

M
M

London

M

London

Mx2

London

M

London

Mx2

London

M

London

M

London

M

London

Mx2

London

M

margin:

London

M

Tudor double rose (5 petals):
margin: uncertain legend
City of London shield;

London

Tudor double rose (5 petals);
m a r g i n : IN DOMINO CONFIDO

PIER ATHE BORSER H

21.
22.
23.*

same designs: margins too worn to read
similar: double rose has six petals:
margins (different) not read
Open crown: dot-in-circle (x2) above;

Castle; margin: THOU SEND

m a r g i n : IN DOMINO CONFIDO

HYM S..E...

Shield-rose/cross/floral/shield types
24.*
City of London shield; margin; chequy

Tudor double rose (5 petals);
m a r g i n : IN DOMINO CONFIDO

25.*
26.*

Shield:

chevron

betw.

2

annulets,

Tudor double rose (5 petals);

crescent: margin: PACE IN AMORE

m a r g i n : IN DOMINO CONFIDO

'The Canterbury monk' (tavern):
Shield: bend, ornaments in parts;

Cross fleury; margin: IN GOD
LBERT BETER MAY BE

m a r g i n : MONKER CANTESBOURI

27.*

Shield: bar (chained) parting 3 sheaves;
m a r g i n : MARIA v MODER LBERT ....

28.
29.

mould duplicate, but made of lead instead
of pewter
Shield: bar (annuletty) parting 3 stars;

Sixfoil; margin;
ornament

geometric

Fivefoil; margin: uncertain

m a r g i n : AVE MARIA GRCA P

30.*
31.*

mould duplicates, but made of lead
instead of tin
City of London shield (reversed); margin:
A. MA(ri)A. GRAC.IA PLE.NA

Shield:
oblique
cross
(chequy); margin: A. MARIA

Shield (different but uncertain); margin:
uncertain

Shield (uncertain);
uncertain

GRA(ci)A PLE

32.

Ship-rose/shield/ship types
33.*
Ship of medieval type; margin: IN DOMINO
CONFIDO

34.*

'At the Prince on the jumping horse'
(tavern): similar ship; margin: ATHE
PREWNS ON THE SAUTRE

35.
36.
37.

mould duplicate, but made of lead instead
of tin
similar ship; margin: WITH GOD BTER M(ay)
(b)E
Comparable ship; margin: uncertain
legend

margin:
PLENA

M;

RS

London

776
(a)
M

London

M

London

M

London

M

AVE MARIA GRACIA

modified City of London
shield; margin: ornamental
Comparable ship; margin:
uncertain legend
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Mitre-cross type
38.
Mitre

Cross and pellets; margin:

London

RS 776(c)

BEATI ....

Dolphin-lis/cross types
39.*
Dolphin bowed;
40.*

margin:

Lis c r o w n e d ; m a r g i n :
MARIA GRACIA PLENA

AVE

London

M;RS 776 (b)

CONFIDO

IN DOMINO

Dolphin bowed; no margin

Cross fleury; margin: VERE S

London

M

London

RS 775

London

M

London

M

London

M

London

M

London

M

CARO

ii. Related issues
41.
Agnus Dei right: cock on back (with
suspensory loop)

m a r g i n ( o u t ) : + WILLIAM.
IIEDLEM + FIT m a r g i n (in): IN
CHEPE

Perhaps an advertising ticket, rather than a normal token
iii. Derivative tokens with corrupt inscriptions
42.*
Formalised crown; margin: formal
43.*

Medieval ship; margin: formal

Cross: pellet in angles;
margin: formal
Shield: chevron parting 3
annulets; margin: formal

Lead
44.

Medieval ship; margin: formal

45.

Dolphin; no margin

46.

Facing crowned bust; margin: striate

Cross: 3 pellets in angles;
margin: formal
Cross; margin: oblique ray
border
Rose (6 petals); margin:
striate
similar

London
M
47.*
Shield: void bend; margin: striate
c) Ecclesiastical tokens
The interpretations of English ecclesiastical tokens issued during the Early Tudor period depends in significant
measure on comparison with the series of related pieces issued by the Cathedral (Notre Dame) and by some
lesser churches in Paris. Forgeais 23 discussed these in 1864. The designs on the French pieces tend to be rather
more explicit than those on English tokens, a feature that was partly due to a longer period of evolution in
France that extended well into the seventeenth century. The evolution of English ecclesiastical tokens seems to
have come to an end at the time of the Reformation in the 1530s.24
As a general rule ecclesiastical tokens specify an 'Hour' of the liturgical office. The church dignitary would
receive a token in acknowledgement of his attendance and at the appropriate time he would cash his
accumulated tokens with the church authorities for the prevailing monetary fee. Early morning and late night
hours were often remunerated at a higher rate than the midday office. Some details have been discussed in the
introduction. It should also be remembered that attendances at liturgical offices were often remunerated by
immediate cash payment, rather than mediated through tokens. The 'Hours' are:
Morning Office:
Midday Office:
'Horae breves'

Matins
Lauds (often sung together with Matins)
+/- Salve Regina; or Ave Regina, or Alma Redemptoris
Prime.
Terce
These 'Little Hours' were normally sung together and signified on
Sexte
tokens as 'Horae'.
None

23
A. Forgeais, Collection de plombs histories trouves dans
la Seine: 3" serie: Varietes numismatiques (Paris, 1864), see
'Mereaux ccclesiastiques', pp. 9-100. Dated ecclesiastical
tokens span the period 1566 to 1642 and some comparable
undated tokens appear to have been made during the early
sixteenth century. None can be placed earlier than about
1500. Tokens belonging to the Cathedral (Notre Dame)
series include issues for remunerating attendance at Matins
(pp. 19, 23, 24, 27: including dates 1566, 1579, 1611: one
costcd at 12 deniers); at Prime to None (p. 28: dated 1579:
costed at 4 deniers); at Prime (p. 29: dated 1642); at Terce

(pp. 30, 31: dated 1606, 1608: one costed at 6 deniers); at
Sexte (p. 32: dated 1608: costed at 6 deniers); at None (p.
33: dated 1567); at Vespers (p. 45: dated 1632); at Compline
(p. 34: dated 1579: costcd at 4 deniers); at Horae Breves
(pp. 35, 36, 37, 38: one dated 1606); at Holy Mass (pp. 39,
41: one dated 1624: one costed at 6 deniers); at Mass and
Vespers (p. 42: dated 1581: costed at 8 deniers); at Obit
(service for the dead: p. 46: dated 1639) and at Ave Regina
(pp. 47, 49).
24
The year 1539 may be considered as a reference point
because by 1540 all monasteries had been dissolved.
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Evening Office:
(Evensong)

Vespers
Compline
+ Salve Regina: or Ave Regina: or Alma Redemptoris
In addition to tokens relating to the hours of the liturgical office there exist three other main groups of
ecclesiastical tokens. These were concerned with attendance at Holy Mass (Missa), at services for the dead
(Obit) and at the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Beatae Mariae). The first two functions, Mass and
Obit, have not been noted in the case of English tokens, but some English pieces do relate to the Little Office.
At this juncture it should be noted that various other forms of church token (communion tokens, charity
tokens, catechism tokens etc.) are only known in later periods. The use of church charity tokens has been
documented from the medieval period, 25 but identifiable tokens are all later than the period now being
discussed.
The use of tokens (mereaux de presence) in mediating remuneration for attendances at liturgical offices was
by no means universal2'1 and the majority, perhaps all, of the known London ecclesiastical tokens relating to
hours of the liturgical office were made for use at the Cathedral Church of St Paul. 27 One of these also happens
to bear a monogram that appears to read 'Saint Paul'.
1. Tokens for attending 'Hours of the Liturgical Office'
Matins
London
48.*
Crowned Gothic letter M (field chequy) blank
Gothic letter T (minuscule) London
49.*
Gothic letter M (minuscule)

M
M

Lauds

50.*
51.

Gothic letter L (majuscule)
Gothic letter L topped by Lis

Geometric design
blank

London
London

M
M

Gothic letter P (minuscule)
Gothic letter P (majuscule)
Gothic letter P (majuscule): beaded
border

blank
blank
blank

London
London
London

M
M
Mx2 var

4-spoked wheel: oblique
ray border
curved dagger

London

M

London

M

blank
Gothic letter 'A'
blank

London
London
London

Mx2 var
M
M

M o n o g r a m : S.PAVL

London
London
London

M
M
M

London
London

M
M

London

CY fig. 36

Prime

52.*
53.*
54.*

Horae Breves: Little Hours
55.*
Gothic letter H (minuscule)

56.*

Gothic letter H

Compline
Gothic letter C (majuscule)
Gothic letter C
Gothic C-A monogram

57.
58.*
59.*
Ave
60.*
61.
62.*

AVE across field (Gothic script)
AVE across field
Gothic letter A
Probably relating to the Ave Regina at

ii. Tokens for attending the Lesser Office
Beatae Mariae
63.
Gothic letters BM
64.
Gothic letter B
Prime of the BVM
65.
Gothic letter B

uncertain
blank
the end of evening office

of the Blessed Virgin Mary
blank
Long cross upon wreath
Gothic P-M monogram

25

Discussed in the introduction (BNJ 53).
Also discussed in the introduction. Among those eligible
to reccive remuneration of any kind one can probably
narrow the field down to Lay Clerics; for monks who
belonged to religious communities were obliged to attend
Holy Office as part of their calling, and without rcccipt of
personal remuneration. In a major city, exemplified by
Paris, the great majority of tokens appear to have been used
26

at the Cathedral and only a minority that were used in lesser
churches bore a specific indication of that lesser church.
27
The primacy of St Paul's Cathedral, as seat of the bishop
of London, was noted in the 'Dcscriptio Nobilissima
Civitatis Londonia' written by William Fitzstephen in 1174.
This, and later details of St Paul's, were discussed by John
Stow in his Survey of London (1603: cdn of 1971), II,
124-43. 218-29, 387.
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Regina
66.*

Gothic letter R

Plena: evening office of BVM
67.*
Gothic letter P plus contraction mark
68.

Gothic letter P: beaded border

Church bell

London

M

Gothic letters NA across
field
Gothic letter A: beaded
border

London

M

London

M

See Forgeais' (1864) discussion about use of the term 'Plena' to indicate evening office of the BVM.
d) Tokens bearing merchants marks
The general form of merchant mark seen on tokens of this class tends to be relatively simple, as indeed it is on
contemporary monumental brasses, and if any letters are present these are normally written in gothic script.
Some early textile seals bear comparable merchant marks, but the great majority of these seals provide one of
the richest sources for studying merchant marks of the post-Reformation period - a later time when only a few
tokens still retained a merchant mark as part of their design.
i. Tokens with a pictorial obverse and a merchant mark on the reverse
Crowned bust facing: dot each side
69.*
Merchant mark: TCA
London
M
similar
70.
comparable mark
London
CY fig. 31
71.*
Crowned facing bust
Merchant mark: TR
London
M
72.
similar
"ARO and a merchants
London
RS 792
mark"
73.
Crowned facing bust
Merchant mark: formal
London
M
74.*
similar
Merchant mark: details not London
M
clear
75.*
Bearded facing head
Merchant mark: SMA
London
M
76.*
similar
Merchant mark: ?ETA
London
M
77.*
Bishop's mitre
Merchant mark: formal
London
M
78.*
Horse head right
Merchant mark: CTA
London
M
79.*
same designs: smaller
London
M
80.
Deer right
Merchant mark: formal
London (?)
Vorley 8
81.*
Bird (?cock) left
Merchant mark: SP
London
Mx2
82.*
Fruit and leaves
Merchant mark: formal
London
M
83.*
Rose with 5 petals
Merchant mark: formal
London
M
84.*
Fleur de Lis
London
M;CY 29
Merchant mark: TCA
85.*
Three leaved clover
Merchant mark: formal
London
M
86.
Sun
Merchant mark: formal
London
CY fig. 30
87.*
Ship
Merchant mark: PA
London
M
M
88.
Cross fleury
Merchant mark: formal
London
89.*
Chequered field
London
M
Merchant mark: TCB
90.
CY fig. 32
Merchant mark: T
Monogram: TAR
London
91.*
Ship (medieval style); high prow &
M
Monogram: TAR : w. annu- London
stern
lets
ii. Uniface tokens bearing only a merchant mark
92.*
Merchant mark: simple, formal
blank
93.
comparable mark
blank (?)
94.*
Merchant mark: formal
blank
95.
blank
Merchant mark: simple, formal
96.*
Merchant mark: simple, formal
blank
97.
Merchant mark: uncertain details
blank

London
London
London
London
London
London

(?)

M
Vorley 7
Mx2
M
M
M

e) Tokens bearing pictorial-geometric designs only
Tokens bearing personalised and vocationalised designs were commoner during the Early Tudor period than
emissions with stock designs of geometric form. Having said this, the few tokens catalogued here are
stratigraphically linked with the Early Tudor period (albeit all made of lead) and they do form a link that
implies some form of continuity from the large-thick series (d) of Late Plantagenet tokens through to the stock
design tokens of the Elizabethan period.
98.*
Geometric design: 'square on cross'
Geometric design: 'quarLondon
M
tered rectangle'
99.*
Geometric design
Chequer
London
M
100.* Symmetric complex 4-arm design
Comparable design
London
M
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101.
102.
103.*
104.

Related, more formalised designs
Comparable obverse
Design based on merchant mark
5-armed 'cross'

London
London
London
London

blank
blank
blank

M
M
M
M

Analysis of Early Tudor tokens
(An asterisk by the lead analysis indicates that copper and iron probably represent chalcopyrite patination in the token)
other (%)
Provenance
Lead (%)
Tin (%)
Design
Weight
Diameter
Condition
Axes
gm
mm
a) Tokens of the 'Groat-penny' series
Groat type
City Bank
36.8
63.2
12
21'/2
1.74
W
City Bank
37.3
62.7
12
0.50
1/4
City Bank
36.2
63.8
12
2.55
21
W
Billingsgate
39.1
60.9
2.70
21
H
_
64.9
Southwark
35.1
2.92
W
21 Vi
Penny type
Cu 1, Fe 1 Southwark
30.5*
69.5
12
14
G
6.
0.70
Billingsgate
100
0
12
14
G
7.
0.88
City Bank
13
H
8.
0.55
Two sizes
City Bank
17.5
82.5
12
21 Vi
G
9.
2.42
100
Three Cranes
0
12
G
22
10.
1.95
Wharf
City Bank
100
0
13'/2
G
_
1.00
100
City Bank
0
12
20
G
2.48
12.
42.9
Southwark
57.1
12
G
0.71
15
13.
City Bank
51.0
49.0
G
12
2.00
20
14.
37.7
City Bank
62.3
G
12
1.25
18
15.
Related
City Bank
G
20
16.
2.83
100
City Bank
0
20
G
17.
3.07

Type

b) Tokens with black letter marginal inscriptions
Standard issues
18.
1.72
21
W
19.
2.60
21
D
20.
1.76
20
G
21.
1.57
20
W
22.
2.21
20
G
23.
1.91
22
G
24.
1.20
19
G

25.
26.
27.

28.
29.
30.

1.09
1.45
2.40
2.29
1.24
1.71
1.96
3.05
2.75
1.72
1.87
1.63
1.58

31.
32.
33.
34.
2.80
35.
1.80
36.
1.81
37.
1.42
39.
1.10
40.
Deriv: itive tokens
42.
1.35
43.
2.91
1.81
44.
3.47
45.
3.77
46.
3.10
47.

20
20
19
20

18

19
19
19
19
19
19
21

21
20
20
20
20
20

20
22
20
23

22
20

D
G
G
W
G
D
H
G
W
G
W
G
G
W
H
W
G
G
H
1-1
D
W
G
G

_
_
_
_
12

_
_
_
_

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

_

100
0
100
65.0
0
58.4
100

0*
100
0
35.0
100
41.6
0*

100
0
0
0
51.7
0
100
0
0
44.4

0
100
100
100
48.3*
100
0*
100
100
55.6*

73.0
100
0
52.9
100
100
100

27.0*
0
100
37.1
0*
0
0*

Cu 1.3, Fe 1 Billingsgate
City Bank
Billingsgate
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
Cu 5, Fe 5 Three Cranes
Wharf
City Bank
Billingsgate
Billingsgate
City Bank
Cu l'/2, Fe l'/iBillingsgate
City Bank
Cu 21/2, Fe 3 Billingsgate
City Bank
Billingsgate
Cu 1
Billingsgate
Billingsgate
Cu 1
Billingsgate
Billingsgate
Billingsgate
City Bank
Cu VA, Fe 2 Southwark
City Bank
Cu l'/2, Fe 1 City Bank

49.4
51.7
0
0
0
0

52.6
48.3*
100
100
100
100

City Bank
Cu 2, Fe l'/2 Billingsgate
Billingsgate
City Bank
Swan Pier
Swan Pier
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Lead (%)

other (%)

45.4
70.0
0

54.6*
30.0
100

0
33.0
52.6
50.0
67.2
43.8
45.0
38.0
100
0
0
52.8
17.0

100
67.0
47.4*
50.0
32.8*
56.2*
55.0
62.0
0*
100
100
47.2*
83.0

Cu 11/2, Fe 1 Billingsgate
City Bank
SE
Billingsgate
City Bank
Billingsgate
Cu 1, Fe % Queenhithe
City Bank
Cu 3, Fe 3V2 Billingsgate
Cu '/2, Fe 1/2 Billingsgate
City Bank
Billingsgate
Cu 6, Fe 5 Billingsgate
Swan Pier
City Bank
Cu 1/2, Fe 1 City Bank
Queenhithe

12
12
12

100
54.1
0

0*
45.9
100

G
G
W
W

12
12
12
12

0
100

100
0*

100

0*

12'/2
12
12'/2
12
11 Vi
12
12
111/2
111/2
11
ll'/2
15
12
12'/2
12

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
W
G
G

6
12
7
6
6
12
12
12

0
0
76.2
30.1
75.0
65.3
59.5
31.3
100
42.5
41.2
49.7
21.9
0

100
100
23.8*
69.9*
25.0*
34.7*
40.5
68.7*
0
57.5*
58.8*
50.3*
78.1*
100

9
141/2
16
16
12
12

G
G
G
G
W
W

0
0
0

100
100
100

0
0

100
100

Weight
Diameter
gm
mm
c) Ecclesiastical tokens
For Liturgical Office
13
1.34
48.
10'/2
0.60
49.
13
1.74
50.
10
0.80
51.
12
1.39
52.
14
1.23
53.
12
54.
0.90
11
0.77
12
1.07
55.
12
0.88
56.
13
1.07
57.
12'/2
1.10
10
0.71
58.
9
59.
0.91
12'/2
2.68
60.
\2Vi
61.
1.05
111/2
62.
1.80
For Little Office of BVM
14
2.92
63.
0.62
12
64.
10'/2
0.75
66.
14
67.
3.33
d) Tokens bearing merchant
Pictorial obverse
12
2.19
69.
14
1.07
71.
10
1.55
73.
74.
0.76
10
75.
76.
77.
78.
79
81.

1.45
2.67
1.73
1.05
1.00
1.38
1.25
1.52
1.25
1.55
1.13
1.58 '
0.70
1.33
2.05

82.
83.
84.
85.
87.
88.
89.
91.
Uniface
92.
0.30
2.67
94.
1.95
2.53
95.
96.
1.84
0.56
97.

Provenance

Tin (%)

Type

Condition

Design
Axes

G
G
G
W
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
D
G
W
G

-

W
W
G
G

-

12
3
-

6
-

12
-

9
-

Cu 7, Fe 8

SE
City Bank
Billingsgate
Billingsgate

marks

e) Tokens bearing pictorial-geometric designs only
98.
2.15
17
G
G
16
99.
2.15
131/2
G
100.
1.59
W
16
101.
1.25
13
G
102.
1.50
G
2.32
15
103.
W
11
104.
0.50
a) Tokens of the groat-penny series (types 1-17)
'Groat'
Weight (all):
Diameter (all):

-

12
9
6
-

11

City Bank
Billingsgate
SE
Cu 1, Fe 0 Southwark
Bridge
Billingsgate
City Bank
Cu 17, Fe 17 Billingsgate
Cu 0, Fe 1 City Bank
Cu 4, Fe 1 Billingsgate
Cu 3, Fe 2 City Bank
Swan Pier
Cu 3, Fe 3 Billingsgate
City Bank
Cu 1/2, Fe 0 City Bank
Cu 8, Fe 7 Billingsgate
Cu 0, Fe 2 Billingsgate
Cu 1/2, Fe 0 City Bank
Billingsgate
Queenhithe

Cu 2, Fe 0

City Bank
SE
SE
City Bank
Billingsgate
City Bank

-

-

City Bank
City Bank
Billingsgate
Queenhithe
Billingsgate
Billingsgate
City Bank

-

mean
mean

2.44 gm
20.83 mm

(SD 0.46.: n = 9)
(SD 0.83i: n = 9)
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Ill

'Half

Weight:
1.25 gm
(n = 1)
Diameter:
18 mm
'Penny'
Weight (good condition): mean
0.82 gm
(SD 0.14: n = 4)
Diameter (good condimean
14.13 mm
(SD 0.63: n = 4)
tion):
Metal:
5 tokens
Lead
10 tokens
Pewter
(8 eutectic; 1 low tin; 1 high tin)
0 tokens
Tin
b) Tokens with black letter marginal inscriptions (types 18-47)
(18-40)
Weight (good condition): mean
1.74 gm
(SD 0.55: n = 13)
Diameter (good condimean
19.85 mm
(SD 1.07: n = 13)
tion):
Metal:
9 tokens
Lead
6 tokens
Pewter
(approx. eutectic: 57.6% tin: SD 10.2:
9 tokens
Tin
(42-47)
Weight (good condition): mean
3.44 gm
(SD 0.47; n = 2)
Diameter (good condimean
21 mm
(n = 2)
tion):
Metal:
4 tokens
Lead
2 tokens
Pewter
(50% tin)
c) Ecclesiastical tokens (types 48-67)
Weight (good condition): mean
1.34 gm
(SD 0.75: n = 16)
Diameter (good condimean
12.09 mm
(SD 1.19: n = 16)
tion):
Metal:
5 tokens
Lead
Pewter
12 tokens
(mainly below eutectic: 47.4% tin: SD
2 tokens
Tin
d) Tokens with merchants marks (types 69-97)
Weight (good condition): mean
(SD 0.61: n = 20)
1.58 gm
Diameter (good condimean
12.55 mm
(SD 1.73: n = 20)
tion):
Metal:
7 tokens
lead
(from 25% to eutectic: 43.0% tin: SD 17.7: n = 10)
10 tokens
Pewter
3 tokens
Tin
e) Tokens with pictorial-geometric designs (types 98-104)
Weight (good condition): mean
(SD 0.37: n = 5)
1.94 gm
Diameter (good condimean
14.90 mm
(SD 1.67: n = 5)
tion):
Metal:
2 tokens
Lead
Total XRF analyses 86: Lead 32; Pewter 40; Tin 14

P) PROVINCIAL TOKENS OF THE EARLY TUDOR PERIOD
(Plates 10-11)
a) East Anglia: The St Nicholas 'Boy' Bishop tokens
The English St Nicholas ('Boy') Bishop tokens of East Anglia have recently been investigated by Rigold 28 and
the classification adopted here is only minimally modified from his proposals. There are three fairly well
demarcated chronological series. The largest number, and the greatest variety of tokens, belongs to the early
group (c 1485-1530) that is characterised by neat engraving and the possession of full and literate inscriptions.
The second group of tokens (c 1530-39) is much less common, but it does include issues with shorter
inscriptions written in the black letter form of Gothic script. Several further issues of this period bear designs
derived from the earlier tokens. The late series of St Nicholas Bishop tokens differs from the two earlier groups in
many respects and is also anepigraphic. These late tokens were probably produced when Mary Tudor, who expressed particular affection for the cult, restored the office of the St Nicholas Bishop during the period 1553 to 1558.
Only the tokens of the two pre-Reformation groups are catalogued in this section.
Provenance:
East Anglia. See Rigold for details of findspots. No tokens of this class are known to have
been found among the numerous specimens of other types recovered from the River Thames
in London. The East Anglian tokens catalogued here come mainly from two collections, one
formed in Norfolk (labelled 'Norfolk') and comprising mainly tokens found locally, the

3
S. E. Rigold,'The St. Nicholas or'Boy Bishop'tokens', and vicinity', Proc. Suffolk
Proc. Suffolk
Institute of Archaeology. 34 (1978), 87-101.
149-52.
See also 'More St. Nicholas tokens from Bury St. Edmunds

Inst. Arch. Hist. 35 (1982),
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other formed in Suffolk (labelled 'Suffolk') and also comprising mainly local finds. The
tokens labelled 'SE' are from a collection formed in the late century comprising specimens
found across a fairly wide area of south-east England.
Lead. Rigold suggested, on the basis of specific gravity measurements, that the Boy Bishop
tokens were made of lead alloyed with a small portion of a less dense metal. We have not
found any evidence of this. But we do note that the majority of these tokens, coming as they
do from land sites (not from a river), have significant corrosion. Lead salts are less dense
than lead itself, so this corrosion may account for the reduction in specific gravity observed
by Rigold. The pieces we analysed, admittedly a fairly small number, are made of virtually
pure lead and the other tokens have a comparable appearance. Having said this, one should
not conclude that small amounts of tin were never present in the metal; this would result,
for instance, from the use of re-cycled scrap metal.

Metal:

Early Period: c. 1485-1530
i. Neat inscribed Bury St Edmunds series (Rigold class 1)
The bulk of extant Boy Bishop tokens belong to this series (R. cl. I), and following that to the late anepigraphic
series (see pp. 121-2: Mary Tudor: R. cl. X).
Groat size: portrait type
Groat design:
R. Ia; M
1.*
Mitred bust quarter right: crozier in
front:
SANCTE NICHOLAE ORA PRO NO

ECCE NOVA FACIO OMNIA,

s i m i l a r : ORA PRO NOBIS B:ATE,
NICHOLAE EPI ( v a r )
similar: SOSPITATI DEDIT EGROS

SANCT: NICHOLAE ORA,

(inner) AVE REX GENTIS
2.

3.

R. Ib

(inner) PRO NOBIS AGL (var)

R. Ib3

SANCTE NICHOLAE,

(inner) ORA PRO NOBIS

4.

similar: PIE NICHOLAE ORA PRO NOB

R. Ic

VOS VOCASTIS ME ECCE AD

(sum), (inner) AVE REX
GENTIS
AVE REX GENTIS ANGLORVM,
( i n n e r ) MILES REGES
ANGELORVM

5.

similar: SANCTVS NICHOLAVS ORA PRO
NOBIS

6.

similar: SANCTE NICHOLAE ORA PRO NO as previous

Groat size: mitre type
7.*
Mitre accosted by E-N (Episcopus
N i c h o l a u s ) ORA PRO NOBIS SANCTE
NICOLAE

R. Id
R. Idl

Groat design

M; (R-

AVE GEMA PRECIOSA ORIENS,

(inner) ET FORMO AET:
GLORE

Penny size: mitre type
Mitre alone: SANCTVS NICHOLAVS:

Penny design: AVE REX
GENTIS

8.*

varieties:
Gothic N and H

9.*

similar

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

similar
Roman N, Gothic H:
Gothic N, Roman H:
similar
Roman N and H:
similar
uncertain variety

obv. legend commences
XI o'clock:
obv. legend commences
XII o'clock:
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar

Mxl5; R. If,g,h
design axes 10

Mx2

design axes 10

Mx4

design
design
design
design
design
design

Mx3
M
M
M
M
M
M

axes 12
axes 5
axes 12
axes 6
axes 5
axes 12

Other penny size issues of mitre type
17.

M i t r e : SANCTVS NICOLA

Penny design: AVE REX

R. Ig; M

GENTIS
18.

s i m i l a r : SANCTE NICHOLAE

19.
20.
21.*

similar: INTERCEDAT PRO NO
similar: ORA PRO NOBIS SNT NCH
similar: ORA PRO NOB BEATE NI

22.

similar: legends different, but uncertain

similar: AVE REX GENTIS
similar: AVE REX GENTIS
similar: AVE REX GENTIS
s i m i l a r : SANCTE NICHOL

M
R. Ij; M
R. Ih
R. le; M
Mx2 var.
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ii. Other issues of the early period, c. 1485-1530
Groat size
23.
The Douze Guild of Bury.
Mitred bust type: SIGNVM GILDE SCI
Groat type: CONGREGACIO
NICHO

R.cl.II

DVSSE

The Confraternity of Twelve (Congregacio Duodena, hence Douze/Dusse) worshipped in St. Mary's, but was
ultimately dependant on the Abbey at Bury Saint Edmunds: it was devoted to St. Nicholas.
24.
Profile issue found at Lavenham.
Design based on profile groat of Henry Groat design, single marginal legend:
R. Ill
V I I ORA PRO NOBIS PIE NICHOLAE

25.

Ely (neat series).
Mitred bust type: ORA PRO NOBIS
BEAT NICOLAE

26.

Ipswich (fairly neat series).
Mitred bust type: s-A NICOLAIVS

SANCTE NICHOLAE

Groat type (double marginal legend):

R.IV

ORA PRO NOBIS SANCTE NICOL, ( i n n e r )
CIVTAS ELIENCISII

Groat type (double marginal legend):

R.V

ORA PRO NOBIS BA. ( i n n e r ) VILLA
IPPESVICH

Intermediate period: c. 1530-40
iii. Intermediate Bury St Edmunds series (Rigold cl. VI, VII and IX)
These tokens are the more roughly executed progeny of the preceding Bury issues. The use of black letter script
on some would seem to confirm an early sixteenth-century date. The 'Declaration of Faith' in 1539 marks a
terminus for this phase of the Boy Bishop token production, though some of the poor quality derivatives (R. cl.
IX) may well be unauthorised products made during the ensuing few years.
Groat size: portrait type
27.
Mitred bust quarter right; crozier in
front: dotted border
28.
comparable
29.

Groat design: single legend only:

similar: AVE SACE NICHOLAE S DE BVRY similar: stroke border

(black letter script)
Groat size: mitre type
30.*
Mitre: ray border with legend outside:
SANCTVS NICOLAS ORA

M

NIC ...

Groat design: single legend only:

R.VI:1
R.VII
M;(R-)

ROBE - RT . - ( e p ) i s - COTE:

31.

This is the only English token known to cite the name of the Boy Bishop - Robert. The practice was
more common in northern France where a number of Boy Bishop's names are known from their
tokens.
R. VI:2
Mitre type: NICOLAVS
Groat design: double legend: (outer)

32.

Mitre type: pellet border

uncertain, (inner), VILLA BVRI

Groat design: single legend only:

R.VI:3

NICOLAVS

Large Penny size: black letter legends
33.
Mitre type: no legend

Penny design: BEATE NICOLAE N

34.*

similar: SANCT NICOLAE BVRII

similar

Groat size; rudimentary legends
35.
Mitred bust type
36.
Mitre type
Penny size: rudimentary legends
37.*
Mitre: formal remnants of legend
38.*

M
R.VII:2;M

R.IX:1,2,4
R.IX:5-8
Penny design: formal remnants of
legend

similar: striate traces of legends (designs
generally cruder)

iv. Other intermediate period issues, c. 1530-40
Groat size
39.
Found at Ely.
Mitred bust type: no legend
Groat design: single legend (uncertain)
40.
Found at Ely.
Mitred bust type: formalised legend
Ship: no legend

R.VI:4—6; Mx5var
R.IX;Mx3

R. VIII: 1
R.VIII:2
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b) Cambridge: The local Bust series
Huntingdon 2 '' is the only known provenance for tokens of this series. In comparison with other series of early
Tudor tokens the designs, size and fabric would suggest the same period. Two of the three tokens analysed here
contain up to 17% tin, but use of some re-cycled tin-containing scrap metal could have produced a
concentration of this level without the need to postulate intentional addition of tin.
Groat size
41.*
Formalised bust right
42.*
Formalised bust left: corded border

Divided pentagon: oblique ray border
8-armed cross with dots: radial ray
border

M
Mx3

c) Cambridge (?): The Paschal Lamb series
One specimen has been found in the river Thames. But most tokens are not from London and their affinities
are with the 'bust series' of Cambridgeshire. The designs clearly belong to the pre-Reformation period. The
high tin content suggests emission during the early Tudor period, rather than either earlier or later than this.
Hence, the most plausible attribution appears to be to Cambridgeshire within the period c. 1490 to 1540.
G r o a t size
43.*
Paschal L a m b right: h e a d r e v e r t e d
to long cross with p e n n a n t : b e a d e d
border.
Type
1.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
21.
22.
27.
30.
33.
34.
37.

38.

41.
42.

Weight
gm
3.46
6.97
1.79
1.69
1.62
1.58
1.15
1.57
2.12
1.63
2.00
1.65
1.82
1.52
1.54
1.74
1.48
1.87
2.23
1.74
1.72
1.95
1.77
4.12
3.49
2.12
1.70
1.63
1.78
2.20
1.88
2.95
2.46
2.17
1.70
3.28
3.70
3.65
3.65

Diameter
mm
24
26
15
15
15
15
15
151/2
16
15'/2
15
15V2
16
15
16
16
15
16
15
15
14V2
18
15'/2
23
22
18
WA
15
15
15
15
141/2
I81/2
17
17
20
20
20
20

Sterling cross and pellets design:
beaded border

Condition
W
G
H
G
G
W
D
W
G
W
W
w
G
G
H
w
w
w
w
w
G
w
w
w
D
G
w
G
w
w
w
w
D
G
w
D
G
G
G

Design
Axes
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
12
12
12
5
12
6
5
12

Tin (%)

Lead (%)

100

100

-

5
2
12
12
12
3
100

-

3
3
7

100

-

-

12.1

-

* The author's token was found at Huntingdon at the
beginning of the century. A later hoard (type 42) from

17.4

87.9
100
82.6

Mb

Provenance
Suffolk
Norfolk
Norfolk
East Anglia
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
SE
Suffolk
SE
Suffolk
SE
East Anglia
SE
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
East Analia
Suffolk
SE
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
SE
SE
SE
Huntingdon
unknown
unknown

Huntingdon was published by Dolley and Hocking, NCir
71 (1963), 206-7.
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Type

Weight
gm
43.
5.65
5.70
5.40
5.49
5.44
5.33
4.90
* contains Cu Vi%

Diameter
Condition
mm
27
G
26'/2
G
261/2
G
26'/ 2
G
261/2
G
26'/2
W
25
W
** contains Cu 3A%

a) St Nicholas ('Boy') Bishop tokens (types 1-40)
'Groat'
Weight:
Diameter:
'Penny' (types 8-22)
Weight (good condition):
(all):
Diameter (all):
'Penny' (types 33-38:
Weight (good condition):
generally slightly thicker
and larger)
(all):
Diameter (all):
Metal:
all
b) Cambridge 'bust' series of tokens (types 41-42)
Weight (in good condition):
Diameter (in good
condition):
Metal:
all
c) Paschal Lamb tokens (type 43)
Weight (in good
condition):
Diameter (in good
condition):
Metal:
all

Design
Axes

Tin (%)

Lead (%)

Provenance

_
_
_

58.2
65.2
72.2
72.6

41.2*
34.8**
27.8
27.4

SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE

-

_
—
-

3V2-7 gm (thickness variable) declining to 31/2-4 gm (4.51:SD 1.67: n:4)
24-26 mm declining to 22-23 mm (23.75:SD 1.71:n:4)
mean
1.75 gm
(SD 0.21: n = 6)
mean
1.72 gm
(SD 0.24: n = 21)
mean
15.45 mm
(SD 0.74: n = 21)
mean
1.97 gm
(SD 0.30: n = 3)
mean
mean
Lead

2.06 gm
16.15 mm

(SD 0.41: n = 10)
(SD 1.43; n = 10)

mean

3.67 gm

(SD 0.03: n = 3)

mean

20 mm

Lead

(some with low tin content from re-cycled scrap)

mean
26% to 27 mm
Pewter

5.54 gm

(SD 0: n = 3)

(SD 0.13: n = 5)
(n = 5)

(close to eutectic: 67.1% tin: SD 6.8: n = 4)

Q) ELIZABETHAN TOKENS
(Plates 12-14)
Tokens belonging to issues catalogued under the present heading have been found alongside silver coins of
Queen Elizabeth I. At a Thames-side London site by Billingsgate these tokens tend to be found in a general
ratio of around one leaden token to each ten silver coins of Elizabeth and twenty-five brass jettons of
Nuremberg. This is a well defined Elizabethan site that has provided a cross-section of late-sixteenth-century
cultural artefacts. Elizabethan tokens are mainly mercantile emissions, though occasionally ecclesiastical, and
they differ significantly in fabric, in metal and in range of designs from earlier sixteenth-century tokens of the
pre-Reformation period. There is also a change from the Gothic script on earlier tokens to the Roman script
used from the Elizabethan period onwards and a substantial reduction in the use of tin for token manufacture.
By way of further contrast with pre-Reformation tokens the Elizabethan issues tend to have smaller and thicker
flans which often show a sharply bevelled edge. The change of flan is the culmination of an evolutionary process
whose earlier stages can be seen among the Early Tudor tokens that bear merchant marks. By the beginning of
the seventeenth century the flans of tokens were becoming slightly thinner and broader again, without bevelled
edges.
Elizabethan tokens merge with those of the seventeenth century without any very well defined demarcation.
Some tokens are clearly of seventeenth-century date, either by virtue of provenance and stratigraphy or
because they bear appropriate dates. Others are clearly late-sixteenth-century emissions on the basis of
analogous evidence, though the number of early dated specimens is very small. The series of leaden tokens
issued within the period c. 1550 to 1672 forms a very coherent body of material that is quite distinct from
pre-Reformation tokens on the one hand and from subsequent 'eighteenth-century' tokens on the other.
Although comtemporary documents refer to lead and tin, or alternatively to lead and brass, as the metals of
which tokens were made, the majority of tokens examined by us are made of lead, with a minority being made
of either pure tin or pewter. Only one single brass token of this general period has been encountered. 3 "

Documentary references to Elizabethan leaden tokens were surveyed in the introduction BNJ 53.
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ELIZABETHAN TOKENS (CONT.)

Provenance:
Chronology:
Metal:

Form:

London, apart from a few found in Essex and a number of unknown provenance."
Tokens of the present class have only been recovered from stratigraphic contexts of the
post-Reformation period.
Lead - pewter - tin spectrum: rarely brass. The economic background to Elizabethan token
production appears a logical continuation of the early Tudor concept that the quality (i.e. tin
content) of the tokens commissioned by the merchant (or other user) was governed by the
price he was willing to pay the manufacturer - from cheap lead tokens to more expensive tin
tokens. But one encounters far fewer Elizabethan tokens with a significant tin content than
was the case during the early Tudor period. In this respect, as in the detail and execution of
their designs, Elizabethan tokens show a noticeable reduction in quality when compared
with predecessors of the pre-Reformation period.
The most frequently encountered Elizabethan tokens are small dumpy specimens that
commonly have a sharply bevelled edge: as noted above. Some tokens have broader (and
thinner) flans, including the few dated Elizabethan leaden tokens. The minority of
ecclesiastical tokens show a range in fabric from thick and dumpy to thin and broad. 32

a) Tokens bearing inscriptions
The inscriptions are now written in Roman script, instead of the Gothic lettering used previously.
Crowned shield containing three Lis,
1.
Cross fleury with alternate lis or crown
RS no. 8113
2.*
3.
4.*
5.

in angle, ADAM DVLAN 1578

OF KILKENE

Crossed shovel and pickaxe: date
above: 15-85
Bull right: 1599

Four line legend (much corroded
away): 1585/LA(b)ovR/AT-M/w-H
? crude Agnus Dei

Simple merchant mark: beside I -1:
traces of marginal legend
Bird left: trace of marginal legend

Same merchant mark and letters: no
margin
plain

Snelling 1766,
p.2 no. c
M
M

b) Ecclesiastical tokens
Elizabethan ecclesiastical tokens are effectively 'communion tokens' based on quite a different concept from
the 'mereaux de presenceof
the early sixteenth century.
6.*
Long cross on stand accosted by letCross: in quarters - dot-in-circle x3,
M
ters I-I (Jesus)
cross xl
7.*
Cross above cartouche containing letI-C monogram
M
ters i-C (Jesus Christ)
8.*
Fleur de Lis
I-C monogram
M
9.
Cross-mark above I-C monogram
plain
M
10.*
Long cross surmounting xx
plain
M
11.
similar
Radiate sunface
M
12.*
Church with door and pointed spire
Long cross above A: accosted by
M
gamma-E

13.*
14.
15.*
16.*

Cross upon letter H
Line upon letter H
M
(probably simplified from the 'cross above IHS [Iehsus]' symbol popular on Church engravings, on
vestments and also seen in many other ecclesiastical contexts)
Vertical line on letter H: 4 dots round plain
M
Monogram reading 'St Thomas'
plain
M
sim.: accosted by A-K
plain
Mx2

c). Mercantile tokens with pictorial designs
i. Small dumpy tokens, mainly with bevelled edges
17.*
Heart pierced by two arrows
plain
31
Tokens of unknown provenance arc from a latenineteenth-century collection that was composed of pieces
found mainly in south-eastern England, as judged by mould
duplicates with other pieces of known provenance (London
and East Anglia) and by some recorded provenances.
32
The series of Elizabethan pewter reckoning counters
does not form part of the present study. The 'Lion in garter"
and the 'Crowned rose' are common designs and some
counters arc inscribed for the Royal Exchequer. A few were
published by Roach Smith and some re-published by E.

M
Hawkins in Medallic illustrations of the history of Great
Britain and Ireland, 2 vols. (London, 1885), I, Elizabeth nos.
1 , 2 , 6 , 45-47, 59-69. We have analysed some fifty specimens
by XRF and 170 metrologically. These results will be
published elsewhere.
33
P. Seaby, Seaby's Standard Catalogue: part 3. Coins and
tokens of Ireland (London, 1970), p. 107.
34
For the pre-Rcformation issues sec above and also the
French series published by Forgeais (1864).
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18.*
19.*
20.*

Lily plant
Fruit (?)
Uncertain design

plain
plain
Letter T

M
Mx2
M

ii. Tokens probably signifying taverns
21.
Swan left
Two leaves on stalk
M
The swan was a popular tavern sign and also features on the arms of the Musicians' Company and the
Poulterers' Company (cfr. L. 14206-14337).35
22.
Bird (? dove) left
Monogram reading I-E
M
23.*
Double headed eagle displayed
Letters I w
M
24.*
similar
Monogram: probably reading R-G
M
The 'spread eagle' was a popular tavern sign (L. 13599-13638) from this period onwards.
25.
Church bell accosted by dots
Letters R B
M
The 'bell' was a popular inn sign (L 2793-2933) from the medieval period onwards.
26.*
similar
Letters I B
M
27.
Two bells
Monogram reading R-G
M
28.*
Dagger
Letter w
M
The dagger was used as a tavern sign (L. 5721-5735) from the medieval period onwards.
iii. Tokens bearing vocational designs
29.*
Oatsheaf accosted by dots
Monogram reading T-w
M
The oatsheaf was symbol of the Innholders' Company 36 (arms: chevron between three oatsheaves: on a
chief St Julian's cross). The barleysheaf occurs in the Brewers' Arms and the garb of wheat in the
Bakers' Arms.
30.*
Madder bag
Letter A: accosted by dot and crescent
M
A long casting sprue remains attached to this token. The madder bag was symbol of the Dyers'
Company (arms: chevron between three bags of madder) 37 This is to be distinguished from the
woolpack symbol of the Company of Woolmen.
31.*
Pairs of shears
Letters s I
M
The shears were the vocational symbol of a Clothmaker or a Tailor: but they do not appear to have
been incorporated into any guild arms (e.g. the Clothworkers' Company). The shears occasionally
appear as a tavern sign (L. 13183-13196).
iv. Tokens bearing merchant marks
32.
Simple merchant mark

plain 38

M

d) Tokens depicting crowned letters
33.*
Letters I L crowned
34.
Letter M crowned: accosted by dots
35.*
Letter T crowned

plain
Letters N A: dot above and below
Letter w: four dots around

M
M
M

e) Tokens bearing letters only
These, like other Elizabethan issues, tend to be small dumpy tokens whose edges are commonly bevelled.
Subsequent seventeenth-century tokens bearing only letters as their design tend to have broader, thinner and
more regular flans. They also tend to have a slightly neater style and they do not have bevelled edges.
36.*
Letter R
Letter B
M
37.*
Letter R
Letter D
M
38.
Letter R: accosted by dots
Letter F: accosted by dots
M
39.*
Letter R
Letter G
M
40.*
Letter R: in circle
Letter H: in circle
M
41.*
Letter R
Letter K
M
42.
Letter R
Letter R
M
43.
Letter R
Letter s (reversed)
M
44.
Letter R
Letter w
M
45.
Letter R: four dots around
uncertain
M
46.
Letter S
plain
M

35
37
J. Bromley and H. Child, The armorial bearings of the
Bromley and Child, pp. 79-81.
3K
guilds of London (London, 1960): B. Lillywhitc, London
For pre-Rcformation tokens bearing simple merchant
signs (London, 1972).
marks see above (Early Tudor tokens). This particular token
3,1
Bromley and Child, pp. 143-147.
was found in an Elizabethan contcxt at Greenwich.
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47.
Letter s
Letter E
M
48.*
Letter s
Letter N
M
49.*
Letters s I
Letter D
M
50.
Letters s I (reversed)
plain
M
51.*
Letters s L
Letter I
M
52.*
Letters s s: dot above and below
Letters I B: dot above and below
M
53.
Letter w
Letter B
M
54.*
Letter w: accosted by dots
Letter c
M
55.
Letter W
Letter E: four dots around
CY fig. 34
56.
Letter w
Letter H
M
57.*
Letter w
Letter K
M
58.
Letter w
Letter R
M
59.
Letter W
Letter s
M
60.*
Letter W: four dots around
Letter s: enclosing two dots
M
61.
Letter w
Letter T
M
62.
Letter w
Letter T (different design axes)
M
63.
Letter w
plain
M
64.
Letter w
Letters c i (?)
M
65.*
Letter A
Letters EM
M
66.
Letter B
Letter F
M
67.
Letter B
Letter G
M
68.*
Letter B: four dots around
Letters i B: dot above and below
M
69.*
Letter G
Letter I
M
70.*
Letter G
Letter M
M
71.
Letters I E
Letter H: dot above and below
M
72.*
Letter i: accosted by dots
Letter K
M
73.*
Letter I: accosted by dots
Letter T
M
74.
Letter M: four dots around
Letter Y
M
75.
Letter p upon a crescent
Letter p upon a circle
M
The reason for relative over representation of the letters 'R', 's' and 'w' is not clear. Most of these tokens have
parallel design axes; only the design axes of tokens with the letter 'w' being commonly inverted. Issues 44 and
58 both bear the letters 'R' and 'w' as their design: each token is listed alongside specimens of similar fabric.
f) Brass tokens bearing letters only
This token has been classified under the Elizabethan heading, rather than with early-seventeenth-century
tokens, by reference to the documentary citation of brass tokens in 1594"'. The token itself could actually have
been issued either in the late sixteenth or the early seventeenth century.
76.*
Letters B v: scroll above; dotted
Plain reverse
M
border
g) Early 'stock-design' tokens
Throughout the sixteenth century and well into the seventeenth century the majority of tokens bore
vocational/personal designs and only a minority had simple geometric or related designs of a stock nature. It
was only after the interdict on private tokens passed by Charles II in 1672 that personal token designs tended to
disappear. There was then a marked reciprocal expansion in the production of tokens bearing impersonal stock
designs. The small group of 'stock-design' tokens catalogued in this section shows features that are
intermediate between the medieval prototypes for many of these designs and the main body of later
('eighteenth-century') 'stock-design' tokens. Unfortunately, none of the present specimens comes from an
accurately stratified context.
77.*
Four-armed cross in circle
Plain reverse
M
Thicker and generally less well executed 'eighteenth-century' tokens bearing this design are very
common. A series of provincial tokens from East Anglia suggests that the design is derived from the
reverse type of medieval and later sterling silver coins: in the case of East Anglia this was a
sixteenth-century degeneration through the intermediary of the 'Boy Bishop' tokens (see next section).
78.
similar: with addition of a dot in each
Plain reverse
M
angle of cross
79.*
Four-armed cross in circle: 3 dots in
Crowned merchant mark (MTA)
M
each angle

-w See introduction in BNJ 53.
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80. : l
81.
82.

83.

84.
85/

86.

87. *

89.*

The obverse of this specimen is slightly closer to the sterling silver coin design; the form of merchant
mark strongly suggests a sixteenth-century date.
Eight-armed cross: peripheral rays
Plain reverse
M
between arms
similar: peripheral pointed arc
Plain reverse
M
between arms
similar: circle around design
Straight cross potent
M
The pedigree for some varieties of this eight-armed cross design extends backwards in time to the
Geometric token series of the late fourteenth century. The 'eight-arm cross' and 'eight-arm cross: all in
circle' were to remain popular designs for later ('eighteenth-century') stock design tokens.
Rude chequer
Plain reverse
Mx3var.
The chequer was in use from the time when early pewter tokens of the Pictorial series (Wine Tavern
tokens) were being made in the thirteenth century. The design remained popular throughout the period
of the ensuing 'eighteenth-century' tokens.
Chequer
Geometric rectangular design
Mx2var.
Quartered field with angles striate
Plain reverse
M
This form of quartering ('Mill wheel'), with simple lines filling in each angle of the cross, was popular
from the Geometric token series of the late fourteenth century and last appears on tokens of the present
series. Many later stock design tokens have a quartered geometric design based on the present pattern,
but on these later issues the quarters are filled in with concentric right angles.
Traces of chequer
similar: coarser quartering
M
Void straight cross
Field quartered by triple cross:
M
annulets in angles
Letter w
M
Geometric design based on floreate
cross
M
similar: but formalised
plain

Analysis of Elizabethan tokens:
Type

Condition

2,
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Weight
gm
4.02
2.95
3.27
4.05
2.15
2.66
2.32
2.40
1.31
2.05
1.25
1.35

Diameter
mm
17
18'/2
19 >/2
16
15'/2
16
14
14
15
13
11

W
W
G
G
G
G
W
D
W
G
G
G

15.

2.90

1!

G

16.

20.
21.

1.47
1.58
3.00
1.58
1.75
2.09
2.90
0.88

13
11
13'/2
11
12
ll'/2
13
11

G
W
G
G
G
G
G
G

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

1.47
2.85
1.20
1.91
1.87
1.67
1.23
1.62
6.20
1.42

12'/2
12
11
12
12
10'/2
IP/2
13
10
12

W
G
G
W
G
W
G
G
G
G

17.
18.
19.

12'/2

Tin (%)

Lead (%)

0

100

0
0

100
100

0
55.0

100
45.0

-

0

100

-

0

100

0
0

100
100

58.2
65.0
0
0

41.8*
35.0*
100
10(1

Design
Axes
6
12
-

6
3
-

12
9
12
-

-

-

12
12
6
12
6
11
7
6
12
-

12

Other (%)

Provenance

SE
SE
City Bank
Essex
SE
SE
City Bank
Billingsgate
City Bank
Billingsgate
SE
City/
Southwark
Winchester
Wharf
SE
Billingsgate
Southwark
Billingsgate
City Bank
Southwark
City Bank
City/
Southwark
Billingsgate
Billingsgate
Greenwich
City Bank
City Bank
SE'
Cu 1.5, Fe 3 Southwark
Cu 1. Fc 0.5 City Bank
City Bank
Billingsgate
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ELIZABETHAN TOKENS (COAT.)

De'
Axi

Type

Weight
gm

Diameter
mm

Condition

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

2.31
0.78
2.16
1.48
1.05
2.19
1.26
2.13
2.27
1.49
1.17

13
11!6
12
14
11
121/2
10
12
12
11
12

W
G
W
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

43.
44.

2.26
1.60

10
11

W
W

45.
46.

1.53
1.59

111/2
10'/2

W
G

47.
48.

1.05
1.84

11
13

W
G

49.
50.

1.39
1.95

11
14

G
G

-

51.
52.
53.
54.
56.
57.
58.

2.45
1.43
2.85
1.48
1.95
2.01
3.45

13
12
13
12
11
12
13

G
G
W
G
W
G
W

12
12
6
6
6
6
10

59.
60
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

3.41
1.40
1.15
2.34
2.55
2.28
1.30
1.07
0.95
1.91

14
11
11'/2
12
12
13
11
10
11
13

w
G
G
D
G
W
G
G
G
G

11
6
6
5

69.
70.

1.03
1.45

10
10

W
W

12
6

2.70
71.
72.
1.57
1.00
73.
74.
2.93
0.65
75.
(76. See below)
77.
2.47
2.42
78.

13
12
9
13
10

G
G
G
G
W

12
12
12
12
12

19
19

G
G

-

79.
80.
81.

2.45
2.50
4.21

21
19
18

W
G
W

_

82.
83.

2.24
1.20
1.75
1.44

17
18
131/2
15

G
W
H
W

_

Tin (%)

Lead (%)

-

12
6
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

0

100*

72.0

28.0

0

100

29.1

70.9

0

100

0
22.0

100
78.0

0

100

0

100

100

0*

0

100

100
0

0
100

0

100

12
12
-

12
12
12

-

12
12
12
12

-

-

-

-

other (%)

Provenance

Greenwich
Cu 16, Fe 17 Billingsgate
City Bank
Billingsgate
City Bank
Putney
SE
Billingsgate
City Bank
Billingsgate
London
Bridge N
SE
City/
Southwark
City Bank
City/
Southwark
City Bank
City/
Southwark
Billingsgate
City/
Southwark
Billingsgate
Billingsgate
SE
City Bank
SE
Queenhithe
Winchester
Wharf
SE
City Bank
Billingsgate
City Bank
Queenhithe
City Bank
City Bank
Southwark
Essex
City/
Southwark
SE
City/
Southwark
Southwark
Cu 2, Bi tr. Billingsgate
Steelyard
Billingsgate
SE
SE
City/
Southwark
City Bank
City Bank
Strand on
the Green
Southwark
City Bank
City Bank
City/
Southwark
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Type

Condition

85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

Weight
gm
0.95
1.42
4.85
2.85
1.55
4.00
1.89

Diameter
mm
15
14
20
14
15
18
15

W
W
G
G
W
G
G

76.

3.53

16

76.

Fe(%)
0.5

Ni(%)
0.2

84.

Metal:

Lead
Pewter

21 tokens
6 tokens

Design
Axes

Tin (%)

other (%)

-

0

-

100

-

_

0

G

_

(see below)

Cu(%)
85.2

Zn(%)
10.9

As(%)
0.2

Provenance
City
City
SE
City
SE
SE
City

-

-

70%
20%

Lead (%)

100

Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank

City/
Southwark
Pb(%)
1.1

Ag(%)
0.1

Sn(%)
1.7

S

variable tin % -

(22, 29%)
2 roughly 25%
(55, 58, 65) 72%)
4 roughly eutectic
2 tokens
7%
By inspection none of the tokens not analysed appears to have a
Tin
significant tin content.
This has a relatively low zinc content and high tin content when
1 token
3%
Brass
compared with such contemporary Continental pieces as Nuremberg
jettons.
Chalcopyrite:
This is a copper-iron sulphide encountered as a corrosion product permeating some of the tokens.
X-ray fluorescence shows roughly equal amounts of copper and iron, while chemical testing has
confirmed the presence of sulphur on all tokens tested. Tokens with significant chalcopyrite
corrosion tend to have a 'gold-brown' surface colouration.
This form of pewter, although documented in medieval literature and encountered by us in the case
Tin-copper
of several medieval coin forgeries, was rarely used for tokens. One specimen in the present group is
pewter
made of tin with 2% copper, a fairly standard composition for this form of pewter. This token also
contains a trace of bismuth which was commonly used for hardening tin from the Elizabethan
period onwards, but was rarely used earlier.
Tokens of the common size (types 17-75)
Weight (in good condition):
mean
1.72 gm
(SD 0.61: n = 40) (excl. no. 30)
Diameter (in good condition): mean ' 11.79 mm
(SD 1.11: n = 41)
Other classes of token
Weight (all):
(SD 0.56: n
3.41 gm
(1-5)
3)
mean
(SD 1.26: n
Diameter (all):
18.33 mm
3)
mean
(SD 0.95: n
(6-16)
Weight (good condition):
2.24 gm
8)
mean
(SD 2.10: n
13.8 mm
Diameter (good condition):
mean
(n = 1)
3.53 gm
(76)
Weight:
(n = 1)
16 mm
Diameter:
(SD 1.00: n
2.90 °m
Weight (good condition):
(77-89)
mean
(SD 2.13: n
17.63
Diameter (good condition):
8)
mean

R) P R O V I N C I A L T O K E N S O F T H E E L I Z A B E T H A N P E R I O D
(Plates 14—15)
a) East Anglia
i. The late St Nicholas ('Boy') Bishop issues,
1553-58
T h e office of the St Nicholas Bishop, which had been suppressed at the Reformation, was restored for a few
years during the Catholic revival under Mary T u d o r . She took a particular interest in the office of the Boy
Bishop and the holder of this office was sometimes referred to as Q u e e n Mary's Child. 4 " T h e tokens used during
this transient revival tend to be found at the same East Anglian sites as the earlier Boy Bishop tokens, with a
particular bias in favour of Bury St E d m u n d s . But these late tokens are distinctive in a n u m b e r of respects.
Their fabric is unusually uniform and tends to be broader and thinner than earlier issues. They were made in
groat and half groat sizes, rather than the previous groat/penny pair. T h e designs are neatly engraved, but
simplified from previous forms. Legends are completely omitted and the tokens have a formalised border
o r n a m e n t a t i o n instead.
G r o a t size
1.*
Mitre, with crozier on right: formalised
marginal o r n a m e n t a t i o n
4,1

Rigold, 'The St. Nicholas or "Boy Bishop" tokens'.

Sterling cross with 3 or 4 pellets in
each angle: formalised o r n a m e n t in
single margin

Mx2, R.cl.X
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2.
similar: minor varieties
R. cl.X
Half groat size
3.*
Mitre, with crozier on left: formalised
as groats (3 pellets in each angle)
Mx4, R.cl.X
marginal ornamentation
4.
similar: minor varieties
R. cl.X
5.
same designs: but thicker and ruder
Mx2
By way of contrast the small issue ('penny') of the pre-Reformation period showed only a mitre in the
field.
ii. Derivatives of the late St Nicholas Bishop tokens, c. 1560s
None of these derivative issues was published by Rigold. They were probably only in use during a short period
after the office of the Boy Bishop had once again been suppressed following the accession of Elizabeth (1558).
Groat
6.
Small
7.*

size
Mitre and crozier type
Cross in circle type
M
size: with 'half groat' design
Crude mitre and crozier in circle: no
Long cross with inner and outer circles:
M
border
no dots or border designs
Small size: with 'penny' design
8.*
similar; but showing crude mitre only
M
Small size: with cruder designs
9.*
Crude mitre and crozier in circle: forplain
Mx2
malised marginal ornamentation
10.*
Inner and outer circles: field and margin
Long cross with inner and outer circles:
M
designs reduced to dots
dots in angles and margin
These few tokens show deterioration of the traditional medieval groat-penny designs towards the stock
'cross and pellets' design that was to characterise a large series of 'eighteenth-century' tokens.
iii. Crown issues, c. 1570-90
The local need for tokens appears to have persisted after the suppression of the Boy Bishop issues; a need that
seems to have been met by the production of tokens bearing a more acceptable and purely secular design - the
Royal Crown. The designs show replacement of the mitre by a crown, but are otherwise only one stage more
stereotyped than the late Boy Bishop issues. All but one of these tokens is from a collection formed in Suffolk
with specimens of local provenance, but more precise details of their origin are not available.
11.*
Open crown showing 3
fleurs-de-lis:
plain
M
scrolls accosting: E (on its side) below
12.*
similar open crown: void
field
plain
M
13.*
similar open crown: void
field
plain
M
14.
similar
8-armed cross
M
15.*
similar
Coarse chequer
M
iv. Late-sixteenth-century derivative tokens
The various forms of 'cross and pellets within circles' designs seen on this group of tokens move another stage
further away from earlier prototypes encountered on silver coinage and towards the 'cross and pellets' designs
commonly encountered on the prolific later stock design tokens of the 'eighteenth-century' series. 41
16.*
Long cross with inner and outer circles:
plain
M
annulet in each marginal segment
17.*
Long cross with inner circle only: pellet
plain
M
in each marginal segment
18.
similar: radial rays in each segment
plain
M
19.*
similar: hearts in angles; pellets in
Long cross with inner and outer circles:
M
margin
lines in marginal segments
Later derivatives: probably seventeenth century
20.
Wheel design comprising inner and outer
Letter T
M
circles with rays between. Central boss
21.
similar: slightly more evolved design
Letters T I (T with horizontal bar)
M
b) Kent
Little can be said about these two tokens. They were among a group recovered from rural fields and are thus
41
For some examples of typical 'eighteenth-century'
tokens see M. Dean, 'Lead tokens from the river Thames at
Windsor and Wallingford', NC (1977), 137-47: M. M.

Archibald, 'A hoard of lead tokens from Evesham', CH 5
(1979), hoard no. 306, pp. 113-115.
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unstratified. The first specimen has the thin fabric associated with medieval tokens found in London and the
second specimen has the rather more dumpy form associated with London tokens made during the decades
before and after 1600. The designs are traditional. A few other pre-Restoration tokens have been found in
Kent, but these are mainly of seventeenth-century form.
23.
Shield design
Chequer
M
24.*
Shield with 2 void chevrons
Expanding void cross.
M
Analysis of provincial tokens of the Elizabethan period:
Type
1.

3.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
23.
24.

Diameter
mm
24
26
18
17'/2
18

Condition

Design
Axes

Tin (%)

Lead (%)

Provenance

G
D
G
G
H

-

0

100

0

100

1.60
4.00
2.43
9.00
2.35
2.81
3.15
3.45

19
18
19
26
18
15
17
18

H
H
W
W
G
W
G
G

0
12.1

100
87.9

2.55
3.82
4.40
4.50
5.30
1.88
3.80
7.83
4.70
10.00
8.38
9.72
1.04
2.85

20
19
19
22
21
14
20
22
20
22
27
26
16
18

G
G
G
D
W
W
G
G
G
G
G
G
W
G

0

100

SE
SE
SE
SE
Bury St
Edmunds
SE
Suffolk
Suffolk
SE
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Saint
Albans
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Billingsgate
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
SE
Suffolk
Suffolk
Kent
Kent

Weight
gm
5.25
2.20
2.47
2.05
1.80

. Late mitre issues (types 1-5)
'Groat'
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (both):
'Hair
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):
ii. Degenerate mitre issues (types 6-10)
'Groat'
Weight:
Diameter:
Weight (good condition):
'Half
Diameter (good condition):
iii. Crown issues (types 11-15)
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):
iv. Derivative issues (types 16-19)
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):
Metal:
(all types: n = 5)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

mean
mean
mean

5.25 gm
25 mm
2.26 gm
17.75 mm

(n = 1)
(n = 2)
(SD 0.3: n = 2)
(n = 2)

mean
mean

9.00 gm
26 mm
2.88 gm
18.25 mm

(N = 1)
(n = 1)
(SD 0.5: n = 4)
(SD 1.3: n = 4)

mean
mean

4.11 gm
19 mm

(SD 0.4: n = 2)
(n = 2)

mean
6.58 gm
(SD 2.9: n = 4)
mean
21.0 mm
(SD 1.2: n = 4)
Lead (sometimes with low tin from re-cycled scrap)

S) SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY TOKENS, c. 1600/15 to 1672
(Plates 16-21)
In 1615 it was again found necessary to forbid circulation of the old (leaden) farthing tokens by proclamation
in order to promote his majesty's copper issues. 42 In an ensuing proclamation of 17 March 1617 it was stated
that divers chandlers, etc.; had, since the publishing of the last ordinance, not only made, used, and uttered
their unlawful tokens, but had also pretended to be overcharged with his majesty's farthing tokens. 43 The
prohibition of the use of all other tokens (except those copper farthings of royal authorisation) was again
12

Ruding I, 371.

43

Ruding, p. 371.
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repeated in James I's grant of patent to Lennox in 1622.'" On 30 May 1625 Charles I issued a proclamation
prohibiting the use of any farthing tokens, except such as had heretofore been made by authority of the late
king. 45 Later proclamations made during the reign of Charles I were more specifically aimed at outlawing
forgeries of the royal copper farthing tokens. However, dated leaden tokens spanning the period from the
1620s to the 1660s provide ample testimony of their persistence. Latterly the leaden tokens were in use
alongside the large numbers of private and civic copper and brass tokens issued during the period 1648 to 1672.
Brass tokens4" came to an end when Charles II condemned private tokens in 1672, but leaden tokens were only
induced to change their form.
A characteristic feature on many tokens is the group of three initial letters that forms a commonly
encountered design. Comparison with tokens bearing inscriptions shows that the top letter is the initial letter of
the surname, the lower left hand letter is the initial letter of the husband's first name. The lower right hand
letter is understood to be the initial letter of the wife's first name. Thus the triplet 'A above B-C' should be
understood as referring to Mr B(ernard) A(ndrews) and his consort Mrs C(hristina) A(ndrews). 47
Classification:

When classifying a substantial body of material it is necessary to work towards some basic
concept that is both functional and interpretative. Cursory observation shows that some
tokens bear the initials of the issuer as their principal design, whereas the majority of tokens
show an emblem of some sort - both forms were issued in parallel, as attested by dated
specimens.
Subsections a and b in the classification adopted here comprise the tokens bearing only
initials as their principal design. Among these primacy has been given to dated tokens (a).
Among tokens bearing emblems it has again been considered appropriate to give prime
place to those issues which are dated. These appear in subsection c, irrespective of whether
the emblems are guild arms, vocational designs or tavern signs. In the following subsections
we have attempted to interpret the meanings of some emblems encountered on the undated
tokens. Those tokens which bear the coat of arms of a merchant guild (d), or its close
derivative, generally present few problems. So far as subgroups e and f-g are concerned we
have attempted to discriminate between vocational emblems (e) on the one hand, and tavern
signs (f-g) on the other. In some cases it appears quite clear that the emblem on the token
illustrated the trade of the issuer, just as other emblems indicated a tavern. But, in many
cases the interpretation of the emblem must currently remain a matter of judgement - and
our judgements are not dogmatic. The aim has been to exemplify the diversity of the field
and to proffer some interpretations.

a) Dated tokens bearing letters only
Date across field - 1613
00.
Letters: C below A B
1.
Date across field - 1624
Letters: G above S I
2.
Date across field -1629
plain
Date in letters: DC above M above XL (= Letters: I H (or Hi)
3.
1640: Roman form)
4.
Date across field - 1641
Letters: S above G C above I
Date across field - (1)643
Letters: s above D I
5.
Date across field - 1644 ('6' reversed)
Monogram reading T F
6.
7.
Letter 'M' above date - 1644
Letters: P P
Date in two lines - 16 above 48
Letters: I B
8.
Date in two lines - 16 above 50
Letters: B B with dot above and
9.
below
Letters: E B
10.
Date in two lines - 16 above 50
11.
Letters: H above w s
Date in two lines - 16 above 50
Letters: w above E A
12.*
Date in two lines - 16 above 52
Letters: A above 1 K
13.*
Date across field - 1653 line above and
below date
Letters: S above S S, three clots in
14.
Date in two lines - 16 above 54
field
15.
Date in two lines - 16 above 55
Letters: H above B F, three dots in
field
44

Snelling, p. 8. 4 5 Ruding, p. 381.
Discussed at length by G. C. Williamson, Trade tokens
issued in the seventeenth century in England, Wales and
Ireland (1889-91), reprint in 3 vols, (London, 1967). See
also G. C. Boon, Welsh tokens of the seventeenth century
(Cardiff, 1973).
46

M
CY.l fig 1
CY.2 fig. 2
CY.3 fig. 3
CY.5
M
CY.6 fig 4
M
CY.9 fig 6
M
CY.10
M
M
Mx2
M
M

47
This three letter arrangement is commonly encountered
on tokens catalogued here. In the case of several tokens with
mid-century designs (section i infra) the christian name and
surname of the issuer (husband: not wife) arc additionally
written in full in the margin. This is commonly seen on brass
issues, for which see Williamson.

ENGLISH TOKENS, c. 1425 TO 1672
16.
17.
18.*

Date in two lines - 16 above 56
Date in two lines - 16 above 56
Date in two lines - 16 above 56

19.

Date in two lines - 16 above 59

Letters:
Letters:
Letters:
field
Letters:
field
Letters:
Letters:

A P, dot above and below

125
M

M above T A, four dots in

CY.12
M

p above w s, three dots in

M, CY.13

20.
Letters 'w R' with date below - 1662
D above I I
21.
Date in two lines - 16 below 64
M above T A
b) Tokens bearing letters only
22.
Letter - B
plain
23.
Letters - B A, line above
plain
24.*
Letters - I c, dots above and below
plain
25.
Letters - T C (reversed)
plain
26.
Letters - h e , plant decoration
plain
27.
Letters - H I
plain
28.
Letters - E I
plain
29.*
Letters - R K, pellet above and below
plain
30.
Letters - I M, beaded circle around
plain
31.*
Letters - I R
plain
32.*
Letters - G S, dot above and below
plain
33.*
Letters - G S, three dots above and below;plain
beaded circle around
34.
Letters - H v, three dots above and below;plain
beaded circle around
plain
35.
Letters - B below I M, in double circle
36.*
Letters - s above I S, dots in field; beaded plain
circle around
37.
Letter - B, accosted by dots
Letter -- F, dot in front
Letter - C, linear circle around
Letter -- R, accosted by dots; in
38.*
linear circle
Letter - A, in linear circle
39.*
Letters - T c, dot above and below;
in linear circle
40.
Letter - D

CY.16 fig.8
M

41.
42.
43.*
44.*

Letter - M
Letter - w, plant decor.; beaded circle
Letters - LS (retrograde)
Letters - B above I E, plant decoration;
beaded circle around
Letters - R above I A, linear circle

G above F A

Letters - R C
Letters - i c
Letters - ST, linear circle
Letters - CF (retrograde)
Rev. as obverse

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
Vorley 9
M
M
Vorley 10
TR 110
M
M
M

M
Letters - R above I A (no circle
around)
c) Dated tokens bearing Guild arms or other emblems
1638
M
Date across field
46.
Crowned portcullis, no border
1639 (39 retrograde
M
Date across field
47.*
Portcullis, no border
(71637)
48.
Portcullis, no border
Vorley 4
Date across field - 1639
Date across field - 1641
49.
Portcullis, no border
CY.4
Letter 'K' above date - A 1640, beaded
50.
Bird right, beaded border
M
border
51.
Man standing on crescent moon
Date across field - 1640
Vorley 3
The 'Man in the moon' was a London tavern sign from the early seventeenth century onwards. The
moon is always depicted as a crescent and the man is often shown as a full standing figure (L
10274-285)48
52.
Date - 16-44 - accosting is monogram
Eagle displayed
CY.7
53.
Date - 16-46 - accosting Bell
Letters - I s
CY.8 fig 5
54.*
Shield of the joint Company of
Letters - P above T E, beaded border
M
Woodmongers and Carmen: above 1648,
beaded border
The companies were joined from 1605 until 1668. The arms were - Sword entiled with ducal coronet,
between two flanches charged with faggot bundles proper.4''

45.*

4S

Lillywhite.

4

'' Bromley and Child.
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55.*

Unicorn walking left, rose above;
Letters - c above R E, floral spray
M
legend: crescent RALPH.CORLE. 1650
Various taverns were named 'Unicorn', e.g. the 'Unicorn and flower' against the Savoy in the Strand
(L. 15617).

56.

IVGGLER, A d o g , 1651

CAG

R S no. 804

57.
58.*

Date - 16—51 - accosting seated dog
Letters - G above C M
CY.ll
Shield of the Salters' Company, no
Date - 16-56 - accosting complex
M
border
monogram
The Company arms were - Chevron between three covered salts: shedding salt.
59.
59 below, FB accosting Wheatsheaf
plain
CY.14
60.
Date - 16-62 - accosting Sugar Loaf
Letters - B above F A
CY.15 fig.7
61.
uncertain (?animal); dots in
field
63 above letters TH, dots in field (1663)
M
62.
6-4 accosting Sugar Loaf (1664)
Letters - R B, linear border
M
d) Tokens bearing Guild Arms
Although Guild Arms were probably used on most occasions to indicate the vocation of the issuing merchant
and to indicate his membership of the advertised guild, it should be noted that Guild Arms were also sometimes
used as tavern signs from the seventeenth century onwards.
Clothworkers
63.*
Shield
64.
Shield
Grocers
65.
Shield
Haberdashers
66.*
Shield

of the Clothworkers, line border
of the Clothworkers

Letters - E above I A, line border
Letters - G above p E

M
CY. fig. 13

of the Grocers

Monogram reading - s 1

CY. fig. 15

of the Haberdashers, bead borders Letters - B above w E, dots in
bead border

Innholders
67.*
Shield of the Innholders, bead border
68.

Shield of the Innholders

Merchant Taylors
69.*
Arms of Merchant Taylors, no border
70.
Arms of Merchant Taylors
Tallow Chandlers
71.*
Shield of Tallow Chandlers, bead b.
72.

Shield of Tallow Chandlers

73.

Shield of Tallow Chandlers

Letters - L C, dot above and below, no
border
CHRISTOPHER FLOWER, around Lis

field,

M
Mx2

CY. fig. 12;
Vorley 1

Letters - H above E E, 3 dots in
line border
Letters - H above w E

field,

Letters - s s, field ornaments, bead
border
Letters - w R, 3 dots above and below,
bead border

M(=Vorley 5)

Letters - D above E M, bead border

M

CY. fig. 14

M
M

Weavers
74.
Shield of the Weavers, bead border
Letters - S above W I, no border
M
75.
Shield of the Weavers
uncertain letters
CY. fig.16
Uncertain
76.*
Shield bearing 5 lions left, bead border.
Letters - 0 above i E, crescents in
field,
M
The attribution of this shield is
bead border
uncertain.
77.
Uncertain armorial shields
varied letters
Mx3
The signatures are: 'H above I s'; 'B above I M' and 'uncertain above R M'.
e) Tokens bearing Guild Emblems and some specific trade signs
Rather than showing the complete armorial shield of the Guild, many tokens bear an easily recognisable (to
contemporary eyes) emblem of the Guild or craft, an emblem that normally forms an important part of the
Guild Arms.
Apothecaries
78.*
Apollo standing with bow and arrow
Letters - w above i E
M
79.*
Apollo standing with arrow only
Letters - I above PM
M
The Apothecaries' arms were - Apollo, the inventor of physic, proper with his head radiant, holding in
his left hand a bow and in his right hand an arrow, supplanting a serpent.
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Armourers
80.*
Tilting helmet left, beaded border

Letters - w above
M
R E, 4 stars in field,
beaded border
The Armourers' arms were - On a chevron tournament gauntlet between two pairs of crossed swords:
on a chief a plate between two helmets.

Barbers
81.*
Fleam, no border
plain reverse
M
The Barbers' and Surgeons' arms were - Quarterly, chevron between three fleams, the second quarter
per pale a double rose crowned on a spatter, third quarter as second, fourth as first: overall on a cross a
lion passant guardant. The Barbers and Surgeons had been united by Act of Parliament in 1540. The
fleam (an instrument for lancing) was the barbers' emblem and the crowned rose on a splatter that of
the surgeons.
Candlemaker
82.
Stick of candles above crescent moon
Letters - T V (or T w)
CY. fig.21
This is a vocational design. Candlemaking was practised under the auspices of two Guild Companies,
the Company of Tallow Chandlers and the Company of Wax Chandlers.
Clothworkers
83.*
A fuller's teasel
Letters - R I
M
The Clothworkers' Company had been formed in 1528 by amalgamation of the fullers and the
Shearmen. The teasel cob was emblem of the Fullers. The Clothworkers' arms were - Chevron ermine
between in chief two havettes and in base a teasel cob (vide supra, token bearing complete shield).
Coopers
84.*
Broad annulet
Letters - s above CS, 3 dots in
field
M
The Coopers' arms were - A gyronny of eight pieces: on a chevron between three annulets, a royne
between two broad adzes; on a chief three lilies. The broad annulet, symbolising the iron hoop binding
the casks, was the vocational emblem of the coopers.
Dyers
85.
Grain tree with berries
plain reverse
M
The Dyers' arms were - Chevron between three bags of madder corded. The crest was - On wreath a
grain tree. The grain tree was used as an emblem on seals of the Dyers' Company. 5 " The actual 'grain'
from which scarlet dye is made is really a form of female louse that attaches itself to such trees as holly
and oak.
Farriers
86.
Horseshoe
Letters - E G
CY. fig.22
87.
Horseshoe
Letters - R G
M
88.*
Horseshoe
Letters - G T
M
The Farriers' arms were - Three horseshoes
Feltmakers
89.
Hand
Three uncertain letters
CY. fig.20
The Feltmakers' arms were - A dexter hand appaume between two hat-bands nowed: in chief a hat. CY
identified this design as being the vocational sign of a glovemaker; a vocation that was among those
pursued by members of the Feltmakers' Company. Glove-making was also practised by the Glovers'
Company, a separate body whose arms were - On a field of six pieces three rams salient.
Fishmongers
90.
Crossed keys
Trident
M
91.*
Crossed keys
plain
M
The Fishmongers' arms were - Three dolphins naiant embowed crowned between two pairs of
stockfishes in saltire crowned: on a chief three pairs of keys of St Peter in saltire. The Fishmongers'
Company was formed by union of the Pessoners (Fishmongers: emblem - dolphins, bowed) and
Stockfishmongers (dried fish: emblem - fish, straight) in 1512. From the medieval period onwards
fishmongers were often referred to as 'Petermen'. The 'crossed keys' was also used as a tavern sign (L.
5277-5329), but in the case of at least the first of these tokens the association of crossed keys with a
trident suggests that the issuer was a 'Peterman'.
Founders
92.*
Founder lifting artefact from furnace
Letters - L above T S
M
93.
similar
Letters - T (?) above s (?) A
CY. fig. 17
This is a vocational design not related to the Company arms of either the Founders or the Blacksmiths.
CY identified the craftsman as a blacksmith, rather than a founder. The Founders' arms were - A
511

For instance, Endrci and Egan.
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laverpot between two taper candlesticks - and the crest was - On a wreath a fiery furnace from which a
melting pot is being lifted by a pair of tongs held by two arms emerging from clouds. The Blacksmiths'
arms were - A chevron between three hammers, handled and crowned - and the crest was - A phoenix.
Goldsmiths or Bakers
94.
Scales held by hand from above
Letters - H A, tree between
M
The Goldsmiths' arms were - Quarterly: in the first and fourth a leopard's head, in the second and third
a covered cup between two buckles - and the crest was - On a wreath a demi-virgin arms extended,
holding in dexter hand a balance, and in sinister a touchstone. The Bakers' arms were - Three garbs: on
a chief barry wavy two anchors: over all issuant from a cloud radiated a cubit arm, the hand holding a
balance.
Gunsmith and ammunition maker
95.*
Powder
flask
Letters - H above I F(?)
M
Until the Company of Gunmakers was formed in 1637/8 persons involved in making guns and
ammunition were enrolled in either the Armourers' Company or the Blacksmiths' Company. The
Gunmakers' arms were - Two guns in saltire between in chief a monogram formed by the letters GP (i.e.
Gun proof) and in base the letter V (i.e. Viewed), both crowned: dexter a powder barrel, sinister three
bullets. The powder flask on this token is a vocational sign, rather than an emblem extracted from the
arms of the Company.
Innholders
96.*
Oatsheaf; accosted by pellets
Letters - w L
M
97.
Oatsheaf
Letters - I above I R
M
98.
Two oatsheaves
Letters - E above R s
CY. fig. 18
99.*
Star: 8 rays alternately straight and
Letters - 1 A, dots above and below
M
curved
100.* Star: similar but 16 rays
Letters - T G, ornaments in
field
M
The Innholders' arms were - Chevron between three oatsheaves (usually with St Julian's cross in chief,
or impaled) - and the crest was - On a wreath a star appearing out of a cloud. In the case of a sheaf one
should also consider the Bakers' and the Brewers' Companies. The Bakers' arms were - Three garbs:
on a chief barry wavy two anchors: overall issuant from a cloud radiated a cubit arm, the hand holding a
balance. The Brewers' arms were - On a chevron between six barley sheaves in saltire, three kilderkins.
Loriners
101.* Boss with central and peripheral roundels Letters - I G, dot above and below
102.* Horse-bit
Letters - C above RE
(the horse-bit on the token is simpler than the manage-bit on the arms)
The Loriners' arms were - On a chevron between three manage-bits, as many bosses

M
M

Masons
103.* Castle-gate between two towers
Letters - I T
M
104.
similar
Letter - C
M
The Masons' arms were - On a chevron between three castles, a pair of compasses - and the crest was On a wreath a castle.
Pewterers
105.
Tin strake
Letters - B above I E
M
The Pewterers' arms were - On a chevron between three strakes (strake: a form of grid-shaped ingot),
as many roses stalked, budded and leaved. The Girdlers' arms were - On a field of six pieces three
gridirons (the gridiron of St Lawrence, company patron: alias, the girdle [i.e. griddle] of the girdlers).
Plumbers
106.* Sounding lead (i.e. plumbing weight)
Letters - A K, dot above and below
M
107.
similar
Letters - F s, ornamented
field
M
The Plumbers' arms were - Chevron between in chief a Jacob's staff fessewise between Two Sounding
Leads, and in base a water-level: on the chevron two soldering irons in saltire between a cutting-knife
dexter and a shaver sinister.
Skinners
108.* Marten right, three ermine caps above

Letters - s above D M, ornamented

M

field

The Skinners' arms were - Ermine: on a chief three ermine caps tasselled and enfiled with crowns - and
the crest was - On a wreath a lynx statant. The supporters are - dexter a lynx proper; sinister a marten.
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Spectacle makers
109.* Sun in splendour within annulet
Letters - i p
Mx2
(12 rays, alternately straight and wavy)
The Spectacle-makers' arms were - A chevron between three pairs of nose-spectacles - and the crest
was - On a wreath two arms, the hands holding a sun in splendour within an annulet. The token depicts
the crest emblem of the Company (as distinct from the sun by itself, which was used otherwise). The
Company of Spectacle-makers was incorporated by charter in 1629.
Surgeons
110.
Crowned rose
Letters - s above E M
CY. fig.24
The Company of Barbers and Surgeons bore the arms - Quarterly, chevron between three fleams, the
second quarter per pale double rose crowned on a spatter, third quarter as second, fourth as first: over
all on a cross a lion passant guardant. The fleam was the Barbers' emblem and the crowned rose on a
spatula was the emblem of the Surgeons.
Tailor
111.
Clothshears
Letters - E above N F
CY. fig.19
The clothshears also appear on a token catalogued above in the Elizabethan section. The sign appears
to have been used as the vocational emblem of a tailor, or a clothmaker, rather than as a symbol
extracted from the arms of a Guild Company. The clothshears occasionally appear as a tavern sign (L.
13183-196).
Tavern keeper
112.* Goblet (left) and flask (right)
plain
M
This appropriate emblem of a tavern keeper has a vocational significance without specifying any
particular tavern. The design was to remain popular on the generally larger tokens of the 'eighteenthcentury' series.
Tylers and Bricklayers
113.* 'Brush' (i.e. bundle of laths)
Letters - I above R s
M
The Tylers and Bricklayers' arms were - Chevron with in chief Lis between two brick-axes and in base a
'brush'. The 'brush' is a bundle of the laths used by tylers.
Vintners
114.* Three wine tuns
Letters - A P
115.* similar
Letters - R F, line above
The Vintners' arms were - Chevron between three tuns.

M
M

Wheelwrights
116.
Axe
Uncertain letters
117.* Axe
Letters - i w
118.* Wheel with six spokes
Letters - I P, within a circle
119.
Wheel with four spokes
Letter - A
The Wheelrights' arms were - Chevron between three wheels: on a chief an axe fessewise.

M
M
M
M

f) Tokens bearing compound Tavern (or Trade) signs
120.
121.*
122.*
123.
124.
125.*
126.*
127.*
128.

Three nuns (standing facing)
Three nags heads (left; rosettes in field)

plain
(L. 14947-59)
M
letters - M above T M, field ornaments
M
(L. 14939-40)
St George and dragon (left)
Letters - MB, field ornaments
M; CY. fig.26;
RS no. 805
similar
letters-SMK
(L. 6896-7077)
RS no.806
St Michael
plain
(L. 12983)
M
Two angels (face to face)
Letters - H above WE
M
Whereas the Angel was a popular sign from the medieval period onwards (L. 2249-2359), there is no
record of the Two Angels as a sign.
Lamb and flag (Agnus Dei right)
Letters - T C, dots above and below
Mx2
The Agnus Dei sign appears both as the 'Lamb and Flag' (L. 9879-9883) and as the 'Holy Lamb' (L.
8809-10, 9823, 9862, 9865).
Fox and ball
Letters - N above w S, field ornaments
Mx2
The fox is seated left and has a bushy tail, the ball is behind with the word FOX above. There is no
record of the 'Fox and Ball' sign, the nearest being the 'Dog and Ball' (L. 5856) in Fetter Lane.
Bull and horseshoe (right)
Letters - R above i i
M
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129.*

130.

131.
132.*

133.*

134.

135.*

Stag's head and lead
Letters - E above G E, 3 dots in
field
M
The plumbing weight is shown between the antlers of the facing stag's head. There is no record of a sign
fitting this image.
Crown and anchor
Letters - R G, plant ornamentation
M
Crown entiled on anchor shaft. This sign was popular in London from the mid-seventeenth century, but
most examples (L. 5553-5585) are later than the present class of token. The Anchor and Crown (L.
2215-2223) was another sign in use at the same period.
Crown and anchor
Letters - T above E P
M
A crowned anchor; another version of the same sign.
Key and horseshoe
Letters - G above R B
M
The Key and Horseshoe is not recorded as a sign. There is one example of the Key and Half Moon (L.
9273), but the symbol on this token is clearly a horseshoe and not a crescent moon.
Half moon and cross
Letters - l A
M
A Latin Cross above a crescent moon. The Half Moon (L. 8249-8299) and the 'Half Moon and Seven
Stars' (L. 8306-8316) were popular tavern signs, particularly during the seventeenth century. They
were also used as trade signs, notably by candle-makers and textile merchants. The 'Half Moon and
Cross' is a combination that does not appear to have been recorded.
Three tobacco pipes
plain
M
Three tobacco pipes, one above another, centre pipe left and others right.
Three tobacco pipes
plain
M
Similar, but with centre pipe right and the others left. The Three Tobacco Pipes sign (L. 15099-15106)
was popular during the seventeenth century, sometimes as a tavern sign and at other times as the sign of
a pipe-maker. The Two Tobacco Pipes (L. 15551), the Tobacco Pipe (L. 15247) and the Three Pipes (L.
15006) signs were less commonly used.

g) Tokens bearing simple tavern or commercial signs
136.
Green man (bearded, naked to right) Letter - H
M
137.
similar
Half moon and seven stars (4 visible)
M
(L. 7926-90, 8306-16)
138.* Angel
Letters - TP, field ornamented
M
The Angel is depicted standing facing, winged and holding an olive branch.
139.
Angel (similar facing right)
Letters - w above w A
Mx2
140.
similar
L e t t e r s - O above (?) H (L. 2249-2359)
M
141.
Bust of Charles I: C R
Letters - I E R
RS no.803
The King's Head (L. 9562-9776) was a popular tavern sign from the early seventeenth century. The
King's Arms (L. 9330-9541) only became popular after the Restoration. Only a minority of signs
actually named individual kings.
142.* Bishop's head
Letters-1A
(L. 3062-70)
M
143.* Hand in hand (clasped hands)
Letters - A above R G
(L. 8402-08)
Mx3
144.
similar
Letters - H above T E
M
145.* Heart, with six dots around
Letters - H above I M, 3 dots in
field
M
(L. 8674-79)
146.
similar
Letters - H above G A, 3 dots in
field
M
147.
Crown (arcaded)
L e t t e r s - H above T A
(L. 5344-50)
M
148.
Crown (different style)
Letters - H above S A
M
149.* similar
Letters - F D, dot above and below
M;CY. fig.27
150.
Mitre
Letters-EK
(L. 10498-10543)
RS no.808
151.* Hart (standing left: with antlers)
Letters - M above E E , 3 dots in
field
M
(L. 8581-8603)
152.* Deer (walking left, no antlers)
Letters - I N
M
153.* similar
Letters - H above p v
M
This animal was depicted as the Red Deer (L. 12092-093); the simple Deer sign not being recorded.
154.* Ram (left)
Letters - L above T M, dots in
field
M
155.
Ram (right; different style)
Letters - P above W S
(L. 11983-99)
M; CY. fig.23
156.
Lamb (left)
L e t t e r s - RW, dot above and below (L.
M
9818-70)
157.
Bear (left)
Letters - 1 above I N
(L. 2691-2728,
M
3128-33, 15979-16032)
158.* Unicorn (left)
Letters - E above P E, 3 dots in
field
M; RS no.800
(L. 15567-15614)
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159.*
160.*
161.*
162.

Lion (heraldic formalisation; left)
similar (right)
Lion (forepart left)
Lion (forepart left)

Letters - C G, dot above and below
Letters - X w
Letters - RS, ornamented field
Letters - G w
(L. 9977-10026,
16367-16465, 7608-7665)
163.
Boar's head
Letters - R L
(L. 3770-3804)
164.* Swan (left)
Letters - A G
165.
Swan (right)
Letter - H
166.* similar
Letters - T above NI
(L. 14206-14337,
16480-16549, 3476-3504)
167.* Cock (right: probably a gamecock)
Letters s A
168.* Cock (right: a farmyard cock)
Letters-IB
(L. 4857-4971)
169.
Hen (left)
Letters - F above KR, 3 dots in field
(L. 8709-3977)
170.
Bird left
Monogram reading - S A
Spread-eagle (2 headed displayed
171.
Letters - L above C E, 3 dots in field
eagle)
(L. 13599-13638, 3465-74)
172.
Wyvern (right)
Letters-FR
(L. 16706-08)
173.* Rose (double rose)
Letters - s above o A, dots in field
174.
similar
Letters - R H
175.
similar
Letters - i w M
(L. 12491-12584, 7690, 12332-12335, 16476-16479)
176.
Fleur de Lis
Letters-PI (I barred)
(L. 6549-89)
177.* Half moon (crescent moon)
Letters - R above I A, ornamented field
(L. 8249-99)
178.* Ship (tall masts, complex rigging)
Letters - w above T A, ornamented
field
179.
Ship
Letters - 1 above (?)-G
(L. 1321013365)
180.
Bell (heraldic church bell)
Letters - MB, ornamented field
181.
similar
Letters - w c, ornamented field
182.
similar
Letters - w I, plain field
183.* similar (bell solid, as previous tokens) Letters - E p, ornate field
184.* similar (bell void)
Letters - E P, ornate field
(L. 2793-2933, 3613-3628, 3135-3137, 7379-7380, 16034-16035
185.* shovel
Letter-M
(L. 13458-13467)
186.* Purse (pouch with a tie)
Letters - F above E I
187.
similar
Letters - T A
188.
Letters - T above uncertain letters
similar
(L. 11742-46)
189.
Sugar loaf
Letters - 1 R
(L. 13882-13967,
15543-15548)
190.* Two sugar loaves
Letters - TP, ornate field
191.* Anchor
Letters-RP
(L. 2154-2205)
192.
similar
Letters - PH
Letter - w
193.
similar
194.* similar
Letters - P above G D
Letters - M above R E, 3 dots in field
195.
similar
Letters - I R, dots in field
196.* Complex cross design
197.
uncertain design
Letters - B above E-(?)
Letters - w D
198.
Geometric design
Letters - P above I E
199.
uncertain design

M
Mx2
M
M
RS no.807
M
M
M
M
M
M
CY. fig.33
M
CY. fig.28
M
RS no.795a
RS no.795b
M
Mx2
M
CY. fig.25
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
Mx2
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

h) Tokens bearing emblems with letters beside
These are unusual tokens which are not typically of London provenance.
200.*
201.*
202.*
203.*

Bust left; letter A behind
Hart left; letters I F above
Swan left; letters R F beside
Eagle displayed (one head); G-M
accosting

Letters radially around field - A-B-S
plain
plain
Crowned lion rampant; 'G-M' accosting

M
M
M
M
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204.*
205.

Wheatsheaf; G-B accosting
Wheatsheaf; G-B accosting

i) Tokens with mid-seventeenth-century

Letters - G B
Letters - L above M G

M
Vorley 6

designs

These are leaden tokens whose designs resemble those designs used on mid-century copper and brass tokens,
tokens.
206. Battersea
Obv.
Rev.

207.

RS no.802

Bell Alley, Houndsditch
Obv.
Rev.

208.

STEVEN THECKSON a r o u n d S.G.T
LYON IN BATTERSEA a r o u n d l i o n r a m p a n t
IN BELL ALLY IN HOVN a r o u n d W.R.I
DLCH IN A CELLAR a r o u n d c h e e s e - k n i f e

RSno.799

Bride Lane (the Chained Bear)
Obv.
EDWARD BOX AT THE around Bear, chained
Rev.

IN BRIDE LANE a r o u n d E R ( ? s h o u l d b e E B )

RS no.794

209.* Fetter Lane, off Fleet Street (the Woolsack)
Obv.
Rev.

I C above a woolsack
IN /FETTER / L A N E / A T

M

The Woolsack/Woolpack was a popular tavern sign (L. 16648-16684) from the seventeenth century
onwards, but it has not been recorded previously from Fetter Lane.
210.* Fetter Lane (the Chequer-board)
Obv.
Chequer board in a circle
Rev.

211.

Obv.
Rev.

212.

213.
214.

C Y . 4; R S n o . 7 9 6

RICHAD SMITH IN a r o u n d l e t t e r s - s a b o v e R i

M

ROBART GOODSPEED a r o u n d ' C o o k s C o m p a n y
IN PVDDIN LANE a r o u n d C r o s s

arms'
RSno.801

The Cooks' Company arms were Three Columbine Flowers (L. p. 123)
St Martins Lane
Obv.
R-N accosting king (half length facing) with sceptre
Rev.

217.

IOHN ROWTHE a r o u n d a R o s e
IN FOSTER LANE a r o u n d I R

Pudding Lane
Obv.
Rev.

216.

M

(RS cited 'Hosier lane')
Newgate
Obv.
E. SWAN WiT(h)lN I s around Swan right
Rev.
NEWGATE INN around enthroned king
Vorley 2
New—
Obv.
—EN. IN. NEW around uncertain design
Rev.
HAM above Pig left
M
New H..
Obv.
IN NEW H - around uncertain three line legend (3rd line perhaps - 1670)
Rev.

215.

IN /FETTER /LANE

The Chequer tavern sign (L. 4594-4630) has been used from the late medieval period onwards, but has
also not been recorded previously from Fetter Lane.
Foster Lane

Savoy
Obv.
Rev.

IN ST. / MARTINS / LANE

Letters - M above T R
SAVOY

218.

Swithins lane

219.

Rev.
Letters-IMG
The Chequer (?)

220.

Rev.
The Hind (?)

Obv.

Obv.

Obv.

CY. 6fig.ll

IN SWITHINS LANE a r o u n d

C Y . 2 fig. 10
Lion

RS no.798

DAVID IAMESON a r o u n d l e t t e r s - i a b o v e D K

Chequered lozenge

CY. 5

A. HAVD. MORGAN HIND

Rev.
Hind (or doe)
221.* The Leopard's Head
Obv.
FRAN: GOWDAMIN around facing leopard Head (L. 9965-9970)
Rev.
Letters-FG, 3 dots above and below

RSno.793

M
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222.

The Old Rose
Obv.

THE OLD ROSE a r o u n d R o s e

Rev.
Letters-TIM
223.* The Spury Cock (i.e. Gamecock)
Obv.

224.

YE. SPVRY. COKE a r o u n d C o c k left

Rev.
L e t t e r s - S above E A, dots around
M
Three seventeenth-century Gamecock signs (L. 6851-6853) have been recorded, but no Cockspur or
Spury Cock signs.
The Steppes
Obv.

THE STEPPES a r o u n d flight of t h r e e steps

Rev.
225.* Uncertain
Obv.

226.

RSno.797

Letters - w above IM
ENRICO. SVM

Rev.
Uncertain
Obv.
Rev.

DIT

M

a r o u n d b e a r d e d bust right, w e a r i n g h a t

around Tree accosted by letters - E-S

RICHD(?) / ALLON
-/-/LANE

M

CY. 8

For further discussion and a few further leaden pieces see T. Snelling, A view of the copper coin and coinage of
England (London, 1766) and G.C. Williamson, Trade tokens issued in the seventeenth century in England,
Wales and Ireland (London, 1889-1891). In the London appendix Williamson (1967 reprint vol. 2, pp. 802-803)
listed four tokens as being made of pewter:
No. 1 Edward Burford near ye 3 Cranes (bird and tree) [Three Cranes Wharf is near Queenhithe]
No. 2 Coates and Biddle at 3 Cranes (cock above shield)
No. 6 Chapter Coffee House (mitre and stars in field)
No. 8 Thomas Harman at the Chequer Inn, Dowgate (chequers)
In his Museum of London Catalogue, Roach Smith listed two tokens of larger size which are likely to have been
issued later in the seventeenth centuey than the period presently under discussion:
Prince of Wales feather p E (Prince Edward) -1, w. upon flower pot
RS no.809
'Miller & Spotswood the Golden Pippin Tree in Queene Street' - Apple tree
RS no.810
j) Hebrew

tokens

Two specimens, one among those catalogued below and one in another private collection, 51 are known to have
been recovered recently from the river Thames in London. The other tokens catalogued below were recovered
in the nineteenth century and have no recorded provenance. 52 It may also be remarked that a small number of
textile seals, which also appear to be of seventeenth-century date, bear Hebrew inscriptions. There does not
appear to be any further clue to the identities of the persons who made and used these Hebrew tokens and
seals.
227.* Obv.
around upper margin three characters ( R B A : reading right to left)
around lower margin three characters (Q Q D)
small symbol at centre
Rev.
as obverse
Mx3
228.
Same inscriptions: different symbol on obverse: character reverse centre - K or p
M
The meaning of the inscriptions remains unclear.
k) Ecclesiastical tokens (communion tokens)
The great majority of attributed communion tokens date from the end of the seventeenth century, though the
practice of making such tokens is well documented from the time of Elizabeth I. 5 3
Actual tokens bearing an appropriate religious design enabling attribution to such ecclesiastical usage during
the first three-quarters of the seventeenth century are rarely encountered. Three are catalogued here.
229.* Word - M A T with line above
Word - M A R with line above
M
The two evangelists Matthew and Mark.
230.* Word - I H S (I barred, S reversed)
Contraction - A D
M
Jesus and Anno Domini.
231.

51

MARY. MOORE. 1651 a r o u n d EXON

DRINK, YEE. ALL. OF. THIS a r o u n d C u p

W.134

Mr. A. Pilsen.
53
For instance, a series of seventeenth-century records
A nineteenth-century collection formed of material
mainly from south-eastern England: the same collection (1632 to 1687) from the parish account book of St. Peter's of
('SE') that has provided numerous other tokens catalogued Mancroft. Norwich, citcd by J. Y. Akerman, 'Leaden
tokens found in London', NC (1845-46), 116-17.
in this paper.
52
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Williamson (1889-1891) Devonshire no. 134: a farthing size token in lead referring to the Church of
St Mary Major at Exeter.
1) Brothel token
Brothel tokens are encountered, in small numbers, from the thirteenth century. 54 The present specimen is
catalogued adjacent to the Church tokens in order to illustrate by way of contrast the wide range of everyday
activities that were subserved by the use of leaden tokens.
232.* Male genital organs
plain reverse
M
Analysis of seventeenth-century tokens:
Type
5.
7.
9.
11.
12.
13.

Weight
gm
2.30
2.47
2.10
0.92
1.83
2.29
2.00

14.
15.
16.
18.
19.
21.

1.92
1.50
2.79
2.00
1.19
2.36

22,
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
38.
39.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
50.
54.
55.
58.
61.
62.
63.
66.
67.

1.55
3.75
1.70
1.23
6.09
2.07
2.95
1.93
2.08
2.25
1.99
2.20
1.05
1.62
2.75
1.06
1.30
2.52
1.70
3.50
2.30
2.28
4.15
3.30
2.56
1.66
2.30
1.10
1.65
1.95
3.18
1.79
1.69
2.50
1.75
2.55

69.
71.
72.
54

Diameter
mm
13
14
14
121/2
13 '/>
14
14
131/2

13
15
13'/2

121/2
14
15
14
14
13
17
13

Condition

Design Axes Tin(%)

Lead(%)

W
W
G
G
G

12
12
12
12
12
6
6

0
20.0
0
100
0
82.9
84.0

100
80.0
100
0
100
17.1
16.0

G
W
W
G
G
G

12
12
12
12
12
12

0
0
0
0

100
100
100
100

27.0

73.0

87.0
24.0

12.0
76.0

0

100

0
38.7
100
41.2

100
61.3
0
58.8

0
0
0
0
0
100
0

100
100
100
100
100
0
100

w
w

G

-

w

-

16
16
15
15
11
14
13
14
13
12
12
15
15
16
20
17
14
15
16
13
14

G
G
G
G
W
G
W
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
W
W
W
G
G
D
D
W

141/2

w

14
13

G
G
G
G
G
W

151/2

131/2

121/2
141/2

131/2

14

See the first part of this study in BNJ 53.

Other(%)

-

12
12
12
12
12
6
12
6
12
12
12
12
-

9
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Cu 2, Fe 0

Provenance
SE
SE
SE
Billingsgate
City Bank
City Bank
London
Bridge
City Bank
SE
SE
Vintry
Putney
Winchester
Wharf
City Bank
Billingsgate
SE
SE
City Bank
Kent
City Bank
City Bank
Billingsgate
Queenhithe
City Bank
Norfolk
City Bank
City Bank
Queenhithe
Billingsgate
City Bank
Queenhithe
City Bank
Southwark
Southwark
SE
SE
SE
City Bank
Billingsgate
SE
SE
City Bank
SE
City Bank
Billingsgate
Billingsgate
City Bank
Putney Bridge
SE
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Type
73.
74.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
83.
84.
85.
87.
88.
90.
91.
92.
94.
95.
96.
97.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.

Weight
gm
2.53
1.85
3.35
2.68
2.85
2.20
1.77
3.20
2.80
1.03
2.42
2.20
2.65
2.17
1.70
2.50
3.58

Diameter
mm
14
15
13
14
14'/2
13'/2

13
15
20
12
14
13
14
13
13
16
15

Condition
W
W
W
W
W
W
G
G
D
D
W
G
W
D
W
D
W

14
13
14
13
13
14

G
W
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
W
W
G
G
G
G
G
G

Design
Axes
12
12
12

12
12
12
12
12

3.08
1.60
1.38
2.25
1.81
2.00
2.27
2.33
3.40
4.09
2.15

14
11
12

G
G
W
G
G
W
W
G
G
W
G

6
12

126.

128.
129.
130.
131.

1.95
1.98
2.20
2.04
2.17
1.42
2.20
1.82

13
13
15
15
12
14
14

132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.

2.14
2.19
2.03
1.85
3.13
4.17

15
14
16
14
16
15

13'/2

H

'o

100

-

114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
124.
125.

G
W
G
W
W

43.0

9
12
2

12

127.

57.0

-

G

W
G

0

12
-

15

14
13
14
13
15
16
13

100

-

1.42

13'/2

75.8
68.0
100

12
12
11

113.

13'/2

24.2
32.0
0

other (%)

-

112.

12'/2

Lead (%)

-

2.02
2.17
3.22
2.00
1.00
2.27
1.22
2.30
1.92
1.00
1.57
2.70
2.36
1.98
3.45
1.84
1.78
1.88

14
15
14
13
12
13
13
13
12
14

Tin (%)

Cu 2, Fe 0

-

12
12
-

7
12
12
12
-

-

-

3
-

39.0

-

6
12
12
12
12
10
12
12
12
12
6

G
G
G
G
W

-

w

-

-

12

City Bank
Billingsgate
City Bank
SE
SE
SE
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
SE
City Bank
City Bank
SE
SE
SE
Southwark
Cheyne Walk
Chelsea
Steelyard
Billingsgate
SE
Billingsgate
City Bank
SE
Queenhithe
SE
Billingsgate
Billingsgate
City Bank
SE
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
Queenhithe
Cheyne Walk
Chelsea
London
Bridge
City Bank
Queenhithe
City Bank
City Bank
Southwark
Citv Bank

SE'

-

12
12

Provenance

0

61.0

Cu tr.

(probably brass)
100

51.7
57.0

48.3
43.0

59.0

41.0

Cu tr.

Queenhithe
Billingsgate
SE
Winchester
Wharf
SE
Isle of Dogs
SE
City Bank
SE
Queenhithe
SE
Cheyne Walk
Chelsea
Queenhithe
SE
SE
SE
SE
Southwark
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Type
138.
139.
140.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
171.
173.
176.
177.
178.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.

Condition

Weight
gm
3.03
2.72
2.88
1.45
1.90
1.88
1.65
1.70
2.17
2.55
1.68
2.42
1.15
1.75
1.88
1.30
1.59
1.37
2.50
2.35
1.55
3.98
1.78
1.76
1.50
2.10
2.25
1.85
1.36
2.20
2.51
1.22
1.92
2.20
1.73
1.45

Diameter
mm
14'/2
16
16
14
11Vi
15
15
15
14
14
15
14
13
15
13
13'/2
14
13
15
13
12 l /i
18
12
13
13
15
12
12
12
13
14'/i
13
14
16
13
14

G
W
W
W
G
G
G/W
W
W
G
D
W
w
G
G
G
G
G
w
w
w
G
G
W
W
W
G
G
H
G
G
G
H
H
G
G

2.50
2.42
2.65
3.20
1.25
1.25
1.53
1.05
2.38
1.95
135
2.27
1.78
1.90
1.95
1.12
1.88
3.18
2.47
2.23
2.60
1.72
2.62
2.67
1.85
2.15
2.19
2.72
1.35

14
14
14
14
13
12
12%
12
12
12
13
15
12
13
12
14
14
15
15'/z
14
15
13
15
13
12
11'/2
14
15
12

G
H
G
W
G
w
G
D
W
G
W
w
w
G
w
G
H
W
G
W
G
W
G
W
W
G
G
G
G

Design
Axes
12
12
12
6
6
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12
6
12
12
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Tin (%)

Lead (%)

90.0
66.0
52.6

10.0
34.0
47.4

65.0

35.0

71.0

29.0

19.3
19.0

80.7
81.0

70.0
46.0

30.0
54.0

0
90.0

100
10.0

-

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
9
6
6
9
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
9
12
-

12
12

other (%)

Provenance

City Bank
SE
SE
SE
City Bank
Cu 1, Fe 0 Southwark
SE
Oueenhithe
City Bank
SE
Vintry
SE
SE
City Bank
Billingsgate
City Bank
Queenhithe
City Bank
SE
Queenhithe
Billingsgate
Billingsgate
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
SE
Putney
Billingsgate
City Bank
City Bank
Billingsgate
SE
SE
Cheyne Walk
Chelsea
Southwark
SE
Queenhithe
City Bank
SE
City Bank
Southwark
SE
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
Queenhithe
Queenhithe
Queenhithe
City Bank
City Bank
Chiswick
SE
City Bank
SE
SE
City Bank
SE
Putney
SE
SE
Cu 2.3, Fe 0 Norfolk
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Type
209.
210.
213.
214.
221.
223.
224.
225.
227.

228.
229.
230.
232.

Weight
gm
1.59
2.90
2.45
2.52
1.17
1.92
2.00
1.76
3.85
3.00
3.11
3.82
6.69
9.00
1.75

Diameter
mm
11'/2
14
15 Vi
15
12'/2
13
13
17
16
15
16
16
22
22
15

Condition
W
W
W
W
G/W
G/W
W
W
G
G
G/W
G
G
G
G

Design
Axes
9
12

Tin (%)

Lead (%)

other (%)

Provenance
SE
SE
Billingsgate
SE
Putney
SE
Putney
City Bank
SE
SE
Queenhithe
SE
SE
SE
City Bank

-

1
12
12
12
3
6
6
6
6
6
12
-

Tokens of standard size (types 1-225)
Weight
Diameter
(1-21)
(22-45)
(46-62)
(63-77)
(78-119)
(120-135)
(136-199)
(200-205)
(206-226)

Metal:

(good condition):
(all):
(good condition):
(all):
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):
Weight (good condition):
(all):
Diameter (good condition):
(all):
19 tokens
25 tokens
4 tokens

mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
Lead
Pewter
Tin

'

2.07 gm
2.15 gm
13.67 mm
13.87mm
1.94 gm
13.57 mm
2.16 gm
13.92 mm
2.11 gm
14.5 mm
2.18 gm
13.50 mm
2.07 gm
13.35 mm
2.15 gm
14.15 gm
2.02 gm
13.72 gm
2.10 gm
13.13 mm
1.55 gm
2.04 gm
12.75 mm
13.94 mm
(40%)
(52%)

(8%)

(SD 0.72:
(SD 0.72:
(SD 1.22:
(SD 1.42:
(SD 0.38:
(SD 0.53:
(SD 1.16:
(SD 1.52:
(SD 0.64:
(n = 2)
(SD 0.65:
(SD 0.79:
(SD 0.67:
(SD 0.99:
(SD 0.50:
(SD 1.06:
(SD 0.63:
(SD 1.38:
(SD 0.56:
(SD 1.65:
(SD 0.53:
(SD 0.56:
(n = 2)
(SD 1.80:

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

=

n

=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

100)
183)
100)
183)
7)
7)
18)
18)
2)
5)
5)
23)
23)
10)
10)
29)
29)
4)
4)
2)
8)
8)

(tin content variable:
(3 tokens
tin 87+%
1-216%)
(one with 2% Cu)

have Cu

The four tokens containing Copper have no iron (i.e. made of tin-copper/tin-lead-copper pewter). Tokens bearing dates
and guild shields were fairly extensively analysed as a class and give a reasonable estimate of the incidence of
tin-containing tokens: Lead (16 = 59%), Pewter (8 = 30%), Tin (3 = 11%). Mould duplicate tokens with similar
compositions are types 13, 127, 177; with different compositions type 143.
Most tokens with a significant tin content are smaller (and neater) than the mean. The majority of larger than usual
tokens are made of lead and these wear more quickly than specimens with a significant tin content. The anomaly may
account for observation that the mean weight and the mean diameter of all tokens, both good and worn, is slightly greater
than the mean values for tokens in good condition.
Design axes: there is a definite preference for parallel (12) design axes
Hebrew tokens (types 227-228)
Weight
(good condition):
Diameter
(good condition):

T)

mean
mean

3.45 gm
15.75 mm

(SD 0.45: n = 4)
(SD 0.50: n = 4)

PROVINCIAL TOKENS OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
(plate 21)

This title is slightly misleading since a number of tokens catalogued in the previous section were found in the
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provinces. The major portion of tokens catalogued in sub-sections a to i of the previous section were found in
and around London and the other tokens catalogued under those sub-section headings belonged in type and
fabric to the same general series. One is left with the general impression that a fairly consistent form of token
was being used, not only in London, but also through a substantial tract of the Home Counties extending from
East Anglia to Kent. In some parts of the provinces tokens were being made that did not conform to the
general pattern of the London series. The ecclesiastical tokens catalogued in sub-section k of the previous
section are a case in point. The first two tokens (nos. 229-230) are larger than issues characteristic of London
and, from the context of the collection in which they appeared, they may well have originated from East
Anglia.
In the present section consideration has been restricted to a small group of unusual tokens that mainly
originate in the provinces and are often of larger size than those used in London. Turning one's mind back to
tokens of the Elizabethan period, it will be recalled that a substantial cross-section of provincial tokens from
that period were also larger in size than contemporary tokens used in London.
i. Inscribed or dated issues of larger size
1.

Downham in Norfolk, 1652
Obv.

DOWNHAM 1652 a r o u n d letters - H I

Rev.
2.* Dated 1647
Obv.
Rev.
3. Southfleet in Kent

Heart and crossed arrows

M

Monogram reading - A A
Date in two l i n e s - 1 6 above 4 7

M

Obv.

IOHN GARLAND AT SOUTHFLEET KENT across field

Rev.

Catherine wheel

RS no.812

ii. Inscribed or dated issues of small size
4.
5.

Obv.

WILL / IAM / BAILY

Rev.

OF/RICH/MOND/1651(?1)

Obv.

JOHN. CHILD. HIS. HALFE. PENNY

CY. 1 fig.9

Rev.
IN. NEWPORT, 1667 around Roll of tobacco and two pipes
W. Buckinghamshire 96
A few further provincial leaden tokens of characteristic mid-seventeenth-century type occur in Williamson's
catalogue.
Analysis of Provincial seventeenth-century tokens:
Type
1.
2.

Weight
gm
7.OS
3.25

Diameter
mm
21'/2
17

Condition

Design Axes

Tin(%)

Lead(%)

Provenance

G/W
G

6
6

0
100

100
0

Norfolk
City Bank

U)

THE THIRD QUARTER OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
(Plates 21-22)
During the third quarter of this century there was a tendency for some tokens to increase slightly in their
average size and for their execution to become less refined, possibly reflecting an extension to the range of
persons engaged in the manufacture and use of tokens. Fine small leaden tokens of the traditional personalised
mercantile-tavern type were still being made during the 1660s, as attested by the dates on some of them. In like
manner one can also say that larger size tokens of good execution were being made in the Home Counties by
the mid-seventeenth century, as attested by the dates (1647, 1652). To complete the third part of this
chronological triangle one may mention the 'stock tokens' of 'eighteenth-century' type that were to dominate
the scene during the period from about 1675 until the beginning of the nineteenth century. Use of these tokens
was well established during the 1670s and 1680s as attested by dated specimens belonging to the class - the
earliest bearing the date 1674.55
In some respects the transition in the form of tokens hinges around Charles II's prohibition of private tokens
in 1672. The typical seventeenth-century tokens are small specimens bearing on their reverse the initials of the
merchant or tavern-keeper by whom they were commissioned and often showing the emblem of his trade or
tavern on the obverse. By way of contrast the typical eighteenth-century token has normally lost this personal
touch. 56 It tends to be larger in size, normally bears a 'stock design' on the obverse and commonly has a blank
55
Mitchiner. See also Mitchiner and Skinner, 'Contemporary forgeries of late seventeenth century English tin
coins'.
5I
' There are about eighty dated tokens of this 'eighteenth-

century' series in the author's (MBM) collection. Their dates
range from 1674 to 1819. For published examples of this
class of token see the two papers cited above by Dean and
Archibald.
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reverse (only a minority bear dates or initials). In effect, Charles II's prohibition of tokens inhibited the
manufacture of personal tokens and in a reflex manner stimulated the production of stock tokens bearing
impersonal designs.
The tokens catalogued under the present heading form a coherent group that shows some increase in size
accompanied by artistic deterioration, but the tokens still retain personal initials as the normal reverse design.
The overall designs remain characteristic of the mid-seventeenth century and this is the stratigraphic context
from which several of the London specimens have been recovered.
a) Personal issues bearing pictorial designs.
1.*
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.*
7.*

Radiate sunface
Letters - T G
M
Horseman right
Void cross; dots in angles
M
Rider on ?elephant
Letters - R I
M
Fox right with bushy tail
Letters - w L
M
similar
Letter - w
M
Bird right, dotted border
Letters - B D
M
Bird standing right, olive branch in
plain
M
beak 57
8.*
Simple heart
plain
M
9.*
Heart and crossed arrows
Letters - i K
M
10.
similar
plain
M
11.*
Crown and crossed sceptres
Letters - w G
M
This sign was used by a number of taverns and merchants (L. 5651-5669), mainly from the Restoration
(1660) onwards.
12.
Church bell
plain
M
13.*
Farm gate (five barred)
Letters - p s
M
14.*
Plant sprouting from ground
plain
M
15.*
Formal fleur de lis
plain
M
16.*
similar; slightly cruder
Letters - I L (i with bar across)
M
17.*
Spearhead
plain
M
18.*
Anchor (without chain)
Letters - T B, star above and below
M
19.
Chequer
letter — At
M
20.*
Eight-arm cross in circle
Letters - I S
M
Token No. 7 was recovered in a cache of eighteenth-century tokens from a disused well on the Isle of Dogs
(1982), one token was dated 1733, but the present specimen has an earlier form.
b) Personal issues bearing initials only
21.
22.*
23.
24.*
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.*
30.
31.*
32.
33.
34.*
35.*
36.
37.
38.
39.

Letter - A
Letters - A H
Letters - I D (neat)
Letters - I D (formalised)
Monogram reading - A D
Letter - D
Letters - E G
Letters - F G
Letter - H, in a circle
Monogram reading - C H
Letter - I
Letters - R i
Letter - M
Letters - Ms
Letters - C N
Letter - R (reversed)
Monogram reading - v L
Letter - w
"
Letter - w

plain
Letters - T C
plain
plain
plain
Letter - E
plain
plain
plain
plain
Letter - H
plain
plain
Letter - C
plain
plain
Letter - w
Letter - G
plain

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

57
This token, recovered from a well dated context (in a which appears to be a specimen of the present period
disused well) on the Isle of Dogs in 1982, should be linked intrusive into an earlier stratum (i.e. not an early token).
with token no. TR. 106 from the Trig Lane excavations
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U) THE THIRD QUARTER OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY (CONT.)

40.
41.

Letters - G B, line above and below
Letters - E I

plain
plain

M
M

c) Impersonal issues bearing stock designs
Larger tokens
42.*
Cross in circle, ray border
Cross in double circle
M
43.*
Lozengy
field
Chequered
field
M
These are all traditional designs 58 with pedigrees going back several centuries. In less detailed form these
designs were to persist on the 'eighteenth-century' series of stock design tokens - those later derivatives
normally bearing a design of this nature on one face only. The present tokens are both from seventeenthcentury Thames-side strata.
Normal size
44.*
Cross in circle
45.
Eight-rayed wheel design
46.
Straight void cross
47.*
Six-foil (void)
48.*
similar
49.*
Five-foil (void)
50.
similar
Finely chequered field
51.*

Chequered field
Criss-cross lines
Coarse chequer
Chequered field (fine chequer)
Chequered field (coarse chequer)
Chequered field (coarse chequer)
Tobacco pipe and leaf
Coarsely chequered field

M
Mx2 var
M
Mx3
Mx5
Mx3
M
M

d) Large size impersonal tokens
Large size tokens date from mid-seventeenth century onwards and most are of eighteenth-century date. The
token catalogued here is from a seventeenth-century Thames-side context.
52.*

Cock standing right

plain

M

Analysis of tokens characteristic of the third quarter of the seventeenth century:
Type
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
58

Weight
gm
2.80
3.88
3.72
5.50
1.60
2.22
2.73
2.90
3.05
1.95
1.75
3.79
2.08
1.29
1.60
5.45
2.75
4.25
2.32
2.54
4.08
4.55
3.05
2.37
2.04
3.00
3.37
2.87

Diameter
mm
17
16
17
17
17
16
15
16
16
16
19
18
16
16
15
16
14
16
16
16
17'/2
17
16'/2
15
16
17
16
15

Condition

Design Axes

Provenance

G
G
W
W
W
G
G
G
G
W
G
G
D
G
G
W
G
G
W
G
W
G
G
G
W
G
G
W

12
12
12
12
10
6

Billingsgate
SE
SE
SE
SE
Steelyard
Isle of Dogs
City Bank
Billingsgate
SE
Putney
SE
Queenhithe
Billingsgate
SE
City Bank
Billingsgate
Southwark
Billingsgate
City Bank
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
Queenhithe
City Bank

-

10
-

12
-

6
-

10
-

12
-

12
-

6
-

The designs on no. 43 occur not infrequently on
thirteenth-century pewter tokens of the Main Pictorial
(Winctavcrn) series (see BNJ 53) and subsequently. The
cross in circle varieties first occur on tokens whose designs

are based on medieval silver coins, particularly London
(Early Tudor series: groat types) and Provincial (Boy Bishop
types) tokens from the end of the fifteenth century onwards.
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Type
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

49.
50.
51.
52.

Diameter
mm
18
15
15
16
15
15'/2
16
19
18
13'/2
14
13
13
24
25
14
12
12"/2
13
17
16
15
14
16
14
18
15
14
15
12
14
17
34

Weight
gm
3.49
3.40
4.58
3.98
2.15
4.16
2.80
3.49
2.91
3.89
6.70
1.70
0.70
5.15
8.40
2.68
2.45
1.60
1.91
3.39
3.46
1.78
1.06
2.95
2.83
2.81
2.71
2.03
2.83
2.00
1.53
3.25
20.55

Condition
G
W
W
W
G
G
G
W
G
W
w
w
w
G
G
G
G
W
w
G
w
w
G
w
w
G
G
G
G
G
w
G
G

Design
Axes
-

12
-

-

6
-

6
6
-

_
-

-

Provenance
Cheyne Walk Chelsea
City Bank
City Bank
City Bank
SE
SE
SE
Southwark
SE
SE
Billingsgate
SE
Kent
Steelyard
Winchester Wharf
SE
Southwark
City Bank
SE'
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
Queenhithe
Billingsgate

Inspection suggests that all tokens are m a d e of virtually pure lead: none have been
(good condition):
(all):
(good condition):
(all):
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):

mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean

2.93 gm
3.11 gm
16.26 mm
16.00 mm
2.73 gm
16.15 mm
3.19 gm
16.40 mm

(SD
(SD
(SD
(SD
(SD
(SD
(SD
(SD

c) Tokens bearing stock designs
(42-43)
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):
(44-51)
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):
(52)
Weight (good condition):
Diameter (good condition):

mean
mean
mean
mean
mean
mean

6.78
24.50
2.52
14.80
20.55
34

(SD 2.30: n = 2)
(n = 2)
(SD 0.68: n = 10)
(SD 2.04: n = 10)
(n = 1)
(n = 1)

Weight
Diameter
(1-20)
(21-41)

Note
CY. p. 5 no. 3
Du Ouesne Bird

gm
mm
gm
mm
gm
mm

0.84:
1.22:
1.19:
1.40:
0.89:
1.28:
0.74:
1.10:

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

23)
41)
23)
41)
B)
13)
10)
10)

This is part of a textile seal from Kidderminster, not a token.
The tokens ascribed a medieval date (NCirc 1969, and 1972) appear to have been made later than the
Reformation, and probably also later than the Restoration: thus falling outside the scope of the
present paper.
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PLATE
Late Plantagenet

tokens

(Illustrated

X2)
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PLATE 2
Late Plantagenet tokens (cont.)

(Illustrated

2)
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PLATE
Late Plantagenet tokens (cont.)

(Illustrated

2)
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PLATE 4
'Cross and Pellets' tokens

(Illustrated

x2)
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E N G L I S H T O K E N S , c. 1425 T O 1672

PLATE
'Cross and Pellets' tokens

(cont.)

(Illustrated x2)
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PLATE
Early T u d o r

tokens

(Illustrated

x2)
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E N G L I S H T O K E N S , c. 1425 T O 1672

PLATE
Early T u d o r tokens (cont.)

(Illustrated

x2)
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PLATE
Early T u d o r tokens (cont.)

(Illustrated

x2)
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E N G L I S H T O K E N S , c. 1425 T O 1672

PLATE
Early T u d o r tokens (cont.)

(Illustrated

x2)

E N G L I S H T O K E N S , c. 1425 T O 1672

P L A T E 10
Early T u d o r tokens (cont.)

Provincial tokens of the
Early Tudor period
(Illustrated

x2)
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E N G L I S H T O K E N S , c. 1425 T O 1672

PLATE

11

Provincial tokens of the Early Tudor period (.cont.)

(Illustrated x 2 )
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P L A T E 12
Elizabethan tokens

(Illustrated x2)
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P L A T E 13
Elizabethan tokens (cont.)

(Illustrated x2)
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PLATE 1
Elizabethan tokens (cont.)

Provincial tokens of
the Elizabethan period

(Illustrated

x2)
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E N G L I S H T O K E N S , c. 1425 T O 1672

PLATE 1
Provincial tokens of the Elizabethan period (cont.)

(Illustrated x2)
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P L A T E 16
Seventeenth-century tokens

(Illustrated

x2)
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E N G L I S H T O K E N S , c. 1425 T O 1672

PLATE

17

Seventeenth-century tokens (cont.)

(Illustrated x 2 )
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E N G L I S H T O K E N S , c. 1425 T O 1672

P L A T E 18
Seventeenth-century tokens (cont.)
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(Illustrated
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E N G L I S H T O K E N S , c. 1425 T O 1672

P L A T E 19
S e v e n t e e n t h - c e n t u r y t o k e n s (cont.)

(Illustrated x 2 )

E N G L I S H T O K E N S , c. 1425 T O 1672

P L A T E 20
Seventeenth-century tokens

(cont.

(Illustrated

x2)
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ENGLISH TOKENS, c. 1425 TO 1672

PLATE 21
Seventeenth-century tokens (cont.)

Tokens of c. 1650-75

.

Provincial tokens of the seventeenth century

ENGLISH TOKENS, c. 1425 TO 1672

PLATE 22
Tokens of c. 1650-75

(Illustrated x2)
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THE TOWER COINS OF CHARLES I
B.R. OSBORNE

THE coins of Charles I probably form the most complex series in the whole of British
numismatics. Since Hawkins's pioneering attempt to bring shape and order to the series a
number of distinguished numismatists have suggested fresh classifications, each one
expanding our knowledge and offering us the means whereby we may incorporate the ever
growing number of varieties into a coherent and unified pattern of types. It has been
stimulating and fruitful work and in offering my own contribution to the discussion I wish
to acknowledge my own indebtedness to my predecessors. 1
Successful classification depends on two things: an attention to detail, and an
understanding of when differences in detail become significant. The two things go
together, and so obvious has it become to me in the course of my researches, that there is
so much of the detail of Charles I's coinage which has not yet been sufficiently clearly
spelled out, that I have become convinced that there is room for a fresh survey. Only when
we have put together as many as possible of the details may we be really sure whether what
we see before us is part of a pattern, and so of use to us in formulating an overall
classification, or simply an aberration which we may safely ignore.
Any attempt to examine a coinage in as much detail as possible is obviously beset by two
problems. To begin with, we must recognize that what may be visible on rare or perfect
specimens may well be, and often is, invisible on the general run of pieces. And, secondly,
it is apparent that, since the bulk of the material lies scattered in private hands, no one
researcher, be he never so diligent, may ever pretend to have the totality of detailed
evidence at his disposal. For all this, I believe the approach to be helpful and I intend to
examine the Tower coins of Charles I, excluding the angels, in this way.
Because changes in obverse and reverse do not always coincide, I shall treat the two
sides of a coin separately, paying attention on the obverse to the portrait, the punctuation,
and the inscription, and on the reverse to the shield, the crown (on unites), the plumes (on
Welsh silver), and the harp. 2
The Obverse. Throughout, I employ a uniform system of numbering and also a novel
method of indicating the reading of the legend; these may be explained as follows:
Portrait. As the charts show, the obverse portraits fall nicely into families, the equestrian
portraits having up to four individuals in each, the busts up to five. Thus, in order to
identify each portrait, I give the four even numbers - 2 , 4 , 6 and 8 - to the former, and
the odd numbers - 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 - to the busts, preceded by the family number.
Legend. This always starts CAROLVS D G and then follows an abbreviation of MAGNAE
BRITANNIAE FRANCIAE ET HIBERNIAE. Luckily, each word is always abbreviated
from the rear, so that five figures, giving the number of letters in each, tell us the
inscription, and the presence or absence of a dot after ET can be indicated. Thus,
1
G.R. Francis, 'Silver coins of the Tower mint of Charles
F. BNJ 12 (1916), 181-94; 13 (1917), 75-94; 14 (1918),
57-85; 15 (1919-20), 79-116. H.A. Seaby, 'Notes on English
Silver Coins, 1066-1648', SCMB (1948). FI. Schneider, 'The
Tower Gold of Charles I', BNJ 28 (1955-57), 330-85; 29
(1958-59), 101-28. F.R. Cooper, 'Silver crowns of the
Tower mint of Charles 1', BNJ 37 (1969), 110-37. M.B.,
'The Tower shillings of Charles I and their influence on the

Aberystwyth Issue', BNJ 47 (1977), 102-13.
2
In 1954 I gave a paper to the British Numismatic Society
advocating the separate classification of obverse and reverse
and it is the classification which I advanced then which is
described here. Dr Kent adopted a simplified form of the
numerical method of indicating the obverse inscription, with
kind acknowledgement, in BNJ 28 (1956), 420.
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MAG:BRIT:FRAN:ET.HIB becomes :3442.3; or, again, MA!BRI!FR!ET HI becomes
12322—2. The absence of . or - after ET means that one cannot determine if the dot was
originally there. This system is convenient, requires no memory (unlike the numbered
variants used by Francis) and ensures that variants stand out when scanning a list.
Mint mark and Punctuation. These I have always transcribed exactly as they appear and,
allowing M for mint mark, a typical reading might be .M.: or .M-! (-standing, as
explained above, for an illegible or missing piece of punctuation).
Putting the various ingredients of my description of the obverse of a coin together, they
would give a reading as follows:
04.4 (the portrait). M. (the mint mark), (punctuation) 3322.2 (the legend)
The Reverse. The reverse reading of a coin is always indicated by the symbol /. After
this, in order, come numbers for the shield, the crown (on unites), the plumes (on Welsh
silver), and the harp.
The reverse legend usually has no complications, but on the first reverses in the silver
with the cross fleury CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO is divided in differing ways, and here is also
the reason why the mint-mark should not be called the initial-mark as it is sometimes on
the left of the fleur, which would seem to be at the end of the legend. In this case starting
from the top fleur the number of letters is again used, thus
CHRIS / TO AVS / PICE R / EGNO .M. becomes 52-34—14- .M.
.M. CHRI / STO.AV / SPICE / REGNO becomes . M - 43.255-

Provenances. Where possible reference is given to a specimen which is either held in a
public museum or illustrated in a printed publication. In all other cases, denoted by a
number, the reference is to a negative held by the author of coins which over many years
have been examined and photographed.
[Editorial Note. This paper has been published with the assistance of a generous grant
from the author, which the Society gratefully acknowledges.]
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THE OBVERSE. THE EQUESTRIAN PORTRAITS ON THE CROWNS AND HALF-CROWNS
4.

In the style of the previous reign, a flat 'cardboard cut-out' figure, mediaeval in style.

King

in ruff and armour

Crown

central cross and two pellets

Sword

raised to strike, hilt slightly 'S' shaped

Body

stiff, front of body and lower leg vertical

Hands

Sword

Horse

plumes on head and crupper; no spike on chanfron — if chanfron exists; rectangular panel
behind king's leg; panel of crupper flat, almost bell shaped, with a crowned rose; seven loops
on rein; two straps to saddle cloth

Rein

tfp

Varieties of 4 found in the half-crowns m.m.lis, distinguished by the position of the rear foot of the horse and
the end of the tail

U

53

4.2

Horse's tail within inner circle, rear hoof well on
groundline, and over 'G' of MAG. (reads HIB)
.M. 04.2 .3322.3/38 22 61.43.14 _M_ Ashmolean Museum.
Another specimen, recorded by Francis as being in the BM,
was not seen in 1954.

4.4

Horse's tail cuts inner circle, rear hoof just on groundline
and over 'M' of MAG (reads HI)
,M. 04.4 .3322.2/36 25 52.34.14 _M. Neg. 217, A.Bp. Sharp
54,Neg. 1328;/38 25_M_43_255_218,FrancisI/l,Noble634,
Neg. 1326;/38 23_M_43_255_Lockett2274,Neg. 1327;/31 51
_M_ 43.255. Neg. 1329 /37 22 52.3414 ,M_ Neg. 1330.

4.6

Horse's tail cuts inner circle, rear hoof just touches
groundline and between 'M' and 'A' of MAG
.M. 04.6 .3322.2/35 23 52.34.14 .M. Neg. 221; /38 23
52.34.14 .M. Neg. 1331.

4.8

Horse's tail within inner circle, rear hoof clear of groundline
and over'M' of MAG, a fat'T' in ET and a narrow 'R' in REX
to compensate.
_M_04.8.3322_2/3121_M_43.255.Neg. 108;/33 23_M_43_255_
Neg. 219, 609; /37 22 52.34.14.M. Neg. 220, Lockett 3392,
Burstall260;/38 23_M_43_255_SpinkSept. 1967P1.II5919;
/34 23 _M_43-255-Neg. 1333; /37 22 52.34.14 ,M_ Neg. 1332.
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12 Elaborate new style, not so stiff or flat. (Crown)
King

in ruff and armour

Crown

central cross, no pellets but halves of front and back crosses shown

Sword

raised to strike, hilt straight

Body

more relaxed, slopes slightly backwards, lower leg forward, foot now forward of horse's
foreleg

Hands

Sword

Horse

plumes on head and crupper; clear chanfron with spike;
peytral cloth now sweeps round horse's chest; flanchard
instead of straps; reins and cloths have elaborate frills;
crupper cloth has scroll design

Rein

14 Using the horse's head as the essential criterion, three varities may be distinguished here; the first gives the
impression of a woolly lamb and is scarce, the second, the most common, has a very wooden 'rocking
horse' appearance the third is more fluid and leads naturally to type 16.

14.1

14.2

14.3
Within these three varieties of equistrian portrait 14, sub groups may be established amongst the half-crowns
on the basis of the differing positioning of the sword/crown and the horse's head and feet vis-a-vis the legend.
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THE OBVERSE. THE EQUESTRIAN PORTRAITS (CONT.)

%
14.11

-M. .3332.2 (first variety)
Neg. 226, Seaby (7655 PI. 18
Feb. 1963)

14.22

.M. -3222-2 (second variety)
Neg. 222, 224, 228, 500,
Glendining 10 Feb. 1965.

^Jk
14.24

.M. :3322-2
Neg. 223, Cross-on-Steps 1123.

14.26

.M. :3222:2
Neg. 225, 229, Seaby Y107 PI.6
Jan. 1965 (4797 PI. 80 Dec.
1966).

»

14.31

iM^O

/) O V,

-M. .3332.2 (third variety)
Neg. 227.
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Peculiar in that in good specimens the chanfron can be seen to be formed of riveted plates, and the horse's mouth has
teeth, neatly indicated. Alas the hand and arm holding the reins is similar to 14.2. The crupper cloth has a vertical
pattern, as opposed to the horizontal pattern of the 14s. The sword hand now has fingers, but the crown loses the lower
limb of the centre cross, which in consequence looks like a suspended bow tie.
A second variety (16.2 var.) is almost indistinguishable from the first:

16.11

(m.m. lis) Left side of crown in
line with right of 'x'. Crown and
sword pierce inner circle,
chanfron touches it. Forehoof
over right of 'B'; Hind forward of
'G'to colon. .M. 16.11:3222_2/38
25 _M_43255. Neg. 230, 501

16.12

(m.m. lis) Left side of crown in
line with right of 'x'. Crown and
sword pierce inner circle,
chanfron well inside. Forehoof
over colon between 'G' and 'B';
Hindover'c' ,M_16.12:3222_2/39
25 _M_ 43255_ Neg. 231, 677

16.14

(m.m. lis) Crown below and
overlapping right limb of 'X'.
Crown and sword pierce inner
circle, chanfron nearly touches
it. Hooves as 16.12
,M_ 16.14:3322_2/38 25 _M_ 43255_
Ncg. 233
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16.15

(m.m. lis) Crown and sword as
16.14. Groundline under horse.
Hooves over 'G'. Taken from old
rubbing of Mr Ashby's coin.

16.17

(m.m. lis) Crown below and
overlapping right limb of 'X',
arch of crown within and touching inner circle. Forehoof,
penetrating inner circle, is over
colon; rear between 'G' and
colon. 16.17 ,M_ :3222_2/39 25
_M_43255_ Neg. 232

16.19

(m.m. lis) Left side of crown in
line with right of 'x', whole
crown within inner circle,
inverted
semi-colon
stops.
Ground under horse. Forehoof
in line with right of 'B' rear over
•o\ 16.19 .M.!3222_2/3152_M_ 43
255_ Seaby 1960 PI. 42 7506

16.21

(m.m. cross on steps) Crown and
sword penetrate inner circle,
sword tip before ' c \ Chanfron
touches inner circle, points
to 'H\ Forefoot to right of 'B',
rear to colon after first 'G\
16.21 .M. :3222-2 Neg. 502

16.23

(m.m. cross on steps) Crown and
sword touch inner circle, sword
tip before 'c'. Chanfron within
inner circle, points to 'H',
forefoot penetrates inner circle
at colon before 'B', rear within,
to left of first 'G'.
16.23 .M. :3222-2 Neg. 234, 236,
101.

16.27

(m.m. cross on steps) Crown
touches inner circle below 'x\
sword penetrates before ' c \
Chanfron and rear hoof as 16.23,
forefoot within inner circle.
16.27 .M- :3222-2 Neg. 113, 235

16.31

(m.m. cross on steps) Crown and
sword penetrate inner circle,
sword tip between 'c' and 'A' but
double struck. Chanfron within
and points to centre of *H\ Forefoot points to T and rear to 'A'.
16.31 .M. :3332—2 Neg. 238

o
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16.41

(m.m. cross on steps) Crown and
sword penetrate, sword tip to
centre of 'A'. Chanfron points to
'i', forefoot penetrates at T\
rear is at second 'G'.
16.41 .M- :3432-3 Neg. 110

16.43

(m.m. cross on steps) Crown
within inner circle, sword tip
penetrates as 16.41. Chanfron
points to 'H\ forefoot to left of
'M, rear to left of 'R\
16.43 -M-: 3332.2 Neg. Ill

h°»o.

16.51

D

(m.m. cross on steps) Crown and
sword penetrate inner circle, tip
of sword to right of 'A'.
Chanfron within and points to
'I\ Forehoof to right of 'F\ rear
over second 'G'.
16.51 .ML :3332:2 Neg. 112

16.55

(m.m. cross on steps) Crown and
sword as 16.51. Chanfron not
clear but probably above '!'.
Forefoot to 'R\ rear to left of 'B'.
16.55 .M- :3332:2 Neg. 1279

16.57

(m.m. cross on steps) Crown just
penetrates below ' c \ Sword
points to *R\ chanfron to top of
'i'. Forehoof to 'F' rear to second
'G'.

16.57 -M-! 333212 Neg. 237

U

16.61

(m.m. negro head) Crown just
penetrates below 'x' and m.m.
sword penetrates to left of 'c'.
Chanfron points to 'H'. forehoof
to colon between 'G' and 'B',
rear to colon between 'G' and
'M'. Bad flaw through forefoot.
16.61 .M- :3222-3 Ryan, II,
1083, 1086; Lockett, II, 2280.

16.65

(m.m. negro head) Crown
within inner circle, below m.m.
from 'x' to ' c \ Sword penetrates
to right of 'C'. Chanfron as
16.61. Forehoof to 'R\ rear to
left of 'M\
16.65 .M-! 3322.3 Neg. 1354

I o
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16.67

(p/

>0

Vo '

(m.m. negro head) Crown
penetrates inner circle, between
m.m. and 'A'. Sword invisible
but would point to right of 'A',
chanfron points to 'H' but as
there is no 'B' the plumes come
up to ' r \ forehoof to T , rear to
'A'.

16.67 .M- :3332.2
II, 2277

Lockett,

16.72

(m.m. castle) Front of crown
points to right of left limb of 'x',
rear to left of 'C', crown
penetrates inner circle, sword to
left of 'C'. Spike on chanfron
points to right limb of 'H' forehoof to upright of 'R\ rear to
right of 'M'. 16.72 - M - 13222-3
Only known from a cast forgery
in Lingford collection - m.m.
castle. Neg. 1355

16.74

(m.m. castle) Front of crown
points to left of right limb of 'x',
rear to right of 'C'; crown is
within inner circle, sword to
right of 'c'. Chanfron and forehoof as above, but rear to left of
'M\

16.74 .M. !3322.3 BM and Lockett, 2278 (double struck)
16.76

(m.m. castle) Front of crown
points to centre of castle, rear to
right of 'C. Crown is within inner
circle, sword penetrates inner
circle to left limb of 'A'. Spike on
chanfron points to 'B', forehoof
to 'F\ rear over 'A' ('AG').
16.76 .M. :3222-3 Francis, PI. I
No. 5, Locketi, 3395

16.78

(m.m. castle) Crown roughly as
16.76, sword does not penetrate
circle and points slightly more to
the centre of 'A'. Spike on
chanfron points to T , forehoof
to tail of 'R', rear more to right
of 'A' ('MA').

16.78 .M- :3222-3 Francis, PI.I
No. 7, and BM
16.8

(m.m. first anchor) Front of
crown in line with left of m.m.
just penetrates inner circle.
Sword penetrates inner circic
points to 'A'. Spike on chanfron
points between'T' and 'H', forehoof to colon before 'MAG', rear
to colon after.
16.8 .M. :3222-2 SCMB 1967,
PI. 23 HI 117
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18 A rarity occuring only in m.m. first anchor, very crude, but in some ways neater work. Crown has pearls on arches,
crupper cloth has greatly simplified pattern. Horse has horrible saw-like teeth.

18

22

(m.m. first anchor) Front of
crown in line with right of m.m.
is within inner circle. Sword is
within circle, point below 'A'.
Spike on chanfron points to T.
Forehoof points to upright of
'R', rear to 'M'
18 .M. -3222-21 BM, Lockett
4161.

The Briot pattern dated 1628 which is the period of m.m. castle andfirst anchor, by a pure fluke there was a space in the
chart here, so it was inserted. The heavy bucolic figure echoes, while it does not resemble, 12 even in leaning back, it
faces right and would seem to have been the inspiration for one of the more Rabelaisian title page drawings of Punch.
24 The first of the real family follows it in the sloped sword and the absence of the crupper plumes, but otherwise the
antithesis of the Briot pattern: the well proportioned and almost delicate concept, and the very upright pose could have
been inspired by the monarch's reaction to the bucolic pattern. The attention to detail is remarkable, the hinges show on
the king's greaves, the spur is neatly shown, and the horse's mane can be seen spilling from the lower phrt of the crinet.
The border of peytral and crupper cloths is a neat wavy line interspersed with dots, the peytral cloth has a plain thistle,
the crupper cloth a crowned rose.
26 Slightly heavier figure for use on the crowns, still detailed work. The crown much heavier; delicate borders on cloths
removed and the thistle and crowned rose replaced by crosses. Runs for m.m. plumes, rose and harp on the crowns, does
not occur for m.m. portcullis when it is used on the half-crowns to help out a worn 28.
28 Smaller version for the half-crowns. Francis mentions it as 'small, squat horse and figure' as opposed to 'upstanding
horse and figure' for 26. but lumps them together with 24 as one type. The horse's second leg, from the left, is much
shorter than in 24 and 26. The arcon or pommel of the saddle and the thumb of the sword hand are shown as a hook. The
king's crown now has live elements with a strap to each, and the upper part of the cross-guard is missing. Runs for m.m.
plumes, rose and harp, also portcullis, where it is joined by 26 from the crowns. No mane shows from under the crinct of
26 or 28.
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32
34
36

38

The crown portrait which runs from m.m. portcullis to m.m. star turns up at Shrewsbury on the silver pounds and
half-pounds. The obvious distinction is its noticably greater size.
The first half-crown portrait which runs from m.m. bell and crown, chubby horse, with wear, king's hair and collar merge
to give an unfortunate 'balaclava' effect. Note king's sash and horse's rump and tail, both usually obvious.
Neat 'sketchy' portrait, king's beard not obvious, curious upright semicircle between king's foot and horse. Sash now
single. Horse has thin snout and the mane wears leaving a gap, rump and tail again characteristic with a curious break
effect halfway down tail. Runs m.m. crown and tun.
Inelegant far too detailed portrait, armour very obvious, single sash with centre line but a box end, king has square toe, a
clumsy scroll sword cross guard. Horses tail shoots straight out from body. Comes between 36 and 44 in m.m. tun, but is
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brought out again (see Burstal Lot 276) triangle/anchor possibly/tun on obverse, also one with anchor/tun obverse
anchor reverse. These pieces parallel the shillings noted by Raymond Carlyon-Britton and mentioned by Mr Sharp.3
This family would seem to be inspired by the 'Return to London' medal of 1633 though on the medal the horse is prancing
vigorously and the king holds a baton upright, his sword being sheathed. The medal leads in the absence of plumes and
barding, but curiously has the crowned rose painted or tattooed on the horse's rump which, as in 04 and 24, does not survive.

3

Type 38 comes between 36 and 44 in mm. tun, but is
brought out again in mm. triangle over anchor (possibly over
tun) Burstall Lot 276, also one with anchor over tun

obverse/anchor reverse. These pieces parallel the shillings
noted by Raymond Carlyon-Britton (NCirc 57 (1949) Col.
60) and mentioned by Mr Sharp.
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42

The Scottish Rebellion Medal, included because of its resemblance to 48, ought to occur between 44 and 46, and could
have inspired the greater vigour of 46 and the idea of ground under the horse. The same peculiar horse with heavy
brows, prominent eyes and nostrils, with flying mane and tangled tail is seen in 48, which also appears at Aberystwyth
and Shrewsbury. A remarkably similar style turns up later at the Truro mint, which is curious as the medal is attributed
to Simon.

This connection between the Tower and the western mints, can also be seen in harp 56, I mentioned this in 1954, but it was
contraverted by the expert on the western mints, who said that no Tower type had been found in the western products. 1 did
not realise, at the time, that he did not know that harp 56 - common on the western shields - existed at the Tower, where it is
a rarity. I only know of three coins, all half-crowns portrait 92, m.m. star
(1) 92 ..M- 13222.2/95 56 -:-M.7.7.5 Lockett V 4482 n/i PI. 136 R.l No. 6
(2) 92 ..M- 13332.3/95 -:-M-7.7.5 (Ne°. 348)
(3) 92 -M.. 13222.3/95 56 -:-M.7.7.5 (Neg. 0712)
Three differing obverse dies, the missing dot in two, could be due to bad double striking, the harps themselves seem to vary.

44

Starts in m.m. tun and runs through m.m. anchor to triangle, reappears in triangle-in-circle and persists into m.m. (P).
Sword is in line with the front of the saddle cloth, which in worn specimens gives the effect of a lance.

Four pieces have the French title missing, all are probably from the same obverse die, two are m.m. second anchor, two are
triangle (altered); the reverses have three different harps.
46 Appears in m.m. triangle and persists into star, a crude but very vigorous portrait, as mentioned above.
48 Again triangle to star, also at Aberystwyth and Shrewsbury, as above. Scabbard would appear to protrude beyond the
horse's rump.
44

42

P"

46

48

Pi

»£

Atr^jtv
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It is here with the 40s in m.m. tun we come to dies having a portrait probably made from a single punch, 38 would seem to
be made from small punches, 44 from one. This is noticable in the shillings, where 65 and 67 look alike, but whereas in 65 the
hair is joined at the neck, in 67 it is of one piece (more of which when we come to m.m. tun in the shillings).
In the half-crowns particularly, the image is weakened and appears to have been touched up, the cloaks in the 40s vary
within a type; and in m.m. tun the early pieces of type 44 have a wider head and crown. This may of course be due to double
striking.
Here again the inner circle adds to the complications, it may have been put on after the portrait, or vice versa, but in some
cases the tip of the sword, and the horse's hind hoof, penetrate it unharmed, in some they stay within it, and in others they
are mutilated by it, or the odd bead of the inner circle appears on the blade of the sword. These variants together with
variations in juxtaposition can be shown by decimals.
In m.m. triangle in the half-crowns, and triangle-in-circle in the crowns, we have the rareties of the Briot portraits
appearing on the regular issues, so, on the chart, I have included Briot's patterns and Scottish pieces, as the few worn
specimens would seem to have features from both. These form the 50s and. again, this is a matter for future study.
Following the 40s in m.m. star and triangle-in-circle we have the welcome intrusion of portrait 92, which, alas, due to the
increased output is usually badly struck, it persists as a rarety into m.m. (P) with 44.
Here it takes over the crowns, replacing the worn 32, which turns up refreshed - perhaps as a new die from old punches - as
the pound and half-pound at Shrewsbury.
The 60s are a new and cruder version of 44, usually double struck (at times even triple struck). 62 and 64 are freaks, I only
know of one 62 and two 64s, though doubtless others exist.
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62 is curious, in that it looks like a tryout for 92 on a 44 die. The horse and sword are identical with 44 but the king's armour
has been worked over, never in the 44s were the taces so clear, the absence of the horse's tail is probably due to bad striking,
but it could be a tryout of the turned tail, the cloak would seem to have been altered towards 66.
In the case of 64, the most striking feature is the sloping rump of the horse; the horse's mane has been altered to the 66
version, as has the cloak.
One could imagine a period of experiment towards 92 using 44 dies, the products abandoned, only to be dragged into use
when, in m.m. (P) 92 was promoted to the crowns, and 44 was on its last legs.
66 is the regular die for m.m. (P) and (R). In (R) the 80s begin but in m.m. eye we have 68, a die on its own, only occuring
in m.m. eye, probably the best of the 60s when viewed on the coin, but which does not bear enlargment.
The 70s are left, to be used if future work shows a need.
Again with the 80s we have freaks, but in this case the ground is firmer. 82 and 84 were singled out by Lingford, and
brought to my notice by the late Mr Albert Baldwin. Through the 80s the horse degenerates till by 86 we have a thin rope-like
tail. 88 is identical except for the king's head, which becomes horrible, though roughly the same as 82 which has the best
horse. The cross on the mond of the crown is retained on 82 and 84 but becomes a spike in 86 and 88. Both 82 and 84 are
m.m. eye, 84 is obvious because of its peculiar cloak.
This period of the 60s and 80s is the period of the civil war, when production more than doubled, and some of the skilled
staff were with the king. The impression of chaos is contravened by careful measurement: the diameter of the inner circle is
reasonably constant and variation is about ten per cent, some of this due to double-striking.

varieties of 86

varieties of 88

THE TOWER COINS OF CHARLES I
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92 m.m. triangle-in-circle
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Once the horse is cleared of the barding in the 30s it can be seen that the near foreleg is on the ground, the far
leg raised behind the horse's chest. The near hind leg is raised and forward of the far leg. With the half-crowns
in the 90s this is altered, and the near foreleg is raised, the near hindleg on the ground and rearward. This
applies to 92, 94, and 96; on the crown 98 the opposite is true and it agrees with all the previous portraits. 92
must have been created in or before 1640, as mentioned previously it looks as if 62 could have been involved;
now in the 90s we have another 'intermediate' piece: 94 is obviously based on 92, it is the same horse's head,
with the lower jaw removed and the nose trimmed, the far side of the horse's mane, which shows in front of the
chest is removed, and the tail is straightened out. What is not so obvious is that the legs of the horse are now in
the 96 position. The king's sword is halfway between the slope of 92 and the upright of 96. Because it is often
unrecognized it is probably less of a rarety than might be imagined: there were two in the Lingford collection
compared with eight 96s, and the British Museum has one compared with five 96s. It was the only specimen of a
Charles I half-crown in the Saffron Walden Museum.
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With 96 the change from a three-quarter horse to one in profile is complete. While the king's pose is similar,
his sword is now upright and his sash which in 92 was on his left shoulder is now on his right, its usual position.
The horse though sideways on is the same height as 92 but shorter from head to tail, or rather from nose to
rump, as the tail sticks out more; the head is much smaller, the mane more flowing, and flows over the rein, the
tail severely straightened in 94, nowflows over roughly the same area. The king's cloak which in 66, 92 and 94
has appeared as twin 'sleeves' like a pelisse, is now a sash tied at the waist.
98 is sometimes regarded as a large version of 86 for the crowns. Actually, as mentioned before, the horse
stands on different legs, the mane appears in front of the chest as in 92, and in this case in front of the forehead.
For most of its length it is tightly bound, and only near the saddle does it flow over the rein. The mane
appearing in front of the chest is horribly out of balance, even worse than that of 92, as can be seen in each case
by imagining the near side appearing in the same place.
Whereas in 96 the king's head and crown are smaller and neater, in 98 the head is bucolic and the crown
spreading. In 98 the king's crown touches the inner circle, his sword passes through it, and the horse's hind hoof
is superimposed on it.
92 is badly struck, the only 94s I have seen, have been worn, the 96s are struck with more care, as are the 98
crowns.
The problem of badly struck pieces throughout the reign can only be solved by concentrated work on small
areas, a society of Charles I enthusiasts who would collect, photograph and pool information would seem to be
the answer.
Often one reads a piece of work, all very complete and tied up, and perhaps wishes one could have done
something towards it. Here is a work very incomplete, with lots still to be done. I have attempted to show the
way in the 10s.
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Like the equestrian portraits, the number and variety of the bust portraits is remarkable. In part this must be
linked with the tremendous volume of output but this cannot be the whole explanation because variety persists
even in the years when we know that output was low. At all events, Charles's hair, beard, moustache, nose and
so on undergo remarkable changes, so that for the most part we are being presented with a cartoon rather than
the real face of the king. A proportion of the coins is double struck, which adds to the distortion.
To ensure reasonable clarity, it may be well to go over the head and shoulders portraits generally, before
dealing with the families in detail.
The Crown

The English Crown is usually shown as in the diagram below, having a cross, edge-on, front and rear, (A &
C) and one full face in the centre (B). Between these three crosses are two lis (E & F). From these are arches
supporting the central mond. A single arch usually means an arch composed of two straps which may be one
curve, with the mond clear at the top, or the mond may be set in, each strap forming a separate curve. In this
case there is a temptation to talk of two arches, and hence confusion.

As the king faces our left, the left side of his features and crown are shown, if we adopt the scheme shown in
the sketch and plan above, the only complete arch shown is that from A to C, this is composed of the front strap
A-M (No. 1) and the rear strap M-C (No. 2). Strap No. 3 is seen, end on, above the centre cross B; it is not
always shown. Straps 4 and 5 do not constitute an arch, but as the plan shows, are the near halves of the two
diagonal arches. These diagonal arches from the lis are now shown in 1, 73, 75, 77, and 79 and in fact there are
no diagonal arches to the lis on the present crown. Naturally, we never see the straps to H, D, and G. In the
half-crowns the diagonal strapsfirst appear in 28, then 44 and its derivatives 62, 64, 66 but the individual 68
does not have them; 82, 86, and 88 do.
The balls which occur on the straps up to and including 49 have been referred to as 'pearls' or 'jewels'. In
scale they must have been the size of large marbles. They could be regarded as ballfiower ornaments or
crocketts - on the Scottish crown they have this appearance. While the front and back straps of 49 have no
pearls, the cross strap has, most illogically, two very clear pearls. Usually on the cross strap they are shown with
two border strips but in 9 the pearls are the border with lines between them; in 43 they again form the border,
but in 41 pearls are bordered by pearls.

9

811

o
0
o

0
0
o

41

oOo
OOP

Wear, or bad striking, reduce the balls to lobes, serrations or even spikes:-

Features

This must have been a sensitive subject with the king, as the slightest variation of striking, or wear, can
produce the most unfortunate results; a line misplaced, only by its own width can made the profile idiotic (those
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shown below are all 19). Also there must have been a constant battle between the bucolic truth and the desired
delicacy.

Ruffs

The first family has distinctive ruffs, later the distinctions are harder to pinpoint. Ruffs are replaced by collars
in the 40s.
Collars

In the 40s-70s one sees the edge of the far side at the throat, two lobes of the near side and two more at the
side, perhaps one edge-on behind the neck, the long hair flows over, and a distinctive feature can be the
covering of part of a lobe. The design on the lobes starts with the 40s as a six pointed star, which persists
through the 50s to 67. In 69 it changes to a leaf-vein motive which persists right through the 70s. With 81 to 85
we have a cartwheel'and in 89 a degenerate form of the star returns to degenerate further through the 90s.

41-67

69 & 70s

Armour

The king's armour, where shown, consists of the shoulder (pauldron) and upper arm (rerebrace) with less
clear indications of the breastplate and gorget. The first family has no armour, the 10s and 20s have curved
lines, indicating the plates of the rerebrace; the triangular centre of the bust may be the breastplate and the
'row of buttons' may be rivets. In the 30s the rerebrace is more obvious, and there are signs of a pauldron. The
ornamental breastplate shows as a triple 'V' from which the centre line descends. With the 40s the rerebrace
disappears for good, and we are left with the pauldron and sketchy indications of the breastplate. In the 'Briot'
portraits of the 80s a much larger version of the pauldron appears. In 79 the rivets of the gorget show.

10s & 20s

81-89

The Types
1-9
Crowned bust of king, in ruff and ermine mantle, wearing a collar of roses and knots.
1.
Large unite die. Crown has a single arch of straps 1 and 2, six pearls on each, slight indication of strap 3 without
pearls.
3.
Large unite die. High arched crown of five straps 1, 4, 3, 5, 2 carrying pearls 7. 5, 3, 5, 8. Bulbous nose and bucolic
features.
7.
Smaller shilling die similar to type 3 but not so ornate, straps 4 and 5 arc bare, 1 and 2 carry 9 and 8, 3 has an edging
of two rows of three. Bulbous nose and bucolic features as tvpc 3.
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9.

Smaller shilling die, pearls instead of lis on crown band, pearls on all straps, 1 and 2 carry eight, 4 and 5 carry five, 3
has two rows of three as type 7. Little similarity to type 1, except that it is not so bucolic as types 3 and 7.
10s
Crowned bust of king in ruff and armour, with cloak at near shoulder. 10s are the larger unite dies, the 20s the
& 20s. smaller shilling, ratio about 17/16. 19 is common to both and could have been 29.
11.
Short 'chubby' bust. From now until 73 all five straps are present and in 11 the pearls are 7, 5, 2, 5, 6.
13.
Longer bust, seems like an unfortunate attempt at 19, straps and pearls as 11.
17.
Long narrower bust with fewer pearls on crown 5, 4. 2, 3, 5.
19.
The final and best bust of the series, it would seem to have evolved from the former attempts, but alas for theory! A
smaller version exists in the sixpences, m.m. negrohead and dated 1626. So in a time before mechanical reductions
(or vice versa) a satisfactory copy only turns up in m.m. castle in the unites and not till m.m. heart in the shillings.
All the 10s impinge on the inner circle (in 19 the mond can be within or impinge) and the lower part of the bust
passes through to divide the legend.
21.
Short 'chubby' bust, a smaller version of 11 with bulbous nose; bust or mond impinge on inner circle; in m.m. castle
the bust touches the legend. Concave front of bust, pearls 8, 5, 2, 5, 8.
23.
Very much as 21: nose not so bulbous, face longer, body shorter, ruff thinner, front of bust convex, pearls 7, 5, 2, 5,
8.

25.
27.
30s.

31.
33.

35.

37.

More delicate bust which nearly monopolises the shillings of m.m. first anchor; like 17 in that the head is narrower
and the pearls on the crown are sparse, 4, 3, 2, 3, 4.
Discovered by Mr Sharp; as 25 but one more pearl on straps 1 and 2, 5, 3, 2, 3, 5. In 25 the mond can be within or
impinge on the inner circle, the base of the bust can impinge on the inner circle, or penetrate it to rest on or even
divide the legend.
Common to all is the more obvious pauldron, the upper plates of the rerebrace, the very large knot of the cloak just
above them, and the knot on the far shoulder in front of the bust. 31, 33, 35 and 37 were probably all intended as unite
dies: 39 is noticably smaller, but 33 after appearing as a pattern on shillings gets used for them in the ordinary issue,
is not uncommon, but less common than 39 in the shillings. All have a three-line pattern on the breast-plate.
A rare pattern, crown, head and ruff very much as 19, except the crown has more jewels to the band, and fewer
pearls to the straps (7, 4, 2, 4, 7). Below the ruff comes the three-line pattern or chain, the shoulder knots, a plain
pauldron, and the top of the rerebrace.
As above, but now the pauldron and rerebrace have a line running down the centre with rivets to each side. Also the
folds of the cloak, which in the 10s and 20s was behind the pauldron, appears in front of it and becomes more
obvious as the family progresses. As mentioned above, this is probably intended as a unite die, but after use on
shilling patterns, gets pressed into normal shilling production. Francis must have classed it as a pattern, as he neither
mentions nor illustrates it.
Larger portrait, higher arched crown, narrower pauldron and rerebrace rivets but no centre line; the chain-like loop
in front becomes a solid loop and part of the pauldron with an extra rivet. Common in the unites, it is found as
carefully struck patterns in the shillings. Pearls on straps are 8, 6, 3, 7, 8 and on all 30s, 40s, 50s and 60s there are
pearls between the crosses and lis of the crown band. One exception is the Briot pattern 49 which, through engrailed
for the pearls, does not have them.
Again common in the unites. The features differ slightly, the mond of the crown is lower, causing a dip in the front to
back arch, and the pauldron has chevrons instead of curves. Pearls on straps 7 , 5 , 2 , 5, 8. (the near strap might have

3).
39.
40s.

41.
43.
45.
47.
49.

The smaller shilling die, which also appears on the unites. The common die for the shillings, no rivets on pauldron,
pearls on straps 7, 4, 3, 4, 7.
Crowned bust of king in lace collar and armour. There is no ruff and no cloak, and nothing tied on the shoulder. The
hair flows down onto the pauldron, the Vs on the breastplate are small enough to be the gorget, and there is some
indication of a sash on the near shoulder. The dies as before are formed from small punches, and the hair is seen to
be divided at the nape of the neck, and it would seem that small 'cover up' punches are used to cover any gap. This
applies to dies up to 65, with the exception of the pattern 49.
The rare pattern unite m.m. plumes illustrated by Mr Schneider.'
The usual version which occurs in both unites and shillings, fewer pearls on straps (8, 4, 2x2, 5, 9), no pearls
between jewels on band of crown, still seven jewels.
The shilling pattern, finer less bucolic features, lower crown, only six jewels to the crown band with pearls between,
tiny pearls on straps 8, 5, 2, 5, 9.
The regular shilling die (with 43), similar but not so neat as 45; no pearls between the jewels on the crown band,
pearls on straps 8, 4, 2, 4, 9.
The Briot pattern not scarce on unites or shillings.

A curved flaw develops on the 47 die.

"Schneider, BNJ 28 (1955-57), Plate XVII No. 20.
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50s
Very much as the 40s but no pearls on the straps of the crown; really one family, distinguished by slight differences in
& 60s. features till we come to 65 and 67, which look so much alike and originate from a different method of die production.
As before mentioned, 65 is made up of small punches causing a break in the hair at the nape of the neck, whereas in
67 the hair flows straight through, as it does with all dies thereafter.

Profiles

Pauldrons

51.

A small, neat, shilling portrait, usually staying within the inner circle. It can impinge, and in one case, due to double
striking, penetrates it; usually m.m. harp but persists to m.m. portcullis. A flaw occurs during m.m. harp and is
carried by all specimens of m.m. portcullis (as in the illustration). The type is not rare but so far unrecognised.

53.
55.

A pattern which I only know from the shillings, there is no inner circle.
With 61, the regular die for this family; both 55 and 61 occur in unites and shillings. In the unites 55 runs from
portcullis to triangle; in the shillings it occurs in m.m. portcullis with inner circle, disappears for bell and crown and
reappears without inner circle in m.m. tun, as a rarity. It has peculiar Semitic features but when these are worn it is
difficult to distinguish from 61; however, in 55 the front lobe of the collar is nearly clear of hair, whereas in 61 the
hair half covers the collar lobe. The tooth ornament in front of the pauldron has smaller and more numerous teeth
than 61.
A damaged or cut down 55 die, occurs as a unite in m.m. second anchor.
Rare and not mentioned before, sharp features.
The other regular die, portcullis and bell on the shillings, bell to (P) on the unites but not triangle-in-circle. In the
shillings it has the inner circle in portcullis but not in bell or the rare crown specimens.
A weak version of 61 which appears on the unites with 61.
Small neat portraits, on the shillings only. The rare 65 portcullis is the only one with an inner circle. Superficially
alike, these two dies are made by different methods; 65 by small punches, 67 by one punch, it is here that the join in
the hair ceases. On 65 the band of the crown has six jewels with two pearls between each, the hair breaks
at the neck and has a parallel curve at its tip, the collar front has a straight line at the throat with dots above,
the first rear lobe of the collar is obscured by hair (as 61) and there is fine edging to the pauldron. On 67 the band of
the crown has nine jewels with no pearls, there is no break in the hair, but there is a twist and outward turn at its tip,
the collar front has a curved line at the throat with no dots, the first rear lobe is clear of the hair (as 55) and there is
large lobed edging to the pauldron.

57.
59.
61.
63.
65
& 67.
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The hideous portrait below looks like a mis-striking but it occurs too often to be just that, it must be a mis-struck die
and very often turns up double struck! Only the nine-jewel crown band and the large teeth on the pauldron identify
it as a distorted 67.

Quite a rarity, and so far not found in good condition, but distinct from the rest of the family. The hair brushed
forward, and the leaf-vein motif are of the succeeding family, it is a precursor of the 70s but still really a 60, even as
79 is a precursor of the 80s while being a definite 70.
The 'Aberystwyth' family. Strictly speaking, this name is incorrect because, whereas the family as a whole may be
identified with the Tower, only three of its members - 73, 75, and 79 - may be associated with Aberystwyth. 71 and
73 both occur in tun; 73 (with 75) persists into anchor and is akin to the later 70s in that it has no diagonal straps to
the crown. The main reason for 71 being 71 is that it exists with the reverse shield of the previous issue and. like that
issue, has no inner circlc.
Generally the characteristics of the individuals should be obvious from the chart, but (as in 65 and 67) one feature is
worthy of emphasis: the lock of hair just above the pauldron.
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These differences are only accentuated by wear:-

tt
71.
73.
75.
77.
79.

J b

The missing 73 is obvious by its size, and 79 is an odd man out, mistaken by Morrieson to be a 'Briot' type.
Small neat bust, the only 70 with diagonal straps.
Large neat bust, a rarity in m.m. second anchor.
Probably the commonest bust, showing variation in features, and also suffering damage (very early in m.m. second
anchor the far collar goes missing and the crown progressively disintegrates). Finally, it turns up as the puzzle pieces
published by Raymond Carlyon-Britton.5 The British Museum holds two similar (not the same) horrors.
Distinguished, as shown above, by the 'O' at the base of the hair. With 71, it is an 'Aberystwyth' type which does not
occur at Aberystwyth.
Common at Aberystwyth, rare at the Tower, in fact very rare in good condition. What is more usual is a horrible
mis-struck die; as in 67 this must be a faulty die.

One other little mystery turns up in m.m. second anchor, the specimen in the British Museum is by no means
perfect, but it is obviously not one of the five types shown on the chart. It is thefirst of the Aberystwyth portraits for
the sixpences, used on a shilling.

5

H.W. Morricson, The Coinage of Aberystwyth,
1637-42', BNJ 10 (1913), 187. 'The sixth and last shilling
(Plate II, Fig. 7). . . The obverse, D, has a bust which might
be called Briot's, and is like that on the later Tower shillings

with mint-mark triangle (Plate I, Fig. 14)'. He obviously
does not know that the same bust, like all other
'Aberyswyth' busts exists at the Tower and the portrait he
compares it with is my 83 not 79.
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80s.
81.

The 'Briot' bust; not such a tight-knit family as might appear at first sight.
The Briot pattern, with all its detail, even this varies axially with its legend. The collar is of eight-spoked wheels,
though it is difficult to see more than six on the centre one at the bottom; on the shoulder and at the throat it ends
in half wheels. The pauldron is double arched, the arches standing clear above a single arch, which is the top of a
shaded, spindle shaped truncation. Even in the patterns, the shaded truncation may be indistinct or missing.
Forward from the shoulder, the rest of the pauldron shows as a riveted strip, with a toothed lower edge. m.m.
second anchor, triangle.
83.
The same portrait but rarely showing detail, usually badly struck - which brings the imagination into play, giving the
impression of a more masterly portrait badly struck - in fact mis-striking sometimes enhances the portrait! Great
variety in legend and lettering.
13432.3
13332.3
!3232.3
and !MAGI _R!ET.HIBIB!REX
13432.2
13332.2
13322.2
!3432-2
!3332-2
12332.3
also one where the Briot diamond is retained after ET but the normal inverted
comma is used for the rest of the legend, m.m. second anchor to triangle-in-circle.
85.
Meticulous, in the worst sense of the word; all the detail is accentuated with little inspiration. The crown is slightly
higher. There are about five profiles. The collar, which lost the spokes of its wheels in 83, now gets them all back,
but the halves at neck and throat disappear. The rivets which are rarely seen in 83 come back on the pauldron, but
the toothed border disappears, the double arch lowers to touch the single arch underneath, and the shaded
truncation becomes more obvious. Both the legends and the lettering become stabilised.
These profiles do not benefit by the bad striking. The 'cut down' version (85.3) is not what it seems, as it can occur in the
first m.m. triangle-in-circle, the good (85.1) and the bulbous (85.9) in the last m.m. (R). At its worst the long portrait
(85.5) is a straight line from forehead to nose, a dent, and another line from lip to chin.

r r r r
89.

The wheel design on the collar is abandoned and there is a return to the design of the 40s, 50s, and 60s but this time
with no clear central star to the lobes; and confusion reigns when these are touched up with meaningless punch
marks. The pauldron reverts to the high double arches, loses its rivets, and goes back to the ornamental border.
The shaded truncation is replaced by a small arch. The profile is heavy, and the crown is barbarised, in that it
sacrificcs reality to become a pattern, the upper edge of the band is engrailed, so that the spaces between the
crosses and lis are rounded and one has more the impression of four circles, or perhaps two circles to each side of
the centre cross, and outside them two comma-retort-alembic shapes, m.m. eye, sun.

90s.

A very mixed family, but shown adequately on the chart, 91 is the unite type for m.m. eye, sun; 93 is a modified
version for m.m. sceptre; 95 is the shilling portrait for m.m. sun, sceptre; 97 and 99 occur in m.m. sccptrc only; 97
would seem to be a smaller version of 95; 99 has broad features, shared only by 69, otherwise one would wonder if
Cromwell was indicated!
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1. (Sch.l; Figs. 25-7) Occurs with shields 46, 47 and 48, m.m. lis tofirst anchor. Two straps only to crown (1
and 2) pearls between lis and outer crosses, engrailed band.
2. (Sch. 2; Fig. 29) Occurs with shield 62, m.m. feathers and rose. Five straps, seven pearls on 1 and 2, three
on 3, five on 4 and 5. Band engrailed to lis and crosses, pearls between.
3. (Sch. 2; Fig. 30) Occurs with shield 62, m.m. first anchor to feathers, portcullis and second anchor. Five
straps, six pearls on 1, five on 2, two on 3, and three on 4 and 5. Engrailed to lis and crosses, pearls
between, tall lis and crosses.
4. (Fig. 21) Occurs with shield 61 (pattern), m.m. feathers. Five straps,five pearls on 1 and 2, three on 3 and
5, two on 4. Flat band to crown, similar design to 6, pearls between lis and crosses.
5. (Sch 3; Figs. 28, 31) Occurs with shields 49 and 77, m.m. heart to sceptre. Five straps to crown,five pearls
on 1 and 2, three on 3, none on 4 and 5. Flat band to crown, pearls between lis and crosses.
6. (Sch 4; Fig. 19) Occurs with shield 52 (pattern), m.m. heart. Five straps to crown, six on 1 and 2, three on 3
and 4, two on 5. Flat band, with no pearls, continues at ends.
7. (Fig. 34) Briot pattern, five straps but no. 3 rudimentary, seven pearls on 1 and 2, two on 4 and 5.
Engrailed band to crown which continues, pearls between lis and central cross.
8. (Fig. 36) Briot pattern, four straps to crown, no pearls on straps. Engrailed band to crown, which
continues, pearls between lis and central cross.

THE REVERSE. THE PLUMES, DENOTING WELSH SILVER
This use of plumes over the reverse shield starts in the last years of James I (m.m. thistle, lis and trefoil) when
the plumes measure about 7 mm across the widest part. Under Charles I wider plumes were introduced,
blowing out as it were; an excellent concept tending to an untidy result, approximately, 10 mm. across the
widest part.
1. Wide plumes (9.6 mm), wide crown (8.0 mm); two ribbons trail out to over 15 mm. Occurs on crowns
m.m. lis and cross-on-steps (Francis, P1.I/5&6; Cooper, Pl.XVI/VI; Lingford, I, 84 & 86; Lockett, II,
2251 & 2253; Ryan, II, 1060)
2. Like the James I plumes, but wider. Crosses and lis of crown on an engrailed band. Crown about 6.5 mm
wide, ribbon 10.5 mm across widest part, lower bands not as wide. Occurs on crowns m.m. castle
(Francis, II/2; Cooper, Pl.XVII/X & XI; Lingford, I, 87; Lockett, II, 2254; Ryan, II, 1063); on
half-crowns and shillings m.m. cross-on-steps, negro head and castle, (see half-crowns m.m. cross-onsteps (Ryan, II, 1085; Lockett, III, 3396), negro head (Ryan, II, 1086; Lockett, II, 2277, 2280), castle
(Francis, PI.1/7); shillings m.m. cross-on-steps (Ryan, II, 1102; Lockett, II, 2300), negro head (Francis,
PI. 1/7 & 8; Ryan, II, 1105; Lockett, II, 2301, IV, 4167), castle (Francis, Pi. II/2; Lockett, II, 2302; III,
3413)).
3. Wide plumes (9.5 mm), wide crown (8.25 mm) with plain band, double ribbon 11.25 mm across. Occurs
on half-crown m.m. lis (Francis, PI. 1/6; Lockett, II, 2279).
4. As above but no plumes show between crown and ribbon, narrower crown (6 mm), ribbon only 10 mm
across, but wider centre plume (3.4mm). Occurs on rare half-crown m.m. plumes 0.24 with rose on
crupper (not in Francis; Ryan, II, 1089).
"Schneider, BNJ 28 (1955-57), 362-74, Plates XVI, XVII
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5. Similar to above but crosses and lis of crown are on an engrailed band, and the ribbon is single and forked
at the ends, double fold in ribbon only 1.5 mm high. Not in Francis. Occurs on shillings 0.23 (Burstall
293; Brettell 80).
6. Smaller version of 3, plumes 8.25 mm across, double ribbon, band of crown has seven jewels not
engrailed. Occurs on crown m.m. harp (Francis, PI. III/1; Cooper, PI. XVII/XVII; Lockett, II, 2258;
Ryan, II, 1068).
7. The smallest of the family, plumes 7.5 mm across, two ribbons 7 mm across, band of crown has seven
jewels and is not engrailed. Not in Francis - occurs on shillings m.m. plumes 0.19. (Lockett, II, 2305).
8. The narrower neater plumes,first the original James I plumes, the obvious inspiration for No. 2, but only
7 mm across, with no engrailed band to crown, and the forked ends of the ribbon equally extended,
whereas in 2 the top of the fork extends beyond the bottom. It would seem to be the only type for all
denominations. There are minor variations in the ribbon, crown, and the angle of the webb of the plume
to its rib. The same plumes, a clumsy crown, the same ribbon but with huge 'lobster claws' added. Occurs
on crowns m.m. cross-on-steps (Francis, PI. II/l; Cooper, PI. XVI/IX; Lockett, V, 4469).
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9. As above, but smaller 'claws' and here there are minor varieties; the lis and centre cross would seem to
have been roughly added to a band which originally was decorated with pearls. The 'claws' give several
minor variants:
9.3 has no upper claw on the right (BM. cast), shilling, m.m. cross-on-steps
9.5 large upper right claw, straight lower right claw, shilling, m.m. lis (Ryan, II, 1101).
9.7 right claws have developed into a greyhound, half-crown, m.m. cross-on-steps (Farquhar, 43), m.m.
negro head (Neg. 1354).
9.9 a double band for the central part of the ribbon both claws turn up and can have 'ears'. Occurs on
shillings, m.m. lis (Francis, PI. 1/6; Lockett, II, 2298). A variety of 9.9 exists with the lower claw flat as
9.3 and 9.5.
10. Only known to me from Mr Sharp's illustration.7 An odd man out, but linked by the 'narrow plumes' and
the plain two line band; the centre cross has almost become part of the webb of the central plume, the lis
are reduced to pearls, the ribbon could be as the James I type.
11. Same plumes, same band width to crown, but does not spread; part of an engrailed band connects the
centre cross to lis, giving a link with 5 especially as the left lis is often missing. Ribbon as wide as 9 before
the claws were added, but ends are smaller. Left ribbon degenerates, 11.7 (Neg. 17); 11.9 (Lockett, III,
3416). Occurs on half-crowns m.m. first anchor (Lockett, IV, 4161), heart (Francis, PI. 1/8; Lockett, II,
2281; Ryan, II, 1088); shillings m.m. castle (Francis, PI. II/l; Lockett, IV/4169; V, 4488), first anchor
(Francis. PI. II/3&4; Lockett, III, 3414), heart (Francis, PI. II/5; Lockett, III, 3416 (11.9); V, 4491),
plumes (Lockett, V, 4492).
12. Same plumes, but now with a single trailing ribbon, band of crown is engrailed, including the outer
crosses. Occurs on shillings m.m. heart (Ryan, II, 1111), plumes (Francis, PI. II/6; Lockett, IV, 4171).
12.7 As above, but ribbon cut short. Occurs on shillings m.m. heart (Lockett, II, 2304) plumes (Lockett,
III, 3417).
The last group, of smaller plumes, about 7 mm across, but of the earlier 'blown out' concept, like 7, but
in all these, the ribbon passes behind the central plume, the crowns have no engrailing, and very small
crosses and lis, in worn condition. They can be difficult to separate.
13. Starts with a blaze of glory, taking over m.m. plumes on crown, half-crown, shilling and sixpence,
persisting on thefirst three for m.m. rose; half-crowns are known for m.m. harp. It has a single, forked
ribbon, passing behind the centre plume, and with a sharp bend on each side of the plumes, spread of
plumes, about 8mm. Occurs on crowns m.m. plumes (Francis, PI. II Nos. 3 & 4; Cooper, PI. XVII Nos. 12
&13: Lingford. 90; Lockett, 11/2255; Ryan, 11/1064), rose (Francis, PI. II No. 5; Cooper, PI. XVII Nos. 12
& 13; Lingford. 92; Lockett. 11/2256, III/3386); half-crowns m.m. plumes (Burstall, 270), rose (Burstall,
271; Lockett, III/3400, V/4474; Ryan, 11/1090), harp (Burstall, 274; Lockett, 11/2284, III/3401); shillings
m.m. plumes (Francis. PI. Ill No. 1; Burstall, 298; Lockett, 11/2307, III/3418, V/4495; Ryan 11/1115), rose
(Francis, PI. Ill No. 2; Lockett, 11/2308); sixpences m.m. plumes (Francis, PI. I No. 11).
14. Two ribbons, with a sharp fold on each side of the plumes, the whole is smaller than 13 and a narrower,
single band to the crown, without jewels makes the crown seem to be higher up the plumes. There are two
dots like punch marks at the base of the centre cross and the left lis, and these show when other features
are worn away. The left lower ribbon is curled, but this is only visible on good specimens, and almost
impossible to distinguish in printed reproductions. Starts with 13 but only on the sixpences, where in m.m.
plumes they are thefirst Welsh plumes to replace the date. Occurs on half-crown m.m. harp (Francis, PI.
11/4): shilling m.m. harp (Francis, PL IV/1; Lockett, II, 2315; Farquhar, 54), bell (Lockett, II, 2316);
sixpence m.m. plumes (Lockett, 11/2336, III/3430; Burstal, 323), rose (Neg. 1120).
14.5 Wear on the left ribbons makes them appear to be a single forked ribbon not really a variant, but if
the right side is obliterated can look like a totally different type. Occurs on half-crown m.m. rose (Francis,
PI. II/l). portcullis (Francis. PL III/2; Lockett,'II, 2290); shilling m.m. bell (Francis, PI. IV/2; Lockett,
III, 3423; Ryan. II, 1124).
14.7 Not so common, the same trouble but on the right side. Occurs on shilling m.m. crown (Neg. 0217).
15. Peculiar in that itfirst appears in worn condition, the plumes looking like feather mops with little webb on
the upright ribs of the side plumes and none on the centre plume. There are two ribbons, and the crown
has a double band with jewels like 13, An unusually good specimen shows the centre cross as a carefully
worked trefoil, but this soon turns into the usual cross. It replaces 13 on the sixpences for m.m. rose,
which is the last m.m. for sixpences with Welsh plumes. It then occurs with extended ribbons on the
crowns of m.m. portcullis, where varying amounts of webb are added to the bare uprights but the left limb
of the centre cross is cut off in line with the centre rib. Damage which showed on the lower right ribbon in
the sixpences is neatly hidden by placing it behind the scroll of the shield (the one on the left is behind the
ribbon). These types with the elongated ribbons only occur on the crowns m.m. portcullis and are given
even decimals to distinguish them. 15.5 is the same as 15.4 but with the shorter ribbons as is 15.7 to 15.6.
7

Sharp, Plate IX No. 77.
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Finally, a much repaired variety, still recognisable by the break in the lower right ribbon, serves crown,
half-crown and shilling, to the end of Tower Mint plumes in m.m. tun. 15.4 and 15.6 follow 15
chronologically, but have been numbered so that their shortened versions 15.5 and 15.7 fall into sequence
with the other short ribbons in increasing amounts of webb on the plumes.
15.1 occurs on half-crown m.m. bell (Francis, PI. Ill No. 3); sixpence m.m. rose (Francis, PI. I No. 12).
15.3 occurs on half-crown m.m. bell (Lockett, II n/i PI. 89 R.2 Nos 3 & 4); crown (Francis, PI. Ill No. 5;
Lockett, II n/i P1.89 R.3 No. 2; III n/i PI. 112 R.4 No. 5), tun (Lockett, III n/i PI. 112 R.4 No. 6); shilling
m.m. crown (Burstall, 308; Lockett, II n/i PI. 90 R.6 Nos. 3 & 5).
15.4 occurs on crown m.m. portcullis (Francis, PI. Ill No. 2; Cooper, XVII No. 18; Lockett, II, 2259;
Lingford, I, 100). 15.5 occurs on half-crown m.m. bell (Lockett, III n/i PI. 112 R.4 No. 4). 15.6 occurs on
crown m.m. portcullis (Parsons, 418). 15.7 occurs on half-crown m.m. bell (Francis, PI. Ill No. 4), crown
(Ryan, II, 1098). 15.9 occurs on half-crown m.m. tun (Francis, PI. Ill No. 6; Lockett, II, 2293); shilling
m.m. tun (Lockett, III, 3424; Burstall, 309).
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THE REVERSE. THE SHIELDS
The Fleurs

The fleurs, Nos. 1-19, are illustrated below. Where these occur on the shillings and sixpences with the
plain shield, they give their number to the shield. No. 10 is given to the fleurless shield which occurs under the
Welsh plumes.
1.

The central fronds are fern like, with single bracts. The leaves are bifrid, with outward turned sides.
This is thefleur which occurs on the thirty shilling ryal of James I (1619-25); with lower bracts it occurs
on shield 67.
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The Fleurs and Shields (Nos. 1-49)
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2.

Inspired by 1, but with two bracts to the fronds and with cleft side leaves (trifid). It is about as common
as 3 on thefirst shield of the crowns and half-crowns (20s & 30s). Probably does not occur on the second
shield of the crowns. Predominant on the second shield of the half-crowns, and on the shields of the
shillings.
3.
Single-bract fronds with cleft side leaves in two segments. It is about as common as 1 on thefirst shield
of the crowns. Probably the onlyfleur on the second shield. As common as 1 on thefirst shield of the
half-crowns, but not on the second shield.
Extremely rare on the shillings (can be seen with portrait 21 on sheet 90, (first coin at top left hand
corner) of coins not illustrated in the Lockett sales, rn.m. cross-on-steps). On both crowns and
half-crowns it is usually just touching the outer loop of the ornament, whereas 2 passes through to meet
the side of the shield.
4.
Single-bract fronds, flat-topped leaves with sloping sides. There is a circular axil between the leaves and
the fronds, and a circular join between the two fronds. Shillings only. Starts with m.m. cross-on-steps
also on sides and bottom, but with plumes No. 2 at the top of the rare shilling m.m. negro head
(Lockett, IV lot 4167; Francis, Shillings PI. 1 No. 3).
5.
This has a single bract and a rudimentary side leaf. Shillings only, as 4 but scarcer.
6-12. These are found on the sixpences. 6 is an attenuated form of 5, but graceful. With 7 starts m.m. lis in the
sixpences. 8 is a larger version of 7. 9 and 11 come in during m.m. cross-on-steps. 12, a larger version of
11, occurs in m.m.first anchor, looks like the fleur from the crown, and pattern shilling (m.m. key) of
Elizabeth I.
13.
More an ornament than a fleur, occurs with shield 66 on the crowns, also with 62 on a half-crown,
obverse 28 in m.m. plumes.
14.
The rare lyre type from the sixpence with obverse portrait 73 m.m. tun.
15.
Starts on shillings and sixpences with the 'Aberystwyth' portraits in m.m. tun, runs through second
anchor to m.m. triangle. In the shillings with portraits 71, 73, 75 and 77 also in m.m. triangle with
portrait 83.
16.
Much scarcer than 15, looks like a mistake in copying. Occurs as a distinct type on good specimens, but
can occur through damage to 15; also runs from tun to triangle with portraits 71, 75 and 77, and on both
shillings and sixpences.
17.
Starts with portrait 77 in m.m. triangle; occurs with 79, and continues with 83, 85, 87 and 95.
18.
Runs with 17 (rather as 16 does with 15) and can occur on the same shield.
19.
Appears in m.m. sceptre with portraits 97 and 99, on a smaller shield, and with harp 54.
The 20s (silver crowns)

First
Shield

with stub

without

Second
Shield

The stub which appears at the sides of the shield does not seem to be an integral part of the shield, as it does
with the half-crowns; with the crowns it is a thin line, very much the stalk of thefleur, and need not be truly in
line with the centre line of the shield, but it does occur in 22 when the fleur stalk does not connect with it.
Fleur 2 usually passes through the outer loop to meet the bar, while fleur 3 is just touched onto the outer
loop.
21.

Thefirst shield with stub andfleur 2. Cooper, II; CIIRISTO.AVS PICE.R EGNO (Lockett, 11/2250, IV/4155;
Lingford, 74; Cooper, 40, 46).
22.
The first shield with stub and fleur 3. Cooper, IV: CHRI STO.AV SPICE. REGNO (Lockett, V/4466;
Lingford, 75; Cooper, 45).
23-25. Thefirst shield without stub andfleur 2. Cooper, I: CHRISTO.AVS PICE.R EGNO. Lockett, 111/3382 which
is Cooper 43, here the fleur stalks are indistinct but present between loop and bar. Burstall 252, and
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Parsons 413 with Lockett, V 4467/4468 and Lingford 80 all show the right stalk clearly, but no left stalk,
a blob appears on the loop near the bar where it should be. The right stalk when visible is close to the
bottom of the loop, if invisible this would be 25. It is not claimed that these three types are in fact
separate, but until more is known, it will be convenient to use 23 for the shield showing stalk between
loop and bar on both sides, 24 showing on right only, and 25 for not showing on either side.
26.
A return to sanity, the first shield, without stubs, and with fleur 3 just touching the loops. Cooper, VIII:
CHRI STOAV SPIGE REGNO (Lockett, III, 3384; Cooper, 49).
28.
The second shield, which does not have side stubs, and is always with fleur 3 which as usual just touches
the loops, but has longer stalks than previously. Cooper, VII: CHRI STOAV SPICE REGNO (Lockett, II,
2252; Lingford, 83; Cooper, 48).
In both 20s and 30s, the first shield would seem to be a new design, while the second shield, brought in later,
is from the previous reign; it persists without fleurs, to become part of the 40s.
Cooper follows the Francis numbers: Cooper I is Francis 23, 24, 25; Cooper II is Francis 21; Cooper III is not
illustrated and Cooper doubts its existence; Cooper IV is Francis 22; Cooper V is from a Ruding plate (Cooper
doubts its existence; it looks like a natural, but mistaken, attempt to 'tidy up' and can be disregarded); Cooper
VI is without fleurs and therefore comes in the 40s; Cooper VII is Francis 28; Cooper VIII is Francis 26.
The 30s (half-crowns)

Here again we have two shields, thefirst has the same base and lower side ornaments as thefirst shield of the
crown, but has a loop at the top, in place of the stiff leaves. Unlike the crown it would always appear to have
the side stubbs projecting from the central cross of the shield. Withfleur 2 these connect right through to the
fleurs; withfleur 3 there is a gap between stub and fleur (which is just put onto the loops). With obverse portrait
4 thefleurs divide the top loop (31 and 33) and with obverse portrait 14 thefleur passes behind the loop (32 and
34).
There are six peculiar shields of the half-crowns, all of the second type, three being from coins with the first
obverse 4. Thefirst (35) has an edge line all round the design, and the lower side ornaments have the 'inverted
drop' interior of thefirst shield inserted. In each case the left-hand loop through which thefleur joins the shield,
is reduced to spurs on each side of the stem of the fleur, and the right hand loop is squat. Also the right hand
top corner ornament in the second shows signs of the ornate type. In the second (36) the lower side ornaments
come up to a curl, and the motif at the top peeps from behind the fleur stem.
Four other pieces, both of which have the peculiar side loops, and show even more clearly, the curious
hollow top right hand ornament, have half of the trifid top ornament to the left of the top fleur, and half of the
loop ornament to the right (37). The first of these occurs with the obverse portrait 4, and has the additional
peculiarity that the right fleur has been put onto the upper scroll, instead of the loop (37.5).
After which the rules apply;fleur 2 joins the centre cross of the shield (38),fleur 3 is just put onto the loop,
leaving a gap (39). The trifid ornament loses its left limb and is most common in its damaged state (38.5). This
damage persists when the shield reappears without fleurs in the 40s.
The 40s (unites, crowns and half-crowns)

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

This is the second shield of the 20s without its fleurs, as it appeared in the previous reign. The top
ornament is replaced by the plumes which denote Welsh silver.
As 41 but the top ornament persists, and can be seen under the plumes, the scrolls at the top seem
larger.
The second shield of the 30s without its fleurs, usually without, but can be with Welsh plumes.
45 without its top loop, when it is replaced by plumes.
With its loop it can occur with or without plumes.

These are two shields which occurred in two sizes in previous reigns. In Charles I's reign new versions were
made of 41 and 43 which became thefirst shields of the 20s and 30s. In the 20s the original shield was used to
supplement the copy, but in the 30s both shields were used from the start. The originals were used from the
start of James I's reign on crowns and half-crowns without plumes. 44 and 45 start in the reign of Elizabeth,
where they appear on the sovereigns of twenty shillings, with a crown above, and on the crowns and
half-crowns where they occur over afleured cross (fleur 11). They persist during the reign of James I, crowned
as before on the gold, but on the silver crowns and half-crowns, the Welsh plumes replace the fleured cross.
They were removed from the gold for the reign of Charles I and in the crowns 41 and 42 appear with the
fleured cross or with plumes on Welsh silver. On the half-crowns 43 starts with fleurs as 38 and 39 in m.m. lis.
One specimen of 39 is known with m.m. cross-on-steps, it is joined by 44 with plumes and 45 with or without
plumes, 46 occurs with plumes for m.m. lis (Lockett, II, 2279) and cross-on-steps (Lockett, III, 3396). 44 with
plumes occurs with obverse portraits 16 and 18 in m.m. anchor, and with obverse portrait 24 in m.m. heart and
feathers.
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47.
The ornamental shield of the unites.
48-49. Unite shields (Schneider 3 and 3a, 27 and 28 on plate XVII). Shield 48 starts with bust 21 in m.m.
cross-on-steps and runs through to m.m. feathers. Shield 49 occurs in m.m. feathers. The H-symbol at
the top of 48 is replaced by a crown-like ornament on 49, which also occurs at the bottom and replaces
the scrolls at the top corners. The same motif at the sides is replaced by a barrel scroll which is the main
ornament of later shields. At the sides of the base, the bend which balances the scroll is removed and
the line pointed. The removed bend becomes a tail which developes a scroll head, again a preview of an
ornament occurring in later shields.
The 50s

From the reverse shield on the shillings of Phillip and Mary, which is as 52 but the lis formed by the two top
scrolls and centre leaf is more like a trefoil.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

52 without the centre leaf at the top, occurs with plumes in m.m. heart with obverse 31.
as above occurs with obverse 35 in m.m. feathers without the Welsh plumes (shilling) and m.m. heart
(unite).
52 with a rose above (between the C.R.) on a half-crown.
From this type to 57 is a series of attempts to hide the rose, in this case a large lis is stamped over the
smaller one, and vegetation put round to hide the rose petals.
A long necked lis with filaments and dots, also dots at the side of the shield.
A lis with filaments and smaller dots.
A lis with two sprigs only.
The upper limbs of the two top scrolls are greatly enlarged, the original scroll showing underneath; a
large centre leaf added to form a lis.
As 58 with shorter central leaf, and a filament onone of the side leaves.

52 would seem to be the normal shilling shield for m.m. plumes continuing into m.m. rose. This shield also
occurs with Welsh plumes on shillings and half-crowns, the centre leaf not being completely obliterated by the
centre stem of the plumes. 53-59 all occur on the half-crowns of m.m. feathers and rose.
This family is often accompanied by a pattern of dots at the top and even down the sides of the shield. With
the next two families it is accompanied by the initials C.R.
The 60s

Very similar to the 50s, the main differences being in the top and bottom scrolls.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.

68.
69.

A curious piece, would not be noted if it were not such a fine specimen. The top line from the side
scrolls sweeps over the shield and forms the lower band of the crown. Occurs on unites (Schneider XVII
No. 21).
The normal version of 61, can appear crowned on the unites or plain on the shillings in m.m. plumes
and rose.
as 62 but with detached lis above, quite common in m.m. rose.
Unsuccessful attempt to incorporate lis into shield, fairly common in m.m. rose (both 57 and 58 are
shilling shields).
Large lis now successfully incorporated into shield design used on the half-crown m.m. rose.
Thefirst crown shield of this type, a larger version of 62 with small side fleurs 13 (which can occur with
62 in m.m. plumes with obverse 28, a half-crown). Cooper XII, XIII.
The same shield as 66 with the sidefleurs replaced by our old friends from the previous reign,fleur 1,
which inspiredfleurs 2 and 3. The top may have plumes as 66 always has, if not the samefleur is placed
here. At the bottom a large rose petal appears, with side petals, which are also added to the three
fleurs. A rose is removed from the first half-crown 0.4 from the first of the 30s, 24 and from the
previous family of shields 53, at last it is allowed to remain. Cooper, XIV-XVI, P10 XVII, P8 XVIII.
An ornate version of the family, the shield of the famous Juxon medal.
Smaller version of 68 used on pattern unites and shillings.

The 70s

A mixed bag, hardly a family.
71.
Heavily ornate, could have been inspired by 68. Occurs with plumes in m.m. plumes on a half-crown
obverse 28 and in m.m. plumes and rose on shillings obverse 39.
73.
The half-crown shield for m.m. harp and portcullis. Scrolls at the top sides, wreath motif at bottom
side.
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75.
77.
79.
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The shilling shield for m.m. harp and portcullis; wreath motif at top and bottom sides.
The unite shield scrolls at top and bottom sides (Schneider XVII No. 31). Runs from m.m. harp to eye.
The unite shield, scrolls at top sides, but top, bottom and bottom side ornaments go back to the square
unite shield 49, and the bottom side ornaments stay with us through the 80s and 90s. Occurs in m.m. sun
and sceptre.

The 80s and 90s

These are all one family.
81.

This is the crown shield which occurs with the last three obverse portraits, i.e. all crowns of m.m.
portcullis and after to the end of the reign (Cooper XIX). When there are plumes, they are just added
without alteration of the shield.
82.
This is the half-crown shield which takes over from 75 with m.m. bell; with m.m. crown it gives way to
91. Like the crown die, it has four bars (three slots) on the barrel scrolls.
83-87. The shield of the shillings. Three bars (two slots) on the barrel scrolls.
83.
Has three bars between the bottom scrolls. Plain tail to the bottom side ornaments.
84.
Has an upright bar between the bottom scrolls.
85.
Has nothing between the bottom scrolls. Both 84 and 85 have scroll tails to the bottom side ornaments.
86-87. Have attenuated bottom side ornaments, with long tails.
86.
Has bars between bottom scrolls.
87.
Has an upright line between bottom scrolls.
88.
The shield with top scroll removed for use with plumes.
89.
Very superior version of 88 with four bars (three slots) to the barrel scrolls.
91.
The odd man out, in that the bottom scrolls are not angular. The half-crown shield which takes over
from 82 for m.m. crown and persists till m.m. triangle where it occurs with obverse portraits 44 and 46.
93.
Takes over from 91 in m.m. triangle, this and the following shields are half-crown shields, it occurs with
portraits 46 and 48 and persists to m.m. star. A larger, rounder, shield with four bars (three slots) to the
top and bottom barrel scrolls, crowds the reverse.
95.
Smaller neater shield, which takes over in m.m. star and goes on to m.m. triangle-in-circle. On the
diagram looks like 84, but the lower side ornaments are plainer with the outer parts detached, and as a
half-crown shield it is larger than 84, a shilling shield.
97.
Starts with m.m. (P) bottom side ornament loses its tail and gains the bottom angular scroll instead, like
95 it has an upright line between the bottom scrolls.
99.
Takes over in m.m. eye as 97 but three minute lines (horizontal) in place of the upright line between the
bottom scrolls.
THE REVERSE. THE IRISH HARPS
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
21.

Crown
Crown
Crown
Unite
Double Crown
Sixpence
Half-crown
Shilling

22.

Unite
Half-crown
Shilling

23.

Unite
Half-crown
Shilling
Double Crown
Unite

24.
25.

Half-crown

m.m. lis Francis, PI. I No. 2; Cooper PI. XVI No. IV.
m.m. eye Francis, PI. V No. 4; Cooper, PI. XIX Nos. 32-34.
m.m. portcullis Francis, PI. Ill No. 2; Cooper, PI. XVII No. 18.
m.m. plumes Schneider, PI. XVII No. 28.
m.m. heart Schneider, PI. VIII No. 26.
m.m. triangle-in-circle Francis, PI. II No. 11.
m.m. cross-on-steps Lockett, III, 3396; Ryan, II, 1085
m.m. cross-on-steps Lockett, II, 2300 Ryan, II, 1102
m.m. negro head Ryan, II, 1105.
m.m. lis Glendining 13.3.1974, 33a, 19.4.1975, 25.
m.m. lis Lockett, III, 3392; Burstal, 260.
m.m. lis Francis, PI. I No. 1
m.m. cross-on-steps Neg. 0055.
m.m. lis Lockett, II, 2176; Glendining 24.11.1976. 148.
m.m. lis Lockett, II, 2274; Checkley, 156.
m.m. lis Francis, PI. I No. 2.
m.m. lis Schneider, PI. VIII Nos. 23.
m.m. lis Schneider, PI. XVII Nos. 25, 26.
m.m. cross-on-steps Lockett, IV, 4122, 4123.
m.m. negro head Lockett, II, 2179; III, 3352; V, 4436, 4437.
m.m. castle Schneider, PI. XVII No. 27.
m.m. first anchor Lockett, II, 2181; III, 3355; IV, 4127.
m.m. lis Francis, PI. I Nos. 1 & 6.
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95

94

95

The Irish Harps

Shilling

26.

Crown
Half-crown
Shilling

31.

Unite

m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.

cross-on-steps Francis, PI. I, No. 3.
negro head Francis, PI. I No. 4.
castle Francis, PI. I No. 5 & 7.
cross-on-steps Lockett, III, 3410.
negro head Francis, PI. I Nos. 7 & 8.
castle Francis, PI. II Nos. 1 & 2.
cross-on-steps Francis, PI. I No. 4; Cooper, PI. XVI No. 8.
cross-on-steps 238
cross-on-steps 25 (B.M. cast No. 5)
negro head Lockett, III, 3412 n/i PI. 113b R5 No. I.
lis Lockett, III, 3349 n/i PI. 100 R.4 No. 1.
cross-on-steps Lockett, II, 2177; IV, 4124 n/i PI. 130 R.2 No. 1.
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Crown
Half-crown
32.
33.
35.
41.

Shilling
Shilling
Double Crown
Unite
Shilling
Half-crown
Unite
Shilling

42.

Unite
Double Crown
Half-crown
Shilling

43.

Double crown

44.

Unite
Half-crown
Shilling

45.
46.

Half-crown
Shilling
Shilling

51.

Unite
Crown
Shilling

52.

Half-crown

53.
54.
55.

Sixpence
Shilling
Half-crown
Shilling

56.
57.
61.

Half-crown
Half-crown
Unite

Half-crown
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m.m. lis Francis, PI. I No. 5; Cooper, PI. XVI No. 6.
m.m. cross-on-steps Francis, PI. I No. 6; Cooper, PI. XVI Nos. 6 & 7.
m.m. castle Francis, PI. II No. 2; Cooper, PI. XVII Nos. 10, 11.
m.m. lis Lockett, II, 2279.
m.m. cross-on-steps 1344.
m.m. lis 0822
m.m. cross-on-steps Lockett, II, 2297 n/i PI. 89 R.6 No. 3.
m.m. cross-on-steps Schneider, PI. VIII No. 24.
m.m. plumes Lockett, III, 3371.
m.m. plumes Lockett, IV, 4129; V, 4444.
m.m. cross-on-steps Lockett, II, 2297 n/i PI. 89 R.6 No. 4.
m.m. cross-on-steps 1345.
m.m. cross-on-steps Lockett, II, 2178 n/i 2182 n/i PI. 62 R.l Nos. 1 & .
m.m. first anchor Lockett, III, 3355.
m.m. heart Lockett, III, 3356, 3357 n/i PI. 100 R.5 Nos. 1 & 2.
m.m. first anchor Lockett, II, 2303 n/i PI. 89 R.l No. 5, R.2 No. 1.
m.m. heart Lockett, II, 2304.
m.m. plumes Lockett, III, 3417.
m.m. cross-on-steps Lockett, III, 3351 n/i PL 100 R.4 No. 4.
m.m. first anchor Lockett, II, 2211, 2212.
m.m. heart Lockett, III, 3370.
m.m. plumes Ryan, II, 1089.
m.m. cross-on-steps Lockett, III, 3411 n/i PI. 113 R.4 No. 3.
m.m. castle Farquhar, 53.
m.m.. cross-on-steps Lockett, III, 3367, V, 4455.
m.m. castle Lockett, II, 2210; V, 4456.
m.m. first anchor Lockett, V, 4458.
m.m. eye Glendining, 20.5.1969 Lot 11.
m.m. sun Schneider" PI. XVII No. 33.
m.m. sceptre Lockett, II, 2204; Ryan, I, 466.
m.m. eye Burstall, 283.
m.m. sun Francis, PI. V No. 7.
m.m. sceptre Francis, PI. V No. 8.
m.m. eye Arch Bp. Sharp 59.
m.m. sun Noble, 642.
m.m. sceptre Francis, PI. V No. 7; Arch Bp. Sharp, 60.
m.m. eye Francis, PI. V No. 3.
m.m. sun Lockett, II n/i PI. 91 R.5 No. 3.
m.m. eye 0324.
m.m. sceptre Francis, PI. V No. 8.
m.m. lis Lockett, IV, 4121.
m.m. lis Francis, PI. I No. 1; Cooper, PI. XVI Nos. 1 & 2.
m.m. lis Lockett, III, 3409 n/i PI. 113 R.3 Nos. 1 & 6.
m.m. cross-on-steps Francis, PI. I No. 3; Burstall, 291
m.m. lis Francis, PI. I No. 2.
m.m. cross-on-steps Glendining, 16/6/1977 (Bower) 349.
m.m. lis Lockett, II, 2325, 2326 n/i PI. 91 R.6 Nos. 2 & 4.
m.m. sceptre Lockett, II, 2324 n/i PI. 91 R.6 No. 1.
m.m. second anchor (L) Lockett, V, 4478 n/i PI. 135 R.4 No. 1.
m.m. triangle Francis, PI. IV No. 3.
m.m. second anchor (R) Lockett, III, 3425 n/i PI. 114 R.5 No. 7
m.m. triangle 0881.
m.m. star Lockett, V, 4482 n/i PI. 136 R.l No. 6.
m.m. sceptre 531 (Satyr Harp)
m.m. first anchor Lockett, IV, 4127.
m.m. heart Lockett, V, 4441.
m.m. plumes Lockett, V, 4443.
m.m. rose Lockett, V, 4446-47.
m.m. harp Lockett, IV, 4132; Ryan, I, 449.
m.m. portcullis Lockett, IV, 4133.
m.m. first anchor Lockett, IV, 4161.
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Shilling

62.

Unite

Half-crown

Shilling

63.

Unite
Half-crown
Shilling

64.
65.

Half-crown
Shilling
Unite
Half-crown

Shilling
66.

Unite
Double Crowns

m.m. heart Francis, PI. I, no. 8; Lockett, II, 2281.
m.m. plumes Lockett, V, 4472 n/i PI. 134 Row 5 No. 3.
m.m. rose Lockett, V, 4474; Ryan, II, 1090.
m.m. first anchor Francis, PI. II No. 3; Lockett, III, 3414.
m.m. heart Francis, PI. II No. 5; Lockett, III, 3416.
m.m. plumes Francis, PI. II No. 6; Lockett, IV, 4171.
m.m. rose Francis, PI. Ill No. 2; Lockett, II, 2308.
m.m. bell Lockett, V, 4451; Farquhar, 10.
m.m. crown Lockett, II, 2191; IV, 4134; V, 4452.
m.m. tun Glendining, 20.5.1969, 10; 19.11.1975, 493.
m.m. second anchor Lockett, II, 2195; IV, 4135; V, 4453.
m.m. triangle Lockett, II, 2196; Ryan, I, 458.
m.m. star Lockett, II, 2197; V, 4454; Ryan, I, 460.
m.m. triangle-in-circle Lockett, III, 3365.
m.m. (P) Glendining, 31.1.1951 (Cunningham) 319.
m.m. (R) Lockett, II, 2201; Ryan, I, 463.
m.m. eye Lockett, II, 2202.
m.m. rose Francis, PI. II No. 1, Lockett, III, 3400.
m.m. crown Francis, PI. II Nos. 7 & 8.
m.m. tun Francis, PI. Ill Nos. 1, 6 & 7; Lockett, II, 2293.
m.m. second anchor Francis, PI. Ill No. 8; IV No. 1: Noble, 638.
m.m. triangle Francis, PI. IV Nos. 4 & 7; Lockett, V, 4480A.
m.m. star Spink Sept. 1977, P408 No. 8307.
m.m. triangle-in-circle Francis, PI. V No. 6.
m.m. (P) Francis, PI. V No. 1; Lockett, 3406 n/i PI. 113, R.l.
m.m. (R) Lockett, III, 3406 n/i PI. 113, Rowl, No. 3.
m.m. eye Farquhar, 46.
m.m. bell Seaby Apr. 1959, PI. XIX, No. 4673.
m.m. crown Francis, PI. Ill No. 7; PI. IV No. 3.
m.m. tun Francis, PI. Ill No. 8; PI. IV No.4.
m.m. second anchor Spink Nov. 1979, P. 540 No. 10252.
m.m. triangle Seaby Aug. 1977, PI. 94 No. E1014.
m.m. star Francis, PI. V No. 4.
m.m. triangle-in-circle Lockett, II, 2323 n/i PI. 91 Row 4 No. 3.
m.m. (P) Francis, PI. V No. 5.
m.m. (R) Lockett, II, 2323 n/i PI. 91 Row 5 No. 1.
m.m. eye Francis PI. V No. 6.
m.m. second anchor Glendining 15.7.1953, PI. IV Lot 49.
m.m. triangle-in-circle Glendining 13.3.1974, PI. 4 Lot 34.
m.m. (P) Lockett, II, 2200.
m.m. second anchor Francis, PI. IV No. 2.
m.m. triangle Lockett, II, 2288 n/i PI. 88 R.5 No. 4.
m.m. triangle-in-circle Lockett, III, 3407 n/i PI. 113 R.2 No. 5.
m.m. tun Francis, PI. IV Nos. 5 & 7.
m.m. second anchor Lockett, II, 2320 n/i PI. 91 R.2 No. 5.
m.m. triangle anchor Seaby Jan. 1978, PI. 7 No. E67.
m.m. triangle Francis, PI. V No. 1.
m.m. second anchor Checkley, 159.
m.m. tun Lockett, II, 2318; Noble, 642.
m.m. second anchor Lockett, II, 2195.
m.m. triangle-in-circle Glendining 24.11.1976, PI. XV Lot 169.
m.m. triangle Francis, PI. IV No. 5.
m.m. star Lockett, II, 2294 n/i PI. 89 R.4 No. 1.
m.m. (P) Lockett, III, 3406 n/i PI. 112 R.5 No. 6.
m.m. (R) Francis, PI. V No. 2.
m.m. second anchor Glendining 12.6.63 (Graham), 288.
m.m. triangle Lockett, II, 2321, 2358.
m.m. sun Glendining 24.11.1976, PI. XV Lot 168.
m.m. second anchor Schneider, PI. VIII No. 33.
m.m. triangle Schneider, PI. VIII No. 35.
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Sixpence
67.
68.
69.
71.

Sixpence
Half-crown
Double Crown
Unite
Half-crown

Shilling

74.
75.
76.

Crown
Half-crown
Shilling
Unite
Shilling
Double Crown
Sixpence

81.

Crown

Half-crown

82.

Shilling
Unite
Crown
Half-crown

83.

Shilling
Unite
Double Crown
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m.m. tun Lockett, III, 3434 n/i PI. 116 R.l Nos. 1, 2 & 3.
m.m. second anchor Lockett, III, 3434 PL 116 R.l Nos. 4, 5 & 6.
m.m. triangle Lockett, III, 3434 PL 116 R.l No. 7.
m.m. bell Lockett, III, 3433 n/i PL 115 R.5 No. 8.
m.m. (R) Lockett, III, 3406 n/i PL 113 R.l No. 2.
m.m. sun Schneider, PL VIII No. 36 (minature 65).
m.m. portcullis Noble, 622.
m.m. bell Lockett, III, 3363.
m.m. bell Lockett, III, 3403 n/i PL 112 R.3 Nos. 2 & 3.
m.m. crown Lockett, III, 3403 n/i PL 112 R.3 Nos. 4 & 5.
m.m. triangle Lockett, III, 3406 n/i PL 112 R.5 No. 2.
m.m. star Lockett, II, 2294 n/i PL 89 R.3 No. 3.
m.m. harp Lockett, III, 3420 n/i PL 114 R.2 No. 6.
m.m. portcullis Lockett, III, 3420 n/i PL 114 R.3 Nos. 2, 3 & 6.
m.m. bell Lockett, II, 2313; Ryan, II, 1124.
m.m. crown Brettell, 83.
m.m. triangle Lockett, III, 3427 n/i PL 115 R.l Nos. 5 & 7.
m.m. harp Francis, PL III No. 1; Cooper, PL XVII Nos. 14-17.
m.m. portcullis Francis, PL III No. 2.
m.m. portcullis Lockett, II, 2311 n/i PL 90 R.4 Nos. 2 & 4.
m.m. harp Schneider, PL XVII No. 31.
m.m. harp Francis, PL III No. 3.
m.m. portcullis Francis, PL III No. 5.
m.m. harp Schneider, PL VIII No. 30.
m.m. portcullis Lockett, II, 2217.
m.m. harp Lockett, II, 2339 n/i PL 92 R.4 Nos. l^t.
m.m. portcullis Lockett, II, 2339 n/i PL 92 R.4 Nos. 5 & 6.
m.m. bell Farquhar, 63.
m.m. plumes Francis, PL II Nos. 3 & 4; Cooper, PL XVII Nos. 12 & 13.
m.m. rose/plumes Cooper, PL XVII Nos. 12 & 13.
m.m. rose Francis, PL II No. 5.
m.m. bell Francis, PL III No. 3; Cooper, PL XVII No. 19.
m.m. crown Francis, PL III Nos. 5 & 6; Cooper, PL XVIII No. 22.
m.m. tun Francis, PL IV Nos. 2 & 3; Cooper, PL XVIII No. 23.
m.m. second anchor Francis. PL IV Nos. 4 & 5; Cooper, PL XVIII Nos. 24-26.
m.m. triangle Francis, PL IV No. 6; Cooper, PL XVIII Nos. 24 & 25.
m.m. star Francis, PL V No. 1; Cooper, PL XVIII No. 28.
m.m. triangle-in-circle Lingford, I, 132; Ryan, II, 1078.
m.m. (P) Francis, PL V No. 2; Cooper, PL XVIII No. 29.
m.m. (R) Francis. PL V No. 3; Cooper, PL XIX Nos. 29-31.
m.m. eye Lingford, I, 124.
m.m. sun Francis, PL V No. 5 & 6; Cooper PL XIX Nos. 36 & 37.
m.m. harp Francis, PL II Nos. 4 & 5; Burstal, 272.
m.m. portcullis Francis, PL II No. 6; Lockett, II, 2285.
m.m. bell Francis, PL III No. 4; Lockett, V, 4476 n/i PL 135 R.2 N.3.
m.m. triangle Lockett, III, 3406 n/i PL 112 R.5 Nos. 3 & 5.
m.m. star Lockett, III, n/i PL 113 R.2 No. 3.
m.m. eye Lockett, III. n/i PL 113 R.l No. 4.
m.m. portcullis Lockett, II, 2312; Ryan, II, 1122.
m.m. plumes Schneider, PL XVII Nos. 29 & 30.
m.m. rose Lockett, IV, 4131 n/i PL 130 R.2 No. 4.
m.m. bell Francis, PL III No. 4; Cooper, PI. XVIII No. 20.
m.m. plumes Burstal, 270.
m.m. rose Lockett, III, 3399 n/i PL 112 R.l No. 5.
m.m. harp Neg. 246.
m.m. plumes Francis, PL III No. 1; Burstal, 298.
m.m. portcullis Lockett, III, 3362; Spink Mar. 1973, PL 128 No. 2267.
m.m. bell Lockett, II, 2218.
m.m. crown Schneider, PL VIII No. 31.
m.m. tun Schneider, PL VIII No. 32; Lockett, II, 2220.
m.m. second anchor Lockett, II, 2221.
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I] Crown

2%

Half-Crown
Unite
Shilling
Double Crown
Sixpcncc

Occurrence of Harps on Reverse Shields

Sixpence

m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.

triangle Lockett, II, 2222.
star Lockett, II, 2224; III, 3373.
triangle-in-circle Lockett, II, 2225.
portcullis Francis, PI. I No. 15
bell Lockett, II, 2339 n/i PI. 92 R.5 Nos. 2-5.
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85.

Half-crown
Shilling

91.

Half-crown

92.

Shilling
Unite

Half-crown
Shilling

93.

Double Crown
Sixpence

94.

Double Crown

95.

Sixpence
Pattern Unite
(in silver)

m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
m.m.
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crown Lockett, II, 2339 n/i PI. 92 R.5 No. 6 R.6 No. 1.
tun Lockett, II, 2339 n/i PI. 92 R.6 No. 2.
triangle Lockett, II, 2343 n/i PI. 92 R.7 Nos. 3 & 4 R.8 No. 1.
star Lockett, II, 2344 n/i PI. 93 R.l Nos. 1 & 2.
plumes Francis, PI. II No. 2.
plumes Lockett, II, 2305, 2306 n/i PI. 89 R.2 No. 2.
rose Lockett, III, 3419 n/i PI. 114 R.l No. 6.
plumes Lockett, III, 3397 n/i PI. Ill R.5 No. 7.
rose Lockett, III, 3399 n/i PI. 112 R.l No. 3.
plumes Lockett, III, 3419 n/i PI. 114 R.l Nos. 1 & 3.
plumes Lockett, II, 2184.
rose Lockett, II, 2186; V, 4448.
harp Glendining 13.3.1975, PI. VII Lot 89.
portcullis Lockett, II, 2188.
plumes Lockett, III, 3397 n/i PI. Ill R.5 Nos. 4, 5 & 6.
rose Lockett, II, 2282 n/i PI. 88 R.l No. 3.
harp Lockett, V, 4475 n/i PI. 135 R.l No.2.
plumes Francis, PI. II No. 7.
rose Francis, PI. II No. 8.
harp Francis, PI. Ill No. 4.
portcullis Francis, PI. Ill No. 5.
plumes Schneider, PI. VIII No. 28.
plumes Lockett, II, 2336; III, 3430.
rose Lockett, II, 2337 n/i PI. 92 R.3 Nos. 5 & 6.
plumes Schneider, PI. VIII No. 27.
rose Schneider, PI. VIII No. 29.
harp Lockett, II, 2338.
lis Brooke, PI. LVII No. 11.

It would seem that I have pushed the study of Irish Harps into perverse detail, as a claim to have isolated
about fifty varieties might be thought extreme. It does, however, demonstrate the detail which would be
needed to approach completeness, and further the peculiar mixture of random and precise use of the dies. As I
have stated before, this is not a complete work, it is an attempt to provide scaffolding for future work, and to
demonstrate the detail which can be worked on, on a narrow front. In many of thefifty varieties given, a study
of the variants of a variety, or its degeneration could help to give a sequence, and provide innocent amusement
for those who delight in detail.
Thefirst three peculiar types occur for one m.m. only on the crowns (11 lis, 12 eye, 13 portcullis). 14 (from
the gold of the previous reign) is used on the unites of m.m. plumes, the smaller version 15 appearing on the
double-crowns m.m. heart and the sixpences of triangle-in-circle.
22, 23 & 25 are all common in m.m. lis, 25 persisting to m.m. castle -first anchor on unites, yet only the freak
26 appearing on the crowns but not on the unites.
31 is on all denominations in m.m. lis, in cross-on-steps on all but the shillings which have their own freak
version, 32. 35 occurs on half-crowns and shillings in m.m. cross-on-steps, and on unites of m.m. plumes.
The 40s are mainly for unites and shillings, and even more for the double-crowns and sixpences, but while
common on the sixpences, they are too common to be illustrated in sale catalogues. 44 is the usual
parliamentary harp for unites, half-crowns and shillings in m.m. eye, sun and sceptre.
The first three 50s originated in the previous reign and have variants. 54 occurs on the smaller 19 shield in
m.m. sceptre, 55 on on the half-crowns and shillings in second anchor and triangle, 56 is the west country type
rare on Tower coins, but obviously like the 'Aberystwyth' dies, a Tower die used elsewhere. 57 is the unique
'satyr' harp, so unusual to be dubious but carefully examined by experts and pronounced genuine.
Thefirst two 60s are probably the commonest for most of the reign, but never seem to occur on the crowns,
they are inspired by a type from the previous reign but 61 and 62 are original, while 63 and 64 would seem to be
made from the one set of punches differently placed (the right top ornament) and from the previous reign. 62
has varieties as has 65, the latter characterised by the large 'jug handle' ornament at the top right. 66 and 67 are
small varieties for double-crown and sixpence and 68 is a large rare wanderer from the previous reign. 69 is a
double crown variety illustrated by Mr Schneider.
71 occurs in m.m. harp to crown and again in triangle to star, it disintegrates losingfirst the ball in the left
scroll, and later part of the sounding board, giving a rudder-like appearance. The small version 72 is doubtful,
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THE REVERSE. THE IRISH HARPS (CONT.)

occuring on late specimens of double-crown and sixpence - the drawing is a 'restoration' from very poor
specimens. 74 starts the break in the 81s on the crowns in m.m. harp. It is followed on the crowns in m.m.
portcullis by 13, and 74 moves to the half-crowns and is even found on the shillings. The unite and shilling harp
is 75 slightly smaller and with ornamental pillar, 76, even smaller, is used on double-crowns and sixpences.
The 80s are from the previous reign, and here the more usual type is 81, where the top ornaments can be of
equal size. In 82 the left ornament is longer and the 'S' on the right shorter, but the most obvious distinction is
the pillar, which is shorter in 82, and supported at the base by a curious curved spur, beautifully illustrated in
Mr Schneider's work on the unites.
83 is the smaller sixpenny version. 85 starts with 81 and 82 in m.m. plumes where it is found on half-crowns
and shillings; it persists into m.m. rose on the shillings.
The 90s also start in m.m. plumes, 91 on half-crowns and shillings, and persisting into rose on the
half-crowns. 92 occurs on the unites, half-crowns and shillings for plumes, rose and harp, and persists in the
unites and shillings into portcullis. 93, 94 and 95 are smaller versions for smaller denominations.
CONCORDANCE FOR UNITES AND SHILLINGS
Osborne
1/47 Cl
3/47 Cl
1/46 Cl
3/46 Cl
111
7/4
7/10 P9
9/2
11/48 Cl
13/48 Cl
17/48 Cl
19/48 Cl
19/49 C5

Gp
A

Cl.
Ia
I
I la
II

III.
2/25
1/25
2/26
1/26

Gp.

A

B'

I
Ia

2/3
2a/3

3/27
4/27

lb
lb

2b/3
2b/3a

5/27
5/28

Sharp
No.
111.

2/1
2/2
2/3
1/1

2/3
2/4
2/5
1/3

No.

Francis
PI.
No.

I
I
l(var)
lb
I
1
I

2
6
I

No.

Seaby Catalogue
G.No. S.No.
2689
2688

1
l(var)
lb'
1

North
G.No. S.No.
2147
2146

2776

2216

2778

2217

2690

2148

2149

(2691 is 19/49 with mm. below bust)
6/3
la
I
3
la
2779
22 IS
6/4
la
la
2
6/5
lb
1/2
lc
2781
2220
6/74
lc
II
lb 2
1/2
2
(Seabv 2780 and 2777 are lightweight varieties of 2779 and 2776)
2/1
8/4
la
4&5
la
1
8/14
lc
I
2/3
8
lb 3
8/74
lb 2
2/2
lc
I
7
2/2
8/13
lc
II
1&3
LB2
9/13
lb 2
3/2
lc
II
4
lb 2
4/2
10/13 lc
lb 2
11/13 lc
5/2
II
5
5/2
LB2
lc
II
6

21/2
21/4
21/10 P9
21/10 P2
23/4
23/4 P2
23/10 P2
23/10 P l l
25/10 Pll
27/10 P l l
19/10 P l l
19/10 P12
19/10 P7
31/52 P13
33/52 C6
33/62
33/71 P13
35/62 C4
35/62 C2
35/62 P13
37/
39/62 C2
39/52
39/62
39/63
39/71 P13
39/62 P13
39/52 P13
41/61 C4
43/77 C5
43/75
43/75 P14
45/
47/75
47/75 P14
49/ Briot Pattern

Schneider
No.
la/1
1/1
la/2
1/2

B

c

I

II
Ha
III

D

I

3

3a/4a
3a/4
3b/4

4/4
4/4

6
18/19

1/1

C
1/1

15/15
16/19

2a

2a

1/4
16/24 2b
(no C.R. at side of shield)

7/30
7/29

2b
2692

3/5

18/25

2b

2/1
2/2
2/3
2/4
2/5
2/6

17/19
17/21
17/22
17/24
17/25
17/26

2a
II
2a (Var)
2a
II
2b
III
2b
2b
III

3/1
3/2

29/33
29/34

3
3b

1/1
1/2

27/33
27/34

3
3b

2150

2b

9/29

2151
7

2

2a
2a (Var)
2a
2b
2b
2b

IV

1

3'
32

III

3

31
32

8
1

20/21
10/31

2693
D

2783

2221

2784

2222

(&2710) 2152
2785
2786

2223
2224
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Osborne
Gp
51/
53/
55/77 C5
55/75
57/
59/
61/77 C5
61/75
63/77 C5
65/75
61/82
61/85
65/82
65/85
65/88 P15 or 14
67/85
69/85
71/85
71/15
73/15
75/15-16
75/17-18
Sixpcncc Obv.
77/15-16
77/17-18
79/15-16
79/17-18
Damaged 75
81/
83/77
83/17
83/18
85/77
85/18
85var/18
89/18
91/77
91/79
93/79
95/18
97/19
99/19

CI.

II

D

II

Schneider
No.

5/4

PI.

Gp.

5a/5

12/31

6/5

13/31
E

F

I
II

Ila

G

I
II

PI.

No.
3

5/1

31/33

3

4/1

30/33

3

6/1
1/1
1/2
2/1
2/2
2/3
3/2
4/2
5/2
1/1
2/1
3/1
3/2
4/1
5/1
5/2
6/1
6/2
7/2

32/33
35/41
35/42
37/41
37/42
37/43
38/42
39/42
40/42
44/52
45/52
47/52
47/53
48/52
49/52
49/53
50/52
50/53
51/53
97,98

3
3a
3a
3a
3a
3c
3a
3a
3a(var)
4a
4
4b
4b

G
7/5

7a/5

8/5
8/5a

Francis
PI.
No.
4
Ill

11/31

D

F

Slu
No.

Seaby Catalogue
G.No. S. No.

North
G.No. 5. No.

31

III

III
III
IV
III
IV
IV
IV

5

3'

3'
3a
3a
6
7
3a
3a
2,3&4 3b
3a
3a
8
3a(var)
6
42
5
41
43
7
43
4'(var)
4'(var)

4b
4b

4c

No.
3'

V

3

4

2787

2225

2788

2226

2791
2789
2792

2228
2227
2229

2790

2230

2859
2694

15/31
1/1
1/2

54/52
54/53

4c
4c

V

2

44
44

2/2

55/53

4c
4c
4c

V
V
V

4
5
6

44

F
2154

2300
2231

2155

16/31

G 2156
2157

2712

17/31
17/33
H

1/1
2/2
3/2

56/53
57/61
58/61

5
5

V
V

7
8

45
46
4"

2232

2843

2844

2233

2845

2234

THE YORK MINT OF CHARLES I
EDWARD BESLY

THE York mint of Charles I has never been the subject of a systematic study, which is
rather surprising in the light of the immense amount of work which has gone into the study
and elucidation of the royalist coinages of the English Civil War. Previous work may be
summarised simply: Folkes (1745) briefly listed the products of the mint and suggested
that some at least were struck during Wentworth's period as president of the North,
perhaps in association with the king's visit in 1633.' Snelling (1762) and Ruding (1817)
followed Folkes. 2 Hawkins (1841) produced a factual and complete list of York types,
which is still used today. 3 Davies (1854) in a work on the royal and archiepiscopal mints of
York, placed the mint firmly in the Civil War period, quoting evidence that the mint
started work in January 1643.4 Helen Farquhar, who in her article on Nicholas Briot
attempted to construct a history of his movements during the Civil War, expanded Davies's
account with the help of unpublished letters and other evidence. 5 While Farquhar did not
consider the mint's products in any detail, many of her comments about York are pertinent
and instructive. That York was not minting during the mid-1630s is underlined by the
wording of Thomas Bushell's 1637 petition to set up a mint at Aberystwyth." The purpose
of this article is to present the results of a die-study and to examine other evidence relating
to this mint in its technical and historical context, notably the date of its establishment and
the machinery used in it.
Establishment of the Mint
York was Charles I's 'second capital', and after being forced to leave London early in
1642 he made his way there, arriving on 19 March. Until the middle of August his court
was based at York or Beverley, whence he directed operations against the port of Hull.
The establishment of a mint at York was being planned long before the outbreak of formal
hostilities. Nicholas Briot, the king's engraver, was summoned to York by a letter from
Secretary of State Edward Nicholas dated 6 May in connection with Briot's proposals
concerning currency standards. 7 A letter of 30 May notes that Briot had fallen ill; it does
not press him, but on 21 June, Secretary Nicholas ordered Briot to York forthwith 'et vous
avertir qu'avez mener avec vous les Roues et toutes autres sortes d'instruments requis et
necessaires pour icy battre de la Monnoye que S. ma'te aura occasion d'ordonner dez que
vous serez arrive'. Shortly after, arrangements were made for Sir William Parkhurst,
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warden of the Mint, to advance Briot the money necessary for his journey. On 15 July,
these plans received a severe setback when a ship carrying Briot's equipment and personal
baggage was held up off Scarborough by one Captain Stevens, who seized the equipment
on the grounds that no authority had been given for its removal. Meanwhile on 7 July,
David Ramage, a member of Briot's staff, was paid £85 10s. for the provision of 'several
instruments for the two Mints at York and Shrewsbury'. 8
All of the above information is well known. However, one further document exists from
the summer of 1642 which relates to the proposed mint and is possibly the most important
of the series, if the information it contains is correct, since it supplies us at last with a
terminus post quern for the York mint. On 15 July, a warrant arrived at York for the
establishment of the mint. This information comes from a letter from Beverley dated 16
July 1642 and printed in London on 20 July. Communication with London was still fairly
easy, and there exist printed copies of many such newsletters. The information they
conveyed often exaggerated such matters as numbers of troops, sums of money and so on,
but they give a lively picture of royalist preparations for war, and there seems little reason
to doubt the accuracy of this piece of news. It is worth quoting in full, because although it
was printed in the Yorkshire Archaeological Journal in 1882, it seems hitherto to have
escaped numismatic attention. 9 The main text of the letter deals with events at Hull, but
tucked away at the end we read:
FRIDAY, a warrant under His Majestie's Broade Seale came to Yorke for the erecting of a new Mynt there,
some commissioners appointed for the same came to view the place, where the old Mynt stood, which is now
in Sir William Saviles possession, near the Minster, where it appears money was coyned in Hen. 8. Raigne.

The same letter tells us that on the Monday the king had left Beverley on a journey to the
north Midlands, visiting Doncaster and Newark. The building referred to is St Leonard's
Hospital, whither the mint had been transferred in 1546.10 However, we hear nothing
further of the mint until the statement published by Christopher Hildyard in 1664, and
brought to light by Davies in 1854, that 'about the latter end of January [1643], the King's
Mint began to coin in Sir Henry Jenkins' house in the Minster Yard', which at first sight
appears to contradict the earlier statement." This building is better known as St William's
College, a college of priests built c. 1465 and dissolved in 1549, after which it passed
through various hands. Today it belongs to the Church and is used by the convocation of
the province of York. 12 It seems to have been taken over by the royalists immediately on
Charles's arrival in 1642, since Hildyard also tells us that the king's printers set up their
presses there on 24 March 1642.13 Hildyard's statements come in a year-by-year list of lord
mayors and sheriffs of York, together with notable events of each year, which on the whole
seem to be fairly accurately recorded.
The case for St Leonard's Hospital as the site of the mint rests on the York mint's
location there under Henry VIII and the fact that the commissioners appointed in 1642
promptly went to examine its suitability. It was also referred to as 'Mint Yard' in notices
referring to sequestered assets in 1646-48,14 but a place name need not reflect the
continuing use of a locality for that purpose. Against this must be weighed Hildyard's
single, but positive, statement that coining actually did take place at 'Sir Henry Jenkins'
8
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(1910), 396; Farquhar, p. 187; Boon, p. 93.
9
British Library Thomason Tracts El07 (32); full text
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house in the Minster Yard'. His statement that coining began in January 1643 is almost
certainly correct (below, p.223), so unless new evidence comes to light to the contrary, it is
proposed that Hildyard's statement that the York mint of Charles I was located in St
William's College in Minster Yard should be accepted (pi. 7). Farquhar, unaware of the
reference to the warrant and Sir William Savile's house, suggested that minting operations
were carried on at St Leonard's Hospital until January 1643 but 'being inadequate to the
strain cast upon it, it was supplemented in 1643 by the presses in the King's printing house'.
This probably overstates the case. The two possible locations for the mint can perhaps best
be reconciled in terms of its transfer from one to the other (if indeed any operations had
started) in the autumn of 1642, when the vacation of St William's College by the king's
printers may have provided more suitable accommodation for the mint.
Products
Hawkins's list of types of York coins, first published in 1841, has remained to the present
the basis of description of York products, the only modification being the publication by
Carlyon-Britton of additional shilling and sixpence varieties in 1956.15 By emphasising
differences, the 'variety' approach has hindered the understanding of this series, so a
simpler 'synthetic' approach has been followed here, whereby coins with generally similar
designs and dies engraved by the same set of punches have been grouped together, a
procedure also justified by die-study and our understanding of the technique of
production. Many varieties can now be seen simply as different die-pairs within a relatively
simple scheme, which is given in full as Appendix I.
The half-crowns fall into three groups. The first comprising Hawkins's types 1-3, is
characterised by a rather crude equestrian figure, with or without some form of groundline.
There are two reverse varieties, a square shield (HI), and an oval (H2-3); legend stops are
pellets. The punches used for these dies are not encountered elsewhere, and the mintmark
is a standing lion (lion 1). There are six die-pairs, and each combination is unique: there is
no cross-linking of dies. One example survives today which has a square flan (Plate 1, No.
7) and a second seems to have been known in the eighteenth century (Plate 1, No. 6). The
designs of this group are mostly reminiscent of Tower coins of the mid-1630s (e.g. Plate 1,
No. 1) and for this reason these coins are generally placed at the head of the sequence. The
limited hoard evidence and the experimental nature of what seems to have been a small
issue tend to confirm this view.
The second group of half-crowns is the commonest. It displays a more lively horse and
rider similar to, but less accomplished than the horseman in use at the Tower mint from
1640 to 1643 (Plate 1, No. 2). The horse's tail is visible between its rear legs, and all
obverse dies are signed EBOR. The mintmark is a lion passant guardant (lion 2). The
reverses bear a crowned oval shield garnished with the pelt of a lion, of which two varieties
may be distinguished. On the first the lion has obvious fangs but no face, while the second
depicts eyes and nose but no fangs: together these comprise Hawkins's seventh type.
Legend stops are again pellets, and each variety is represented by six die-pairs, again with
no cross-linking. The third group of half-crowns uses the same lettering-punches and some
of the same design punches as the second, but with a different mint mark (lion 3). Here the
horse's tail is visible to the rear. There are two reverse designs, a crowned square shield
(Hawkins type 5) with one die and a crowned oval shield (Hawkins type 6) whose four dies
are easily distinguished by the floral ornaments which divide the legend. Stops are
lozenges. The close association of Hawkins type 5 and 6 half-crowns is underlined by the
Pocklington hoard (see below) and the use of the same cutter punch for both, as shown by
15
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reign', BNJ 28 (1955-7), 203-4.
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comparison of flaws on their edges. There are five obverse dies, each uniquely paired with
one of the reverses. The die-cutting sequence of the group 2 and 3 half-crowns is discussed
below. Half-crowns seem to account for about half the surviving numerical output of the
mint, but about eighty per cent of its face value. For a possible fourth group of half-crowns
see below, Appendix 3.
Of the two groups of shillings, the first bears a competent portrait of Charles on five
obverse dies, one of which is rather sketchily finished. There are five reverse dies, all
signed EBOR and each uniquely paired with one of the obverses. One has an oval shield
similar to the group 1 half-crowns, the remaining four a square shield on a cross. Stops are
pellets, and the lion mint mark and lettering match the group 2 half-crowns. The second
group of shillings bears a fine portrait of Charles, and its reverse designs match those of the
group 2 and group 3 half-crowns, with three dies of the latter type and two of the former
(the variety depicting the lion's eyes and nose). All reverses are signed EBOR, and stops are
lozenges. There are again five die-pairs, but here there are nine combinations, five of
which, accounting for about eighty per cent of the coins examined, may be regarded as
'normal'. The remainder are 'hybrids', which may be explained on grounds of technique
(below, p. 215).
Each of the minor denominations forms a single group. The six pairs of dies for the
sixpences are closely related in design to the group 3 half-crowns and group 2 shillings.
There are no cross-linkings. Stops are lozenges, with in addition on three reverse dies large
cross-hatched blobs, or 'bezants', made from same punch as those in the cross-ends of the
shilling reverse dies la and Id. 1 6 One reverse die lacks the crowned C and R either side of
the shield. The threepences are closely related to the first group of shillings, in reverse
design and in their portrait. There are nine pairs of dies, again with no cross-linking. Stops
are pellets, and the lion mint mark has an upright posture similar to that on the group 1
half-crowns. This relationship is further underlined by the existence of examples of the
threepences on unfinished flans (see Plate 7)-.
The relationships between the denominations are not simple, but there are two fairly
strong 'families', first the group 1 half-crowns, threepences and group 1 shillings and
secondly the group 3 half-crowns, group 2 shillings and the sixpences. The group 2
half-crowns fall between these two, being related to the group 1 shillings (lettering and
mintmark) the group 2 shillings (design of one reverse variety) and the group 3 half-crowns
(lettering and other design punches). Two relationships suggest a die-cutting sequence:
threepences —> group 2 half-crowns —> group 3 half-crowns, to be discussed below.
Technique of Production
European developments in mechanical coining methods during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries concentrated on progressive methods of striking using a rotary
motion of dies with curved faces. The striking of heavier coins during this period had
brought technical problems, and these methods, by impressing only a small portion of the
design at a given instant, required considerably less energy than those where the whole
design was struck in one blow. There were two variants. In the first, single pairs of dies
were employed, mounted in pockets on axles which were geared together. Coins were
produced by feeding single blanks between the dies, which were then rotated, or 'rocked',
against each other, gradually impressing the design on the blank. The machine used for this
technique is generally known in English as a rocker-press. In the second method, strips of
silver of appropriate thickness were passed through a machine resembling a mangle:
designs were impressed by a series of dies engraved on a pair of steel cylinders, which were
geared together.
16

This was pointed out by Carlyon-Britton.
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The processes associated with these two methods were similar, with only the order of the
late stages varying. A suitable alloy was prepared, and cast into thin strips, which were
then reduced to the correct thickness, for instance by passing them between steel rollers.
For the rocker-press, blanks were then cut out, tested for weight, flattened, annealed to
soften them, blanched in a solution of salt and cream of tartar, and coined. Many of these
processes are illustrated on a stained-glass window painted by Hieronymous Spendler for
the Rathaus at Konstanz in 1624, which depicts operations at the Konstanz mint. 17 For the
cylinder-press, the strips themselves were annealed and blanched, and then passed through
the coining machine. Finished coins were obtained by punching out from the printed strip.
They were then rolled in sand to remove sharp edges. 18 The two most important mints
which used the cylinder-press method were those of the Austrian archdukes at Hall im
Innthal (Tirol) and the Spanish royal mint at Segovia, both of which used water power to
produce large quantities of crown-sized and larger silver coins. 19
The York coinage, in appearance the finest of the royalist issues, was produced by
cylinder-presses. This is the only instance of this method being used in Britain for the
production of a precious metal coinage, although it was well known in Britain during the
early seventeenth century, for the production both of copper farthings by private
enterprise under James I and Charles I (Plate 1, No. 4), 20 and of the Scottish 'Stirling'
turners by Briot during the 1630s (plate 1, No. 5). 21 As well as the evidence of the number
of dies and their combinations, two recurrent features of the York coinage serve to
illustrate the use of the cylinder-press. All denominations show signs that the coins were
cut from the strip after coining: many coins bear traces of a rough raised edge on the
reverse where bluntness of the cutter-punch has caused tearing. Final tidying-up of the
coins was evidently for the most part omitted, although the occasional group 2 half-crown
bears file-marks at its edge where a particularly rough edge has been dealt with. Secondly,
the strip fed to the machine was not always correctly aligned and its edge frequently
appears on the finished product. These features are well illustrated by a single coin (Plate
4, No. 2J) which in addition gives a unique formal proof of the technique: obverse and
reverse dies are a little out of register and this, coupled with extreme misalignment of the
cutter punch has produced an off-centre coin on which the very edge of the next obverse
die on the cylinder can be seen (Plate 2, No. 4). The York dies and their combinations may
thus be explained in terms of one or perhaps two cylinder-presses, and the following sets of
cylinder-dies:
Half-crowns: three sets each with six die-pairs (groups 1, 2A-F, 2G-L); one set with five
die-pairs (group 3)
Shillings: two sets, each with five die-pairs
Sixpences: one set, with six die-pairs
Threepences: one set, with nine die-pairs
An approximate calculation of cylinder-sizes is given in Table 1. Distortion of the strip as
17
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1624', Numismatische Zeitschrift 56 (1928), 69-87. Good
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in Tirol 1477-1665 (Innsbruck, 1977), pp. 123, 129, 137.
18
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(Cologne, 1609), 156-7) at pp. 128-30.
19
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Hall: Moser and Tursky, passim.
20
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type 7 (BMC *ll-*25) stands apart from the other Elizabethan 'patterns' on account of its large number of dies. On
two specimens (BMC *17 and *24) traces of the
neighbouring die can be seen, where the coin has been cut
off-centre, after striking.
21
R.B.K. Stevenson, 'The 'Stirling' Turners of Charles I',
BNJ 29 (1958-9), 128-51.
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it passed through the machine necessitated the cutting of the dies as broad ovals on the
cylinder, so an attempt has been made to correct for this on the basis of the measurements
of published ink-impressions of Spanish cylinder-dies. 22 Both cylinder-sizes and the number
of impressions per set are compatible with surviving examples from Austria and Spain. 23
Depending on the degree of adjustment possible, a single machine may have sufficed, but
it is possible that a separate machine was used for the half-crowns.
TABLE 1.
York
Die-diameters
From coins
Corrected
mm
mm

Group

Cylinder
Spacing

- dies
No. of dies

mm

Cylinder
Circumference
Diameter
mm
mm

2s. 6d.

1
2
3

32
34
34

29.4
31.3
31.3

2?
2
2?

6
6
5

188.4
199.8
166.5

60.0
63.6
53.0

Is.

1
2

30
30

27.6
27.6

2?
2?

5
5

148.0
148.0

47.1
47.1

6d.

1

23

21.2

2?

6

139.2

44.3

3d.

1

18

16.6

2

9

167.4

53.3

Two features associated with this technique fly in the face of traditional numismatic
classification: the variable die-axes of group 1 half-crowns (along or at right angles to the
cylinder-axis) and the grouping of dies with different designs on a single cylinder (group 1
and 3 half-crowns, group 1 and 2 shillings). Both are, however, adequately paralleled on
the Hall issues. The dies of double talers of Archduke Ferdinand II (1564-95) show
different alignments as well as different designs on the same cylinder, which survives. 24 A
more extreme example of design-difference is to be found on a group of talers struck in
1646, where a single obverse die of Archduke Ferdinand Charles dated 1646 shares the
same cylinder as four dies in the name of Archduke Leopold V dated 1632, the year of the
latter's death. 25
The gearing together of the cylinder-dies will have limited the number of possible
combinations. Mostly it seems that only one configuration was possible, but in the group 2
shillings a small group exists with systematically 'hybrid' combinations (2Ae, Cb, Dc, Ed)
which corresponds to a different alignment of the engraved cylinders. With five impressions per cylinder, it follows that this would only be possible if the gears bore a multiple of
five teeth. 2 " One 'hybrid' combination (2Ba) has not yet been found. This may simply
reflect the general rarity of the species, and an example may yet appear. It is possible,
however, that die damage (for instance a bad disfigurement of the obverse portrait) caused
this combination not to be issued. The risk of damage to a cylinder was one disadvantage of
the technique, since its breakage would render a whole set of dies inoperative, and it was
less easily replaced than a single die. Flaws are present on several York dies (notably the
reverses of half-crowns IF, 2H, 3C) and usually appear on all known specimens struck

22

Duran, pp. 134-58. The 'corrected' die-diameters in Tursky, pp. 189, 196-7.
25
Table 1 assume that the diameter along the cylinderMoser-Tursky, pp. 287-9.
2
circumference = 0.92 x the lateral diameter.
" Duran, p. 128, fig. 6, illustrates (from Diderot?) a
25
Katalog der Miinzen- und Medaillen-Stempel-Sammlung
coining machine with geared cylinders. The gears arc
des K.K. Hauptmiinzamtes in Wien, I (Vienna, 1901).
depicted with ten teeth.
24
Hauptmiinzaml Catalogue (note 23), 77 no. 261; Moser-
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from them. Only rarely is a new flaw observed to develop, so it seems that flakes of metal
became detached from weak spots on the cylinder surface early in its operation, leaving
flawed but fairly stable dies. Small flaws on the dies were to some extent tolerated at Hall
and Segovia (e.g. Plate 1, No. 3, a 4—Reales of Philip IV, 1621, which also shows a raised
burred edge (obv.) and traces of its neighbouring die (rev.)). Under favourable conditions,
a set of cylinder-dies was capable of high output. At Hall, the best results obtained late in
the sixteenth century were in the range 50,000-100,000 marks of silver coined per set. 27 The
lower figure represents about 400,000 crown-sized coins or 80,000 per die-pair from
cylinders with five die-pairs.
The cylinder-technique was, however, very inefficient in its use of metal: of every strip of
silver coined, scissel (waste) accounted for a minimum of 25 per cent and more probably
over 30 per cent of the metal. 28 This may be compared with a figure of the order of 12 per
cent at Aberystwyth, where blanks were prepared in the traditional manner. 2 " The need to
recycle a third or more of each batch of silver can only have been tolerated under normal
circumstances at a mint where production was continuous and substantial, conditions
which applied at Hall and Segovia.
York lacked the immense resources of water power possessed at Hall and Segovia, so
motive-power for its machines must have been provided by animals or humans. The former
cannot be proved, while the latter, although at first sight the less likely, is by no means
improbable. Brute strength was required for three mechanised processes:
i. Rolling the ingots to the correct thickness. This will have required most power, but
M. Poullain's account of Briot's early experiments in Paris suggests that human power
was sufficient: 'premierement, apres avoir recuit au feu les neuf marcs d'argent
reduits en lames, afin d'en adoucir le metail, il les passa par l'instrument du laminoir,
conduit et tourne par deux fortes personnes, quatre ou cinq fois l'une apres l'autre,
pour les degrossir seulement . . .' , 30 Briot's iaminoir' consisted of an iron box with
two steel rollers, with a large crank on each side. The operation was repeated until a
trial blank cut from the strip was slightly overweight. The strip ingots themselves were
about 15 x lVi inches and the thickness of a silver franc (a coin a little lighter than an
English half-crown).
ii. The coining operation used a similar technique, but will have required less effort.
Experiments with a modern recreation of a cylinder-press show that no great strength
is required to operate it. 31 A press from Czesky Kremlov illustrated by Cooper has
large crank handles, but it is not clear what denominations it produced. 32
iii. The cutter for removing finished coins from the printed strip was certainly operated
by hand. 33
All of these processes could thus be undertaken by hand in a fairly confined space, and
whilst we cannot prove that human muscle powered the York machines, it is likely that this
was the case. It is also perhaps significant that York, alone of the early royalist mints,
produced nothing larger than half-crowns.
27

Moser-Tursky, p. 128.
An example of this may be seen in the production of
Scottish turners in Oct. 1641: 'of this 141b \OV20z of lignotts
there heads and others being clipped there rested only 11 lb
5 oz quhilk was delyvered to the milne quhairof returned 6 lb
3 oz 4d of made turners . .
(R.W. Cochran-Patrick,
Records of the Coinage of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1876), I, p.
Ixiii). Total scissel 58%, that from the coining-press 45% of
the metal delivered to it.
29
Boon, Appendix VIb, p. 196.
30
'Relation de M. Henry Poullain . . (23 Jan - 20 Feb
28

1617), in F. Mazerolle, Les Medailleurs Frangais du XV
siecle au milieu du XVII, I (Paris, 1902), pp. 319-27 at p.
322.
31
I am indebted to David Sellwood for the opportunity to
experiment with the machine displayed by him at the AGM
of the Royal Numismatic Society, June 1984.
32
D.R. Cooper, Coins and Minting (Princes Riseborough,
1983), p. 13.
33
The operation is shown on the Konstanz window:
Moser-Tursky, p. 123; Duran, p. 131, fig. 9 shows two
cutter-presses which are clearly worked by hand.
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It is apparent that the cylinder-die method was best employed where continuous
production was possible from plentiful silver supplies, whether native (in the Tirol) or
imported (Spanish-American silver). There is no evidence that output at York came
anywhere near the capacity even of the limited number of die-sets used there. Why was this
technique used at York? Mechanical coining in Britain at this time is inextricably linked
with the name of Briot, and attention has hitherto concentrated on his rocker-press
experiments. However, in view of the similarity in principle of rocker-press and cylinderpress techniques, it is not surprising that Briot and his assistants in London and Edinburgh
should be capable of constructing machines for the latter technique. In the early 1630s
Briot was producing copper turners in Edinburgh using cylinder-dies, so the transition to
larger silver coins was simply a matter of scale. Secondly, the conditions under which the
York coinage was to be produced will have given the operator a chance to give the
technique an extended field trial for the production of silver coinage free from the tight
accountability of Tower mint procedures. Lastly, with the importance early in the Civil
War of the northeastern ports a mint at York combining simplicity of operation with
potentially high output will have made sense, and the royalists may have been overoptimistic about the likely scale of the coinage to be produced there.
Die-cutting
It is evident that with the ready interchangeability of the die-cylinders, there is no
possibility of establishing a firm sequence of issue for the various denominations and types.
The limited hoard evidence, discussed below, suggests one sequence for the half-crowns,
while the evidence of weight is ambiguous but hints at a different sequence.
However, the use of common sets of punches for making different sets of dies can at
least provide a possibility for establishing the sequence of die-production. The same
alphabet was used for the dies of group 1 shillings, and groups 2 and 3 half-crowns. The
letters appear sharpest on the shillings, and the' progressive appearance of damage on the
half-crown dies suggests strongly that the group 2 dies (Hawkins 7) were cut before the
group 3 (Hawkins 5-6), notably in the case of the letter N (Plate 2, No. 2). Another feature
corroborates this. The hand and sword hilt of the equestrian figure appear to be fashioned
from a single punch, and half of the guard of the hilt disappears rapidly on the group 2
half-crowns (Plate 2, No. 3), suggesting a sequence 2A-B, 2C-D, followed by the rest of
group 2. The group 3 examples show further deterioration, as well as deterioration of the
punches used for the horse's legs. In addition the group 2 half-crown dies show more errors
than those of group 3, for instance FRA ET HIBA (2A) and BRT (2C), or features suggesting
experiment, such as the method of frosting the crown and garniture on the reverse dies,
which consisted of stippled pellets on four dies (2a, d, e, f), but on all other dies and the
garniture of 2f makes use of a specially-made cross-hatched punch.
The EBOR signature of the obverse dies of group 2 half-crowns was formed by using
letters from the alphabet used on dies for the threepences, and the state of the letters
suggest that the threepence dies were produced first. The EBOR of half-crown die 2D is of
particular importance here. In the O of this signature may be seen a small letter which was
once thought to be a B and interpreted as Briot's signature, but which may be seen to be an
R (Plate 2, No. 7). 34 However, other traces may also be seen which with the R form an
obliterated EBOR signature, formed from the minuscule letters used for this signature on
the threepence dies. This was evidently deemed insufficiently visible on the half-crown dies,
and overstamped by a larger set of letters. The implication is that this was the first
half-crown die to receive an EBOR signature. It was not, however, the first die engraved

34

First demonstrated by A.H. Baldwin, NC 5th series, 12

(1932), 'Proceedings', pp. 14-15.
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with the equestrian design, since it bears the part-damaged form of the sword-hilt. The
technique of engraving sets of cylinder-dies was to mark out the outlines of all dies on a
cylinder, and then to engrave each feature on all dies in turn, not necessarily starting with
the same die each time.
Machine Trials
The above evidence places the threepences early in the die-cutting sequence. The
similarity in form of their initial-mark lion and that of the group 1 half-crowns has already
been noted. Further, the existence of examples of both these groups on square or
octagonal flans serves to underline their relationship. One half-crown on a square flan (IB)
exists today (Plate 1, No. 7) and a further example (1A) was known in the eighteenth
century (Plate 1, No. 6). 35 There,are at least three threepences on unfinished flans: in the
British Museum (Plate 7, No. IF) and the Ashmolean Museum (square flans) and an
octagonal example in the British Museum (Plate 7, No. II). These are all well overweight,
so there is no question of them being intended for circulation or of interpreting them as
siege-pieces. Rather, they would seem to be machine-trials. Other examples exist of group
1 half-crowns which are polygonal in shape (eg. Plate. 3, No. 1C) having been trimmed to
the correct weight using shears. Teething trouble with the cutter-punch may explain this
phenomenon.
Weight and Fineness
There is no evidence that the York coins, or indeed any royalist issues, were submitted
to any trial anafogous to the Trial of the Pyx. 36 The masters of other royalist mints were
empowered to strike coins of Tower pattern and standard, without account, but the
position at York is not known. 37 York coins were all struck during the first half of the Civil
War, before chronic shortage of money really made itself felt on the royalist side. To judge
from seven analyses of half-crowns in the British Museum collection (Table 2), the silver
standard of lloz 2dwt (92.5 per cent) was fairly faithfully maintained, of these coins only
the first has a fineness which places it 'out of remedy' if the remedy (allowed variation) is
set at 2dwt per pound of alloy. Every coin contains detectable traces of gold, suggestive of
gilt plate as an element of the source metal. 38
The weights of York coins are summarised as block diagrams below (Fig. I). 3 9
Considerable caution is necessary when interpreting weight-distribution, since at this time
coins were struck to an average standard, and a newly-issued batch of coins would show a
spread of weights above and below this. This distribution could become distorted in two
ways: culling of overweight coins for melting-down, a profitable activity that seems to have
taken place soon after issue, and clipping. The York coins being machine-made, it is
relatively easy to exclude clipped examples, but the possibility that a population has been
culled must always be borne in mind. The weights of the first two groups of half-crowns
show wide variations, with most well out of remedy (the contemporary remedy in weight
being 2dwt per pound, or 0.8 per cent). This was a failing that had bedevilled Briot's earlier
enterprises - in one of his Paris trials reported by Poullain only nineteen out of a batch of
123 blanks were above the standard, the rest being rejected as scissel.40 A batch of Briot's
Scots turners had been confiscated in December 1632 as being 'above and beneath the
35

Folkes, pi. XXVI, 4.
For the procedure of the Pyx trial, see Boon, Appendix
XVIII.
37
H. Symonds, NC 4th series, 13 (1913), 370-1; Boon, p.
36

86.

38
Virtually all of an extensive group of royalist halfcrowns recently analysed at the BM contain detectable

traces of gold (3= 0.1%). Of six Tower coins of James I and
Charles I pre-1643, only one contained a detectable amount
of gold.
"Weights of the coins listed in Appendix 1, omitting
significantly worn examples.
40
Poullain in Mazerolle (n.30 above), p. 326.
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remedy of weight allowed by the act of consell. . ,'. 41 Perhaps under wartime conditions
this was felt to be less of a problem. The third group of half-crowns shows a tighter
distribution and the best average weight, which may indicate improved expertise and
support its proposed place in the sequence, but it should be remembered that much of our
information here comes from a single mint-fresh batch from the Pocklington hoard, which
may per se possess more consistent weights. All of the denominations have average weights
41

Cochran-Patrick, II, 34. no. LII.
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below the standard and by rather more than surviving examples of Tower coinage of the
period, which (if we believe Pyx trials) were struck to the standard. Average weights may
be summarised as follows:
Half-crowns: 1, 14.27g (94.8% of standard); 2, A-F: 14.01g (93.1%); G-L: 14.24g (94.6%); 3, 14.60g
(97%)
Shillings: 1, 5.74g (95.3%); 2, 5.73g (95.2%)
Sixpences: 2.93% (97.3%); Threepences: 1.31g (87%)
Comparable Tower coinage: Ashdon, Essex hoard (1644-5): 2s. 6d. (P), 14.93g (99.2%), 22 coins; Is. (P),
5.94g (98.7%), 51 coins.
Taunton, Somerset hoard (1643-4):42 Is. p.m. triangle-in-circle 6.04g (100.3%), 45 coins; Is. p.m. (P),
6.02g (100%), 11 coins

While it is hard to describe the group 1 and 2 half-crowns as having any meaningful
weight-distribution, those issues where weights were under tighter control (e.g. group 3
half-crowns, threepences) have approximately symmetrical distributions, with average and
peak coinciding, as is the case for the latest Tower shillings in the Taunton hoard, which
are of full weight. These do not appear to be culled populations, neither are they clipped,
so it may be that the royalists at York eked out their bullion supplies by deliberately
striking their coins a few per cent light (in the case of group 2 half-crowns this corresponds
to a short weight of 1V2-2 pence per coin).
TABLE 2
Analyses of York Half-Crowns
Type

Ag

Cu

Au

Pb

Zn

Sn

Reference

1A
ID
IE

%
91.1
93.2
92.1

%
7.2
6.0
6.7

%
0.1
0.2
0.3

%
0.8
0.6
0.9

%
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2

%
0.7
<0.3
<0.3

E 1080
1935-4-1, 7488
SSB 65-65

2D
2G

92.4
93.0

6.7
6.1

0.2
0.2

0.6
0.6

<0.2
<0.2

<0.3
<0.3

1935-4-1, 7482
E 1086

3A
3E

92.7
92.3

6.3
6.6

0.2
0.3

0.6
0.6

<0.2
0.3

<0.3
<0.3

1935-4-1, 7485
1920-9-7, 1000

Analyses carried out at the British Museum Research Laboratory using X-ray fluorescence spectrography.

Personnel
There is no written evidence for the names of any of the officials of the York mint. The
mint was established by royal warrant and 'some commissioners appointed'. Thomas
Bushell, warden of the mint at Aberystwyth, visited York in the Spring-Summer of 1642
but we do not know whether this related to the proposed mint. 43 On the technical side we
are on surer ground. Nicholas Briot's correspondence of 1642, his widow's petition to
Charles II 44 and some of the products themselves testify an active involvement. Quite apart
from the use of machinery, discussed above, comparison of the group 2 shillings with his
Tower mint issue of 1638-9 (Plate 1, No. 9) the group 3 half-crown reverses with that of the
same Tower issue (Plate 1, No. 8) the use of lozenge stops and the lopsided form of the
42
Ashdon: see Appendix 2, no. 6; Taunton, Somerset,
1980: 275 AR, face value £14. 8s. Od. Latest coins: Tower
2s. 6d. (P) (3), Is. (P) (ll)/Truro crown.
43
Boon, p. 95, speculates that the king's intention may

have been to make Bushell warden of the new branch mints
at Shrewsbury and York, while Sir William Parkhurst was
still at the Tower.
44
Farquhar, pp. 210-12.
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letter A on some dies (sixpences and threepences) all suggest that at the very least Briot
supplied punches for the production of dies. The workmanship of the dies for the group 3
half-crowns, group 2 shillings and the sixpences suggests that Briot may have made them.
The group 1 half-crowns bear the crudest designs, but the dies are fairly competently
made, and the other groups likewise lack the perfection normally associated with Briot's
work, though the die-cutting is of good quality.
York lay roughly halfway between the two British centres where mechanical coining was
practised, so experienced staff may have been recruited from either. Briot's assistant in
London, David Ramage, supplied 'instruments' for the York and Shrewsbury mints, but
whether all of those intended for York were sent by ship and thus seized off Scarborough
on 15 July 1642 cannot be determined. It seems possible that the experimental (group 1)
half-crowns may be Ramage's work. The portraits on the group 1 shillings and threepences
do not seem to be by Briot, but their authorship cannot be attributed with certainty.
Ramage reappeared after the war, and his 1651 patterns for the Commonwealth coinage
show him to have been a competent engraver (Plate 1, No. 11). As Briot's assistant, he will
have been thoroughly familiar with the techniques involved in mechanical coining.
Influence from Edinburgh can be seen in several design features which the group 2
half-crowns have in common with the Briot-Falconer Scots issues (Plate 1, No. 10),
especially the forms of the crown and harp. If Briot supplied the punches, such features
may simply indicate that he chose to revive them from his repertoire, or perhaps possessed
a set with these designs. Briot's Edinburgh colleague and son-in-law, Sir John Falconer,
may have been involved at York, but there is no evidence. He was at the 'conyiehous' in
Edinburgh in October 1641, in Edinburgh again in 1650, when he was ordered to coin sixty
stones of copper, and in October 1661 was sent for to return to Edinburgh, probably from
London. 45
Various claims have been made for the presence of Briot's signature on certain dies of
the York coinage, but none can be substantiated. The dies in question are:
Half-crown, 2D, obverse: a recut EBOR signature (see above) (Plate 2, No. 7)
Half-crown, 2B, reverse: a letter B at the start of the reverse legend is certainly a minute E, which cannot at
present be explained (Plate 2, No. 8).
Shilling, 2Dd: See Farquhar pp. 195, 223. There is no sign of any signature on this coin.
Sixpence, 1A, reverse: a putative NB Monogram in the crown4" recently refuted as 'in fact another arch ("face
on") of the crown' (Plate 2, No. 9).47

Hoard Evidence
York coins are known from twelve hoards with termini pre-1650 (11 English, 1 Scottish,
see Appendix 2) and a further six from later in the century. The earliest hoards show a
regional pattern typical of royalist issues from other mints, but with the dispersal of the
northern royalist forces from mid-1644, York issues became widely distributed. Despite
their distinctive physical appearance, their designs were fairly close to those of Tower
issues, and they seem to have been acceptable currency even in the South-East (one may,
however, remark the existence of a few coins on which the EBOR signature has been
erased).
The chronological information available from these hoards is strictly limited. They do,
however, support the documentary evidence that there was no mint at York during the
1630s, since the earliest date indicated by a hoard is 1641/3 (Constable Burton). The date
of Chesterfield (Vicar Lane) is not closely established, since the detailed record of it was
45
Cochran-Patrick, I, p. lxi; II, p. 133, no. Ill; II, p.
142-3, nos. XXI-XXII.
4
" Carlyon-Britton (n.15 above).

47
See Glendining
collection), 106.
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destroyed during the 1939-45 War, but Allen's date '1643' probably indicates the presence
of Tower issues with privy-mark (P) (May 1643 - July 1644). The St Anne's hoard was also
probably buried in 1643, since its Tower issues close with a single (P) half-crown.
Chesterfield and St Anne's tend to confirm the group 1 half-crowns as the earliest York
products.
One other hoard with York coins has a Tower terminus of (P): the forty-eight (or more)
half-crowns found at Pocklington (twelve miles east of York) form one of the largest
caches of royalist coins ever recorded. They were accompanied byfifty Tower half-crowns
(seven of them (P)) and other smaller denominations. The York coins are all of group 3
and their fine condition suggests that they represent a batch of coin fresh from the mint.
The hoard was probably buried late in 1643 or in 1644, since some time would be required
for (P) issues from the Tower to arrive in the north and to circulate (Hawkins described the
non-York coins as 'all much worn', but to some extent may have mistaken the typical poor
striking of wartime Tower issues as wear). Group 3 half-crowns extant today are mostly in
excellent condition, and Pocklington would appear to be the source of most of them.
Without it we would have no hoard evidence for this group. These coins are otherwise
extremely rare, and their absence from other finds suggests a small issue.
The commonest group of half-crowns (group 2) is represented in at least six hoards, all
buried after the middle of 1644. The paucity of the evidence is underlined by the fact that
the largest number found in a single hoard is two coins, in the Ashdon, Essex (1644/5) and
Wyke, Bradford (1647+) hoards, both recently discovered. Shillings are only known from
three hoards, sixpences and threepences from none. With only four hoards known that
were concealed'during the lifetime of the mint, it is clear that further understanding will
depend on future discoveries of York coins in hoards buried before 1645.
York Mint in Context
If we accept Christopher Hildyard's statement that the mint began to coin 'about the
latter end of January [1643]', there was a gap of about six months between the issuing of
the warrant and the mint's first substantial issues. Several reasons may be suggested for this
delay, and in considering the third of these we encounter some slight documentary
evidence which indirectly suggests that Hildyard was correct.
The first and most obvious reason for delay is the seizure of Briot's equipment off
Scarborough on 15 July 1642. It is likely, though not certain, that this will have included
the instruments prepared by Ramage, necessitating a fresh start. Secondly, the need for a
mint to coin plate was perhaps not as urgent as the royalists at first thought. It is clear that
in the short term the king was able to raise considerable sums in cash. For instance, a letter
from Edward Nicholas dated 20 July mentions that Oxford University has sent ten
thousand pounds and that of Cambridge a 'fair proportion also'.4" A letter from Beverley
printed in London on 3 August says that Sir Michael Wharton has lent £20,000 (this
probably exaggerated) and 'other Yorkshire gentlemen doe profer much'. 49 There survive
receipts for smaller sums, such as £1,500 from Sir Thomas Gower, and £500 from Inigo
Jones, the surveyor of works. 50
The third reason is more a military one. On 16 August the king left York, and on the
twenty-second he set up his standard at Nottingham. The newsletters printed in London,
hitherto full of the bustle of royalist preparations in York relate the departure from York
of staff, troops and equipment bound for the king. 51 The earl of Cumberland was left at
York with a small garrison and a commission as Lieutenant-General of Yorkshire. In other
48
Calendar of State Papers Domestic (CSPD), Charles I
vol. 491, no. 84.
49
BL Thomason Tracts E108 (35), p. 6.

50
CSPD Charles /, vol. 491, no. 92 (Inigo Jones); no. 98
(Gower).
51
e.g. BL Thomason Tracts El 16 (9).
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words, York became a backwater as the focus of action and the need for large sums of
money moved elsewhere. Hostilities in Yorkshire did not begin in earnest until the end of
the year, when the earl of Newcastle brought his forces to York and replaced Cumberland.
Here our principal witness is Sir Henry Slingsby, a royalist living near York, whose diary
reveals the disorganised state of affairs:
Now yc soulgiers begin to enquire after their pay; they had spent their mony's in ye march from Newcastle,
they cannot longer be wlh out; they hop'd tofind mony plenty here; but this was yc mischeif of it; Here was
neither treasure nor treasurer; yc commissioners had allott'd out an assesment thro' yc country, but nothing
yet collect'd. The soulgiers must be yc Collectors & in y° mean time live upon free Billet, wch caus'd great wast
to made, especially where yc horse came, & put yc countryman at a great charge, so great as not to be
imagin'd. Well y1 Soulgiers must be satisfy'd but how it must be done yc Gentlemen & Commissioners must
be Consulted w"'; whome he sends for to come unto him, & propounds to ym to subscribe their names w' every
one will lend, & himself begins & subscribes two hundred pounds, & so yc rest follow'd untill it came to my
turn to subscribe one hundred, wch I paid y1 night unto S'. Wm Carnaby treasurer at warr.52

None of which suggests a well-organised commissariat, or a mint in full swing, although the
intervening months may have been used to set up the machinery and for an experimental
issue. The gentry were still able to provide cash to pay the troops. Hildyard's date early in
1643 for the first substantial issues from the mint seems reasonable as liquid assets ran out
and it became necessary to coin plate or bullion from other sources. One function
envisaged for the York mint will have been the recoinage of foreign coin. Before the
capture of Bristol (July 1643) and other western ports, the royalists were dependent upon
the northeastern ports for supplies of money and equipment from Holland, of which they
had high hopes. In the event, much was intercepted, but on 8 March 1643, Queen
Henrietta Maria arrived at York, having landed at Bridlington late in February from
Holland with a large quantity of war supplies, perhaps including coin. 53 A more likely
source of metal for the mint is silver plate, contributed by royalists or seized from
delinquent parliamentarians. On 3 May 1643,, the York City Corporation agreed with the
earl of Newcastle an assessment of £3,000 from the City and Ansty of York 'towards the
maintenance of his majestie's army' - this too may have yielded a proportion of plate. 54
Meanwhile, the City Corporation took great pains to hang on to its own plate. A minute
of 23 October 1642 charged the lord mayor with securing the city's plate, but realistically
was prepared not to hold him personally responsible should it be lost. But by early
February 1644 the Corporation was in debt and desperate for ready cash and finally
decided to sell part of its plate in order to raise £100 for current use. The weights and
donors of the pieces to be sold were carefully recorded in the House Book and it was
ordered that 'such like plate of the like weight with several doners names engraven ther on
shall be bought again as soone as money can conveniently be raised'. 55 The opportunity
never arose, and none of this plate survives today. It was presumably melted down, and
perhaps found its way to the mint. If so, sporadic coining may have been taking place as
late as March 1644. Late in April 1644, the city was besieged by the armies of Lord Fairfax
and the Scots, and these were joined early in June by that of the earl of Manchester. The
city was short of money, but well-provisioned. Sir Henry Slingsby's diary records a system
of free billeting which seems to have been efficient.5" There is no evidence (for or against)
that the mint was functioning during the siege, and no mention of it in the articles of
surrender agreed on 15 July.
52

The Diary of Sir Henry Slingsby of Scriven, Bart.,
published by Rev. Daniel Parsons (London, 1836), pp. 84-5 .
53
The only mention of the queen bringing money comes in
a letter from the Venetian secretary in England, Gerolamo
Agostini, to the Doge and Senate, dated March 13 1642/3 (=
3 March 1643): 'she brought with her 1000 soldiers and 300
officers and they say she also brings 80,000 I. sterling and
20,000 suits of armour . . .' (Calendar of State Papers

Venetian XXVI, 1642-3, edited by A.B. Hinds (1925), no.
244). This can only have been hearsay, and as such is of
uncertain value.
54
York City Corporation House Book (York City Archives B36), 88a.
55
Corporation House Book B36, 77a; 98a (7 Feb. 1644);
98b (16 Feb. 1644).
56
Diary of Sir Henry Slingsby, p. 108.
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APPENDIX 1
Catalogue of York Coins of Charles I
The following list gives every die and die-combination known to the author, and the coins used as the
basis of this study. Coins illustrated are indicated by an asterisk.
Group

1

1A

HALF-CROWNS
Obverse: Lion 1 •CAROLVS-DG-MAG-BRI-FR-ET-HIREX Equestrian figure, pellet stops
Reverse: Lion 1 CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO; pellet stops
Die-diam. 32mm; cutter-punch diam. 34.5mm.
obv: groundline with grass,
0°. (Hawkins 1)

REX:

; rev: square shield,

C-R

to sides,

REGNO

•:• ; die-axis

1. BM E1080, 13.77g; 2. Glasgow Hunter 190, 14.90g; 3. Brooker 1076, 15.02g; 4. Baldwin,
14.42g; *5. Private coll. (Rashleigh III, 234), 13.80g; 6. Private coll., 11.40g (clipped); 7. Burstal
478; *8. Folkes pi. XXVI, 4: trial-piece on square flan (not traced).

IB

obv: groundline with grass,

REX-

; rev: oval shield,

REGNO-

; die-axis 90°. (Hawkins 2)

*1. BM E1079, 14.1 lg; 2. NMW E3875 (Brooker 1077), 14.65g; 3. Royal Mint coll. (Chesterfield,
Vicar Lane hoard 1934), 13.57g; 4. Private coll. (Lockett 3436), 14.59g; 5. Baldwin, 14.52g; 6.
Baldwin, 14.12g; 7. Clarke-Thornhill, Glen 26 May 1937, 569; *8. Brooker 1078: trial-piece on
square flan, 18.84g.

1C

obv: groundline with grass, REX- ; rev: similar to IB; die-axis 0°. (Hawkins 2)
*1. Fitzwilliam (Montagu 13 Nov 1896, 561), 14.26g; 2. Private coll., 13.80g; 3. Lockett 2366.

ID

obv: groundline of pellets, REX-; pellet stops oval;
rev: similar to IB; die-axis 0°. (Hawkins 2 variant)
1. BM 1935-4-1-7488, 14.03g; *2. Glasgow Hunter 188, 14.12g; 3. Yorkshire Museum; 4.
Brooker 1078a, 14.79g; 5. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 316 (part).

IE

obv: no groundline, REX- ; rev: similar to IB; die-axis 0°. (Hawkins 3)
*1. BM SSB 65-65, 14.43g; 2. Brooker 1079, 11.67g (clipped); 3. Private coll., 13.80g; 4. Heath
(Glen. 9 Sept. 1937), 144; 5. Rashleigh III, 236; 6. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 316 (part); 7. Archbp
Sharp (Glen 5 Oct 1977), 103; 8. Trenerry List, Jul.-Aug. 1984, 133.

IF

obv: no groundline,
(Hawkins 3)

REX-

; rev: similar to IB,

REGNO

, large flaw; die-axis 0°.

*1. BM 1983-8-11-1, 14.20g; 2. Harris Museum, Preston (St. Annes hoard 1961), 13.90g; 3.
Spink 6, 9 Oct. 1979, 39, 14.80g; 4. Baldwin, 14.27g; 5. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 317.

Group

2

Obverse: Lion 2 -CAROLVS-D-G-MAG-BRITFRAN-ET-HIBREX- Equestrian figure (tail between hind legs); EBOR beneath horse; pellet stops; dies A-F show progressive
deterioration of sword-hilt, G-L show sword-hilt broken throughout
Reverse:

Lion 2 Crowned oval shield garnished with lionskin;
pellet stops; dies a-f: lionskin shows jaws with fangs but no face, harp has 6
strings; g-1: lionskin with eyes and nose, no fangs, crown plain and unjewelled
Die-diam. 34mm; cutter-punch diam. 36mm; die-axis 0° Hawkins type 7

2A

CHRISTO-AVSPICE-REGNO-

obv: CAROLVS, FRA-ET-HIBA-, sword-hilt intact
rev: crown unjewelled, frosted (pellets); garniture frosted (punch)
*1. BM 1935-4-1-7486, 13.72g; 2. BM Grueber 650, 13.48g; 3. Ashmolean, 14.29g; 4. Fitzwilliam,
13.94g; 5. NMW E3878 (Penybryn hoard 1979), 13.76g; 6. Brooker 1088, 14.42g; 7. Baldwin 14.29g; 8.
Baldwin, 14.06g; 9. Baldwin, 13.80g; 10. Baldwin, 13.42g; 11. Baldwin 13.83g (pierced); 12. Baldwin,
13.69g (EBOR erased); 13. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 321 (part).
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2B

obv: sword-hilt intact ; rev: crown unjewelled, frosted (punch); garniture frosted (punch);
tiny letter E by crown at beginning of legend
*1. BM 1915-4-5-1, 14.87g; 2. BM 1946-10-4-514, 14.41g; 3. Ashmolean, 13.94g; 4. Fitzwilliam,
14.34g; 5. NMW E3883, 14.46g; 6. Brooker 1088a, 13.70g; 7. Baldwin, 14.30g; 8. Baldwin, 14.10g; 9.
Private coll., 12.70g; 10. Glen. 23 May 1984, 181, 13.25g; 11. Bradford Museums (Wyke hoard 1982),
12.23g (clipped).

2C

obv: sword-hilt damaged, BRT- ; rev: crown jewelled, frosted (punch); garniture frosted
(punch)
*1. BM 1935-4-1-7481, 14.93g; 2. Baldwin, 14.22g; 3. Lockett 2374.

2D

obv: sword-hilt damaged,
frosted (pellets)

EBOR

recut; rev: crown unjewelled, frosted (pellets); garniture

*1. BM 1896-3-5-1, 14.66g; 2. BM 1935-4-1-7482, 14.40g; 3. Brooker 1087, 14.74g; 4. Baldwin,
13.43g; 5. Lockett 2371 (part).

2E

obv: sword-hilt broken; rev: crown unjewelled, frosted (pellets); garniture frosted (pellets)
1. BM E1085, 13.40g; 2. BM 1935-4-1-7484,13.53g; *3. Fitzwilliam (Montagu 570), 13.18g; 4. Glasgow
Hunter 185, 13.30g; 5. Spink, 13.65g; 6. Spink 11, 8 Oct 1980, 236, 14.61g; 7. Stack's NY 22 Oct. 1981
(H.S. Bareford coll), 502, 13.54g; 8. Galata List, Autumn 1983, 190.

2F

obv: sword-hilt broken; rev: crown jewelled, frosted (pellets); garniture frosted (punch)
*1. BM 1983-8-11-2, 14.84g; 2. Spink 6, 10 Oct. 1979, 42, 14.69g; 3. Sotheby 27 Apr. 1977, 175.

2G

rev: garniture frosted (punch); harp has 6 strings.
1. BM E1086, 14.27g; 2. Ashmolean, 12.39g (clipped); *3. Fitzwilliam, 13.98g; 4. Brooker 1086,13.88g;
5. Private coll., 12.37g; 6. Baldwin. 14.54g; 7. C.J. Martin List Jul.-Aug. 1984, PI, 13.14g; 8. C.J.
Martin, 13.44g; 9. Lockett 2371 (part); 10/Archbp. Sharp (Glen. 5 Oct. 1977), 104; 11. Sotheby 14 Jul.
1976, 428.

2H

rev: g a r n i t u r e frosted ( p u n c h ) ; h a r p has 6 strings; large flaw n e a r A
1. BM 1983-8-11-3, 13.68g; 2. Bradford Museums (Wyke hoard 1982), 14.70g; *3. Ashdon (Essex)
hoard, 1984, 14.36g; 4. Ashdon hoard 1984, 14.04g; 5. Manchester Univ. Museum, 14.16g (plugged); 6.
Spink 6, 9 Oct. 1979, 44, 13.79g; 7. Spink 6,45, 14.98g; 8. Glen. 17 Nov. 1976, 153 (clipped).

21

obv: flaw develops through tail and hind legs of horse
rev: garniture frosted (punch); harp has 7 strings; CHR1STO flawed
*1. BM 1983-8-11-4, 14.74g; 2. Spink 6, 9 Oct. 1979, 43, 15.17g; 3. Moyse's Hall Museum, Bury St.
Edmunds (Bury, Risbygate hoard), clipped; 4. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 321 (part).

2J

obv: D G- , REX;
rev: garniture frosted (punch); harp has 7 strings
*1. BM 1983-8-11-5, 15.10g; 2. Baldwin, 14.50g; 3. Lockett 4181; 4. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 320 (part).

2K

rev: garniture frosted (punch); harp has 6 strings.
*1. BM 1983-8-11-6, 14.40g; 2. Private coll., 14.08g (perhaps clipped).

2L

rev: garniture with raised stippled decoration; harp has 6 strings.
*1. BM 1935-4-1-7483, 15.08g; 2. Ashmolean, 14.16g (EBOR erased); 3. Glasgow Hunter 186, 14.67g;
4. Baldwin, 14.25g; 5. Glen. 23 May 1984, 180, 11.81g (clipped); 6. Lockett 3439 (part); 7. Galata list,
Winter 1980, 271.

Group

3

Obverse: Lion 3 CAR0LVS D:G MAG BRIT FRAN ET HIB
hind); EBOR beneath horse; lozenge stops.

REX-

Equestrian figure (tail be-
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Reverse:

(fleur) AVSPICE (fleur) REGNO- Lion 3 crowned shield;
to 1. and r.; lozenge stops
Die-diam. 34mm ; cutter-punch diam. 34.5mm ; die-axis 0°
CHRISTO

C-R

(crowned)

rev: square shield; crown jewelled; inner border 'wire-line' and pellets. (Hawkins 5)

3A

1. BM 1935-4-1-7485, 14.37g; *2. BM 1849-7-12-1 (Pocklington hoard 1849), 14.64g; 3. Fitzwilliam,
14.28g; 4. NMW E3884, 14.79g; 5. Brooker 1081, 14.40g; 6. Private coll., 15.03g; 7. Baldwin, 14.54g; 8.
Glen. 7 Apr. 1982, 54, 14.93g; 9. Lockett 2368; 10. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 318 (part); 11. Glen. 4 Apr.
1979, 237; 12. N.Circ Dec 1979, 11359; 13-14. Bridgewater House coll., Sotheby 15 Jun. 1972, 250 (2
coins).

rev: oval garnished shield; crown jewelled. (Hawkins 6)

3B

1. BM 1935-4-1-7487, 14.14g; 2. BM 1849-7-12-3 (Pocklington hoard), 14.67g; *3. Fitzwilliam, 15.51g;
4. Fitzwilliam, 14.52g; 5. NMW E3877, 14.87g; 6. Glasgow Hunter 187, 14.17g (worn); 7. Glasgow
Coats 1270, 13.84g; 8. Brooker 1083, 14.48g; 9. Baldwin, 14.47g; 10. Baldwin, 14.30g; 11. Baldwin,
14.22g; 12. Stack's NY, 22 Oct. 1981 (H.S. Bareford coll.), 501, 14.97g; 13. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 319
(part); 14. Glen. 24 Mar. 1976, 58; 15. Irelands (Norwich) 3 May 1984,1686; 16. J. Lepczyk Auction 58
(Detroit) 22 Jul. 1984, 951.

rev: similar to 3b, small fleurs; crown jewelled; flaws in lower 1. field.

3C

*1. BM 1915-5-7-168, 15.13g; 2. BM E1087, 14.55g; 3. Fitzwilliam, 14.88g; 4. NMW E3876, 14.36g; 5.
Blackburn Museum (Hart coll.), 14.15g; 6. Brooker 1084, 14.40g; 7. Baldwin, 14.68g; 8. Baldwin,
14.67g; 9. Spink 31, 12 Oct. 1983, 212, 14.67g; 10. Spink 32, 30 Nov. 1983, 445, 14.44g; 11. Seaby Mail
Bid Sale 3, Mar. 1984, 63, 14.05g; 12. Lockett 2370; 13. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 319 (part).

r6v: similar to 3b, two large fleurs; crown arches decorated.

3D

1. BM E1088, 14.77g; *2. Fitzwilliam, 14.94g; 3. Fitzwilliam, 14.91g; 4. Brooker 1082, 14.28g; 5. Spink
16, 9 Jul. 1981, 543, 14.41g; 6. Spink 18, 18 Nov. 1981, 824, 14.94g; 7. Private coll., 13.28g (worn); 8.
Baldwin, 14.96g; 9. Baldwin, 14.74g; 10. Yorkshire Museum (Pocklington hoard 1849); 11. Lockett
3438 (perhaps the same coin as 6).

rev: similar to 3b, two small fleurs and 'bezants' in legend; crown arches decorated as 3D

3E

*1. BM 1849-7-12-2 (Pocklington hoard 1849), 14.75g; 2. BM 1920-9-7-1000, 14.43g (EBOR erased);
3. Private coll., 13.34g; 4. Baldwin, 15.02g;5. Baldwin, 14.84g; 6. Spink, 14.60g; 7. Spink 6, 9 Oct. 1979,
40, 14.67g; 8. Spink 31, 12 Oct. 1983, 213, 14.67g (different coin from 7); 9. Lockett 4517; 10. Glen. 4
Apr. 1979, 238; 11. NCirc Apr. 1983, 1881; 12. Bridgewater House coll., Sotheby 15 Jun. 1972, 251.

SHILLINGS
Group

1A

1

Obverse: Lion 2 CAROLVS D-G-MAG BRI FR(A)-ET HI(B) REX- Bust 1., xn behind head;
pellet stops
Reverse: CHRIST - O-AVSP - ICE-RE - GNO Lion 2 pellet stops
Die-diam. 30mm; cutter-punch diam. 31mm
o b v : FR ET-HIB REX.

rev: square shield on long cross fourchee; 'bezant'-on-stalk in cross-ends; EB - OR above
shield;
Die-axis 270°. (Hawkins 1)
*1. BM 1935-4-1-7581, 5.92g; 2. Ashmolean, 5.83g; 3. Ashmolean, 5.52g; 4. Fitzwilliam, 5.81g; 5.
Brooker 1089, 5.42g; 6. Baldwin, 5.70g; 7. Lockett 4521 (part); 8. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 322 (part).
obv:

FRA-ETHIREX-

rev:

-

O AVSPI - CE REG -

NO-lion-; similar to la, twigs in cross-ends; die-axis 270°

*1. BM Bank M136, 5.53g; 2. Ashmolean, 5.33g; 3. Fitzwilliam, 5.09g (worn); 4. Fitzwilliam, 5.60g; 5.
Fitzwilliam, 5.24g (pierced); 6. Glasgow Hunter 194, 5.60g; 7. Glasgow Coats 1291, 5.23g (worn); 8.
Manchester Univ. Museum, 5.40g; 9. Brooker 1090, 5.64g; 10. Baldwin, 5.46g; 11. Lockett 3440 (part);
12. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 322 (part); 13. SCMB Sept. 1978, E543; 14. SCMB Oct. 1979, E497 (clipped).
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obv:
rev:

FRA-ET-HIREX- ; very faint pellet before CAROLVS
CHRIS - TO-AVSP - ICE-RE - GNO- lion ; similar to la,

fine pellets in cross-ends;

EB

(fleur and 4 pellets) OR; die-axis 0°
*1. BM E1240, 6.40g; 2. Brooker 1091, 6.02g; 3. Baldwin, 6.40g; 4. SCMB, Dec 1977, E1248.

obv: FR ET HI REX-; draped bust, crudely finished ; 'wire-line' inner border
rev: O-AVSPI - CE-REG - NO- lion-; similar to 1A, 'bezant'-on-stalk in cross-ends; 'wire-line'
inner border; die-axis 270°; (Hawkins 2)

ID

*1. BM 1839-9-21-2, 5.63g; 2. Glasgow Hunter 195, 5.90g; 3. Glasgow Coats 1290, 5.81g; 4. Brooker
1092, 5.96g; 5. Baldwin, 5.55g; 6. Lockett 4182 (part); 7. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 323 (part); 8. SCMB Jun.
1981, E271.

obv: FRA-ET-HI-REX- ; similar to 1A-C
rev: Lion 2 -CHRISTO-AVSPICE REGNO •:• ; oval shield,

IE

EBOR

below; die-axis 270°; (Hawkins

3)
*1. BM 1922-5-22-35, 5.64g; 2. BM E1241, 5.65g; 3. Ashmolean, 5.66g; 4. Fitzwilliam, 5.60g; 5.
Fitzwilliam, 5.43g (worn); 6. Glasgow Hunter 192, 6.12g; 7. Glasgow Coats 1292, 5.74g; 8. Brooker
1093, 5.97g; 9. Baldwin, 5.48g (worn); 10. Baldwin, 5.64g; 11. Lockett 2376; 12. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974,
323 (part).

Group

2

'Normal'
2Aa

Obverse: Lion 3 •CAROLVS-D-G-MAG-BRIT-FRAN-ET-HIB-REX- Bust 1., XII behind head; inner
circle pellets + 'wire-line'; lozenge stops
Reverse: -CHRISTO-AVSPICE-REGNO- lion 3; crowned oval shield, EBOR below ; lozenge
stops
a-c: oval garnished shield, lozenge or pellet to r. and 1. (Hawkins 4)
d-e: oval shield garnished with lionskin as half-crowns 2G-L (Hawkins 5)
Die-diam. 30mm ; cutter-punch diam. 31mm; die-axis 0°
die-combinations
obv: BRTT; lozenge above XII behind head
rev: outer arch of crown jewelled; lozenges beside shield;

EBOR

(small letters)

1. BM E1242, 5.01g (clipped); 2. Brooker 1095, 5.64g; 3. Baldwin, 5.46g; 4. Yorkshire Museum; 5.
Lockett 4182 (part); *6. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 324 (part); 7. SCMB Jan. 1977, E556.

2Bb

obv: D:G MAG- ; REX»; lozenge above xn
rev: similar to 2a ; large pellets beside shield;

-EBOR-

*1. BM E1243, 6.17g; 2. BM 1935-4-1-7583, 5.72g; 3. BM 1946-10-4-466, 5.16g (worn); 4. Baldwin,
5.60g; 5. C.J. Martin, 5.76g; 6. Lockett 4521 (part); 7. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 324 (part); 8. SCMB Feb.
1976, 1116 (clipped).

2Cc

obv: lozenges above and below xii
rev: similar to 2a; lozenges beside shield; -

EBOR-

*1. BM 1935-4-1-7582, 5.91g; 2. BM 1839-9-21-3, 5.70g; 3. BM 1909-4-5-16 (Constable Burton
hoard 1909), 4.31g (clipped); 4. Ashmolean, 5.81g; 5. Fitzwilliam, 5.93g; 6. NMW E3879, 4.87g
(heavily worn and ?clipped); 7. Glasgow Hunter 193, 6.28g; 8. Blackburn Museum (Hart coll.),
5.42g; 9. Brooker 1094, 5.43g; 10. Baldwin, 5.87g; 11. Stack's NY 22 Oct. 1981 (H.S. Bareford coll.),
503, 6.21g; 12. Seaby Mail Bid Sale 3, Mar 1984, 64 (part), 5.88g; 13. C.J. Martin Jul.-Aug. 1984, P2,
5.87g; 14. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 324 (part); 15. SCMB May 1979, E251.

2Dd

obv: D:G- ; lozenge above XII
rev: REGNO lion ; crown plain;

EBOR

1. BM SSB 64-42, 5.59g; 2. Ashmolean 5.77g; 3. Ashmolean, 5.31g; *4. Fitzwilliam. 6.02g; 5.
Fitzwilliam, 5.49g; 6. NMW E3881, 5.60g; 7. Brooker 1098, 5.74g; 8. Baldwin, 5.14g; 9. Glen. 13
Mar. 1974, 325 (part); 10. SCMB Jan. 1979, E68.
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2Ee

obv: D:G- ; lozenges above and to r. of XII
rev: similar to 2d; crown jewelled; garniture frosted;

EBOR

*1. BM 1935-^4—1—7584, 5.04g; 2. NMW E3880, 5.97g; 3. Glasgow Hunter 191, 5.77g; 4. Manchester
Univ. Museum, 5.50g; 5. Brooker 1097, 5.90g; 6. Baldwin, 6.31g; 7. Baldwin, 5.74g; 8. Lockett
4520; 9. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 325 (part); 10. Trenerry list, May/Jun. 1983, 144.

'Hybrid'

die-combinations

2Ae

"1. BM 1983-8-11-8, 5.25g (worn); 2. Ashmolean, 4.96g (worn); 3. Brooker 1096, 5.37g; 4. SCMB
Oct. 1976, E323.

2Ba

Not found.

2Cb

1. Ashmolean, 6.04g; *2. Glasgow Coats 1293,5.51g; 3. Lockett 2377; 4. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 324 (part).

2Dc

*1. BM 1983-8-11-9, 5.64g.

2Ed

1. BM 1983-8-11-7, 5.43g (worn); 2. Lockett 3440 (part); *3. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974, 325 (part).
SIXPENCES

Obverse:

Lion 4 •CAROLVS-DGMAG-BRITFRANETHIBREX- Bust 1., VI behind head;
lozenge stops
Reverse: -CHRISTO-AVSPICE REGNO- Lion 4 Crowned oval shield; crowned c and R to 1.
and r.; arches of crown jewelled; lozenge or lozenge and 'bezant' stops
Die-diam. 23mm; cutter slightly oval 24x23mm
Die-axis 0°
1A

rev: lacks C-R (Hawkins 1)
*1. BM 1935-4-1-7631, 3.10g; 2. Ashmolean, 2.84g; 3. Fitzwilliam, 2.92g; 4. Glasgow Hunter 197,
2.96g; 5. Brooker 1099, 3.11g; 6. Baldwin, 2.71g (worn); 7. Glen. 10 Feb. 1965 , 304.

IB

rev: with C-R; lozenge stops (Hawkins 2)
1. BM Grueber 652, 2.89g; *2. Glasgow Hunter 196, 2.89g; 3. Baldwin, 3.02g; 4. Glen. 13 Mar. 1974,
326 (part); 5. Sotheby 26 May 1976 (Westminster School), 429.

1C

rev: similar to lb
*1. BM 1930-4-7-25, 2.78g.

ID

rev: similar to lb, but 'bezants' in legend.
1. BM E1292, 3.0lg; 2. Fitzwilliam, 2.88g (pierced); *3.NMW E3885, 2.63g; 4. Brooker 1100, 2.93g; 5.
Baldwin, 2.42g (worn).

IE

obv: stops in legend are pellets
rev: similar to Id
1. BM E1291, 2.95g (officially pierced in 1696?); *2. Brooker 1101, 2.95g; 3. Baldwin, 2.82g (worn); 4.
Yorkshire Museum.

IF

rev: similar to Id.
*1. Glen 13 Mar. 1974, 326 (part); 2. Lockett 3441.

THREEPENCES
Obverse: Lion 5 •CAROLVS-DGMA(G)BR-F(R)-E(T)-H(I)REX- Bust 1., IN behind head; pellet
stops.
Reverse: CHRIST - OAVSP - ICE-RE GNO Lion 5 square shield on long cross fourchee:
EB-OR above shield; pellet stops
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Die-diam. 18mm; cutter-diam. 18.5 mm; die-axis 270°
1A

Obv:

MAG-BR-FR-ET-HI-

rev: two lis only in bottom r. field; harp has 6 strings
*1. BM 1983-8-11-10, 1.34g; 2. BM E1327, 1.17g (worn); 3. Fitzwilliam, 1.30g; 4. Brooker 1102,
1.34g; 5. Baldwin, 1.34g; 6. Lockett 4521 (part).
IB

obv:

MAG BR FR ET HI-; III b e h i n d h e a d d o u b l e - p u n c h e d

rev: GNO- lion; two lis only in bottom r. field; harp has 4 strings
1. BM 1840-11-20-23, 1.38g; 2. BM 1935-4-1-7650, 1.12g; *3. Fitzwilliam, 1.36g: 4. Glasgow Coats
1319, 1.29g; 5. Brooker 1103, 1.26g; 6. Baldwin, 1.42g; 7. Baldwin, 1.37g; 8. Yorkshire Museum; 9.
Lockett 4521 (part).
1C

obv:

MA BR FR ET HI; n o pellet before CAROLVS

rev:

B

of

EBOR

double-punched; harp has 5 strings.

*1. BM E1325, 1.37g; 2. Fitzwilliam, 1.30g (pierced but no metal lost); 3. Manchester Univ. Museum,
1.20g; 4. Brooker 1104, 1.20g; 5. Lockett 2380 (part).
ID

Obv:

MABRFRETHI-

rev: lion double-punched; harp has 6 strings
*1. BM 1946-10-4-478, 1.25g; 2. Brooker 1105, 1.28g; 3. Baldwin, 1.33g; 4. Baldwin, 1.16g.
IE

obv:

rev:

MA-BR-FR-ET-HIE

of

EBOR

double-punched; harp has 6 strings.

*1. BM 1983-8-11-11, 1.17g; 2. Ashmolean, 1.32g; 3. Ashmolean, 1.26g; 4. Ashmolean, 1.24g; 5.
Brooker 1106, 1.21g; 6. Baldwin, 1.34g; 7. Baldwin, 1.28g; 8. Baldwin, 1.23g (pierced); 9. Yorkshire
Museum; 10. Lockett 4521 (part).
IF

obv:

MA-BR-FR-ET-HI- ; middle I of III w e a k

rev:

O

of

REGNO

double-punched; harp has 6 strings.

1. BM Bank M143, 1.36g; *2. BM E1326, 2.01g (trial-piece on square flan); 3. Fitzwilliam, 1.41g; 4.
Fitzwilliam, 1.18g; *5. Glasgow Coats 1320, 1.22g; 6. Baldwin, 1.30g; 7. Baldwin, 1.30g; 8. Baldwin,
1.38g; 9. Brooker 1107,1.36g; 10. Seaby Mail Bid Sale 3, Mar. 1984,65,1.33g; 11. ibid., 64 (part), 1.09g
(poor worn example, probably these dies).

1G

obv:
rev:

MA-BR-FR-ET-HI-; third I of III double-punched
CHRIS - TO-AVS - PICE-R - EGN lion; h a r p has 6 strings

*1. BM E1324, 1.24g; 2. Ashmolean, 1.41g; 3. Ashmolean, 1.82g (trial-piece on square flan); 4. NMW
E3882 (Brooker 1108). 1.26g;5. Baldwin, 1.28g;6. Baldwin, 1.59g; 7. Baldwin, 1.07g; 8. Spink 31, 12
Oct. 1983, 215, 1.33g; 9. Yorkshire Museum.
1H

Obv:

MA-BR-F-E-Ho-AVSP - CE-REG - NO-

rev: -

lion (traces of

I

of

AVSPICE);

harp has 6 strings

*1. BM 1935-4-1-7651. 1.46g; 2. Ashmolean, 1.39g; 3. Fitzwilliam, 1.54g; 4. Fitzwilliam, 1.48g; 5.
Brooker 1109, 1.36g; 6. Baldwin. 1.36"; 7. Baldwin. 1.26g; 8. Garrett coll. (Leu Zurich 16 Oct. 1984),
1040, 1.38g: 9. Lockett 2380 (part); 9. Yorkshire Museum.
II

obv: MA-BR-F-E-H-

rev: -

O-AVSP - CE RE G-NO-

lion; harp has

5

obvious strings, traces of a sixth

*1. BM SSB 65-72, 1.32g; *2. BM 1954-10-2-34, 1.50g (trial-piece on octogonal flan); 3. Glasgow
Hunter 198, 1.25g; 4. Baldwin, 1.27g; 5. Lockett 2380 (part).
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APPENDIX 2
York Coins in Hoards
A : With

termini

pre-1650

1. CONSTABLE BURTON, Yorks (NR), 1909. 236 AR, face value £8. lis. 6d. Latest coins: Tower
Is. (9)/York Is. York: shilling 2Cc (1, clipped). Ref: G.C. Brooke, NC 4th series 9 (1909), 285-91.
2. CHESTERFIELD (Vicar Lane), Derbys, 1934. 32 AR, face value £2. 3s. 6d. Latest coins: 'date of burial
about 1643', no details. York: half-crown IB (1). Ref: D.F. Allen, NC 5th series 19 (1939), 183-4.
3. LYTHAM ST ANNES, Lanes, 1961. 7 AU, 376 AR, face value £20. 15s. lid. Latest coins: Tower 2s. 6d.
(P)(l)/York 2s. 6d. York: half-crown IF (1). Ref: J.P.C. Kent, BNJ 37 (1969), 138-45.
4. POCKLINGTON, Yorks (ER), 1849. At least 161 AR, face value £17+. Latest coins: Tower 2s. 6d.
(P)(7)/York 2s. 6d. (48+). York: half-crowns, group 3 (48 or more, all types present). Ref E.H(awkins),
NC 13 (1851), 42-3. (as a discovery 'in Yorkshire'; numerous sales of 2nd half of 19th century refer to the
Pocklington hoard).
5. PENYBRYN, Clwyd, 1979. 105 AR, face value £6. 12s. Id. Latest coins: Tower 2s. 6d. (R)(l?), Is.
(R)(l)/Oxford 2s. 6d. 1644, etc. York: half-crown 2A (1). Ref: G.C. Boon, Bulletin of the Board
Studies
of the University
of Wales 29(1)(1981), 368-78.

of C

6. ASHDON, Essex, 1984. 2 AU, 1201 AR, face value £63. 6s. Od. approx. Latest coins: Tower 2s. 6d.
(R)(23), Is. (R)(147)/Oxford 2s. 6d. 1644. York: half-crowns 2H (2). Unpublished.
7. 'SOUTH MIDLANDS' (COTSWOLDS?), c. 1900. 168 AR, face value £21. Latest coins: Tower 2s. 6d.
(R) (19)/Oxford 2s. 6d. 1645 (2), etc. York: half-crown (1) of group 2 or 3, no further details. Ref: Prof
(C). Oman, Trans.
Bristol
and Gloucestershire
Archaeol.
Soc. 32 (1909), 193-201.
8. GLOUCESTER, 1972. 21 AR, face value £1. 7s. 6d. Latest coin: Tower 2s. 6d. Sun. York: half-crown,
group 2 (1). Ref: S.A. Castle, BNJ
41, (1972), 182.
9. MUSSELBURGH, Midlothian, 1951. 318 AR, face value £16. 8s. Od. approx. Latest coins: Tower 2s. 6d.
Sun (6), Is. Sun (ll)/Oxford 2s. 6d. 1646 (1). York: shilling (1), unspecified. Ref: R. Kerr, NC 6th series
12 (1952), 116-8.
10. BURY ST. EDMUNDS, Suffolk, 1956. About 45 AR, face value not known. Latest coin (of 30 known):
Tower Is. Sun (1). York: half-crown 21 (1, clipped). Unpublished.
11. BRADFORD (Wyke), W. Yorks, 1982. 1,048 AR in two pots, total £38. 7s. Od. approx. Latest coins:
Tower Is. Sceptre (1), 2d. Sceptre (1). York: half-crowns 2B (1, clipped); 2H (1). Unpublished.
12. SHEERNESS, Isle of Sheppey, 1968. 417 AR, face value £22. 17s. 6d. Latest coins: Tower Is. Sceptre
(11). York: half-crowns 1A (1), 2 unspecified (1). Ref: J.P.C. Kent, BNJ
38 (1969), 163-6.
B. Uncertain
terminus
after 1642
13. NOTTINGHAM (Region), c. 1783. 'A quantity of old silver coins', apparently a typical Civil War period
hoard, including a 'beautiful half-crown of King Charles the first of the York coinage'. Ref: Walter
Merrey, Remarks
on the Coinage
of England
(Nottingham, 1789), 103-4.

C. Post-Restoration
hoards
14. BAMPTON, Oxon., 1850-1. 456 AR, face value £61. 5s. Od. Latest coins: Charles II 5s. 1673 (3), 2s. 6d.
1673 (1). York: half-crowns unspecified (3). Ref: Proc. of the Numismatic
Society
(23 Jan. 1851
15. ACTON, Suffolk, 1973. 81 AR, face value £7. 2s. 6d. Latest coins: Charles II 1679 (2). York: half-crown
(1), published as 'Lion (EBOR below horse) N2312' i.e. Hawkins type 4. This cannot be confirmed: the
coin is more probably from group 2 or 3. Ref: S.A. Castle, BNJ
44 (1974), 82-3. (See Appendix 3).
16. CREDITON, Devon, 1896. 1884 AR, face value £90 approx. Latest coins: Charles II 2s. 6d. 1683 (2).
York: half-crowns unspecified (4). Ref: H.A. Grueber, NC 3rd series 17 (1897), 159-72.
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17. BROADWOODWIDGER, Devon, 1972. 326 AR, face value £14. 7s. 4d. Latest coin: James II Is. 1685
(1). York: shilling 1A-C (1). Ref: S.A. Castle, BNJ
43 (1973), 146-50.
18. BRISTOL, Welsh Back, 1923. 5449 AR, face value over £281. Latest coin : James II 2s. 6d. 1688 (1).
York: half-crown (1), shilling (1), unspecified. Ref: L.W.G. Malcolm, NC 5th series 5 (1925), 236-64.
D. Excavation
find
19. SANDAL CASTLE, Wakefield, W. Yorkshire, 1965. Half-crown, anomalous type B, found in the stable.
Now in Wakefield Museum. Ref: P. Mayes and L. Butler, Sandal
Castle
Excavations
(Wakefield, 1983), p. 267, no. 16, incorrectly published as 'North 2312'.

APPENDIX 3
Anomalous Half-Crowns
There exists a small group of half-crowns, of whichfive examples are known to the writer, which appears to
stand apart from the main output of the York mint of Charles I. There are three pairs of dies, based on the
designs of the group 3 half-crowns:
A: rev. fleurs similar to type 3C; 1. BM 1913-12-12-3, 11.28g, die-axis 180° (Plate 8, No. 1);
B: rev.fleurs similar to type 3C (different rev. die); 1. Wakefield Museum, 11.78g, die-axis 180° (Plate 8, No.
2);
C: rev.fleurs similar to type 3D; 1. Brooker 1085,10.32g (Plate 8, No. 3); 2. Baldwin, 10.77g, die-axis 180°; 3.
Lockett 4518, 11.63g, die-axis not known.
These coins share a number of features in common, which set them apart from the group 3 York half-crowns.
Most obviously, the dies have all been made from a completely different set of punches. The coins appear to be
struck, but surface features suggest that the dies were rusty when used. All coins are of very light weight and
appear to be clipped - this may be a deliberate feature of manufacture, but the edges show signs of filing.
Analyses of types A and B show silver contents of 93.6 per cent and 96.3 per cent respectively.1 In the absence
of a complete example it is difficult to specify the production technique. The regular die-axis of 180° (an
alignment otherwise not known at York) suggests the use of machinery, perhaps a rocker-press, but the unique
die-relationships observed for the few examples so far known suggest that a further set of cylinder-dies may
have existed, in which case two or three more die-pairs could yet come to light. Until it is possible to examine
an example with an undipped edge, this question is unlikely to be answered - and may never be, since it is
possible that all of these coins were systematically clipped before issue.
The designs of these coins follow fairly faithfully those of the group 3 half-crowns, but lack thefine style and
competence of die cutting of the latter. Unaware of the Wakefield Museum example, the writer suggested that
these curious objects were forgeries made for collectors before 1849, when the discovery of the Pocklington
hoard released onto the market plentiful examples of what had hitherto been a very rare York type.2 However,
the existence of this piece forces a reconsideration. It was discovered in 1965 during total excavation of Sandal
Castle, near Wakefield, in a stable building which produced nine of the ten English coins of Charles I found on
the entire site. The castle was garrisoned for the king during the Civil War, and survived two attempts at its
capture before its garrison of about 100 men surrendered on 1 October 1645, following a heavy artillery
bombardment. It was rendered untenable in 1646, and was not occupied subsequently. This half-crown must
thus have arrived at Sandal not later than July 1645, when the castle wasfinally blockaded, and this group of
coins must therefore be accepted as a contemporary Civil War issue.3
Whether or not they are products of the regular York mint is another matter. If the group 3 half-crowns are
the latest of the cylinder-press products (as suggested by the die-engraving sequence), these anomalous
half-crowns, which imitate them, must come at the end of the sequence. However, their systematic departure
from the official weight-standard undermines their credibility as a regular issue, and they thus make sense as a
royalist York coinage only if they are seen as a local emergency issue, perhaps during the siege of April - July
1644.' Other possibilities exist, for instance an unofficial issue of light-weight coins, seeking to take advantage
of the known good quality and acceptability of York issues. Until further examples appear and the full extent
and production technique of the group is understood, the status of these half-crowns must remain uncertain.
1
The second figure may be marginally high, because of
possible surface cnrichmcnt following cleaning and
conservation of the coin.
2
This suggestion, made in a lecture to the British
Numismatic Socicty, 26 June 1984, has been enshrined in
SCBI 33 (Brooker), footnote to no. 1085.

3
P. Mayes and L. Butler, Sandal Castle Excavations
1964-1973 (Wakefield, 1983), pp. 6-7 and 267. Sec also
Appendix 4 below.
1
The Carlisle siege coinage of 1645 was struck roughly
one-sixth light in weight.
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APPENDIX 4
Forgeries and Other Oddities
Appendix 1 lists all York coin types that can be identified as authentic products of the mint active in 1643-4.
Apart from the 'anomalous' half-crowns (Appendix 3), three further classes of 'York' coins remain to be
considered.
1. Contemporary
forgeries
Although Royalist coins make little impact on the composition of hoards, sufficient numbers seem to have
circulated to make them attractive to counterfeiters. Some examples of false 'York' shillings are illustrated in
Plate 8, Nos. 4-5. These are readily recognised by their crude style, and may be distinguished from other
Royalist issues of 'York type' (which are also crude) by their poor metal and the fact that they imitate the York
signature.
2. 'Base Halfcrowns'
York's reputation for uneven adherence to standards and debasement of its products depends entirely on a
single group of half-crowns, comprising base examples of type 1A (i.e. Hawkins type 1, but from different dies)
and Hawkins's class 4 half-crowns, which form a hybrid group combining designs approximating to the group 1
half-crowns with an EBOR signature similar to that found on the coins of groups 2 and 3. These two types were
made from the same set of punches, which was also used for the dies of some base half-crowns purporting to be
Tower issues of 163SM-1 (see Plate 8, Nos. 6-9). There seems to be little doubt that these coins are forgeries.1
Each type is represented by a single pair of dies, and was struck in a different manner from that used at York in
1643^1. None of the coins is clipped, but all are very light in weight, between nine and 12i grams, compared with
the official standard of just over 15 grams. Analyses of two of these 'York' coins from the BM collection give
silver contents of 55 per cent ('HI') and 44 per cent ('H4'). A debasement of this magnitude, at a time when the
royalists will have been keen to demonstrate their ability to maintain their war effort, is unthinkable.2 In
addition, both coins cointain around 5 per cent of arsenic, presumably intended to whiten the alloy, whose
presence in a seventeenth-century context is surprising.
Are these coins contemporary forgeries, or were they made subsequently for collectors? They do not seem to
have become widely known before the nineteenth century : the Hawkins class 4 half-crowns were apparently
unknown to both Folkes (1745) and Snelling (1762), but are relatively common today. They surface in auction
sales in 1842, but seem to have been eschewed by several major nineteenth-century collectors of varieties.3 The
British Museum acquired its base example of Hawkins 1 in 1839. However, there is an example of Hawkins 4 at
Glasgow University from the collection of Dr William Hunter, which was formed during the period from 1770
to Hunter's death in 1783.4 One possible explanation is that all of these base half-crowns could have been made
during the second half of the eighteenth century, when newly-published 'standard works' on English coinage
may have stimulated the 'discovery' of new varieties to satisfy the wants of collectors.
Two further features point to forgery aimed at collectors: although this group shares punches in common, the
harps used on the 'Tower' coins are different from that used for the 'York' coins. It is unlikely that a
contemporary forger would have gone to this trouble to differentiate the groups. Likewise, the manufacturer
was careful to match the shapes of the coins to those of the authentic products. The 'Hawkins 1' coins show the
polygonal shape often found with group 1 York half-crowns, while Hawkins 4 is fully circular.
There is no convincing evidence for an early date for these forgeries. The published list of the Acton
(Suffolk) hoard (Appendix 2, no. 15) which closed in 1679 seems to indicate the inclusion of a Hawkins 4
half-crown, but the reference given is almost certainly a misprint for one of the other types.5 The discovery of a
half-crown described as 'North 2312' (i.e. Hawkins 4) during excavations at Sandal Castle, Wakefield, provides
atfirst sight an impeccable provenance, since the castle was demolished in 1646, but this reference is also faulty,
since the coin in question is the anomalous half-crown B, discussed above in Appendix 3.'' Some of the Hawkins
4 half-crowns show signs of significant wear, implying that they may have circulated, but whether this is natural

1
Six of the seven York counterfeits listed by H. Linecar
(N. Circ. 1981, p. 118) belong to this group (the seventh
being a base metal cast of a halfcrown type 23), but
unfortunately were not illustrated. The two 'Tower' types
are listed as forgeries in the Brooker Sylloge (SCBI 33
(1984), nos. 1188-9).
2
No debasement of this magnitude is found anywhere in
the Royalist coinages, even late in the war (Besly and
Cowell, forthcoming).
1
I am indebted to T.G. Webb-Ware for this information.

J
J.D. Bateson, 'The Hunter Coin Cabinet', International
Numismatic Commission Compte Rendu 27 (1980), 43-8.
5
Discussion with Dr J.P.C. Kent, who first sorted the
hoard, and S.A. Castle, who published it, convinces me that
the Acton hoard did not contain a base-metal York halfcrown of this type. The coin in question was presumably
from group 2 or group 3.
6
I am greatly indebted to Pamela Judkins of Wakefield
Museum for the opportunity to examine this coin.
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or a combination of poor production and artificial distressing is not clear. For the moment we must be content
to remove the base half-crowns from the regular output of the York mint, and absolve the mint from any
suspicion that it debased its products.
3. 'York gold'
York issued no gold, but two cases of the gilding of York threepences have come to the writer's attention.
Thefirst was published in all good faith as a gold three-shilling piece in 1807, but was correctly identified when
sold at auction in 1854.7 The second example was in Archbishop Sharp's collection, auctioned in 1977." The
mark of value on the latter has been erased. Were a gold three shillings to have existed, its weight (around 21
grains or 1.36g) would have been, coincidentally, close to that of a typical York threepence. The Sharp
example was certainly gilded during the seventeenth century, and the erasure of its value may have been
intended to enable it to be passed off as a gold crown, since these were approximately the same size.
7
Mark Noble, 'A Description of an unpublished gold coin
of King Charles I . . .', Archaeologia 13 (1807), 23-6;
Sotheby and Wilkinson, 20 Dec. 1854, lot 20 (part), 'York

threepence, gilt',
8
Glendining, 5 Oct. 1977, lot 107.

KEY TO PLATES
PLATE 1
1. Charles I, Tower half-crown, i.m. Crown (1635-7)
2. Charles I, Tower half-crown, i.m. Star (1640-1)
3. Spain, Philip III, 4-Reales, Segovia 1621
4. Charles I, Maltravers farthing. Peck 266
5. Charles I, Scots 'Stirling' turner
6. Charles I, York half-crown 1A on square flan (Folkes, pi. XXVI, 4)
7. Charles I, York half-crown IB on square flan
8. Charles I, Briot half-crown, i.m. Anchor (1638-9)
9. Charles I, Briot shilling, i.m. Anchor (1638-9)
10. Charles I, Thirty shillings Scots, Falconer's 2nd issue
11. Commonwealth, pattern half-crown 1651, by Ramage

(BM)
(BM)
(BM)
(BM)
(BM)
(Private collection)
(BM)
(BM)
(BM)
(BM)

PLATE 2
Details of York coins of Charles I
1. Initial-marks: (1. to r.): Lion 1 (half-crown IB); Lion 2 (half-crown 2J); Lion 3 (shilling 2Dd); Lion 4 (sixpence IB);
Lion 5 (threepence 1H) (all enlarged x4).
2. Lettering on half-crowns. 1. to r.: 2A, 2B, 2J, 3B, 3C, 3A (x5.5 approx).
3. Obverse swords on half-crowns. 1. to r.: 2A, 2D, 2L, 3A (x5.5 approx).
4. Obverse detail of half-crown 2J, showing traces of neighbouring die (x4).
5. Hand-stippling, half-crown 2A reverse (x5.5 approx).
6. Garniture stippled by punch, half-crown 2B reverse (x5.5 approx).
7. Recut EBOR signature, half-crown 2D obverse (x5.5 approx).
8. Letter E, half-crown 2B reverse (x2).
9. Detail of crown, sixpence 1A reverse (x5.5 approx).
PLATES 3-7A
Die-combinations of the York coinage of Charles I (Appendix 1).
PLATE 7B
"Sir Henry Jenkins' house in the Minster Yard'.
PLATE 8
1. Fine half-crown A, copying type 3C
(BM)
2. Fine half-crown B, copying type 3C
(Wakefield Museum)
3. Fine half-crown C, copying type 3D
(Private collection)
4. Contemporary copy of York shilling, type 2D/E
(BM)
5. Contemporary copy of Tower shilling, with i.m. Lis/Lion? and EBOR signature (cf. Folkcs pi. XXVI, 7)
(BM)
6. Base half-crown, copying type 1A
(BM)
7. Base half-crown, Hawkins type 4
(BM)
8. Base half-crown, copying Tower type, i.m. Triangle
(Private collection)
9. Base half-crown, copying Tower type, i.m. Star
(Private collection)
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TOKENS FOUND IN HADDENHAM, CAMBRIDGESHIRE,
AND A SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY ISSUER
M.J. BONSER AND R.H. THOMPSON,

with contributions by C.F. BESTER
THE Revd. William Cole, the Cambridge antiquary (1714-82), owned extensive property
in Haddenham in the south-west of the Isle of Ely, and two tokens found there are
illustrated and described in vol. 32 of his manuscript collections.1
A. Garden of William Symonds, -1768. The first 'was dug up in a Garden belonging to
me at Hadenham in the Isle of Ely, & given to me by my Tenant Wm Symonds in January
1768'. The second was 'found at Hadenham & given me as above 1768'. The wording in
both cases leaves the date of finding open to doubt, but if not actually in 1768 it was
presumably not long before. Cole's father had purchased several hundred acres including
five tenements, to which the antiquary himself added two closes;- and the location of
William Symonds's garden must remain uncertain, although it was probably in the hamlet of
Aldreth, adjoinjng Ewell Fen in which Cole's farm Frog Hall was situated (a farmhouse
and several cottages in Aldreth were associated with Frog Hall Farm until about 1944).

1. Nuremberg Rechenmeister
jetton or Schulpfennig;
second half of the sixteenth century. Similar to N
below, but alphabet with G reversed and no additional letters; not illustrated.
2. Seventeenth-century token; c. 1660.
Obv. IAMES PARTRICH OF around a mitre; surname appears as 'RICH'.
Rev. ROOYSTON VINTNER around letter P above IC.
Williamson,3 Hertfordshire 165 or 166; probably 165, on which aflaw developed across the first part of the
surname; not illustrated.
Royston is approximately twenty miles distant from Haddenham.

II
Mr Charles F. Bester of Haddenham has reported two finds of lead or pewter tokens in
Haddenham, and has kindly permitted us to publish them. Some bear unexpectedly late
dates, though they are consistent with the neat letters on Nos. 4 and 8. Diameters are given
in millimetres, weights in grams, and the presence of tin is assumed from a comparatively
hard and perhaps shiny appearance.
B. Hill Row No. 94, c. 1960. Nos. 3-7 were found by Mr Paul Hammond under the floor
boards of a bedroom when this seventeenth-century farmhouse was restored. Hill Row is
part of the A1123 leading towards Earith.
Obv. Six-petalled flower.
Rev. Letters R L sunburst (?) above, date 18-3(?) below (1883? 1833?).
17 mm; 3.19 g. Some tin.
4. Obv. Six-petalled flower.
Rev. Letters B c date ending -32 (?) below (-932?).
20mm; 3.50g.

3.

1

BL. Additional MS 5833, fo. 168.
The Victoria History of the County of Cambridge and the
Isle of Ely, IV, edited by R.B. Pugh (London, 1953), p. 145.
The probable location of William Symonds's garden is
2

contributed by Mr Bester.
3
George C. Williamson, Trade Tokens issued in the
Seventeenth Century . . . . I (London. 1889).
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5. Obv. Five-petalled flower.
Rev. Letters J w (?).
19-20mm; 3.75g. Some tin; bivalve mould off-centre.
6. Obv. Wheel of seven spokes, pellets in the angles.
Rev. Letters T P
18mm; 2.28g. Some tin; bivalve mould off-centre.
7. Obv. Uncertain, design apparently cancelled.
Rev. Uncertain, design apparently cancelled.
17mm; 2.39g. Some tin.

C. High Street No. 26, c. 1970. The following piece was found in Mr Bester's own garden
when he was digging a post-hole. The High Street (A1421) becomes the road to Aldreth.
8. Obv. Letters J p.
Rev. Date 1832.
22-23mm; 6.70g.

Ill
Mr Bob Spall, who for a time lived in Haddenham, found various tokens there when
searching with a metal detector. On realising the significance of his finds he was happy to
make the information available for publication, and we are grateful to him. The tokens
were separate finds at two sites.
D. Great Mill (TL 457745), 1979180. A number of cast lead or pewter tokens were
discovered on several occasions in 1979 and 1980 around and behind the disused tower mill
known as the Great Mill on the south of the Aldreth Road. It is worth drawing attention to
the design on No. 13 below, which (as we suddenly recognised after trying to describe it as
a cross with jewelled arms askew) assuredly represents the sails of a windmill. However,
the Great Mill was erected in 1803, whereas Nos. 9 and 12 at least appear to date from an
earlier period; and we do not suggest that the function of these tokens is anything but
uncertain. They are described in order of their types, as classified by Dean, 4 fig. 2. This
Haddenham provenance again emphasises just how widespread are these types.
9. Obv. Six-petalled flower, with zigzag lines between the petals.
Rev. Horizontal line, a row of pellets above and below T (?) w above, date (?) below (1575 with the 7
reversed?).
32mm; 8.86g. Thin: some tin.
10. Obv. Six-petalled flower.
Rev. Letters i c or I G, cross above.
21mm; 4.94g. Some tin.
11. Obv. Six-petalled flower.
Rev. Blank.
21mm; 6.85g.
12. Obv. Cross and pellets.
Rev. Uncertain, perhaps l A, perhaps date (155-?) below.
24mm; 14.13g.
13. Obv. Sails of windmill, uncertain designs in the quarters.
Rev. Seven-spoked wheel.
23-24mm; 4.90g. Some tin; bivalve mould off-centre.
14. Obv. Hatching of three lines crossing another three at right-angles.
Rev. Uncertain letters, perhaps A above H N.
18-20mm; 3.20g. Some tin; bivalve mould off-centre.
15. Obv. Merchant mark (?) to left, letter B above S (reversed) M.
Rev. Container (?), perhaps tankard with lid raised above the spout, on its side a letter A.
19-20mm; 3.63g.
4
Martin Dean, 'Lead tokens from the River Thames at
Windsor and Wallingford', NC 137 (1977), 137-47, pis.

8-12.
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16. Obv. Debased fleur-de-lis.
Rev. Uncertain, perhaps monogram incorporating a letter M, zigzag to right, date (?) below; alternatively, it could be inverted and read as B w.
30mm; 14.41g.
17. Both sides blank, but from bivalve mould.
18-19mm; 4.49g. Substantial proportion of tin; mould off-centre; not illustrated.
18. Obv. Radiating lines, perhaps from central circle like No. 19 in the Evesham hoard.5
Rev. Wavy line, perhaps around central circle.
Fragment, less than quarter of a disc.
The only other find known to us was a second blank disc resembling No. 17.

E. Vicarage Paddock (TL 463756/7), 1980. A very worn or corroded Roman bronze coin
(not inspected), a George III 1818 half-crown in fresh condition, and the three struck pieces
detailed below were found in late 1980 at a depth of four or five inches in a field originally
named by Mr Spall as Church Meadow. Mr Bester informs us that its proper name is
Vicarage Paddock; in it stood a tithe barn, which was used as a temporary church during
the 1871-6 restoration of Holy Trinity. Part of the paddock (marked 'Rec' on the 1:10 000
Ordnance Survey map, copyright 1980, issue A) was allotted to the present vicarage when
the Victorian vicarage (now Church End) was sold off; this latter had been built on the site
of a manor house.
The finds were two jettons and a seventeenth-century token.

19. French official jetton; c. 1400?; unworn; 28mm.
Obv .AVEMARIA: GRACIA: PLENA; shield of 'France modern', five-pointed mullet (unpierced) above.
Rev. Cross flory in quadrilobe, a fleur-de-lis in each angle.
20. Nuremberg R'echenmeister
jetton or Schulpfennig;
second half of sixteenth century; fresh; 27
Obv. Reckoning master seated at table, moving counters on chequered top; as Barnard," pi. xlii.3.
Rev. Roman alphabet (23 letters) within square frame; the D reversed; at the end a second Z; similar to
Neumann,7 No. 32494.
On other jettons of the type there appear, in the same position as the extra Z, the letters DK for Damian
Krauwinckel (Neumann 32186), or H or HAN for Hans (Neumann 32478-82, 32487); and assuming that
the z character is not an abbreviation for et or etc.. No. 20 may be attributed to the maker Hans Zwingel,
who was active between 1553 and 1586."
21. Seventeenth-century token; c. 1655; fresh; 16.5mm.
Obv. IOHN MOREFELD OF around male figure facing three-quarters left.
Rev. HADENHAM CARRIER around I M.
Williamson, Cambridgeshire 131, but IOHN not JOHN; the same reverse die occurs with another obverse
reading MORFIELD.

IV
The finding of this last piece is of some importance, for the tokens of this issuer have been
attributed both to Haddenham in Cambridgeshire, and to Haddenham in
Buckinghamshire (and consequently to neither in the Norweb Sylloge).9 The earliest
attribution known to the present writers was made in 1851 by Professor C.C. Babington,
who included the type in Cambridgeshire (with the reading MORFIELD) without comment,
other than the general note that 'some of the tokens may have been issued at other places
of the same name'. His reason for including it seems to have been its representation in the
cabinet of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society.'"
5
Marion M. Archibald, 'A hoard of lead tokens from
Evesham', CH 5 (1979), 113-15.
" Francis Pierrepont Barnard, The Casting-counter and
the Counting-board (Oxford, 1916).
7
Josef Neumann, Beschreibung
der bekanntesten
Kupfermiinzen, V (Prague, 1868).
8
C.F. Gebert, 'Die Niirnberger Rechenpfennigschlager',
Mitteilungen der Bayerischen Numismatischen Gesellschaft,
35 (1917), 1-138 (pp. 125-26).

9
SCB1, 31: The Norweb Collection, Cleveland, Ohio,
U.S.A.: Tokens of the British Isles, 1575-1750. Part I.England: Bedfordshire to Devon, by R.H. Thompson
(London, 1984).
Charles C. Babington, 'A catalogue of the tradesmen's
tokens known to have been issued in the county of
Cambridge during the latter part of the 17th century',
Antiquarian
Communications-Cambridge
Antiquarian
Society 1 (1859), 15-28 (pp. 15-16, 25).
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By the time his catalogue was published, however, William Boyne's comprehensive
work had appeared, with the type recorded in Buckinghamshire only (reading
MORFIELD)." Boyne acknowledged that many of the tokens were no doubt incorrectly
placed, but shortly afterwards Haddenham found no place in the Cambridgeshire list by
Simpson,' 2 with additions by Golding" and 'Another Correspondent'. 14 Boyne's
Buckinghamshire attribution was noted by Searle (reading MORFIELD and JOHN),15 and
followed by Keary and Wroth when publishing the reading MOREFELD.'" Williamson, in
his scissors-and-paste fashion, listed the type both in Buckinghamshire (67, reading
MOREFELD) and, with Searle as sub-editor and 'collaborateur', in Cambridgeshire (131,
MOREFELD). This latter entry notes Boyne's attribution, whereas there is no
corresponding reference from Buckinghamshire. Thereafter a Cambridgeshire attribution
seems to have fought a losing battle, being accepted only for specimens in the
Peterborough Museum (778, 'MOREFIELD'),17 and in the Gilbert cabinet (noting the
non-Williamson reading MORFIELD).'8
In a well-documented study of Buckinghamshire tokens, Manton and Hollis failed to
supply any record of John MOREFELD (No. 84) or MORFIELD (No. 85), but were not
thereby deterred from including him, despite being aware of Williamson's double
attribution. 19 They were followed by Seaby and Bussell, with the note 'possibly
Haddenham, Cambs.' in 1960, but with nothing for Cambridgeshire in 1970;2" and by Berry
and Morley (Nos. 96, 97), without mention of the alternative attribution and with
purported biographical details of the issuer, his trade of carrier, which it will be
remembered is given on the token. 2 ' The Buckinghamshire location assumed for
'Morefield' in an article on tokens relevant to his trade 22 only emphasises that this had
become the received opinion, that Boyne has influenced attributions for more than 120
years; yet he may have placed the token in Buckinghamshire for no better reason than the
county's position in the alphabet. 2 '
There is nothing to indicate the provenance of specimens in the Cambridge Antiquarian
Society collections and the Peterborough Museum, and a single find, however suggestive,
is not quite sufficient in itself for re-attribution of a token. 24 To the find at Vicarage
" William Boyne, Tokens issued in the Seventeenth
Century . . . (London, 1858), pp. xxii-xxiii and 18,
Buckinghamshire 45.
12
Justin Simpson, The East Anglian tradesmen's tokens
of the 17th century: [Cambridgeshire]', The East Anglian 2
(1866), 349-51, 367-68; 3 (1866), 2-3, 39-41.
13
C. Gfolding],'Cambridgeshire tokens', The East Anglian
3 (1866), 11-12.
14
Another Correspondent, 'Cambridgeshire tokens'. The
East Anglian 3 (1866), 12-13.
15
William George Searle, The Coins, Tokens and Medals
of the Town, County and University of Cambridge
(Cambridge, 1871), p. 16.
"' C.F. Keary and Warwick Wroth, 'Seventeenth-century
tokens in the British Museum not described in Boyne's
work', NC 3rd Scries, 4 (1884), 281-342 (p. 285).
17
Peterborough
Natural
History,
Scientific
and
Archaeological Society, Coins, Medals and Local
Tradesmen's Tokens . . . in the Peterborough Museum,
arranged by Captain J. A.M. Vipan; [and] A Short History of
the issue of Tradesmen's Tokens, by Charles Dack . . .
(Peterborough, 1908).
18
William Gilbert, 'Cambridgeshire seventecnth-century
tokens', NCirc 25 (1917), cols. 250-51. No Haddenham
piece appeared in the collection of seventeenth-ccntury
tokens of Cambridgeshire, (etc.) formed by the late William
Gilbert, Spink Coin Auctions No. 19 (1982). lots 1-39.
19
J.O. Manton [and Edwin Hollis], 'Buckinghamshire

trade tokens issued in the seventeenth-century, Part II',
BNJ 19 (1927/8), 157-98 (p. 178).
20
[P.J.Seaby and M.E. Bussell], 'A guide to the token
coinage of the 17th century, Part one: Home Counties:
Buckinghamshire', SCMB (1960),265-70, 315-20 (p. 269);
Peter Seaby and Monica Bussell, British Tokens and their
Values (London, 1970), p. 15; revised [edn.], by Michael
Dickinson and P. Frank Purvey (London, 1984), p. 15.
21
George Berry and Peter Morley, 'A revised survey of
the seventeenth-century tokens of Buckinghamshire', BNJ
43 (1973), 96-125. pis. iii-iv (pp. 101, 113, 120).
22
George Berry, 'Postmasters & their tokens', Coins and
Medals 13 No. 12 (December 1976), 33-35.
23
It ought to be mentioned (although no supporter of a
Buckinghamshire attribution has done so) that the
'alphabetical account of all carriers . . . [etc.]' in Thomas
Delaune's Present State of London, 1681, does include
Hadnam' in Buckinghamshire
('Joseph
Holyman,
Wagoner, comes to the Talbot in the Strand on Thursday,
goes out on Friday'), and not Haddenham in
Cambridgeshire. (Information kindly supplied by Mr Philip
Greenall).
24
The Cambridge Antiquarian Society collection is now
in the Fitzwilliam Museum, where Mr Mark Blackburn
helpfully checked various records. A note by one of us
(MJB) in Detector User My 1984, p. 12, failed to elicit news
of any other Morfield finds.
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Paddock, Haddenham, Cambridgeshire, however, it is possible to add the following
references to the issuer from the Cambridgeshire County Record Office.-5 Surprisingly,
New Style dating was used in the parish register until 1 January 1680.
1615 July 30. Morfeild, John, son of John (baptism).
1619 March 7. Morfeild, John, son of John (baptism).
1637 June 5. Morfeild, John, and True Kinderslie (marriage).
1638 July 22. Morfeild, Elizabeth, daughter of John and True (baptism).
1641 February 28. Morfell, John, son of John and True (baptism).
1644. February 28. Morfeild, John, son of John and Truth (burial).
1644 December 22. Morfell, Katherine, daughter of John and True (baptism).
1648 October 8. Morfield, John, son of John and True (baptism).
1657 February 27. Morfeild, True, daughter of John and True (baptism).
1675 March 13. Morfield, John the elder (burial).

Subsequently (1677-9) three daughters of John and Margaret Morfield were baptised,
and buried; and a Truth Morfield was buried on 13 June 1685. Since the token can be dated
to the mid-1650s, the issuer may be identified as John Morfield, otherwise Moorefeild,
Morefeld, Morfeild, or Morfell, baptised in 1619 (the John baptised in 1615 being perhaps
an elder brother who had died young, just as happened in the next generation), married in
1637 to True or Truth Kinderslie, and buried in 1675. The 1662 Hearth Tax assessed John
Moorefeild in Haddenham (Cambs.) for one house with five hearths. 2 "
The only formal recognition of retail trade in Haddenham appears to have been the
grant in 1612 of a market and fair for the hamlet of Aldreth, 1| miles south-west of the main
village;27 but the issue of tokens by a carrier is perhaps to be better understood in the
context of Had-denham's physical situation. It lies on the crest of a ridge rising to 121
feet/37 metres, quite a height for the Isle of Ely; in 1569 it was called 'Hadnam on the HiF.
Aldreth Causeway, and a crossing of the Ouse at Aldreth, provided the principal land
entrance to the Isle until an alternative approach through Stretham developed from about
1 6 7 5 . E l y is about six miles north-east, Cambridge about ten miles to the south, and
London a further fifty.
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Haddenham was the most populous village in
the county, and a carrier would have found employment in carrying 'goods, merchandises,
letters, . . . and other wares of small weight and great worth 1 . 29 Carriers were distinguished
from waggoners, but it cannot perhaps be ruled out that Morfield might have used
pack-horses or even a cart. If the device on his tokens indicates that in reality he walked
without either, Morfield is likely to have been engaged primarily in carrying printed books
and papers with news and commercial information, and letters prior to the setting-up of a
postal service in 1657. 'A toilsome life, going through all weathers and all roads',
acknowledged Richard Baxter in 1691; yet a poor carrier 'knoweth his work and wages,
and is free from abundance of the husbandman's losses and cares'. 1 "
25
Haddenham (Parish), Baptisms, Marriages & Banns,
1570-1851 and Burials & Index, 1570-1851.
26
PRO. E 179/84/436, 14 Chas. II (1662), Hearth Tax:
More of Haddenham.
27
VCH Cambs. (as in Note 2), IV. 140-49. This is the
main authority for the whole of the paragraph.
2
* John Ogilby, Britannia, Volume the first . . . (London,

1675), pi. 43.
29
Seventeenth-century Economic Documents, edited by
Joan Thirsk and J.P. Cooper, (Oxford, 1972), p. 333:
Carriers' charges at Ipswich, 1613.
30
Seventeenth-century Economic Documents p. 183: The
condition of poor farm tenants, 1691.
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THE FOTHERGILLIAN MEDAL OF THE ROYAL HUMANE
SOCIETY
MARK JONES

THE Fothergillian Medal of the Royal Humame Society is one of the most beautiful and
technically accomplished of all nineteenth-century medals (Plate 1, No. 1). The long and
complicated process that finally gave it birth is worthy of study: first, because it gives us
new insight into the careers and working methods of the most famous medallists working in
Britain in the nineteenth century, Benedetto Pistrucci and William Wyon; second, because
it provides information about the contemporary reputations both of these artists and of
Thomas Wyon Jnr, Bain and Scipio Clint; third, because it tells us something about the
nature of the early-nineteenth-century passion for prize giving; and, finally, because it
provides a useful warning against confusing impressiveness of form with value of function the medal was the triumphant result of one of the longest labours endured in the
production of any work of art, but it was rapidly shown to be without any useful function at
all.
In a will dated 7 September 1810 Dr Fothergill, himself a gold medallist of the Royal
Humane Society,1 left £500 to the Society 'the produce of which is to constitute an annual
or biennial me'dal for the best essay or discovery on the following subjects:
1. "on the prevention of shipwreck"
2. "on the preservation of Shipwrecked Mariners or
other circumstances left to the Society's discretion".' 2
Dr Fothergill died in 1813, but the bequest was not received until 1821-221 and it was
only in November 1824 that James Bandinall wrote to Rundell, Bridge and Rundell as 'the
persons in this town employing the most celebrated artists, and being at the same time
most respectable tradesmen' 4 enquiring whether they would
engage to let the Humane Society have for one hundred guineas two dies complete of the size of their
coronation medal, every expense included, for a medal for that society, three proofs whereof to be included
in the price, one in copper, one in silver and one in gold, the metal to be furnished by the Society. The design
and execution of the very first degree of excellence to be approved of as the work goes on, by a Select
Committee of gentlemen appointed by the Society. The subject of one side of the medal to be Leucothea and
Ulysses from Homer's Odyssey, with an appropriate inscription from thence. The subject of the other side to
be the head of Fothergill with an appropriate inscription.5

Rundell, Bridge and Rundell wrote back enclosing a letter from the superintendent of their
works.
A pair of dies the size of the coronation medal designed, modelled and engraved by thefirst artists cannot be
made for the sum you mention, viz £100, even if there was no risk attending the dies. It is quite uncertain
whether they may not break [at] thefirst blow as was the case with the Ionian medal and should it so happen
the engraving of new dies must be repeated which would be a serious loss - these accidents so often occur
they prevent us ensuring the dies - as no allowance is made by the engraver for any failure. If I were to
undertake this medal I should apply to Mr Bain, but to insure the dies he would expect a much greater sum
1
The Royal Humane Society, (RHS) whose archives are
at the Society's offices at Brettenham House, Lancaster
Place, London, WC2, was founded by Dr Hawes and Dr
Cogan in 1774 to finance the practice and propagation of the
resuscitation of the apparently drowned. Dr Fothergill was
awarded his medal in 1794 for an essay on the restoration of
life to the apparently drowned. He also wrote an essay on
the 'Preservation of Shipwrecked Mariners'.

2

MSS note in the RHS archives
In November 1S21 £500 was received. 'Sundry
deduction' reduced this to £417. 18s. Od. which was spent on
£534. 13s. 2d. of 3 per cent consols. On 15 June 1822 a
further £131. 18s. 3d. was received.
4
So described in a letter from Bandinall to Benjamin
Hawes, 20 November 1824, RHS Archives.
5
An undated copy in the RHS Archives.
3
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from me or any person in the trade, than he would if employed by a Society for whom the medals were
intended. In this case he would use all his energy as he would look both to pay and fame.6
James Bandinall then called upon Rundell, Bridge and Rundell who said that 'since the
death of Mr Wyon 7 they would feel apprehension that the execution might not reach the
degree of excellence expected unless they should apply to Mr Pistrucci. They stated that
Mr Pistrucci would ask for 250 to 300 guineas for the work and would not even for that
price ensure the dies to them'. Bandinall went on to report that 'Messrs Rundell have
advised that Mr Pistrucci or whoever the engraver approved of should be, should be
applied to by the Society, for whom he would be likely to take more pains at a less price,
than the medal would come to if it was executed by him for the T r a d e ' . 8
T h e Society therefore approached Pistrucci, both for a design for the Fothergill medal
and for replacements for the original dies for the Society's existing medal (Plate 2 No. 2),
engraved by Lewis Pingo from D r Watkinson's design in 1775 and now reaching the end of
their useful life. James Bandinall reported, on behalf of the Fothergillian Committee in
August 1825:
In accordance with the desire expressed by the Royal Humane Society, that the Select Committee, appointed
on the Fothergillian Medal, should undertake also the reformation of the Dyes now in use for the ordinary
Medal of the Society. We have the honour to acquaint you, that we have applied to Mr Pistrucci, and have
asked him for what price and in what time he would execute the two Dyes necessary for striking the medal in
question, one of which, as now used, we sent to him as a Model. In his estimate he was desired to specify the
particular time, and the particular sum, every expence included, of the Dyes, and of three Medals, one of
which he was to strike in Gold, one in Silver and one in Copper, the metal for the same being furnished by
the Society.
He replies by a letter of which we send to you a copy and a translation, that, every expence included, he
undertakes the matter for 135 Guineas - that he binds himself to complete it in three months from the day on
which he may receive the order, unless he breaks the Dyes - If he breaks the Dyes the time will be longer,
but the expense not greater as he will undergo the increase of expence himself - We beg to observe that we
learn that the Dyes often break in the first operation of striking, and that the operators will not in general
submit to bear themselves the risk. This condition on the part of M. Pistrucci and which is therefore not
usual, is to be considered as favourable to the Society rather than otherwise, because it makes the boundary
of our expence certain.
He asks whether, keeping to the subject, he may alter the treating of it as far as respects the position of the
Infant, or whether he must keep to the treating of it, only bettering the figures, if he can. He wishes to be
permitted the first mentioned alteration. He asks for the shade of Dr Fothergill with other particulars - in
reference to the Fothergillian Medal. But prior to the receipt of his Letter we had sent to him the shade and
other particulars in reference to the Fothergillian Medal: - and when we shall receive his acknowledgement
of our communication on the subject, we shall trouble the Society with the result.
In the meantime we request that you will lay the letter and its enclosures before the Royal Humane
Society, and ask them whether we shall accede to the proposal of M. Pistrucci as to the ordinary medal, and
desire him to undertake it - and whether we shall make him keep to the present method of treating the
subject, still keeping to the subject itself. We think it would be advisable to employ M. Pistrucci on the terms
he mentions - because his execution is incontestably good and his terms appear not unreasonable. We would
let him better, if he can, the figure on the Medal, but we would be cautious of his altering the method of
treating the subject.
We request to be honoured, as soon as possible with a definite decision of the Society on these heads, in
fulfillment of the wishes that no time may be lost in a Reformation of the Dyes for their own peculiar medal.''
W h e r e the existing medal was concerned all went reasonably smoothly, though it took
rather longer than the three months originally envisaged. On 24 August 1830 Berkley
Westropp, the new Secretary of the Society wrote to Pistrucci requesting 'a proof of their
6
A copy of C. Sharpe's letter to Rundell, Bridge and
Rundell, from 76 Dean Street dated 6 November 1824. W.
Bain, a Scottish medallist working in London from the early
1820s until the 1860s.
7
Thomas Wyon Jnr., chief engraver at the Mint, died in
1817.
* RHS Archives Bandinall to Hawes, 20 November 1824.

9
The letter is signed by James Bandinall, George By. B.
Nichols, J. Brunei and Benjamin Hawcs, dated 18 August
and addressed to Benjamin Hawcs, Treasurer of the Royal
Humane Society. Hawes was to be Treasurer and Chairman
of the Socicty until 1860 and the only member to see the
medal through to its conclusion.
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medals if the dies have been finished'10 and on 9 September he was able to thank him 'for
the proof medals' adding 'when the dies are finished I will send for them'. 11 The Mint
records show that between March 1831 and November 1837 Pistrucci received eight orders
from the Humane Society for a total of 145 medals. 12
This subsidiary commission is of some interest both because it adds a hitherto little
known medal to Pistrucci's oeuvre and because it demonstrates that his views about
copying other artists' work were by no means as inflexible as he sometimes made them
appear. It also allows us to identify two wax models (Plate 2, Nos. 3 and 4) now in the
collection of the Rome Mint, which must have been done for the Royal Humane Society.
The second of them, which was adopted for the replacement medal, radically alters the
role played by the drapery in the composition and subtly alters the stance of the boy. The
final medal (Plate 2 No. 5) also exhibits modifications to the placing and spacing of the
legends and a much livelier wreath on the reverse. Since Pistrucci signed the medal in full
in the obverse exergue he must have been happy with the outcome.
Progress on the Fothergill medal was slower still. On 6 December 1824 the public were
informed that a gold prize medal, worth fifty guineas would be awarded for the best
discovery 'on the prevention of ship wreck and the preservation of shipwrecked mariners' 13
submitted to the Society before 1 August 1825. The entries were forthcoming but the
medal was not. 14 In his letter to Pistrucci in August 1830 Westropp noted that the
committee of the RHS 'would also feel much obliged if you would send them your device
for the Fothergillian Medal, or let them know in what state of progress it may be' 15 and in
September requested that 'you will favour them with the device you propose for the medal
which they will inspect at their next meeting, when the inscription will also come under
their consideration'. 16
A year later the Society was still waiting. In October 1831 Westropp wrote 'I am
requested by the Committee . . . to request that you will favour them with your design for
the Fothergillian Medal, as they are alone waiting for that to call a meeting of the Medal
Committee'. 17 In November a model was delivered, 18 but its arrival does not seem to have
galvanised the committee into action. In December 1833 the Fothergillian Committee was
reactivated and the Secretary calculated that, had the entire Fothergillian fund been
invested 3 per cent consols, it would now amount to £2016. 16s. 4d." This was more than
enough to allow the Society to abandon the penny pinching approach which had
characterised its earlier negotiations with Rundell, Bridge and Rundell and Pistrucci.
However, no progress was made, and perhaps the medal would never have appeared had it
not been for the constant badgering of the Society by Captain Manby, who had already
received numerous medals for his life saving activities20 and was determined to add the
Fothergillian medal to his collection. 21
On 15 March 1837 the Committee of the Society resolved to add three members to the
Fothergillian Committee and asked the Secretary to summon it. When it met on 8 May the
10

RHS Letters book, 1830-32.
" RHS Letter book, 1830-32.
PRO. Mint 3/27.
13
Poster in the RHS archives.
14
Eleven entries were received and are preserved in the
RHS archives.
15
RHS Letter book, 1830-32.
16
RHS Letter book, 1830-32.
17
RHS Letter book, 1830-32.
18
Westropp wrote to acknowledge the receipt of a letter
'together with a model of a design for the Fothergillian
Medal' on 2 November 1831. RHS Letter book, 1830-32.
19
On a scrap of paper in the RHS archives.
20
He had already received the RHS medal in 1808 as well
12

as medals from the Suffolk and Norfolk Life Saving Societies, the Society for Protection of Life from lire, the Society
of Arts 'for relief to stranded ships', the Royal National
Institution for the Preservation of Life from Shipwreck, the
Highland Society of Scotland, the Kings of Sweden,
Denmark and Holland and the French Ministry of Maine.
Captain Manby's medals were presented to the British
Museum in 1851.
21
RHS Committee Minutes, passim. This correspondence
throws a new light on his statement in Drawings . . . of
medals presented . . . to Capt. Manby (Yarmouth, 1851) that
'it is only an act of justicc to him [Manby] to state, that in
every single instance he has received the medals without
either suit or application or even hint on his part.'
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members examined 'the models in wax furnished by Pistrucci of Leucothea and Ulysses
and the shipwreck of St Paul, as also the head of Dr Fothergill'. It was then resolved
that it is the unanimous opinion of the Sub-committee that the medal should comprise the Head of Dr
Fothergill on the obverse side with a suitable inscription in Latin and on the reverse side, the Boy blowing the
torch, already known as the emblem of the Institution for its ordinary medallions.
That the Fothergillian medal be the size of the model in wax of Doctor Fothergill's head as furnished by
Pistrucci.
That Pistrucci should be written to for his terms of executing both dies, and that he be the Artist employed,
provided his charges be approved of.22

The wax models mentioned here, like those for the Society's own medal, are now in the
Rome Mint. There is 'a portrait of an unknown man' (Plate 3, No. 6) which is likely to be
Pistrucci's interpretation of the profile portrait of Anthony Fothergill which survives in the
British Museum (Plate 3, No. 7). Since this is no more than 43mm in diameter it is evident
that the Society's ambitions for the Fothergill medal were considerably more modest than
they later became. There are also two sketch models and three finished models for
Leucothea and Ulysses and one large model of the ship wreck of St Paul (Plates 3^4, Nos.
8-13). Why none of them found favour is unclear. Even if it is true that they fall well short
of Pistrucci's highest standards the Society's next step is scarcely explicable as a search for
higher quality.
Apparently ignoring the clear decision of the Committee, Berkley Westropp now seems
to have taken a private initiative to replace Pistrucci by Scipio Clint. At its meeting on 30
January 1838 the Committee decided to adopt 'an allegorical design . . . for this medal in
accordance with the motto "Navigantibus praesidium naufragis salus" of which the Revd
Edward Rice is the author'. They also decided that the 'design of Mr Clint, submitted by
Mr Westropp the Secretary, be made the foundation of the device of the medal, and that
that artist be consulted as to whether it may be susceptible of further improvement . . .
That the boy blowing the torch known as the embem of the institution, with the motto
attached thereto, be on the reverse side of the medal' and that 'the inscription "Ex Munere
Antonii Fothergill MDCCCX" be in raised characters upon the rim'. 2 3
On 21 February 1838 Clint brought his design to show the committee who approved it
'provided "Ex Munere Antonii Fothergill" be upon the face of the medal underneath the
design instead of being in raised characters round the rim'. 24 All was well until Westropp
took Clint's model to Pistrucci at the Royal Mint. His account of what happened was laid
before the Fothergillian Sub-committee on 26 and 28 March.
The Secretary of the Royal Humane Society called on Mr Pistrucci at the Royal Mint on Monday the 19
last with a model of a design for the Fothergillian Medal, furnished by Mr Clint Jnr and adopted by the
Sub-committee to whom that duty was entrusted.
The Secretary was received by Mr Pistrucci in a public work shop in the Mint, and when the model was laid
before him he disapproved of it with a look of contemptuous scorn, observing - "that it might do well enough
for the fifteenth century, or for a picture; but that it would not do for a medal". The Secretary observed that
he felt quite sure that the Committee would very thankfully give every possible attention to any suggestion
Mr Pistrucci might favour them with. Mr Pistrucci said "that he would not execute that design or any other
design but his own" and asked who did the model. The Secretary explained "Mr Clint Jnr". Mr Pistrucci then
lost his temper - was exceedingly angry, and exclaimed in a rage "that he would not do any design but his
own". The Secretary then observed to Mr Pistrucci, that when he had last the pleasure of conversing with
him on the subject, he expressed himself willing to execute any design the Commitee might furnish him with,
whereupon Mr Pistrucci replied - "'tis false - I never said any such thing".
The Secretary calmly observed, that he was sorry to see Mr Pistrucci lose his temper - that his language
was such as he, the Secretary, had never been accustomed to, that he called on him on the part of the Royal
Humane Society, and that it certainly was his impression, that Mr Pistrucci had expressed himself willing to
execute any design furnished him by the Committee. Mr Pistrucci again furiously reiterated "'tis false - 1 will
22
25

RHS Committee Minutes, 8 May, 1837.
RHS Committee Minutes, 30 January, 1838.
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not execute any design but my own. I don't care for you, or for the Treasurer, or the Chairman or the
Committee or the President of the Humane Society altogether. They may do as they please, but they should
either employ him or - emphatically slapping his trousers pocket, he would make them pay him for his
medals. That he was not afraid of the Humane Society or any other society - or him, the Secretary - or any
person in the world" The Secretary then observed in the same calm tone of voice, and the same quietness of demenour- "not
even Mr Wyon" - Mr Pistrucci's rage was then ungovernable, he approached the Secretary in a menacing
manner, pulled open the door, and ordered him to quit the room. The Secretary refused to do so, observing,
that he was sorry to see Mr Pistrucci lose his temper and forget himself in the manner he had done. Mr
Pistrucci, disregarding the mild expostulation of the Secretary, persevered in a loud, angry, threatening, tone
of voice, in ordering the Secretary to go out of the room.
The Secretary refused to leave the room unless Mr Pistrucci requested him to do so in a Gentlemanlike
manner. Mr Pistrucci then came up to the Secretary in a menacing attitude. The Secretary dared Mr Pistrucci
to lay a hand on him. Mr Pistrucci, finding the Secretary determined not to leave, yet very quiet in his
demeanour - sent for the warden: and upon his arrival, Mr Pistrucci ordered him to turn the Secretary out of
the Mint and on receiving the warden's order, the Secretary quietly left the room and the door was slammed
to.25
Pistrucci's friend William Hamilton 2 " was, as usual, ready to spring to his defence. In a
letter dated 21 March he noted that
Mr Pistrucci complains exceedingly of the long delays which have occured in the final instructions for the
subject of the medal, which might have beenfinished long ago, but for these changes, and the hints from time
to time made to him that your funds were not in a state to incur the expense and now when your Secretary
told him that it was your wish that he should not act upon yourfirst instructons of having the medal engraved
from a medal of his own, and that you expected him to copy the model of another artist (Mr Clint I believe)
he at once declined to do so, and observed that you would of course not deviate from your original
engagement of accepting one of his models - prepared for you at your request, and at a great cost to him of
time and labour.27
Hamilton reported that Pistrucci believed Westropp to have been 'purposely offensive'
and in another letter, dated 24 March, enlarged on the nature of the offense 'Mr
Westropp's observation "That he was only afraid of Mr Wyon" . . . could only be used
towards him by some one acquainted with the difference existing between him (Mr
Pistrucci) and Mr Wyon and who purposely m a d e use of such allusion to excite him to
some act of violence'. 2 8 This is obviously true and provides interesting evidence of the
extent to which the quarrel between Pistrucci and Wyon had entered the public
consciousness. Hamilton went on to say that 'since my letter of the 21 Mr Pistrucci has
shown me five original models in a tray, of his own design for the medal of the Society three, I think, with the subject of Ulysses and Leucoethoe, one of St Paul - one of the
figure of H o p e 2 9 - besides the portrait of D r Fothergill'. After further exchanges between
Hamilton and the Committee in which the former d e m a n d e d and the latter refused an
apology it was resolved
that in consequence of Mr Pistrucci's uncalled for and offensive conduct towards the Secretary . . . your
Committee feel that they would have been under the necessity of communicating to Mr Pistrucci their
intention of withholding all further communication with him, upon the subject of the Fothergillian medal,
had they not been happily relieved from such a proceeding by Mr Pistrucci's declared determination not to
execute any other than his own design. Your Committee therefore recommend that steps be immediately
taken to procure the assistance of some other artist: and that Mr Pistrucci be requested to state what claim he
considers he has on the Society for the time and labour he may have devoted to the subject of the
Fothergillian Medal'.30
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Pistrucci asked £105 for his labours. Westropp agreed that this sum would be paid when
the models were delivered to the Society. 31 Pistrucci refused to let the Society have the
models and, surprisingly meekly, the committee agreed to pay anyway. 32 On 19 August the
sorry episode was concluded with a payment to Pistrucci of '£105 for executing
Fothergillian models', a sum greater than the Society had initially been prepared to pay for
the entire execution of the medal. 33
Left without a die engraver Westropp now turned back to Clint. On 18 August 1838 he
wrote 'the committee again asked me on Wednesday night whether I was prepared to make
any Report respecing the Fothergillian Medal. I made the best excuse I could, but I must
positively be prepared by the next meeting and will therefore hope to hear from you
without further delay'. 34 Later in the month Westropp wrote again, to thank Clint for
sending 'specimens of your medal engraving'. He goes on
with reference to the . . . passage in your letter . . . "if I can have a fair price and sufficient time" - will you
give me leave to ask you what you would deem a fair price and the shortest time you would require? These
questions are, as my request for specimens of your work was, between ourselves. I believe you are already
aware that our fund, available for the purpose, is rather limited and the more so from our having paid Mr
Pistrucci very recently for the several models which he from time to time executed.35

Things did not go any more smoothly with Clint than they had with Pistrucci. In October
Westropp wrote to ask whether 'Sir Francis Chantry consents to your proposition',
finishing 'I can no longer procrastinate the affair'.36 This mention of Sir Francis Chantry,
the leading contemprary portrait sculptor, .suggests that Clint had gone to him for a model
for the obverse portrait, of Dr Fothergill, but there is no evidence that this was ever
executed. 37 After this relations with Clint took a turn for the worse. On 5 November the
Fothergillian Committee decided to go elsewhere and Clint was informed that his services
were no longer required. His bill 'for "modelling a design in wax for the Fothergillian
Medal" and requesting its early settlement' arrived by return of post. The relationship
ended with a note from Westropp regretting 'the ungentlemanly tone' of Clint's last letter
and enclosing a cheque. 38
The Royal Humane Society's fourth attempt to find a medallist who would execute the
Fothergillian Medal was eventually to end in success. On 5 November 1838 the committee
were 'summonsed to select an artist to execute the dies' and it was resolved 'that a
communication be made to Mr William Wyon for the purpose of striking a medal for
presentation according to the will of Dr Fothergill. . . within . . . a twelvemonth', and that
'Mr Clint's model be sent to Mr Wyon, telling him that the Society have it in contemplation
to select the Head of Dr Fothergill of the boy blowing the torch, known as the ordinary
emblem of the Society for the reverse side, or the leaving perfectly plain for an
inscription'. 39
It may be doubted whether Wyon was any more pleased than Pistrucci at the prospect of
copying the work, and if we may judge from the rest of Clint's medals (e.g. Plate 5, No. 15)
inferior work, of a younger and less well known artist. Certainly the Committee which he
attended on 22 November decided 'after carefully taking into consideration the model of
Mr Clint which was proposed as the basis of a design for the Fothergillian Medal' to reject
it in favour of 'the present classical and beautiful symbol of the Society', a decision i n
31
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which Mr Wyon perfectly concurred'. The Committee went on to resolve that the head of
the donor should appear on the obverse and that the medal should be the size of 'the medal
executed by Mr Wyon commemorative of the Queens visit to the Guildhall' (Plate 5, No.
16). Finally, it was recorded that 'in conversation . . . as to time and expense - Mr Wyon
led the Sub-committee to suppose that it would not materially exceed a year and that the
expense for executing both dies would not exceed £200'. 40
The note of caution apparent in these minutes was to be fully justified by events. The
medal was to take nearly ten years to complete and cost nearly double the estimate. Ten
months later, in September 1839, the Secretary reported 'having called on Mr Wyon as to
the progress made in the Forthergillian Medal and that he has modelled the Head of Dr
Fothergill for approval of the Sub-Commttee'. 41 Then, in August 1840, Wyon attended a
meeting of the Fothergillian Medal Committee 'and exhibited a model of the Boy blowing
the Torch for the Forthergillian'. One or two slight alterations were suggested and the
design was approved of. Something rather curious then occurred.
After the adjournment of this meeting Mr Wyon showed the Secretary another model of shipwrecked
seamen in an exhausted state upon a raft with relief appearing in the person of the seaman waving aflag in
the back ground. Mr Wyon had brought this model for the express purpose of laying it before the committee
but could notfind it until after the departure of the members. The Secretary considered that the model from
its appropriate design for the Fothergillian Medal should be laid before the members of that committee and
Mr Wyon left it in his charge for that purpose.42

The story of the mislaid model is hard to believe. It seems more likely that Wyon, having
got rid of Clint's model was anxious to substitute one of his own and had decided that he
would stand a better chance of achieving this if he tackled the Secretary on his own before
presenting it to the full committee. On 7 September the Fothergillian Committee met
again; Mr Briscoe recorded his 'unqualified admiration of the design' (a view subsequently
endorsed by Messrs Hawes and Baldwin) and Wyon, who was present, asked for a further
£100 for his labour. 43 The matter was referred to the main committee, but Wyon was
impatient. On 19 September he wrote
I have been applied to by the Liverpool Society and urged very strongly for the design for their medal. Now I
am really very anxious to know if the Humane Society have positively adopted the design. As neither Mr
Baldwin nor Mr Hawes attended the committee I am anxious to know if I am to consider the affair as settled
because if it is not I should certainly give the design to the Society for which it was intended. Pray do me the
favour to answer this as soon as possible or I shall get into a scrape with the other Society. I must make
another design without loss of time for Liverpool. I also wish to know the size of the medal for your Society.
Certainly I confess on reflection I should not like to cramp this design into the small size originally intended
for the Boy. I have worked a great deal upon the model since I saw you and I am still desirous to get to the
engraving as soon as possible.

In a postscript he added 'the difficulty of increasing the size of the medal is with the head of
Dr Fothergill which is so far advanced at the size originally intended'. 44
Westropp replied on 21 September that the Society definitely wanted the design and
'that it had better be of the size originally agreed to viz - that of the City Medal'. 45 His
decision was confirmed by the Committee of the Royal Humane Society on 23 September
and it was also agreed that Wyon should be paid £100 extra for his pains. 46 In December
Wyon left a piece of paper at the Society's offices, on which he had drawn a circle
representing the size of the medal and giving the price of a single example in gold - fifty
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guineas. 47 The size given, 72 mm, is considerably larger than that of the City medal, 48 so,
given Wyon's remarks about the half completed Fothergill's die, it is not surprising that we
next read in the minutes that 'Mr Wyon after having partly executed the Head of the
Testator from a shade which was obtained from Mr Pettigrew of Saville Row, has
discovered another likeness of the Doctor which he considers more classical and more
desirable for the medal - but that the additional work of executing it would cost fifty
pounds more than the amounts agreed upon'. 49 Nor is it surprising that the Committee
decided 'that the Head which has been partly engraved by Mr Wyon will fully answer the
purpose intended'. 50
Wyon was not, however, prepared to give up. Given that he claimed to have both a half
finished portrait die and another, better, likeness his next move was extraordinarily bold.
On 20 december 1843 he wrote
I regret to say that after a good deal of search I have been unable tofind a portrait of Doctor Fothergill that I
can rely upon - and on consideration I do not think it so important a work I am justified in recommending to
the Society the adoption of an ideal portrait calling it that of the Testator. Although I have made
considerable progress in the die for the obverse I do not feel the same confidence in submitting it to the
Committee as I hope to do the Reverse when it isfinished. I therefore venture to suggest the propriety of
substituting for the Obverse of the Medal the beautiful allegory of the Boy blowing the Torch so well known
as the emblem of the Society - a model of which I have already prepared, instead of an ideal Portrait of the
Testator. This would fully identify the medal with the Royal Humane Society and a suitable inscription in the
exergue of the meal would record the name and intention of the Testator.51

At their next meeting, on 2 February 1844, the main committee of the Society
recommended Wyon's proposal to the Fothergillian committee which duly decided
that the suggestion of Mr Wyon "that the Boy blowing the Torch" be substituted for the obverse of the
medal be adopted and that the inscription on the exergue be "Ex munere Antoni Fothergill MD 1810", that
the motto round the boy be the motto of the institution "Lateat Scintillula Forsan" . . . that in consideration
of the difficulty stated in Mr Wyon's letter as to obtaining a correct Portrait of Doctor Anthony Fothergill,
and the additional trouble he will have in executing the die according to the suggestion now adopted, the sum
of fifty pounds to be added to the amount originally agreed upon to be given to Mr Wyon.52

Even the prospect of the additional payment failed to spur Wyon to immediate activity.
In December 1844 a new Secretary, Joseph Charlier, reported 'having seen Mr Wyon at
the Mint . . . when he showed him an impression from the die for the Fothergillian Medal
yet in an unfinished state; but Mr Wyon promised as soon as he had finished some other
works which he had begun previous to his recent indisposition, that he would devote his
whole time and energies in fulfilling his engagement with his Society'. 53 Two years later 'the
Secretary reported . . . that Mr Wyon had sent to the office two impressions from the dies
of the Fothergillian Medal which had been exhibited at the Royal Academy. But since that
period one of the dies (ie. the Boy) was fractured in the process of hardening. Mr Wyon
was however making great progress in the engraving of another die'. 54 Then in December
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Wyon wrote that he had 'had to commence another die for the Fothergillian Medal, owing
to the faulty nature of the metal of that just finished'.55
In February 1847 the Committee of the Society finally lost patience. They resolved 'that
this Committee regret to find that the Fothergillian Medal is not yet finished, notwithstanding that it has been in Mr Wyon's hand for several years and that many other works of his
which have been undertaken subsequently to the Society's medal, have been completed by
him. That Mr Wyon be therefore informed by the Secretary that this Committee expects
that it will be delivered previously to their next meeting which will be on the 17 proximo'. 56
This approach had a satisfactory result and the next meeting was informed that Wyon had
written to announce 'that he had now finished both dies for the Fothergillian Medal'. 57
Finally, on 21 April 1847, thirty-seven years after Fothergill's will and after a more or
less continuous struggle lasting twenty-five years, 'the Secretary . . . laid before the
Committee one of the Fothergillian Gold Medals just completed by Mr Wyon RA and . . .
reported that the second medal was likewise struck, but only wanting glasses and the gold
rim being attached thereto'. The Committee resolved
that the medals be advertised to be seen at this office by the Governors of the Society during one month from
this date and then presented to Dr J.P. Kay (now J.P. Kay Shuttleworth Esq.) and John Erichsen Esq,
Surgeon, as awarded them at the General Council held in January 1845. It was further resolved that an
impression in silver of the Fothergillian Medal be presented to the Treasurer Benj Hawes Esq as a Tribute of
respect by the Committee.58

When Wyon died, a few years later, Charlier was quick to write to the Mint asking after
the fate of the medal dies 59 . Leonard Wyon's reply was sufficient to persuade the
Committee that 'as you are anxious of striking any medals that may be required, and of the
custody of the Dies of the Fothergill Medals executed by your late father, the Committee
will have no objection thereto, with the clear understanding that you take every possible
care of the said dies and produce them when called for'. 60 This was not to prove a profitable
charge. Only one further medal was struck, for presentation to Dr Henry Sylvester in 1882,
and in 1885 it was decided that 'the Society's useful activities in this field were exhausted' 6 '.
One of the longest, most time consuming, ambitious and elaborate quests for a medal ever
undertaken ended with the transfer of the income from the Fothergill fund to a poorly
subscribed swimming competition for minor public schools.
55
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RICHARD SAINTHILL AND THE NEW BRONZE COINAGE
G.P.DYER AND P.P.GASPAR

the numismatist Richard Sainthill might have something interesting to say about the
new bronze coinage of 1860 is not surprising. A long friendship with the Wyon family,
much in evidence in the two volumes of Olla Podrida,1 gave him access to a rich source of
privileged information and there seems no doubt that he was kept in touch with the
development of the designs for the bronze coins. What is disappointing, given the scattered
and incomplete glimpses of the story which are to be found in the official mint records, is
that Sainthill published little more than the brief note which appeared in 1863 in the second
volume of his final work, The Old Countess of Desmond: An Inquiry.2 It is this note,
however, which has prompted us to take a fresh look at the course of events in 1859 and
1860.
Reform of the copper coinage had been in prospect since at least 18563 but it was not
until 4 August 1859 that Gladstone, as chancellor of the exchequer, obtained from
Parliament a vote of £10,000 for replacing the old copper with new coins in bronze. 4
Leonard Wyon was already at work on the designs for the coins, and only a few days later
Gladstone expressed his satisfaction with the appearance and design of some unidentified
specimen coins which he had received from Thomas Graham, the master of the mint. 5 But
much remained to be settled, including the inscription to be placed on the coins. For the
obverse Gladstone suggested VICTORIA D.G.BRIT, (or BRITT.) REG. FID. DEF. and, in the
hope of saving confusion, the denominational value in words for the upper part of the
reverse and 1859 for the lower. This involved some re-designing of the reverse, and a letter
from Graham to Gladstone towards the end of August confirms that Wyon was proceeding
with designs for Britannia as well as for the queen's head."
The impending change in the coinage provoked the usual comments and suggestions in
the press. The Literary Gazette hoped for 'something really creditable to the country' and
in particular that the queen, a grandmother in ripe middle age, would be represented with
a 'somewhat more matronly aspect'. 7 A similar view was expressed in the Mechanics'
Magazine, which also wanted the portrait of the queen to 'tell the truth'. It, too, wished to
see a coinage superior to that of any other country, and to this end it proposed an open
competition, insisting a little disingenuously that this suggestion was no slur on the mint
engraver 'whose name — Wyon — is known and respected the world over'. 8 At first the
Magazine seemed content that Britannia should again provide the reverse design for the
new coins, but as the weeks passed it grew increasingly hostile to the idea. By 2 September
it was arguing that nothing could be worse than Britannia, pleading for something novel in
order to show posterity that 'we were not deficient of taste, skill, or public spirit'. 9
THAT
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To this suggestion Sainthill responded in a brief article, characteristically signed only by
his initials and published in the Literary Gazette on 8 October. He strongly urged the
retention of Britannia, arguing that the smaller surface area of the new coins prevented
anything more extravagant than a single figure. 'I do not apprehend', he wrote, 'we can do
better than retain a Britannia, but clearly indicating our insular empire by having her
placed on a rock surrounded by the sea, and our mercantile greatness by ships, inwards and
outwards . . .'. After praising the existing obverse and reverse designs, he expressed the
wish that British coinage designs could be symbolical and historical, and he quoted with
disapproval the reply of a former master of the mint that 'we were a nation too divided in
politics to allow such a system to be carried out'. Finally, he demonstrated that the
enormous quantity of new coins required would inevitably frustrate the hope expressed in
the Mechanics' Magazine that they could be issued on 1 January 1860."'
Sainthill followed this on 8 November with a letter to Sir Thomas Dyke Acland, to
whom he had already sent a copy of the Literary Gazette 'with my paper on the intended
new Bronze Coinage, in which I shewed, the delay requisite for bringing it out, and the
artistic propriety, of retaining the Britannia'. He explained that it had not been necessary
to bring forward the strong political reasons for not removing Britannia 'at this present
moment, when France is working hard, to deprive us of our maritime supremacy, and
would hail this withdrawal, as a tacit admission, that our Government, do not expect to
keep it; and like the intrusive Dog, quietly walk, before being kicked, out'. He then
described for Acland's benefit how Britain's naval supremacy had been represented on the
coinage for more than five hundred years, and he asked if Acland agreed that it would be a
'cowardly act indeed' for Britannia to abdicate her position 'NOW; when she is threatened
by France. . .'." That Acland was in agreement seems likely from the speed with which the
letter was forwarded to Gladstone, who passed it to Graham on 15 November. 12
Whether Sainthill's intervention made any difference is not clear, it may posibly be
significant that it was almost immediately afterwards, on 19 November, that Wyon called
on Graham to hear the news that Gladstone 'wished to have my Britannia on the bronze
coinage'. 11 On the other hand, Wyon is known to have been at work on designs of Britannia
as early as August, and the retention of Britannia was evidently still contemplated by
Graham in September." At that time the Mechanics' Magazine, while acknowledging that
'a strong determination is manifested in one quarter to keep Britannia', was reporting
rumours of great differences of opinion on the subject within the government. 15
Unfortunately, Wyon's diary makes no mention of the controversy, and indeed it contains
no explicit reference to the bronze coinage until the entry of 19 November. To what extent,
therefore, the Mechanics' Magazine was right to hint later that the retention of Britannia
was imposed on a reluctant artist cannot be substantiated. 16
What does seem certain is that Wyon did not find the designing of the new coins an easy
task, and that there was good reason for Graham to fear that it was the preparation of
designs which would provide the chief obstacle to the rapid introduction of the bronze
coins. He wrote to Gladstone on 10 September that Wyon had not yet succeeded in
producing a Britannia which could be recommended, and he lamented that a design in high
relief was not possible: 'with the restrictions under which the Mint Artist works it is I see
"' The Literary Gazette, 8 October 1859, p. 357. Sainthill
was no stranger to this periodical, which had mentioned his
collection in passing on 13 August 1859 (p. 161). His article
does not refer to the Mechanics' Magazine but is
undoubtedly intended as a reply to it. The Magazine's
comments had been widely reported and in any ease
Sainthill's description of the Indian Mutiny Medal in its issue
of 30 September 1859 (p. 221) shows that he was a reader.
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extremely difficult to hit off anything highly beautiful and effective. Modern coining has
indeed more of a character of manufacture than a fine art'. 17 This was perhaps an unduly
pessimistic view of the artistic constraints of the minting process, but Graham was
undoubtedly on sure ground about the likely cause of delay.
The pace looks to have quickened after Wyon's meeting with Graham on 19 November.
Besides talking about Britannia, they must also have discussed the obverse and Wyon
apparently received instructions to prepare a further portrait of the queen. On 21
November he commenced a model 'with lengthened bust', and his diary records that he
worked on this bust on each of the following three days. 18 By 29 November he was able to
take it to Graham along with some sketches, 19 and on 1 December Graham forwarded to
Gladstone three models and a sketch by Wyon for submission to the queen. These included
the obverse model just completed showing head and bust; an alternative obverse model
which Wyon had taken from a marble bust by Baron Marochetti2" in the queen's collection;
a model of Britannia 'in an erect attitude'; and finally a sketch to show 'the intended
disposition of the figures on the coin'. Graham's undertaking to engrave the approved
designs and to submit proof pieces from the dies suggests that no patterns of any of these
designs had so far been struck. 21
The queen cannot have been entirely satisfied. A few days later, on 7 December, Wyon
was at Osborne, where the queen 'sat, or rather stood, to me, and told me that she would
do so again when I was ready'. The next day he reported progress to Graham, and on 9 and
10 December he was at work 'on my model of the Queen'. He went again to Osborne on 16
December, when the queen gave him a sitting in the morning and again after lunch: 'she
and the Prince expressed themselves much pleased'. By 20 December he was ready to
begin 'a large die' of Britannia, 22 and on 29 December a note from Graham gave him the
diameters to be followed for the new coins. A pattern penny, of slightly different size and
presumably one of the young head trials of 1859, was enclosed and Wyon was directed to
adopt its obverse inscription of VICTORIA D.G. BRITANNIAR. REG. F.D., contracting or
expanding it as he saw fit. For the reverses he was told to include the value and the date,
showing the latter as either MDCCCLX or 1860.23
The first patterns of the new series are unlikely to have been struck before 1 February,
when Wyon's diary records that he hardened punches for the obverse and reverse of the
penny. 24 The continuing failure of the new coins to make their appearance prompted on 20
February a question in the house of commons, to which Gladstone replied that the 'cause
of delay was to be found in that most delicate part of the operation - namely, the execution
of the design by the artist'. In this part of the operation he confessed himself unwilling to
interfere, for fear that pressure to accelerate the process might result in an unsatisfactory
design. 25 The statement caused astonishment to the Mechanics' Magazine, which had
fondly supposed, so it claimed, that large quantities of the new coins had already been
struck. It found it hard to imagine how even the most lethargic of artists could take so long
over 'so small a work as the designs for three coins'. How much better, it argued, to have
had the public competition for which it had urged six months before.2"
On 23 February Wyon went to the mint 'to take 2 varieties of the new Penny to Mr.
Graham: he and Mr. Barton seemed pleased with them'. 27 With the work now apparently
17
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so well advanced, Wyon felt able on 28 February to submit his proposed charges for
engraving the master tools for the three bronze denominations. 28 In recommending these
charges to be treasury for approval, Graham added, with less truth than he may have
known, that Wyon had devoted his whole time since the previous July to the preparation of
the designs. He also explained that one of the designs had had to be 'reprinted' three times
through circumstances over which Wyon had had little control, an oblique and strangely
untechnical reference to Wyon's difficulties.29
A fresh pattern penny was promised by Wyon for the beginning of March, and he
welcomed a suggestion from Graham to diminish the exergue.1" It was presumably this
penny, still considered imperfect by Wyon, which Graham forwarded to Gladstone on 8
March, his haste being explained by a problem with the inscription. By confining the royal
style and titles to the obverse, Wyon had left himself no room for F.D., which could only be
introduced by contracting either BRITANNIARUM or REGINA, 'which words the Artist
considers it very desirable to preserve entire, both from the importance of the words
themselves, and for the appearance of the piece'. 31 Perhaps with some recollection in his
mind of the debacle over the Godless florin, Graham sought the advice of the chancellor,
whose reply may be deduced from the presence of F.D. on all subsequent pieces.
Gladstone also seems to have submitted the latest penny to the queen, for it can scarcely
be coincidence that Wyon went to Buckingham Palace on 26 March. He was unable to see
the queen, but an appointment was made for the following day, when he saw the prince
consort as well as the queen. They criticised 'the likeness on the new Penny' and while
Wyon was there he made a 'rough sketch of the Queen's profile with which they were much
pleased'. On 30 March he was again at the palace but the prince was away and he saw only
the queen: 'she was much pleased with my work, but suggested trifling criticisms: - she gave
me a long sitting for a pencil outline'. The alterations were quickly made and on 9 April
Wyon went to Windsor, where he waited while a 'new penny' was taken to the queen and
approved. 12
It was probably this penny which Graham submitted to Gladstone on 16 April, to be
followed two days later by a letter in which Graham drew the chancellor's attention to 'a
change of some importance . . . which may perhaps escape your eye'. 33 This was the
introduction of the abbreviation BRIT for BRITANNIARUM. Graham's own preference,
perhaps unwisely, was for BRITAN but the two extra letters could only be accommodated at
the expense of F.D. Since there were precedents for BRIT and the necessity for the
contraction was so obvious, he thought 'it would probably be generally excused'. But he
reckoned without the classical scholarship of the chancellor, who objected to BRIT on the
grounds that the plural BRITANNIARUM required the final consonant to be doubled, 34
something which he had foreseen in his letter of 15 August 1859." It is likely that Graham
was required to sound out other opinion, for on 23 April he discussed the matter with
Edward Hawkins of the British Museum, reporting to Wyon the following day that
M
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Hawkins was so decidedly in favour of BRITT that the double T must be adopted if at all
possible. 36
Within a day or two of the BRIT pennies having been struck, a specimen must have been
on its way to Sainthill, since the descriptive note which he subsequently published in 1863
bears the date 1 May 1860.37 The note gives immediate evidence of his knowledge of
events. He knew that the coin had been approved by the queen, and the early reference to
the hardness of bronze necessitating the adoption of designs in much lower relief than
hitherto echoed what had clearly been a paramount concern of the mint. There is further
proof of his good information in his report that Wyon, having obtained permission to wait
on the queen at Osborne, had been granted three sittings for the purpose of modelling the
portrait. The pattern itself is described in characteristically fulsome terms and, apart from
the unnecessary inclusion of the wreath of laurel, the bust is said to be perfection: 'at
length we have a portrait of the Queen which every one must feel assured is the living,
loving likeness of the Sovereign of a mighty empire; the earnest, commanding dignity of
the Queen, and the matronly kindness of the mother, with the most exquisite delicacy and
highest finish of medal engraving'. The reverse, too, receives lavish praise: 'The ship and
the lighthouse, artistically balancing each other, with Britannia as a centre, combine in
forming a very beautiful composition, minutely and admirably engraved'. The presence of
the ship and lighthouse, together with Britannia's less stooping attitude, probably went
some way towards satisfying the wish which Sainthill had expressed in 1859 for Britain's
naval supremacy to be represented on the coinage. Reference to the lighthouse in fact
draws from him a quotation, more dutiful than apt, from T.D.A., who may perhaps be
identified as the Sir Thomas Dyke Acland to whom his letter of 1859 had been addressed
and the first volume of Olla Podrida dedicated.
Sainthill was not alone in having seen the pattern penny, since descriptions also
appeared in the Mechanics' Magazine on 27 April 38 and in the Literary Gazette on 28
April. 39 The latter shared Sainthill's approval of the obverse: 'the likeness of the Queen is
especially truthful, and, without the faintest attempt at flattery, the regal and classical
expression of the face has been perfectly caught'. The coin, it thought, would add to the
'well-earned fame' of the artist. The Mechanics' Magazine, on the other hand, could find
little to praise. It grudgingly conceded that 'the artist appears to have achieved a certain
amount of success in catching and transferring the features of Her Majesty' but it detected
a sternness of expression which was neither flattering nor truthful. The unwanted presence
of Britannia on the reverse was a further cause of disappointment, to be attributed either
to a paucity of artistic talent or to the obstinacy of some overruling power governing the
artist. More particularly, the Magazine found the arms of Britannia immensely large in
proportion to her stature, and with heavy humour suggested that 'as we are becoming a
boxing nation perhaps this peculiarity is intended to be emblematical of the muscular
development of the English people'.
Like Sainthill, the two magazines were unaware that the penny, though informally
approved by the queen, was to be amended by the extension of BRIT to BRITT. Even the
joint-secretary to the treasury, in reply to a question in the house of commons on 30 April,
reported that the penny die was now ready. In another three weeks he thought the
halfpenny die would be finished, and he anticipated that the coins would be issued in about
two months. 4 " There was another parliamentary question on 14 May 4 ' and Graham's
PRO. Mint 1/43, p. 184; Mint 8/36, p. 108.
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memorandum of that date, intended as a briefing note for the chancellor of the exchequer,
was rather more cautious in indicating that it would still be a few weeks before the dies
were received from the artist 'in a complete state'. 42 This continuing delay excited the wrath
of the Mechanics' Magazine. While acknowledging that discussions about the retention or
sacrifice of Britannia might have been partly responsible for the delay, it still found it
extraordinary that the engraver should be taking so long. 43
The alteration of BRIT to BRITT had been completed by 21 May, when Wyon's diary
records that he went to the mint 'to take the puncheons of the Penny to Mr. Graham'. On 7
June he was again at the mint to see some pennies struck in a coining press, concluding
from the experiment that 'the punches require a little reduction of relief'.44 Whether the
two bronzed specimens of the penny which he forwarded to the mint on 11 June
incorporated this modification to the relief is not known, 45 but events were certainly
beginning to move with some swiftness. On 13 June Wyon was able to take to the mint all
the punches for the new coinage except the reverse punch for the farthing, which followed
on 15 June. A few days later, on 20 June, he saw pennies and halfpennies being struck at
the mint; and on 25 June he was there again, though on this occasion his diary does not
record the purpose of the visit. 46 Clearly, however, the trials had reached an advanced
stage and on 30 June Graham submitted 'specimens of the New Bronze Coin' to the
chancellor of the exchequer for the queen's approval. 47 A confident and well-informed
Mechanics' Magazine promised its readers facsimiles of the coins in its issue the following
week. 48
Sadly, the specimens failed to please. An entry in Wyon's diary for 4 July reports 'bad
news today: - The Queen wishes the portraits on the new copper coins to be altered'. The
cause of the queen's dissatisfaction is not specified but it cannot have been too serious since
on 9 July Wyon received 'at Vz past 8 this evening the Queen's approval of the coins'. 49
Even so, difficulties continued and in reply to a further question in parliament on 16 July
Gladstone rather grandly attributed the delay to 'a mysterious secret of art'. Whether these
difficulties were aesthetic or technical is not altogether clear, and Gladstone's answer was
given without the benefit of the latest advice from Graham, who was temporarily out of
town.5"
The latest problems were undoubtedly of some magnitude, and on 20 July Wyon
received a letter from Graham about the bronze coinage which he feared might prevent his
imminent departure for the Continent. The following day he hastened to see Graham and,
while able to obtain permission to go on holiday on the grounds of ill-health, he felt obliged
to work 'very hard till late in the evening on a Halfpenny die'. By 23 July, when he left as
arranged for the Continent, 5 ' progress had been made and at the beginning of August
Graham sent three new specimen pieces to the chancellor. 52 This time all was well and on 6
August Gladstone wrote to Graham with the good news that 'Her Majesty is well satisfied
with the Copper Coins as they now stand'. 53 The patient readers of the Mechanics'
Magazine had at last seen facsimiles of the new coins on 27 July. The obverse was
described as a partial success, for though the artist had succeeded to some extent in
capturing 'the pleasant features' of the queen and the bust was 'exceedingly good', there
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was something in the form of the royal head which seemed not quite faithful to the original.
The Britannia, as expected, was not at all to the Magazine's taste and it could say no more
than that the artist had done the best he could with her. 'In all other senses than the
artistic', however, 'the new bronze pieces may be regarded as a complete success'. 54
By the end of September production was under way at the Royal Mint. On 15 October a
letter from Graham to Gladstone reported the last daily return to show an output of
151,395 halfpennies and farthings, a substantial improvement on the previous three weeks
but still falling some way short of the target of 200,000 pieces a day. The problem, he
explained to Gladstone, was that too many dies were being broken, 'a die giving way on an
average after 30,000 impressions instead of 60,000 our usual average'. This was costly both
in making new dies and also in the time taken to remove old dies from the press, so that
attention was being concentrated on the improvement of the coining qualities of the dies:
'the changes to be made have no sensible effect upon the design but refer to the border &
other small technical points of which the effect upon the durability of the dies can only be
learned by trial'. These changes, apparently intended in the main to lower the relief of the
designs, had been approved for the farthing, while the halfpenny was very nearly ready:
'the penny dies will be put into operation in a few days after an alteration which it is hoped
will be the last required'. 55 Difficulties, however, persisted and it was early January 1861
before Wyon could report in his diary that he had been to the mint and 'had great
satisfaction in seeing pence and halfpence struck well from the new dies, which I trust will
complete all that I have to do with the coinage'. 56
Meanwhile, by late November 1860, with Graham waiting for the main contractors
James Watt & Co to begin production, the new coins had still not reached the public. A
correspondent in The Times on 26 November complained that, despite the promises of the
chancellor, the mint was continuing to send out to enquirers a printed circular 'that the new
bronze coin has not been prepared for issue, and that public notice will be given when coin
is ready for delivery'. 57 He called upon The Times to do what it could to hasten the
appearance of the coins but, whatever the influence of that august newspaper, the issue
was in any case about to begin. Production had at last started at Watt's and, with the
prospect of a continuous supply from Birmingham as well as from the Royal Mint, Graham
felt that it was safe for deliveries to commence, anticipating with treasury authority the
royal proclamation giving currency to the new coins.
Not unexpectedly the new coins were something of a nine days' wonder. There were the
inevitable rumours, denied in The Times, that the coins were to be recalled, and in
particular controversy was provoked by the double T of BRITT.5S In The Times on 1
December T.K.B. was unable to satisfy himself that BRITT was correct and sought
enlightenment from other readers.5'' This came two days later in a letter, signed Monetarius
and almost certainly from Thomas Graham himself, which after explaining that the double
T was the classical method of indicating the plural number, added significantly that 'before
settling the designs of the present coinage, the point in question was referred to high
numismatic and classical authorities, and their opinion found to be unanimous and decided
in favour of "Britt."'. 6 " On 4 December T.T. supported Monetarius, observing with some
51
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justice that it was curious that there should be objection when the abbreviation was shown
correctly and not when, as on the current florin, it was shown incorrectly with a single T."1
The subject even reached the Numismatic Society of London on 13 December, when F. W.
Madden's paper was read in favour of the use of BRITT and suggesting that it was right for
the society to 'lay down the law' concerning the spelling of the inscription on the new
coinage. 62
It was a controversy which would have interested Sainthill, who long ago had written in
approval of the use of BRITT on the sixpences and shillings of 1816.63 But it was in fact
another aspect of the new coins which prompted him to add an undated postscript to his
note of 1 May 1860. In this he complained that the portrait of the queen had been changed
from that on the pattern to show her 'as a damsel in about the twentieth year of her age'.
This personal anachronism, according to Sainthill, occasioned loud and universal surprise
and condemnation, and he suggested that the public preferred a faithful portrait, showing
the queen 'as the actual and visible embodiment of those excellencies which, as a
sovereign, a wife, and a mother, have won their reverential love'. The dissatisfaction, he
asserted, was all the more keenly felt by those who had seen 'the Sovereign herself' on the
pattern. 64 Outspoken views on coinage design are typical of Sainthill, and it is possible to
see his criticism as that of an opinionated numismatist, anxious to flaunt his access to
preliminary designs. Certainly a degree of exaggeration is suggested by what might be
thought by a disinterested observer to be a rather close similarity between the features on
the pattern penny and the first currency pieces. To dismiss his opinion in this way,
however, may be to do him an injustice. The criticism of the portrait is so unlike his
normally sympathetic reaction to anything by the Wyons that the alternative explanation
that he is reflecting the views of his friend seems possible. While the differences in the
portraits may appear slight, to the artist each line and curve would have been significant
and would have presented a conscious choice on his part. If the changes required by the
queen to the portrait were not to Wyon's liking, then Sainthill's note becomes a loyal
defence of his friend.
No such kindly explanation can be attributed to the strictures of Sebastian Evans in a
paper, read for him by John Evans, to the Numismatic Society on 24 January 1861. While
acknowledging that the greater hardness of bronze was responsible for many of the
shortcomings, Evans confessed to a feeling of 'decided disappointment'. The shape of the
head, for instance, was incorrect and the likeness inferior to that of any previous copper
issues. The reverse he found as 'discordantly symmetrical' as the obverse and, taking a
directly opposite view to Sainthill, he complained that the placing of a ship and a
lighthouse of almost exactly equal bulk on either side of Britannia 'set all rules of
composition at defiance'. The conclusion was emphatically unambiguous: 'altogether, on
both obverse and reverse, the design is feebler and the work less satisfactory than in any
former coin of the reign . . .'. 65
An unexpectedly friendly reception was accorded by the more practically-minded
Mechanics' Magazine, which despite its continuing reservations about the designs extended
a welcome to the 'light and graceful' coins and warmly approved on grounds of 'portability,
colour, odour, and durability' the adoption of bronze in place of copper. It even
sympathised with Wyon, who 'appears to have exerted himself under certain restrictions to
give the public the full advantage of his talent', acknowledging the constraints imposed on
61
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him by the hardness of the metal and the thinness of the coins, and adding 'in short, since
minting began there was never issued, from hammer or stamping press, a coinage more
fraught with practical difficulties than that which is just now undergoing the criticisms of
connoisseurs, numismatists, and the public generally'. For the 'pedantic quibblings' over
BRITT it had little time, though it suggested that had the head been confined like that of
Napoleon III within an inner circle there would have been space for an unabbreviated
inscription. The inclusion of the denominational value on the reverse it found particularly
welcome, being something which it claimed to have long recommended for the whole of
the British coinage and which it had 'especially suggested . . . in the formation of the new
money'.""
Of rather more concern to the modern numismatist than these contemporary criticisms
of the approved designs is the identification of the pattern penny described by Sainthill. It
is known that he received more than one such piece, for a letter written some years later by
his niece C.G. Saunders Forster speaks of '3 Pattern Pennies of 1860 by Leonard Wyon'
which had been inherited from the uncle and which she intended 'to sell, but not in a
hurry'."7 Fortunately, Sainthill in his note of 1 May 1860 gives the obverse inscription of the
piece he was describing as VICTORIA D.G. BRIT. REG. F.D. and, equally fortunately, there is
only one type of pattern penny listed by C.W. Peck with the abbreviation BRIT." H The
identification is helpfully confirmed by a copy of the second volume of The Old Countess of
Desmond in the British Library. This copy contains additional illustrations and among
them is a photograph of the penny itself, answering to Sainthill's written description and
corresponding to the type listed by Peck.
Since it is known that the BRIT patterns were submitted to Gladstone on 16 April 69 and
almost immediately rejected, Sainthill's coin is useful in providing a fixed point in the
sequence of pattern pieces of 1860. Eight types of pattern are identified by Peck and he
divides them into two groups by distinguishing two portraits of the queen, placing types 63
to 66 in Group A and types 67 to 70 in Group B. The Sainthill piece belongs to type 67 and
since types 68, 69 and 70 all show the correct abbreviation BRITT it also follows that 67
stands first in Group B. The other fixed point is provided by Graham's submission to
Gladstone on 8 March of a pattern with BRITANNIARUM REGINA in full but without F.D. 7 "
Again, there is only one piece listed by Peck which bears this inscription and it can
therefore be linked with confidence to type 63 in Group A. With 63 having been struck in
March and 67 in April, it is now clear that Peck was fully justified in placing Group A
before Group B. It is also possible that 63 comes at the end of Group A and that the entire
Group was struck between February and March 1860. Type 64 could conceivably be later
than 63, but this may be a little unlikely in view of Wyon's comment in his letter of 28
February 1860 that his proposed charges include the cost of 'the dies requisite to strike
three varieties of pattern pieces'. 7 ' If this means that three types had already been struck by
the end of February, then 64 ought to join 65 and 66 as having been struck in that month;
but 63 and 64 are evidently closely related, since according to Peck they were struck from
the same reverse die. As for types 65 and 66, these show the date in Roman numerals and
for this reason probably belong to the beginning of Group A. Type 66 may be supposed to
come first because it includes the beaded inner circle which are a feature of the earlier 1859

The Mechanics' Magazine, 16 November 1860, p. 346; 14 July and the third 21 July but the year is not given. The
23 November 1860, p. 352; 30 November 1860, p. 372; 7 three pattern pennies are mentioned in the undated letter.
w
C.W. Peck, English Copper, Tin and Bronze Coins in
December 1860, pp. 390-91; and 21 December 1860. p. 424.
67
Three letters from C.G. Saunders Forster to a lady the British Museum, 1558-1958, (London, 1960), pp.
named Ada are held by the Birmingham Museum and Art 470-74.
69
PRO. Mint 8/36, p. 107.
Gallery, having been presented in 1954 by Miss V.G.M.
7,1
PRO. Mint 1/43, p. 181.
Rogers of Exeter along with a group of Wyon cliches,
71
PRO. Mint 8/36, p. 95.
medals and a coin to which they relate. One is undated, one
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patterns, and there is perhaps confirmation of this in the direction given to Wyon on 19
November 1859 that his Britannia was to have 'an inner circle of beads'. 72 On the other
hand, two varieties of the penny were delivered by Wyon on 23 February and if these were
65 and 66 then they were struck at the same time.
Certainly, there are problems in attempting to relate the patterns listed by Peck to the
references in the documents and it may well be that not all the pattern pieces struck in 1860
have survived. Some of these difficulties could no doubt be removed if Sainthill had had
more to say about the preparation of the bronze coinage. He was evidently well informed,
and we can be sure that the somewhat arid and incomplete references in the mint records
would have been enriched by the lively and provocative prose of the numismatist.
12

BL. Additional MS. 59617: 19 November 1859.
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PLATE 1

1860 p e n n y w i t h c o r r e c t e d a b b r e v i a t i o n BRITT

EDGAR BOEHM AND THE JUBILEE COINAGE
G.P. DYER AND MARK STOCKER

'THE greatest disappointment of the century' was Sir Charles Oman's verdict on the
Jubilee coinage of 1887.' Contemporary reaction was if anything more hostile, with the
prime target being the new effigy of Queen Victoria by Edgar Boehm 2 which showed the
queen wearing a tiny crown in danger of slipping off the back of her head. How such an
unsuitable portrait could ever have been approved remains a puzzle and, even though the
queen's artistic judgment was admittedly a hit and miss affair, it still seems curious that
neither she nor those most closely involved had any inkling of the likely public response.
Indeed until the last minute the deputy master of the Royal Mint evidently entertained
fond hopes that the Jubilee head would burst upon an 'enraptured public'. 3
It was therefore particularly frustrating that the official mint records contained scarcely
any documentation about the preparation of the Jubilee coinage and the accompanying
Jubilee medal. 4 Fortunately, however, about nine years ago some correspondence of the
time was discovered in a locked box in a basement in the old Royal Mint at Tower Hill.
The box contained semi-official letters to and, less frequently, from C.W. Fremantle, the
deputy master of the mint, and among them were many letters about the Boehm effigy.
Several are from Boehm himself, and some from Leonard Wyon, and although the papers
are far from complete the chronology of events is now a good deal clearer. The long
gestation period of the portrait is confirmed and there are intriguing glimpses of the trials
and errors, both technical and personal, which bedevilled its preparation. What follows is
very largely based on these recently discovered papers. 5 .
The first mention of the new portrait comes in February 1879 when Sir Henry Ponsonby,
the queen's private secretary, informed Fremantle that Boehm had been ordered to
execute a new effigy of the queen to serve as the model for future dies. Although the letter
gives no reason for the decision it is hardly surprising that there should be thoughts of a
change. Most coins still bore versions of the 'Young Head' by William Wyon first used in
1838, and with the queen now in her sixtieth year Wyon's effigy bore little resemblance to
the present reality. Nor was it surprising that Boehm, with his considerable reputation as
sculptor to the royal family, should be chosen to undertake the work. The son of Josef
Daniel Bohm, who had been director of the Imperial Mint in Vienna and one of the
foremost European medallists of his day, Boehm had originally trained as a medallist and,
more recently, had made commemorative portraits of such diverse figures as Schubert,
Carlyle and the prince of Wales. His Austro-Hungarian background seemed no

1
Sir Charles Oman, The Coinage of England (Oxford,
1931), p. 378.
2
Joseph Edgar Boehm was born in Vienna in 1834 and
settled in England in 1862. He was created a baronet in 1889
and died the following year. Useful summaries of his career
may be found in U. Thieme and F. Becker, Allgemeines
Lexicon der Bildenden Kiinstler 1910, IV, 194-95 and
Dictionary of National Biography 1909, XXII, 229-30. For
Boehm's medal designs see Mark Stacker 'Edgar Boehm
and the Jubilee Medals of 1887', The Medal (September
1984), 25-29 and 'Edgar Boehm's Medal Commemorating
Sir Francis Drake', The Medal (September 1984), 30-31.

3
PRO. Mint 23/26: C.W. Fremantle to Sir Frederic
Leighton, 1 March 1887.
4
The previous poverty of the official mint records is
made clear by J.L. Lant, 'The Jubilee Coinage of 1887', BNJ
53 (1973), 132-41. Mr Lant understandably concentrated on
the unfavourable reception of the new coins.
5
The papers have now been transferred to the Public
Record Office as Class 23 of the Royal Mint records. The
correspondence relating to the Jubilee coinage has been
collected in Mint 23/9 and to the Jubilee medal in Mint
23/26. All subsequent notes unless indicated to the contrary
refer to Mint 23/9, which lacks pagination.
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disadvantage; on the contrary, the queen appeared to have a positive predilection for
foreign artists.
From the beginning progress on the effigy was slow. Boehm's approach to all his work
was painstaking, and the absence of a specific deadline for the portrait encouraged him to
give priority to more immediate sculptural commissions. It was June 1879 before the queen
recorded in her journal that she 'sat to Bohm for a Bas Relief',6 but on 5 August Ponsonby
was able to write to Fremantle to tell him that Boehm had finished the head. From this
point Fremantle became fully involved in the preparation of the effigy, and the emphasis
shifted from its use for new medals, which seemed to be uppermost in Ponsonby's mind, to
the coinage. Despite Ponsonby's encouraging news in August, November found Boehm
apologising for his lack of progress. It was not until 1 January 1880 that he had better news
for Fremantle, having finished several models 'on a smaller scale' and apparently showing
a 'little crown'. 7 About the correct shape of this crown Boehm was uncertain and he sought
advice from Fremantle. For his part, Fremantle seems to have doubted the wisdom of
including a tiny crown in the style of the Kaisar-i-Hind medal, and he caused enquiry to be
made of C.F. Keary at the British Museum to discover if there were any numismatic
precedent for it. Keary replied that he knew of no such coins, pointing out tartly that 'in
the case of Greek coins I need not add the crowns are put on as if meant to be worn and not
to tumble off at the slightest movement' / These misgivings were conveyed to Boehm and
there was evidently some discussion about the possible substitution of a large crown or a
diadem. Further delays were caused by Boehm's anxiety over his .eyesight and by his
refusal to work by gaslight during the London fog.
By the end of January the work had been seen by the queen's daughter, Princess Louise,
and on 20 February the queen herself called on Boehm and saw the new models for the
coinage." She approved the large crown suggested by Princess Louise but required a slight
change to be made to the chin, for which Boehm was to be guided by a miniature by Sir
Charles Ross. Fremantle visited the studio on 23 February and it is clear from the inquiries
which he immediately put in hand at the College of Arms and the Tower of London that
there continued to be uneasiness about the shape of the crown. A few days later, on the
afternoon of 28 February, Boehm received a sitting from the queen. This enabled him, he
told Fremantle, 'to complete a new and I hope terminating model from life - which is much
better . . . The Queen was pleased with the wax model after I had made a few alteration
[szc] from nature'. For the crown, he wrote, the queen chose from the drawings the one most
like Pugin's. 10 There is about the letter the air of a job completed, and Boehm in fact now
confidently suggested that the head could be turned over to Leonard Wyon who, as the
mint's modeller and engraver, had the task of translating the model into a steel die.
By 10 March Wyon, who had long been aware of what was intended, had seen Boehm's
model and was writing to Fremantle to ask him to do nothing with it until they had spoken.
Whatever the cause of Wyon's concern, there is evidence that by July the first of a long
series of pattern coins had been produced. There was talk, however, of alterations, and in
particular of reducing the length of the queen's neck, but unfortunately there is now a
break of more than twelve months in the correspondence. The surviving patterns of this
6
Royal Archives, Queen Victoria's Journal: 30 June
1879. Quoted by gracious permission of Her Majesty the
Queen.
7
Bochm to Fremantle. 1 January 1880.
8
Keary to W.C. Roberts (later Roberts-Austen), 10
January 1880.
9
The Times, 21 February 1880, p. 9. The Court Circular
for the previous day records that 'the Queen and Princess
Beatrice, attended by the Hon. Horatia Stopford, drove out

this morning, and honoured Mr J.E. Boehm with a visit at
his studio, where Her Majesty saw and much admired the
monument of the Prince Imperial'.
111
Boehm to Fremantle, 28 February 1880. 'Pugin' is here
being used as an inaccurate synonym for 'Gothic' since the
designer in question was not Pugin but William Dyce. See
Marcia Pointon, William Dyce 1806-1864, A Critical
Biography (1979). pp 97-98. '
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period show the queen with a large, sensible crown (Plate 1, No. 1), and in 1881 a similar
portrait was adopted for the medal awarded for the campaign in Afghanistan. The decision
to use Boehm's effigy on this medal had been taken by the late autumn of 1880, Fremantle
informing the India Office in November 1880 that it would bear the effigy recently
approved by the queen and for which a die had already been engraved. 11 Delays were
caused by the reverse design, which Boehm wisely declined to undertake because of his
other commitments, and it was not until June 1881 that a sample medal was submitted to
the queen. This proved to be not entirely to her liking and she complained that the nose
was too long and pointed and the lower part of the chin indented. These features were
corrected by Wyon and a revised sample was approved in July (Plate 1, No. 7).
The main correspondence reopens in September 1881 with Fremantle encouraging
Wyon to prepare reduced copies of the Afghanistan medal head which Fremantle said he
admired very much and hoped to see in far wider use before long. Further pattern
sovereigns, presumably dated 1881, were accordingly struck (Plate 1, No. 5) and towards
the end of November Wyon for the first time referred to a die for the half-sovereign. This
die must have been used for patterns dated 1880 (Plate 1, No. 4) since not only are no
pattern half-sovereigns dated 1881 recorded but no ordinary half-sovereigns of 1881 were
struck by the Royal Mint either. A letter Wyon wrote to Fremantle in November indicates
that he was still not satisfied, complaining that the queen's neck was too long. Originally it
may have been even longer, for Wyon had felt it necessary to reduce the length of the bust to
avoid a disproportionately large, empty space in the field on either side of the head.
In May 1882 a letter from Boehm, the first on file from him for more than two years,
suggested that before further steps were taken Fremantle should see a new bust which he
had just modelled of the queen. A recent opportunity to study the queen's features had
convinced him that the proposed coinage effigy left much to be desired, and he seems also
to have become dissatisfied with Wyon, for the following month saw him at the mint
working directly on the steel himself. It was a task which he approached with some
diffidence, writing slightly facetiously to Fremantle: 'you have not far to send me to the
Tower if I commit a "Majestats Verbrechen [felony] 2'" Classe". I shall try my best, but fear
my old eyes & hands will not be as pliable as I should wish them to be - So I plead
beforehand for your kind indulgence & if it is a failure pray let it be strictly "sub Rosa".' 12
Boehm's fears were confirmed and he had to refer the matter back to Wyon, who, while
confessing to some surprise at the turn of events and expressing anxiety to see the fresh
treatment of the Queen's head that Boehm had suggested, was prepared to be helpful. He
regretted the loss of time but, never having been entirely happy with the original effigy,
was not without hope of a better result. By July he was again actively engaged in the
preparation of the new coinage.
Further pattern sovereigns had been struck by the autumn of 1882 and Fremantle,
perhaps seeking reassurance that this time the work was progressing on the right lines,
apparently consulted Sir Frederic Leighton, president of the Royal Academy. Leighton
supported the idea of portraying the queen 'in point of years', 13 but went on:
I know also Her Majesty's feeling in regard to the Boehm medallion. Taken on its merits, however, as a work
of art, and with a sincere admiration for Boehm's gifts, I am disappointed; - in a coin the first thing you look
to is the shape & mass of the effigy - this mass seems to me to be of an unfortunate shape - meagre without
elegance - it is also not clear and explicit; the long mass behind the head is barely distinguishable from hair without close examination. - the whole effigy seems to topple forward - the line of the shoulder and the
cutting off of the effigy are not I think happily managed - Again the head seems small & the nose very large
& and [s/c] disagreeably sharp at the point; - for so very flat a relief the division between the two chins seems
". PRO. Mint 16/74.
12
Boehm to Frcmantle, 8 June 1882.
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Undated letter from Leighton to Fremantle, placed to
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unnecessarily deep. . . . In sum the whole thing seems to me to want dignity - & I question whether Boehm
is at heart satisfied with the work.

If Leighton's undated criticism belongs to the autumn of 1882, it is not altogether clear
which of the pattern pieces was shown to him since neither pattern sovereigns nor
half-sovereigns are known dated 1882. Possibly Wyon was still using existing 1880 and 1881
dies to save time or it may be that the pattern sovereign of 1883 (Plate 2, No. 10) is the coin
in question. This, however, shows a bust with tiara and veil which is so different from that
on the earlier pieces that it looks to owe more to Wyon than Boehm, but it certainly merits
Leighton's strictures, as well as answering elements of his description. An associated punch
in the mint collection (Plate 2, No. 11) is numbered 10, and since a letter from Fremantle
to Wyon in November identifies 'the last pattern sovereign of the first series' 14 as No. 7 it
seems possible that the 1883 pattern belongs to a continuing sequence and is not a private
initiative on Wyon's part.
During the final months of 1882 Wyon continued to work on a sovereign die in
consultation with Boehm. By November Boehm seemed satisfied that the latest pattern
sovereign was 'very good now', 15 though he added ominously that there were a few little
changes still to be done. Shortly before Christmas Fremantle reported progress to the
chancellor of the exchequer, Hugh Childers, and showed him the latest coin. Childers,
however, was far from impressed and told Fremantle that he would be very unwilling to
submit the effigy for the queen's approval. What was required was a fresh start, but with
the task still left to Boehm, in whose hands the matter had been placed by the queen's wish.
The news left Boehm surprisingly unruffled. His reaction may be partly explained by the
fact that his priority at the time was not the coinage but monumental sculpture. A note in
the Magazine of Art'* reported him at work on statues of Lord Beaconsfield, Lord Stratford
de Redcliffe and Dean Stanley for Westminster Abbey and another of the duchess of
Westminster for Eaton Hall. 1882 saw the erection of his statues of Carlyle on Chelsea
Embankment and Lord Lawrence in Waterloo Place; in March he gave two lectures at the
Royal Academy on 'Portraiture in Sculpture', while in April he began work on a statue of
Sir Francis Drake for Tavistock. Even allowing for studio assistance, this formidable body
of work explains why Boehm wrote 'I work like an engine'. 17 The effigy for the coinage was
not as lucrative a commission as a statue and, in the absence of a deadline, mint pressure
was nothing like as great as that of a memorial committee.
Nevertheless a suspicion remains that the chancellor's brusque response was expected,
even desired, by Boehm and Fremantle. Significantly, it was accompanied by a clear
statement that the Government would not interfere in the arrangements which Boehm
thought necessary for reproducing his work for the coinage. Wyon, with whom Boehm had
not been impressed, could now be happily discarded, and through Boehm's Viennese
connections an attempt was immediately made to find a superior and more congenial
engraver. For this purpose Boehm consulted his old master, Carl Radnitzky, one of the
most prominent Austrian medallists of the century. Radnitzky recommended a pupil of
his, unnamed by Boehm but described by Radnitzky enthusiastically as 'the only
"Medailleur" who in all Europe works on the real good principles of this almost lost art'.'*
The arrival two days later of some 'beautiful medals' convinced a relieved Boehm that the
pupil was a 'first rate artist' 19 , and he duly despatched his new model to Vienna in January
1883. In June a 'very hopeful'20 plaster cast from an unfinished die, probably of halfcrown
size, arrived from Vienna and in December Boehm received an 'excellent' 2 ' cast from a
14
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completed die. January 1884 saw the arrival of a cast from a corrected die which Boehm
again found 'excellent', 22 though Fremantle decided to enlarge the letters. A first die was
subsequently received and half-crowns were struck. But several alterations were required
and June found Boehm urging Fremantle not to strike further pieces until 'the proper
punch & matrice' 23 arrived from Radnitzky. A cast from a die for a smaller coin, probably
the half-sovereign, was received in July, followed by a punch for the half-crown.
Modifications were suggested to the former, but the punch was described by Boehm as
'admirable' 24 and Fremantle undertook to strike a coin in silver.
This was presumably the piece which Fremantle in August 1884 submitted to the
chancellor of the exchequer and which Childers in turn submitted to the queen. She
thought the likeness was 'pretty good' 25 but criticised the frill of the veil and said bluntly
that she much preferred the existing coinage. Judging by the 1884 pattern half-sovereign
or sixpence (Plate 1, No. 9), which bears a crowned bust similar to that on the earlier
patterns of 1880 and 1881, some of the changes and corrections carried out in Austria had
been of a modest character. But the pattern half-crown of 1884 (Plate 2, No. 12) bears a
markedly different bust, closer to that on a pattern sovereign of 1885 and on an undated
but related half-sovereign (Plate 2, Nos. 13 and 15). On these patterns there is a stiff frill
and the tiny crown, abandoned in 1880, made its unfortunate re-appearance. It had been
used on all the more recent authorised effigies of the queen, reflecting the fact that the
queen preferred to wear the small crown because of its lightness. A strong realism, not to
say literalism, deeply pervaded contemporary art, and Boehm's portraiture not least.
In view of the queen's lack of enthusiasm, Fremantle and Boehm felt obliged to make
further changes. At this point there is another break in the correspondence, which reopens
in July 1885 with Boehm wishing to show Fremantle 'two plaster casts of the small coin'
which he had received some time ago from Radnitzky and which 'could be made right with
very little alteration'. 26 The following month three dies arrived, completing a series of three
different sizes, but the casts and dies evidently failed to please. Despite all Boehm's earlier
enthusiasm, Radnitzky's engraver (who may perhaps have been Radnitzky himself) was
now abandoned and Wyon consulted once more. Boehm noted with relief that 'L. Wyon
showed himself as docile as a lamb — an old lamb! — but I hope still that "revenons a notre
mouton" will prove beneficial to the ultimate result'. 27 Altogether, Boehm's Austrian
excursion had taken nearly three years and there was little to show for it. Fremantle,
whatever his unease at such an unorthodox course, apparently remained on cordial terms
with Boehm, giving him a 'lovely little Donatello' of which Boehm hoped 'to make some
day a Relievo'. 27
Wyon, to his credit, was soon at work. There is a sovereign punch in the mint collection
marked N9 8 REVISED NOV: 1885 (Plate 3, No. 19) and it is evident that a new series of trial
pieces was under way. A letter from Boehm in December 1885 refers to a coin as No. 8C
and there is no doubt that further pattern sovereigns were struck in late 1885 and early
1886. Small changes were constantly being made; in November Boehm complained about
the lines of the veil; in December he was bothered about the upper lip and the embroidery
of the bodice. Nevertheless Fremantle felt confident enough by 15 January 1886 to tell the
Treasury that changes to the coinage would shortly be effected and to seek authority to pay
Boehm the 'very moderate sum' of 200 guineas for all his work up to 31 December 1885.28
Boehm generously undertook to make no further claim on the mint, and in fact the real
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purpose of the approach to the treasury was to enable Boehm to pay Radnitzky, who was
becoming importunate. Indeed there is reason to think that poor Boehm had to pass a very
substantial portion of the 200 guineas to Radnitzky.
Any hope, however, that Fremantle entertained that the long labours might now reach a
speedy conclusion was quickly disabused. By the end of January Boehm was again working
direct on the steel to perfect the effigy and he wrote unhappily to Fremantle: 'I am in the
midst of obtaining & spoiling alternatly the dies & punches you sent me & like Sisyphus
find a fatal imposibility in finishing — However you have had so much patience that I hope
you will not loose it yet . . . I am most anxious to do something good, but I fear my eyes
will give way'. 29 Despite the problem with his eyesight and his dislike of the 'tedious
thankless work' 30 of engraving, Boehm continued to persevere. A matrix from the revised 8
punch exists marked J.E.B. 2.86. (Plate 3, No. 20), and there is further evidence of
Boehm's involvement in the marks of the engraving tool which can be seen around the
outline of the effigy. At the same time he was also working on one of Radnitzky's dies for
the half-crown. In February he complained about the nostril on Radnitzky's die, and,
worse still, he found on the sovereign that the ear was in the wrong place and the necklace
'looked like peas so I removed it . . . 8.C. & 8.D. I spoilt in practising!' 31 He feared that
Fremantle would be shocked at the alterations and would think vain his hopes of achieving
a better portrait. A further pattern sovereign, No. 8E. was struck in June 1886, as Boehm
continued to work direct on steel, and for the first time Fremantle mentioned the
desirability of having dies ready in time for the Golden Jubilee in 1887.
The beginning of July 1886 found Boehm at Frogmore House, Windsor, where the
queen gave him a sitting and, expressing herself very much pleased with a new model, said
there was no need to show her the work again before completion. A brief report of the
sitting in the Court Circular 32 prompted Wyon to write sadly to Fremantle, though in truth
he had had several years to reconcile himself to the employment of Boehm. While not
denying that the decision to use Boehm's effigy gave him pain, he assured Fremantle that
he thought the course followed was right. Had the honour fallen to him, he would have
'shrunk very much' 33 from it as neither his health nor his eyesight was good. More
constructively, he stood ready to offer advice if required. The offer was not ignored and
Wyon was in fact subsequently called upon to prepare the new obverse dies from Boehm's
finally approved models.
Progress, nevertheless, remained far from smooth and even Boehm referred to 'this
tedious matter'. 34 At one stage he wanted a steel cast of the model to be made in Paris and
had to be assured by Fremantle that the mint was capable of doing the work adequately.
Next he found it necessary to prepare a new model in flatter relief and it was August before
two plaster casts could be collected from Boehm's studio. In October a major modification
was made to the shape of the arches of the crown, though not to the size of the crown, and
in December came news of yet another model, 'infinitly better' than all the previous
efforts: 'I have . . . for these last two days gone "con amore" over the plaster cast &
remodelled the whole so that it is flat enough for any requirements of striking'. 35 Patterns
were available by February 1887 and at long last, on 24 March, Fremantle was able to
submit the effigy in its final form for the approval of the chancellor, now George Goschen,
and the queen. 36 Boehm, clearly in touch with events, waited anxiously for news, asking
Boehm to Fremantle, 29 January 1886. The three
mis-spellings perhaps speak for his anxiety.
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Fremantle on 28 March 'have you heard yet how the coins please?'. 37
The queen's approval was accompanied by a suggestion that the coins should include
some word to indicate that they were struck in the Jubilee year. This was resisted by
Fremantle, who understandably enough wished to avoid further delay, especially as the
dies for the branch mints needed to be despatched by the next mail. Arguing that the
inclusion of additional words was impossible without either 'rendering the coins unsightly
or so abbreviating the necessary words as to make them unintelligible', he attempted to
sweeten the pill by suggesting that since the new designs were being adopted in 1887 they
would in any case always be 'associated with the idea of the Jubilee'. 38 The queen conceded
the point so reluctantly that the chancellor asked Fremantle to reconsider, but the deputy
master bravely stood his ground. Fearing that the introduction of any special letters or
mintmark might prompt doubts about the genuineness of the coins, he thought it much
safer 'to trust to the coins as they stand telling their own story'. 39
As the Jubilee approached, Fremantle made confident statements, both public and
private, about the anticipated success of the coinage. In an article in Murray's Magazine,
he wrote: 'among the numerous memorials to which this happy event will give rise, none
surely can be more fitting than a faithful portrait destined to hand down to posterity the
likeness of a Sovereign beloved by her people, and with it the recollections of a glorious
and happy reign'. 40 He could only have drawn encouragement from a leading article in the
Times on 27 May 1887. This was still some four weeks before the issue of the coins, but the
necessary proclamation describing the designs had been published in the London Gazette
on 17 May, and on 27 May illustrations of some of the designs became available to the
public with the release of Fremantle's Annual Report for 1886. In its leader, the Times
described the new effigy as 'striking as a portrait and dignified in pose. Exception may
perhaps be taken to the veil which depends from the back of the head and gives a
somewhat less graceful line than the undraped neck of the former effigy, but the general
merit of the new effigy as a work of numismatic art cannot be disputed'. 41 Before
proceeding to draw heavily from Fremantle's as yet unpublished article in Murray's
Magazine, it heaped praise on the mint and its deputy master: 'of the new coinage in
general we can only say that, to judge from the reproductions given in the Report, they do
great credit to the mechanical resources of the Mint, and still more to the fine taste and
numismatic knowledge of the accomplished Deputy Master, MR. C.W. FREMANTLE'.
Well might a gratified deputy master refer to a 'magnificent article'4- and be reinforced in
his belief that all seemed set for the coinage to be acclaimed by the public (Plate 3, No. 26).
When the storm of condemnation erupted, Fremantle seemed genuinely taken aback at
'the sad turn affairs have taken, most unexpected to me. . ,'. 43 It was some storm: questions
in parliament, 44 outspoken criticism from all sections of the press, derisive cartoons and
doggerel in Fun and Punch,45 and even unfriendly comment from John Evans in his
presidential address to the Numismatic Society. 46 The coinage was seen as the worst of all
worlds; poorly executed, undignified on the obverse, and inefficient in not specifying
values on the reverse. Goschen's unconvincing defence referred to 'a conflict of authority'
between numismatists, who favoured beauty of design, and 'the more practical persons
who passed the coins from hand to hand'. 47 Beauty, he implied, had won over utility, but
37

PRO. Mint 23/26: Boehm to Fremantle, 28 March

1887.
38
Memorandum from Fremantle to chancellor of the
exchequer, 4 April 1887.
39
Fremantle to Goschen, 18 April 1887.
4
" C.W. Fremantle, 'Our New Coins and their Pedigree',
Murray's Magazine (1887), p. 746.
41
The Times, 27 May 1887, p. 9.
42
Fremantle to Boehm, 24 June 1887.
43
Fremantle to Boehm, 24 June 1887.

44
Parliamentary Debates, 3rd series, 316 (14 June - 6 July
1887): see 23 June 1887 (cols. 773-75) and 28 June 1887
(cols. 1150-51).
45
Fun, 6 July 1887, pp. 5, 7, and 10; Punch, 9 July 1887,
pp. 6, 7, and 9.
46
NC, 3rd series, 7 (1887), 24-25. The presidential
address was delivered on 16 June 1887.
47
Parliamentary Debates, 3rd Series, 316(14 June - 6 July
1887): 23 June 1887 (cols. 773-75).
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the Pall Mall Gazette attacked this tenuous distinction: 'as if they could not be combined
and as if there was anything artistic in specifically unfitting a thing for its use!'. 48 Confusion
between the two, indeed, explains the failure of so much Victorian art.
At first Fremantle appeared to hope that the portrait would escape the worst of the
criticism, for in a letter of commiseration to Boehm, he commented that 'at any rate
nobody has ventured to say the Effigy is not a good likeness, except a ribald scribe in the
Pall Mall tonight'. 49 But he spoke too soon, and it was nevertheless Boehm's effigy that
suffered most. The Pall Mall's 'ribald scribe' was far from being alone in drawing attention
to the absurdly small crown perched on the queen's head, worthy of a fairground giantess. 50
True, it was the crown she liked to wear and Goschen was able to tell the house of
commons that 'the head-dress and the crown, and the mode of wearing it, adopted on the
new coins will, I am informed, be found on all the more recent authorized effigies of Her
Majesty, and not on the new coins alone'. 51 The public, however, preferred on their
coinage a more dignified image of their queen. Boehm's realistic style might take a
delightful form when he portrayed, for example, Thackeray wearing spectacles in a
statuette, but according to the Art Journal: 'for such "realism" as his there is no place in
numismatic art'. 52 Some of the attacks on Boehm reflected the chauvinism of the time, and
at least one critic complained that 'the favoured artist bears not even an English name'. 5 3
Criticism of a more perceptive kind came in a letter to the Times54 by the painter,
Edward Poynter, soon to be a coin designer himself. Poynter began by condemning the
coins as 'the feeblest and most ill-executed specimens of coinage ever sent out from a
national mint . . . it is not without reason that there is a general outcry against them'. The
authorities must be praised, however, for retaining Pistrucci's St George on several of the
reverses. 'Nor can they be otherwise than praised for having gone for the portrait of the
Queen on the obverse to a sculptor so facile princeps in portraiture as Mr. Boehm, though
in the production of his relief he was somewhat hampered by having to introduce material
more suitable for a bust or for a large medallion than for so limited a field as a coin
presents'. Against the press cutting on the file, a mint hand (almost certainly that of W.C.
Roberts-Austen, who had acted throughout as Fremantle's confidant) has commented:
'the conditions which hampered Mr Boehm seriously increased the difficulties of coining
also; and there were elements in the design which threw much high relief towards the
circumference of the coin'.
Poynter was on less sure ground when he continued: 'the authorities at the Mint
provided themselves with a good portrait of unexceptionable technique, which had only to
be faithfully copied to have saved us from the most discouraging part of the business — the
really shocking workmanship of the coins themselves'. Roberts-Austen, if he it was,
disagreed. It was not sufficient to copy faithfully if the artist had failed to adapt to the
constraints of coin design: 'a coin must be struck at a single blow, & Boehm's design, in
plaster, was too high for this to be possible'. 55 Roberts-Austen also questioned Poynter's
scathing opinions of the planes which express the modelling, but he ruefully wrote 'partly
true' when Poynter complained that 'parts which should be kept subordinate are wrought
up in excess; thus, the nose, which should be on the lowest plane, and in delicate relief
w

Pall Mall Gazette, 24 June 1887, p. 4.
'' Fremantle to Boehm, 24 June 1887.
Pall Mall Gazette, 24 June 1887, p. 4.
51
Parliamentary Debates, 3rd series, 316 (14 June-6th
July 1887): 28 June 1887 (cols. 1150-51).
51
Art Journal, 1887, p. 287.
53
Lewis F. Day, 'New Coins for Old", Magazine of Art,
(1887), p. 419.
54
The Times, 25 July 1887, pp. 3-4.
55
Roberts-Austen was well qualified to judge. Apart
4
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from his long experience in the mint, he had been actively
involved in the preparation of copies in electro-deposited
iron of Boehm's model for use on the reducing machine. See
Seventeenth Annual Report of the Deputy Master of the Mint,
1886 (London, 1887), pp. 49-50 and Professor W. Chandler
Roberts-Austen, F.R.S., 'The Electro-Deposition of Iron',
Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, 1 (1887), 71-77. The
latter paper was delivered by Roberts-Austen on 26 May
1887,
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from the ground, presents a twisted and swollen appearance from the exaggerated
projection which has been given to it'. But according to Roberts-Austen this was again
Boehm's fault rather than the mint's, since the relief of the nose was the same on the
coinage as on the model. Finally, Poynter suggested that the whole issue should be
recoined and given a more simply-treated portrait, though he observed in passing that the
crowned portraits on the coins of Elizabeth I were highly successful.
Poynter evidently returned to the attack two or three days later when opening an
exhibition in South Kensington. On this occasion he hinted rather more strongly that
Boehm had been obliged to include 'such structural absurdities as the toy crown and the
straight veil' in deference to the wishes of the queen. 56 It was a point picked up a couple of
years later in Boehm's obituary in the Times which, while conceding that the effigy had not
been a success, suggested that Boehm had been greatly hampered by his instructions. 57
The mint did not publish a reply to Poynter. Silence was seen by Fremantle to be the
most prudent reaction, and this was the course which he had already urged on Boehm:
'with regard to the coins themselves I would suggest that the less their details are discussed
the better, as I am not at all without hope that the present tide of their unpopularity will
turn, & that they will ultimately be viewed with favor'. 58 He wondered if perhaps they
ought to have foreseen the effect on the public of 'that little crown' 59 and stopped it, but at
heart he was unrepentant and he reminded Boehm that the coinage of 1817, 'now
universally admired & accepted as models of workmanship' 60 had been badly handled at
the time of its introduction. In a letter to Robert Hunt, his counterpart at the Sydney mint,
Fremantle recognised that 'without a great & skilled Engraver we shall never have a really
fine head on our coinage - but when a new Effigy has been selected in the highest quarters,
the only thing to do is to get the best reproduction of it possible by mechanical means and
take the consequences'. Prompted perhaps by Poynter's criticism, he also defended the
small crown by comparing it with that on portraits of Elizabeth I, the latter 'looking much
more as if it would fall off the head than our new crown does'. 61 To Ponsonby, Fremantle
expressed the hope that the coins would be but a nine days' wonder: 'at any rate they are
better than the old ones'. 62
Wyon, who had had to suffer the mortification of preparing the master tools for the new
effigy, was less kind. He told Fremantle that Boehm's design might look good in bold relief
but in a coin it inevitably had a mean appearance. The face had to be the principal feature,
and Wyon therefore hoped that both crown and bust would be abandoned in favour of a
simple head. Of Wyon's part in the engraving of the new reverses, essentially revivals of
designs of 1816/17 and even further back, there is no mention either now or earlier in the
correspondence. 63
The surviving papers also reveal little of Boehm's reaction, beyond his disappointment
at the way the bust had been reproduced and his wish that the relief could have been
higher. It is difficult to underestimate the effect that xenophobic ridicule must have had on
this most gentlemanly of artists, whose career had hitherto enjoyed unbroken success.
According to Marion Spielmann, an eminent critic of sculpture who knew Boehm well,
hostility to the effigy proved fatal:
56

J.L. Lant, 'The Jubilee coinage of 1887', BNJ 53
(1973), 132-41 (p.138).
57
The Times, 13 December 1890, p. 9.
58
Fremantle to Boehm, 27 June 1887.
59
Fremantle to Boehm, 24 June 1887.
60
Fremantle to Boehm, 27 June 1887.
61
PRO. Mint 17/25, pp. 232-35: Fremantle to Hunt, 25
August 1887. He had written something similar to Hunt a
few years earlier: 'I am sorry to say there is, in my opinion,
no really good English Engraver now living. Our Mint
"Modeller & Engraver," Mr. Leonard C.Wyon, for whom I

have the greatest regard, & who is a man of taste and
cultivation, is certainly the best'. (PRO. Mint 17/49:
Fremantle to Hunt, 16 January 1880).
62
Fremantle to Ponsonby, 20 June 1887.
63
A letter from Boehm to Roberts (later RobertsAusten), 4 March 1880, suggests that the former's views may
have been sought on the question of reverses: 'as far as I am
concerned I would do my best but that not being much —
we can at least borrow Pestrucci's [sic] tasty shield as the
Master of the Mint so judiciously did the St. George'. This
suggestion was in fact adopted for the Jubilee coinage.
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'his gentle spirit bowed in silence beneath the torrent of scornful condemnation with which his work was
received, his tongue tied with official red tape and with Treasury sealing-wax upon his lips. He aged,
unquestionably, under the trial, and there is little doubt that it had as serious a result upon his health, and
perhaps, indeed, upon his life, just as the Wellington Monument had upon Alfred Stevens, as the national
Gallery upon Wilkins, or as the Royal Courts of Justice upon Street'.w

As soon as expediency permitted, the coinage was changed. A note from the queen of
September 1889 tells all: 'the Queen dislikes the new coinage very much, and wishes the
old one could still be used and the new one gradually disused, and then a new one struck'. 65

APPENDIX
A tentative attempt has been made to list the patterns and dies which have survived from the long preliminary
work on the Boehm effigy. Undoubtedly far more were prepared than now survive, and the list that follows is
not only an incomplete record but is also difficult to relate to the descriptions in Mint 23/9. The sequence here is
therefore largely based on the style of the portrait. This has given a result that is not altogether satisfactory,
suggesting that Boehm's approach may have been rather less than orderly, with features (such as the
double-arched crown) being discarded and then readopted in a somewhat haphazard fashion. All the
illustrations have been enlarged with the exception of No. 25 on Plate 3, which has had to be reduced while the
illustrations of matrices and dies have been reversed to facilitate comparison. Nos. 17 and 18 on Plate 2 are
reproduced by permission of the trustees of the British Museum.
SERIES
(i)

A Portrait with large crown, veil and Garter Star. Inscription
otherwise stated.
Sovereign
Double-arched crown. Border to edge of veil.
Royal Mint (Hocking, II, 1579)

VICTORIA D:G: BRITT: REG: F:D:

unless

Obverse punch
Plate 1, No. 1

(ii)

Sovereign, 1880
•
Silver, plain edge
Obv. Similar to (i) but with necklace and pendant.
Rev. St George and Dragon, with date below.
Nobleman (1922, lot 272): ex J.G. Murdoch (1904, III, lot 543) and L.C. Wyon (1901, lot 6)

(iii)

Sovereign
Obverse matrix
Crown with single arch, but veil runs into beading as in (i) and (ii). Jewels in circlet of crown outlined
with pearls. With necklace and pendant.
Royal Mint (Hocking, II, 1576)
Plate 1, No. 2.

(iv)

Sovereign
Obverse matrix
Similar to (iii) but veil does not reach beading. Cross of necklace outlined with pearls.
Royal Mint (Hocking, 11,1577)
"
Plate 1, No. 3.

(v)

Half-sovereign, 1880
Gold, plain edge
Obv. Similar to (iv) but without pearls outlining jewels in crown and cross of necklace.
Rev. St George and Dragon, with date below.
Royal Mint (Hocking, 1,2202)
Plate 1, No. 4 (obverse only).

(vi)

Half-sovereign, 1880
Silver, plain edge
Apparently similar to (v) but struck in silver
Nobleman (1922, lot 272); ex J.G. Murdoch (1904, III, lot 543) and L.C. Wyon (1901, lot 6)

(vii)

Sovereign, 1881
Gold, plain edge
Obv. Similar to (iv) but veil has fewer folds. Cross of necklace plain.
Rev. St George and Dragon, with date below.
Royal Mint (Hocking, I, 2197)
Plate 1, No. 5 (obverse only).

H
M.H.S. (Marion H. Spielmann), 'The Artistic Aspect
of the New Coinage', Westminster Gazette, 31 January 1893,
p. 3.

The Letters of Queen Victoria, edited by G.E. Buckle,
3rd series, (1886-90), I, 530.
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(viii)

Sovereign
Similar to (vii). The tool is still soft.
Royal Mint (Hocking, II, 1578)

Unfinished obverse matrix or die
Plate 1, No. 6.

(ix)

Sovereign
Obverse punch
Without inscription, and details appparently incomplete. Somewhat similar to portrait on Afghanistan
medal (Plate 1, No. 7), especially in folds of veil.
Royal Mint (Hocking, II, 1575)
Plate 1, No. 8.

(x)

Half-sovereign, 1884
Gold, milled edge
Obv. VICTORIA DEI GRA: 1884. Similar to (ix) but higher arch to crown. Rounder outline to base of
bust.
Rev. BRITT: REGINA FIDEI DEFENSOR Four crowned shields separated by sceptres and with Garter Star
in centre.
K.J. Douglas-Morris (1974, lot 194): ex W. Saward (1919, lot 95) and V.M. Brand.

(xi)

Half-sovereign or sixpence, 1884
Silver, milled edge
Obv. Similar to (x)
Rev. BRITT: REGINA FIDEI DEFENSOR Four crowned shields separated by floral emblems and with
Garter Star in centre.
Norweb (forthcoming sale): ex W. Saward (1919, lot 120) and V.M. Brand
Plate 1, No. 9 (obverse only).

SERIES

B

Portrait with veil and tiara. Inscription

VICTORIA D:G: BRITANNIAR: REG: F:D:

(i)

Sovereign, 1883
Gold, plain edge
Obv.Truncated head without robes. Necklace without pendant brooch.
Rev. St George and Dragon, with date below.
Royal Mint (Hocking, I, 2198)
Plate 2, No. 10 (obverse only).

(ii)

Sovereign
As (i). Punch marked 10.
Royal Mint (Hocking, II, 1580)

SERIES

C Portrait with veil and small crown. Inscription
stated.

Obverse punch
Plate 2, No. 11.
VICTORIA D:G: BRITT: REG:

F:D:unless otherwise

(i)

Half-crown, 1884
Silver, milled edge
Obv. VICTORIA DEI GRATIA Crown with single arch, somewhat pointed. Veil plain except for frill at
top. With necklace, ear-rings, Garter Star, and Badge of the Order of India.
Rev. BRITANNIARUM REGINA FID:DEF: Shield within collar and Garter, date below.
Norweb (1985, lot 622): ex W. Saward (1919, lot 118) and V.M. Brand Plate 2, No. 12 (obverse only).

(ii)

Sovereign, 1885
Obv. Bust similar to (i) but more rounded at base.
Rev. St George and Dragon, with date below.
Royal Mint (Hocking, 1,2199)

(iii)

Sovereign
Exactly as (ii) for which it is the die. Marked N? 1. 1885
Royal Mint (Hocking, II, 1587)

Gold, milled edge
Plate 2, No. 13 (obverse only).
Obverse die
Plate 2, No. 14.

(iv)

Half-sovereign, undated
Gold, milled edge
Obv. VICTORIA DEI GRATIA Similar to (ii) but slight differences in crown.
Rev. BRITANNIARUM REGINA FID: DEF: Crowned and garnished shield as current issue.
Royal Mint (Hocking, I, 2203)
Plate 2, No. 15 (obverse only).

(v)

Sovereign
Obverse punch
Head larger than in (i) - (iv). No cushion below crown. Brooch on bodice and Garter Star, but
without Badge.
Royal Mint (Hocking, II, 1586)
Plate 2, No. 16.
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(vi)

Sovereign
Obverse impression
Similar to (v) but bust runs into beading. Crown on slight cushion. Veil embroidered and more
elaborate frill. With Star, brooch and two Badges.
Lead impression from obverse matrix or unfinished die.
British Museum. Presented by W. West, 20 November 1923, and said to have been 'obtained from the
wife of one of the engravers'.
Plate 2, No. 17.

(vii)

Sovereign
Apparently as (vi) but with wider edge
Lead impression from obverse matrix or unfinished die.
British Museum. Presented by L.A. Lawrence, December 1925.

Obverse impression
Plate 2, No. 18.

(viii)

Sovereign
Obverse punch
Similar to (vi) and (vii). Without ear-rings, necklace, brooch, or Badges. Marked N? 8 REVISED NOV:
1885 and shows evidence of hand-work around the effigy.
Royal Mint (Hocking, II, 1585)
"
Plate 3, No. 19.

(ix)

Sovereign
Obverse matrix
Similar to (viii)
Marked FROM N? 8 REVISED 11.85. and J.E.B.2.86. Shows evidence of hand-work around the effigy and
is still soft.
Royal Mint (Hocking, II, 1584)
Plate 3, No. 20.

(x)

Sovereign
Obverse die
Base of bust smaller than in (v) - (ix). With Badge and necklace with pendant, but without Star. More
embroidery on veil.
Royal Mint (but not listed by Hocking)
Plate 3, No. 21.

(xi)

Sovereign
No inscription. Similar to (x) but crown removed.
Heavily worked field, but hardened for use.
Royal Mint (but not listed by Hocking)

Obverse punch
Plate 3, No. 22.

(xii)

Half-crown
Obverse punch
No inscription. Similar to (x) but bust is narrower. Double-arched crown. No embroidery on veil.
The table has been heavily worked, and the tool is still soft.
Royal Mint (but not listed by Hocking)
Plate 3, No. 23.

(xiii)

Sovereign
No inscription. Similar to (xii) and also soft.
Royal Mint (but not listed by Hocking)

(xiv)

Unfinished obverse matrix or die
Plate 3, No. 24.

Copper electrotype
Obverse
No inscription. Crown with single arch and resting on pronounced cushion. With Badge and Star.
Close to approved effigy (PI. 3, No. 26) and signed FE B
Approximately 4.75 inches in diameter and presumed from its relatively shallow relief to relate to the
coinage.
Royal Mint (but not listed by Hocking)
Plate 3, No. 25.
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PLATE 3

SHORT ARTICLES AND NOTES
THE CASTOR HOARD OF MID-ELEVENTH-CENTURY PENCE
H.E. PAGAN

IN his selection of extracts from the diaries, correspondence and memoranda of William Stukeley,1 the
Rev. W. C. Lukis printed an entry from Stukeley's
diary for the year 1759 which reads as follows:
18 June, 1759. 500 more Saxon coins, extremely fair
as new minted, found at Castor by Peterborough,
lately. Mr. John White has bought some, some
halfpennys very rare.2
This diary entry was discussed many years ago by
Michael Dolley,3 who concluded from the reference
to 'halfpennys' that the hoard was likely to have
contained coins of the fourth type of Edward the
Confessor, struck on small flans and the only whole
coins of the later Anglo-Saxon period for which the
description 'halfpenny' would have seemed appropriate to an eighteenth-century antiquary. This was
for him the clinching evidence that the hoard was
likely to have been deposited somewhere in the late
1040s, and the hoard duly appears as one deposited c
1045 in his list of Anglo-Saxon coin hoards of the
Viking period printed in his introduction to the SCBI

Curiously, the evidence has long been available, in
the sense that an engraving captioned 'Saxon coins
found in June 1759' was made roughly at the time of
the discovery, and no doubt survives today in more
than one copy.' The engraving in question is arranged
to provide space for ten coins, numbered 1-10, but on
the example of it which the present writer has seen
only the spaces 1-6 and 9-10 arefilled, the spaces for
coins 7 and 8 remaining blank. Seven of the coins
illustrated are of Edward the Confessor, respectively
of his Radiate
Head/Small
Cross, Trefoil/
Quadrilatercd^Small Flan, Expanding Cross, Pointed
Helmet, Facing Head/Small Cross and Pyramids types

Dolley's interpretion of the word 'halfpenny' in
Stukeley's diary may seem in retrospect somewhat
adventurous, for the coins in question may not have
been whole coin struck on small flans, but cut halves
of Anglo-Saxon pence of normal dimension, allowing
a wider range of possible content for the hoard; but
Dolley's instincts on such matters were generally
right, and the further evidence that can now be
adduced vindicates that particular judgment.5
It does not vindicate his contention that the hoard
was deposited in the 4040s, but that was merely a
deduction from the amount of coins of early types of
Edward the Confessor and of North-Eastern mints
among the older holdings of the British Museum and
in the Hunterian collection at Glasgow, and an alternative explanation for that is suggested below.

(a span of types extending from the second type of the
reign to the tenth and last type of the reign, skipping
the seventh and eighth types), while the remaining
coin is of the Pax type of his successor Harold II. The
picture that this presents is of a multi-type hoard
ending with coins of Harold II and therefore deposited in or just after the year 1066.
Identification of it with Stukeley's Castor hoard is
straightforward, in that the caption to the engraving
explicitly states that the coins were found in June 1759
and in that the engraving, although unsigned, is
similar in style and layout to other engravings of coins
which are known to have been produced by or for
John White, the London collector/dealer who
Stukeley records as purchasing some of the Castor
coins.7 Additionally, six of the eight coins illustrated
are of York moneyers and one is of a Lincoln
moneyer, showing a homogeneity of geographical
origin fully compatible with their having derived from
one and the same hoard, and not incompatible with
that hoard being one from the Soke of Peterborough.
That said, John White's reputation for veracity as
to the sources from which he obtained coins is not
above question, and the fact that the coins illustrated
skip two consecutive types of Edward the Confessor
might suggest either that the engraving runs together

' The family memoirs of the Rev. William Stukeley, M.D.
and the antiquarian and other correspondence of William
Stukeley, Roger & Samuel Gale, etc. edited by Rev. W.C.
Lukis, 3 vols, Surtees Society Publications vols. 73, 76, 80
(Durham. 1882-85).
2
Lukis, III, 73.
' 3 R.H.M.Dolley, 'A note on some early sources for the
coins of Edward the Confessor', NCirc 1960, 183-4, 211-2,
subheading (c) on p. 211 dealing specifically with the Castor
hoard.
J
Dolley, hoard no. 159 on p. 52.
5
The new evidence vindicates Dolley not merely in the

sense that the engraving discussed below shows that the
hoard contained a coin of Small Flan type, but also in that on
the engraving the coin of Small Flan type is divided by two
blank spaces from the other coins of Edward the Confessor
chosen for illustration, showing that it was deemed to be
distinct from them.
h
The copy seen by the present writer is in the possession
of Mr C.E. Blunt to whom he is, as ever, grateful for
enabling him to record it here.
7
Other engravings of this general character produced for
White record coins of Offa, coins of Aethelred I and II, and
coins of Edward the Elder and Edward the Confessor.

volume on The Hibemo-Norse
Museum*

Coins in the British
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coins from two hoards, one deposited in the 1040s and the Castor hoard leaves much about the hoard that is
one in 1066, or that White might have filled out his doubtful. It is useful, though, to tabulate the
illustrations of coins really from the hoard with distribution between type of coins of York moneyers
illustrations of one or two others not from it. The of Edward the Confessor and Harold II in two
evidence is not sufficient absolutely to rule out these collections formed by English numismatists in the
possibilities, but the present writer's view is that years following the Castor discovery: that formed by
neither is probable: the predominance of York coins Edward Hodsoll (died 1796), purchased as a whole by
among those illustrated points to the bulk having Samuel Tyssen and acquired by the British Museum
reached White from a single source, and had White at with Tyssen's other coins in 1802; and that formed by
that date been in the business of 'salting' hoards, he William Hunter (died 1783), which survives intact in
could readily have found coins from a wider range of the Hunterian Museum at Glasgow.
mints and indeed have found enough of them tofill all
Types of Edward the Confessor
Harold II
the spaces on his plate.
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9
10
1
The coins illustrated in the engraving may be listed Hodsoll
6 4 5 5 7 1 1 4 5
3
Hunter
1
6
1
4
3
8
8
4
5
.
1
2
6
2
mules
6
as follows:
1
12 18 8
13 15 5
6
16 11
9
Edward the Confessor
1. Radiate Head/Small Cross. York, moneyer Othin.It is obvious from thesefigures that in both collections
Same obverse die SCBI Glasgow 994, probably types 2-6, 9 and 10 were better represented than tyes
also same reverse die. (no. 1 on plate).
7 and 8, and it is improbable that it is mere
2. Trefoil Quadrilateral. Lincoln, moneyer Colgrim.coincidence that White's plate should illustrate exam(no. 4 on plate).
ples of types 2-6, 9 and 10 and skip 7 and 8.
3. Small Flan. York, moneyer Elfwine. cf. SCBI
The Castor hoard may thus have combined a parcel
Merseyside 739. (no. 9 on plate).
essentially of recently minted coins of Facing Head!
4. Expanding Cross. York, moneyer Arngrim. cf. Small Cross, Pyramids and Pax types, with a parcel
SCBI Merseyside 770. (no. 2 on plate).
put together some years earlier spanning types of
5. Pointed Helmet. York, moneyer Stircol. Same Edward the Confessor from Radiate Head/Small
dies SCBI Merseyside 784/785. (no. 6 on plate). Cross to Pointed Helmet.
6. Facing Head/Small
Cross. York, moneyer
Castor itself lies on the line of Ermine Street, just
Ulfctel. Same dies SCBI Glasgow 1165. (no. 5 on on the northern side of the Roman river crossing from
plate).
Huntingdonshire into the Soke of Peterborough, and
7. Pyramids. York, moneyer Scula. Same dies SCBI the deposit there of a hoard ending with coins of
Yorkshire Museums 663. (no. 3 on plate).
Harold II can readily be associated with the
movement of soldiers and others to and from York
Harold II
during the campaign of 1066. Stukeley makes no
8. Pax. Oxford, moneyer Aelfwi. Same dies (? same reference to any associated archaeological material,
coin) SCBI Glasgow 1205. (no. 10 on plate).
but it may be that there is more to be discovered on
that front as well as on the purely numismatic one.
The identification of these eight coins as being from

AN UNPUBLISHED PENNY OF HENRY I
R O B E R T SEAMAN

As the result of an introduction by one of our
members, Mr Ivan Buck, I was able to acquire, in the
Spring of 1984 from the finder, a Henry I penny,
BMC type viii, struck at the mint of Oxford. Type viii
is probably the rarest of thefifteen types of Henry I
and, until this coin came to light, there were only five
specimens recorded, namely:
In British Museum

Southwark mint:
Thetford(?) mint:
Wallingford mint:

Sewine
Stan . . .
Osmund

Winchester mint:

Wimund

BMC 50
BMC 51

Presented 1952
by Dr.H.A.
Cahn
BMC 52
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Elsewhere

London mint:

Blacaman SCBI Mack 1527

The Oxford coin was found in Bedfordshire within
the last few years. It weighs 19.3 grains and reads:
Obv.
Rev.

(+) HENRIC RE(
(+) AILN0D:0N:0(XEN)

There is just enough room for a final x on the
obverse, but the snick which normally occurs on this

type obscures the part of the flan where the letter
would be found. The moneyer is also known for type i
(BMC 12) and, possibly, type xiv (BMC 160) but,
until the discovery of this coin, the exact name was in
doubt.
In the absence of Bedford coins, which are not
known for this type, it is to be expected that Oxford
would have been one of the mints in the area to have
provided coinage for the region.

A STEPHEN 'STAR' VARIANT OF PEVENSEY
PETER SEABY

IN 19661 Commander Mack listed a previously
In the summer of 1979 Mr Leslie Clayton, of
unrecorded irregular Stephen Cross Moline type Gillingham, discovered a Stephen penny between the
penny which has a star of six curved rays to the right roots at the base of a very old yew tree some twenty
of the king's sceptre (Mack 187 j>), placing it under yards below the North Downs Way, an ancient
the heading 'Midland and South-Western Area' (Fig. trackway, on Boxley Hill near Maidstone, Kent
1). This coin, from the Museum of Fine Arts, (NGR TQ 779592). This was the subject of a treasure
Moscow, was published in detail by F. Elmore Jones trove inquest held by Mr G.H. Coombe, H.M.
and C.E. Blunt in 'A Remarkable Parcel of Norman Coroner for Maidstone District, on 23 November
Pennies in Moscow' in BNJ 36 (1967), 89, No. 21. 1979. The coin was declared not to be treasure trove
The obverse inscription is '
IEFN' and the only and was returned to its finder. Through the courtesy
letters clearly decypherable on the reverse are of Mr Clayton it was exhibited before the Society on
'
EV:ON:
', so it was impossible to ascribe it to 25 March 1980. The penny (Fig. 2), weighing 18.7
a particular mint. The weight of the coin, is 15.4 grains, is a Cross Moline coin of late style with the
grains. Comparison was made to BMC 236, one of obverse inscription '
ENE' and it has a large eightthe Cross Moline variants with a large rosette of rayed pierced star between the final letter and the
pellets to the right of the king's sceptre. This group of sceptre.
The
reverse
clearly
reads
'Rosette' pennies (Mack 184—5), together with the '+ALPINE: 0[N:P]EVE:'. Alwine is recorded as a
later Cross-and-Mullets variants which have a large Pevensey moneyer for the Cross-and-Mullets type
rosette of pellets in place of the sceptre (Mack (Mack 63, BMC 165-7) and for the Double Cross
181-3), appears to be restricted to mints in the Upper Pommee type (Mack 120 a).
Thames area: Oxford, Cricklade, and other uncertain
In view of the fact that, with few exceptions, the
(Wiltshire?) mints.
different Cross Moline variants and the later local
types of Stephen appear to be confined to one county
or to one earldom comprising two or more counties,
perhaps the Moscow 'Star' variant may tentatively be
assigned to a Sussex mint, despite some difference in
the form of the two stars. The moneyer '
EV' on
the Moscow coin could conceivably be the Herrevi
who is known for the substantive Cross Moline type at
Lewes (Mack 20). However, a coin of Herrevi (or
Hervei) is also known from the South Kyme hoard
with the reading 'HER
EV', being listed as
'Pevensey?' as the letter before EV is indistinct.2 So if
the Moscow coin is a penny of Herrevi it could be of
either Lewes or Pevensey.
Lewes and Pevensey were neighbouring mints and
2
both boroughs were the principal towns of their

1
R.P. Mack, 'Stephen and the Anarchy 1135-1154'. BNJ
35 (1966).
2
L.A. Lawrence, 'On a Hoard of Coins chiefly of King
Stephen', NC (1922), 58 and 75, no. 203. Sec also Ian

Stewart 'The Sussex Mints and their Moneyers', in The
South Saxons, edited by P. Brandon (Chichester, 1978), pp.
89-137, at p. 125.
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respective rapes. William d'Aubigny pincerna who time that he was invested with the county of
married Queen Adeliza, the widow of Henry I, was Boulogne. Eustace's control of the rape of Pevensey
created earl of Lincoln, probably in 1139, but before is confirmed by his donation of the fishery of
the end of 1141 he had been transfered to the earldom Pevensey to the priory of St Pancras at Lewes, the
of Sussex. In charters of the period he is more first Cluniac house in Britain. His charter was
frequently referred to as earl of Arundel or earl of witnessed by his younger brother in his capacity of
Chichester, having become lord of the honor and earl de Warenne3 and Stephen's charter of
castle of Arundel through the right of his wife. It confirmation, signed at Lewes, was witnessed by
seems then that his authority was exercised chiefly in William de Braiose lord of Bramber.4
West Sussex and that the more easterly rapes of
Though they might have served some other
Bramber, Lewes, Pevensey and Hastings remained purpose it is conceivable that the two star devices on
under the control respectively of the house of the coins were used as marks of difference to indicate
Braiose, the earl de Warenne and the counts of the respective Sussex lordships of the two royal
Mortain and Eu. John count of Eu and lord of princes. Stars appear as emblems on a number of
Hastings was the great-nephew of Stephen and fought early regal seals and on seven of the coin types of the
at the king's side at the battle of Lincoln at a very first three Norman kings, and an estoile with curved
early age. Stephen's younger son William married rays was to be used later on the Irish pence and
Isabel, the heiress of Earl William de Warenne, and farthings of King John, the younger of the two
thus acquired the earldom of Surrey, large estates in surviving sons of Henry II. If the marks do refer to
Norfolk and the rape of Lewes following earl de Stephen's sons then it must have been in 1147 or later
Warenne's death in 1148. Stephen had been created in the case of Pevensey and in 1148 or later in the case
count of Mortain about 1113 and his elder son of Lewes. Such an explanation would accord with the
Eustace presumably acquired the English estates of proposition of Mr Seaman that the Cross Moline type
the countship on coming of age in 1147 at the same remained in issue until the end of the 1140s.5
3
4

BL Cotton MS. Vesp. F.xv, f. 89 v .
PRO. *E.40/15389, given in Reg.Reg.Ang.Norm

iii, no.

5
R.J. Seaman, 'A re-examination of some Hoards
containing Coins of Stephen', BNJ 48, (1978)

448.

A STERLING IMITATION BY GAUCHER OF CHATILLON
N.J. MAYHEW

AN important new Edwardian imitation sterling has
recently come to light.1 It mules two hithereto
separate types of imitation, having an obverse
belonging to the EDWARRA group of Continental
imitations with 'English' type legends, and a reverse
attributable to the important imitative mint of Yves
belonging to Gaucher of Chatillon, constable of
France and count of Porcein.2
The Coin which is illustrated has legends as follows:
Obv.

Rev.

+EDWARRANGLDNShYB
MON ETN OVA YVE

Es round backed

1
This coin has been most generously presented to the
Heberden Coin Room by Mr David Sellwood. My thanks
are also due to Mr Peter Woodhead who first recognised the
significance of this piece.
2
N.J.Mayhew, Sterling Imitations of Edwardian Type
(RNS Special Publication no. 14. 1983), pp. 93-100, 137-8.
3
Mayhew.

The obverse corresponds to Mayhew type 337, the
reverse most closely to M238.3 The open letter E is
somewhat unusual in both series, but not unknown.
Both dies are new to me. The coin weighs 0.90 g, and
has seen a good deal of circulation.
On the basis of this coin it is now therefore possible
to attribute the whole of the EDWARRA series and its
related types4 to Gaucher of Chatillon and his mint at
Yves. Gaucher has already been identified as the
author of another series of imitations, an
identification based on the recognition of common
punches which has been supported by the discovery
of a Gaucher-London mule.5 It can therefore come as
no great surprise to identify Gaucher as the author of
another large and plentiful imitative series with the
help of this EDWARRA-Yves mule.6
On stylistic grounds the Yves mint signature seems
to come near the beginning of that series. The Upper
4

Mayhew, nos. 377-9.
NC 141 (1981), 172-3 and Mayhew p. 94.
6
This is to take the reverse legend at face value. In the
absence of a die-link a theoretical possibility remains that
the EDWARRA mint imitated the Gaucher imitations, but
there is as yet no evidence to support such a view.
5
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Cullmore find c.1315 which contained an EDWARRA
type but no other Gaucher type, confirms the impression that the EDWARRA series was produced
immediately prior to the issues in Gaucher's own
name and his later series of Edward copies. It will be
interesting to see whether the two recentfinds from
the Isle of Man (Ballaslig and Kilkenny), probably
from this decade, add to our knowledge on this point.
Gaucher worked the mints at Yves, Neufchateau

and Florennes by right of his wife Isabelle of
Rumigny whom he married in 1313. Isabelle died in
1322, but it is not clear whether Gaucher actually
struck in Florennes after 1318 when Ferry IV, duke of
Lorraine imposed certain conditions on the operation
of the Florennes mints. The EDWARRA type therefore
falls within the dates 1313-1318/22, and may probably
be placed early within that period.

NEW CHARLES I SHILLINGS OF CHESTER AND THE TOWER
MICHAEL SHARP

to my notes on the Civil War coinage of
Chester,' I have to report the discovery of a new type
of shilling (Fig. 1). The obverse is from the same die
as Lyall type e/vii.2 The reverse has a square topped
shield without cross contained by an inner circle and
is similar to that of the threepence (Fig. 2). The
reverse mint mark is impossible to determine because
of theflatness at the top of the coin. Whilst there are
traces of at least two pellets after REGNO, which could
suggest a triangle of pellets as on the obverse, the
apparent absence of a crown over the shield could
afford speculation for the presence of a prostrate garb
with pellets each side as on the threepence. This will
have to remain a subject for conjecture until a better

FURTHER

' BNJ 52 (1982), 245-6.
R. Lyall, 'The Chester Mints and the Coins attributed to

2

specimen turns up. This coin, clipped, weighs 79.43
grains.
Two Tower shillings have come to light. Thefirst is
a coin of Group E, m.m. bell, obverse 1, the reverse
as reverse 1, but with Welsh plumes above the shield
(Fig. 3). The second is a coin of Briot's hammered
issue, m.m. triangle (over anchor on obverse — a die
duplicate of Brooker 738) and with lozenge stops
both sides (Fig. 4). Its reverse, with the mint mark
not over anchor, is new. This coin came from the
Messing hoard. I am indebted to Colin de Roufignac
and Ivan Buck for bringing these two coins to my
notice.

that Mint', N.Circ 79 (1971), 98-99.
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dots on his maps of single finds.
The volume contains twenty separate contributions
by various hands and all deserve reading. There is
B. A.R. British Series 128, Oxford, 1984. (4) + 269 + only space within the limits of this review to single out
(l)pp, including 14 plates, also maps and many text a few for special remark. Ian Stewart's general survey
of the sceatta coinage is, as one would expect,
ills.
admirably clear and sensible; the contributions by
THE various series of silver coins struck in north- Dutch and Danish scholars on sceatta finds in their
western Europe from some point in the third quarter respective countries draw on much material
of the seventh century to roughly the same point in unfamiliar to British students (one looks forward with
the eighth century present numismatists with very much anticipation to the publication of a hoard found
considerable problems of arrangement, attribution, in 1976 on the island of Fohr, off the coast of
and dating, and this volume fills a real need in Schleswig-Holstein, in which English and 'Frisian'
bringing together the latest research and thinking by sceattas were found alongside similar Merovingian
those who are currently working on the coinage of the coins, as well as one of the mysterious mid-eighth
period in England, the Netherlands and Denmark. century French coins carrying the name MILO); and
Blackburn's note on the chronology of the sceattas
Not the least of the difficulties involved is that for
much of the period coins struck at sites along the coast includes the suggestion of a new date of deposit of
line of the European mainland circulated as freely in c.720 for the famous Cimiez hoard from near Nice,
England as they did on the other side of the North with consequent repercussions on the dating of the
Sea, and even the preliminary task of establishing English sceatta series.
which are 'Frisian' and which are Anglo-Saxon is only
James Booth's remarks on the Northumbrian
just being satisfactorily resolved. The principal credit sceatta series of the mid and late eighth century bring
for progress here, as for much other progress in the a fresh mind to bear on problems on which Stewart
interpretation of the coinage, belongs to Michael Lyon, Elizabeth Pirie and your reviewer have all in
Metcalf, our Society's 1984 gold medallist, and his our time pondered, and there can be no doubt that he
contribution to this volume as author and editor is a has put the study of the early part of the
vital one.
Northumbrian coinage on a sound footing. His major
In England the earliest sceattas were struck in the achievement is to offer a classification of the extensive
south-east, and the use of them gradually spread from coinage of King Eadberht (737-58), but he has also
there into the midlands, up the east coast and into the made progress with the coinages of Eadberht's
nearer parts of Wessex. Three distinct regional group- successors and the pattern of Northumbrian coinage
ings can readily be distinguished — an East Anglian down to 790 is now apparent. After that. Booth would
one distinguished by runic lettering, a Northumbrian attribute to the six-year second reign of King
one distinguished by the appearance of a ruler's /Ethelred I between 790 and 796 all the silver coins in
name, and a local grouping struck at the port of the name of a king jEthelred which in 1969 your
Hctmwic at the head of Southampton Water — but the reviewer suggested might alternatively have been
attribution of other varieties of sceat to any particular struck for a king /Ethelred reigning in Northumbria
area is hazardous. Progress in localising them largely some thirty years later who has slipped out of all the
depends on the marshalling of find evidence, and the written records. Booth ought prima facie to be right,
pages of this volume bear witness to the care (and tact for his i42thelred is a known historical figure, but the
in dealing with the metal detecting fraternity) with written sources for Northumbrian history in the ninth
which a great mass of single find evidence is being century are lamentably sketchy, and it is still possible
assembled. It is proper to add that deductions drawn to hold the view expressed in 1969 that the list of
from singlefind evidence are only as good as the find Northumbrian kings provided by written sources for
evidence on which they are based, and future the period 808-67 may not be complete. What has
discoveries will no doubt have a bearing on many of changed since 1969 is that we have more examples of
the questions still in dispute; the find evidence on /Ethelred's coinage, and this makes it rather more
which Metcalf relies to direct Stuart Rigold's Series B possible that the silver coins of a king /Ethelred found
away from Kent, and to limit London's share in the in the Hexham hoard, on any view deposited no
manufacture of sceattas to this Series B, the better earlier than c.845, could be the last relics of a large
coins of Series L and the rare Series S, does not seem coinage struck in the 790s.
entirely decisive and its interpretation could be
H.E. PAGAN
affected by the appearance of only a handful more

Sceattas in England and on the Continent. The seventh
Oxford symposium on Coinage and Monetary
History. Edited by DAVID HILL and D . M . METCALF.
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Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles 32: Ulster
Museum, Belfast. Part II, Hiberno-Norse Coins. By

W. A SEABY. London, published for the British Academy and the Trustees of the Ulster Museum by OUP
and Spink & Son Ltd., 1984. xii + 20 + (3) pp., + 16
plates.
I must declare an interest, as I curate the collection
published and also re-photographed the coins. My
involvement went no further, however, and the text is
entirely the work of Mr Seaby.
The Irish section of the coin cabinet in the Ulster
Museum is very largely the creation of three men: the
Carlyon-Brittons, father and son, and W.A. Seaby,
this being particularly so of the Hiberno-Norse
pieces. The present scale of the collection at Belfast,
now amounting to 450 coins, is recent, but there are
many long and significant pedigrees. Numbers were
illustrated by Roth, and derive from seminal
collections, while three may even have their histories
traced back to the Glendalough find of 1637.
With the publication of this group the corpus of
coins in major public collections nears completion,
notable exceptions being the National Museum,
Dublin, and the Royal Cabinet at Stockholm, and it is
now possible to reach some appreciation of the coinage as a whole from an armchair. Mr Seaby's method
allows him to become our Baedekker as, where
possible, die-duplicates are noted separately, obverse
and reverse, in the twelve main museum cabinets and
a wide variety of other sources. Phases VI and VII do
not lend themselves to this approach and are omitted
from the scheme. Those with experience of these
difficult coins will appreciate that the slim size of the
volume does not adequately reflect the work
involved. The extent to which Mr Seaby has laboured
in the dustyfield of die-linkage to produce this staple
of scholarship may be seen by the fact that the 306
coins illustrated from phases I to V link to no less than
1,002 pieces sharing one or both dies. This number in
itself is significant as we are told in the introduction
that over 2,750 coins were examined. Only fifty-eight
in the Ulster Museum collection from the earlier
phases do not have dies replicated elsewhere,
revealing both the limited number of sources from
which many of the coins derive (raising hopes of new
types should major hoards appear) and the probable
small size of the whole coinage.
Faced with a clear over-view one gains a strong
feeling that we are near a summation of the process of
classification by phases begun by Dr O'Sullivan and
developed brilliantly by Michael Dolley, unless good
fortune brings us quantities of new coins, ideally in
securely dated contexts. The very thoroughness of the
work here perhaps raises doubts as to whether the
concept of allocating every coin to a rigid phase is
near the end of its usefulness. Few could quarrel with
the arrangement of the coins, yet there is an
unavoidable element of subjectivity and it cannot be
other than misleading when non-overlapping phasedates are assigned. The ease and utility of the system
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make it easy to forget that it depends on stylistic
judgement and usually hoard evidence does not
provide more than a general framework. Given a lack
of written evidence the problem is akin to those
commonly faced by archaeologists. Recent work by
Dolley and Blackburn, in particular, has perhaps
confirmed that the process of transmission and imitation is not conveniently linear and that although we
may be confident of the links between Phase I and its
prototypes, this may not be a satisfactory analogy for
later phases. The sevility of imitation, pace Roth,
seems to be less rather than more. One may begin to
wonder, for example, whether literacy of legend, per
se, is an adequate sole criterion for close dating. One
direction which might be followed is scientific analysis
of the fabric of the coins, and recently a small start has
been made on this, greatly aided by the information
contained in this Sylloge volume, using coins from
Oxford and Belfast. These remarks are not of course
criticism of this book, which will remain the standard
reference for a considerable time, and it is perhaps a
measure of its excellence that such doubts are raised
at all.
The production is up to the usual high standard of
the Oxford University Press. I cannot comment on
the photographs, other than to hope that most are
legible. The price has been kept to moderate levels
partly through a subvention from the Trustees of the
Ulster Museum, and many must share my sense of
satisfaction that the volume is a monument to two
men who revolutionised the study of irish coinage in
all its aspects, one sadly gone, but happily the other
still productive in formal retirement.
ROBERT HESLIP
Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles 33: The John G
Brooker Collection. Coins of Charles I (1625-1649).
By J.J.NORTH and P . J . PRESTON-MORLEY, with

contributions by G.C. BOON and J . P . C . KENT.
London, Spink & Sons Ltd., 1984. lxix pp. + 130
plates, appendices.
new addition to the SCBI is only the third such
volume to deal primarily with material later than the
twelfth century, and as such represents a major
extension of the series. It is also a tour-de-force of
energy and enthusiasm on the part of its authors in
recording a major private collection prior to dispersal
and making it available through prompt publication.
In addition, the opportunity has been taken to
provide introductory essays, by John Kent on the
Tower Coinage, George Boon on the provincial and
Royalist issues, and a note by Peter Preston-Morley
on the patterns.
Kent provides an account of the chronology and
standards of the Tower coinage, as well as a useful
summary of the Pyx trials for the reign, based on the
work of Symonds and accompanied by some
explanatory remarks (p. xxii). In passing we may note

THIS
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that dates are given 'new style' in which case the trial
of privy-mark crown should be given as 14 February
1637. On the weight of unites (p. xxiv) the shortfall,
which would have placed many out of remedy, may be
a result of the culling of heavier examples soon after
issue. A short section on technique concentrates
exclusively on the mechanical methods which were
coming into use at the time, but it should be borne in
mind that much coinage was still produced by the
traditional 'hammer' technique. Walzenprdgung
(misprinted on p.xxvii) was of course another
technique familiar to Nicholas Briot, who used it for
the production of the 'Stirling' turners in Scotland
during the 1630s.
Boon's essay gives us the first modern summary of
the whole range of provincial and Civil War coinages,

times, however, a certain lack of co-ordination
between cataloguers and essayists has led to some
duplication of information, which was perhaps
avoidable. None the less a major benefit of this
comprehensive approach is that the whole work is
accompanied by detailed sales and provenance
references and an extensive bibliography which the
reviewer has already found extremely useful.
Private collections are by their nature subject to
dispersal and regrouping, and there is a risk of
duplication in future Sylloge volumes. However, the
difficulty experienced by the authors in tracing coins
sold as recently as 1978 makes the point that coins
disappear from view all too easily, so that if the
opportunity to record such a collection arises, it
should be taken. The authors and their co-workers
building on his own Cardiganshire Silver and the are to be congratulated for seizing their chance and
Aberystwyth Mint (1981) and extending his scope to providing us with what will form the standard
the northern, south-western and unattested mints, reference work on the coinage of Charles I for some
with brief mentions of irregular and siege coinages. time to come.
By reducing discussion to essentials, he casts a new
and clear light on many aspects of Royalist minting,
EDWARD BESLY
and provides afirm framework for the cataloguing of
these issues in this Sylloge and future publications.
Here the reviewer can perhaps comment usefully on Seventeenth Century Tradesmens Tokens of Linthe York issues (pp. xxxviii-xxxix). A warrant for the colnshire - The Issuers By T . W . TOWNSEND. Edited
establishment of this mint was issued in mid-July by ANTONY GUNSTONE, Lincolnshire Museums,
1642, but it appears that there were no substantial Occasional Papers No 2, Lincoln, 1983. 61 pp., 10
issues before the beginning of 1643. A study of the
plates. £5.50.
dies and their combinations confirms the use of a
rotary press. The attribution of base coins to York, THIS is a posthumous publication, as the author died
however, is questionable. Some recent analyses two years before the work appeared in print. Antony
suggest a consistently high metallic standard, Gunstone of the Lincolnshire Museum then prepared
although the York coins were struck slightly light in the manuscript for publication. He points out in the
weight. The base half-crowns which purport to be eidtor's instructions that the text of the introduction
York issues are related to some base coins of Tower and the catalogue itself appear exactly as written by
type (e.g., Nos. 1189-9 in this collection) and must be the author. The editor's contribution lies in the
regarded as forgeries, whose date of production has standardisation of the catalogue references, the reyet to be established.
arrangement of the bibliography and the selection of
Elsewhere, Chirk Castle appears on the map of the plates. Unfortunately Mr Gunstone himself died
Wartime Mints (p. xxx) as an 'unattested Mint', but last year at a comparatively early age.
no other mention of it is made in this section. For
Any worthwhile and rounded study of seventeenthBoon's earlier arguments tentatively assigning the CH century tokens requires both a detailed study of the
half-crowns to Chirk, see Bulletin of the Board of tokens themselves and an investigation into the lives
Celtic Studies of the University of Wales (1981), 374-5.and social background of the tradesmen and women
One uncertain half-crown (No. 1212) should perhaps who issued them. The value of the book lies almost
now be brought into consideration as yet another entirely in the biographical detail of the issuers, based
Royalist issue: the type is crude in design, but of good on local records with particular reference to hearth
silver (the British Museum example has afineness of tax returns, wills and parish registers. The author's
90 per cent), and as the authors point out was main objective, clearly stated in the introduction, of
probably struck using a rocker press. If so, a western producing an accurate list of the tokens relating to
or Welsh marches source may be indicated, since the Lincolnshire is nullified by his failure to describe the
reverse design copies the form of declaration used on tokens in detail. Although the author has proved
the half-crowns struck at Bristol.
himself to be a painstaking local historian, he was no
The 130 excellent plates of the catalogue section numismatist. It is clear that he has little interest in the
will long provide the standard visual reference to the manufacture of the pieces, the style of lettering, stops
coinage of this reign. Brooker collected die-varieties, and devices and too frequently relies on the
and the collection includes a number of hitherto- descriptions of others. Die varieties are very cursorily
unpublished dies from royalist mints. The authors dealt with and little attempt has been made to put a
have made a point of noting die-links, adding a group of tokens of one issuer into chronological
helpful commentary in the form of footnotes. At sequence. Samuel Aistrup, for instance, a Lincoln
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mercer, had no less than five pieces struck. Ramagestruck tokens remain unidentified.
If there were a photographic illustration of each
piece there might be some excuse for the lack of detail
in the catalogue. The plates of line-drawings, interesting as they are, only serve to highlight the omission. Gunstone selected the plates from a number of
early local histories, such as Notitiae Ludae or Notices
of Louth, (1834). He was able to locate no less than
seven sources for the plates. Few counties had their
tokens illustrated so diversely in the early and mid
nineteenth centuries.
The author has made an extremely useful
contribution to our knowledge of the issuers. There
are very few instances where the attributions of the
tokens are open to question. This is, in itself, a tribute
to Townsend's persistent and methodical research
work. Of the 228 issuers mentioned in the book, he
has found references to 129 of them in the parish
registers, 102 in hearth tax records and discovered the
wills of 83 of them. It is apparent that he was not able
to gain access to the registers of all the parishes in the
survey. One hopes that further study will remedy ths
deficiency. Much of what Townsend has discovered
needs to be put into the context of a numismatic
study, embracing manufacture, dating style and die
varieties on the lines of Preston-Morley and Pegg's
'Revised Study of the Seventeenth Century Tokens of
Nottinghamshire' (1981).
Fortunately, a companion volume is to appear in
the next year or two, which will explore the
numismatic significance of the tokens and provide a
photographic illustration of the entire series.
Together they will become the authoritative work on
Lincolnshire seventeenth-century tokens for many
years.

Staffordshire
Wolverhampton

been subjected to a listing by the indefatigable Dr
Todd who, once again, has drawn on the assistance of
a large number of collaborators in order to make this
first publication on the Staffordshire series as
complete as possible.
This new work is basically in two parts. First, we
are offered a check-list of tokens, listed alphabetically
by tavern under towns, together with a source note.
This reveals the greatest preponderance of issues in
Tipton, Wednesbury, West Bromwich, and
Wolverhampton itself, with surprisingly few from the
Pottery towns such as Hanley, Newcastle-underLyme, or Stoke-on-Trent. The greater part of the text
is devoted to a comprehensive catalogue of the
Wolverhampton issues, again listed alphabetically by
tavern, together with brief details taken from trade
directories. Illustrations, a mixture of photographs
and rubbings, are provided of the majority, and these
serve their purpose well enough.
A seven-page Appendix gives a very absorbing
insight into the relationship between checks published
by Neumann in 1865, and those in the Freudenthal
collection sold to the British Museum in May 1870.
For those studying tavern tokens, the chronological
inferences to be drawn from these two events will help
to determine a terminus post quern for many pieces,
especially if trade directories can furnish no answers.
The author additionally speculates that Freudenthal
had some arrangement with the check makers which
enabled him to obtain their products at the time of
issue.
In his first words of introduction, Dr Todd cautions
the reader to the effect that this title should only be
considered a forerunner to something better. Let us
hope that those with Staffordshire tavern tokens not
known to Dr Todd can obtain a copy (the reviewer is
led to understand that very few have been printed), so
GEORGE BERRY that new specimens can be properly recorded, and a
catalogue on the lines of the author's Welsh volume
Tavern Checks. A County Listing and a be the end result.
Catalogue.

By

NEIL B.

TODD.

Massachusetts, 1984. v + map + 82pp.
The tavern checks of yet another county have now

P.J. PRESTON-MORLEY

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY, 1984
THE President, Mr Pagan was in the chair at all
meetings, these being held at the Warburg Institute.
On 24 January, Dr David Miller was elected to
Ordinary Membership. Three short papers were read.
Miss Marion Archibald read a paper entitled 'Offa of
Mercia and some recent finds'. Mr G.C. Boon read a
paper entitled 'The Purity of some English hammered
coins'. Mr N.J. Mayhew read a paper entitled
'Medieval mint equipment and technique'.
On 28 February, Mr Andrew T. Mac.Millan and
Mrs Elizabeth Sime were elected to Ordinary
Membership. Mr Justin Giffin was elected to Junior
Membership. Mr M.P. Jones read a paper entitled
'The Medals of William Wyon'.
On 27 March, Mr Anthony John Gilbert and Mr
Benjamin T. Whitman were elected to Ordinary
Membership. Mr Rolf Kiaer was elected to Junior
Membership. The President proposed a resolution to
members that we should spend a sum in excess of £500
to provide a new reverse die for the Sanford Saltus
Medal, the old die having cracked. This resolution
was passed. Dr M.B. Mitchener read a paper entitled
'Early English tokens, c 1200-1424'.
On 26 April, the President announced the deaths of
Mr Antony Gunstone, and the famous American
numismatist, Mrs Norweb. The President then
announced that Messrs. Spinks had agreed to
underwrite the cost of the new reverse die for the
Sanford Saltus Medal. Mr H. Kricheldorf and Mr
Alec Stone were elected to Ordinary Membership.
Mr D. Naismith was elected to Junior Membership.
Mr M. A.S. Blackburn and Mr C.S.S. Lyon presented
a paper entitled 'The quatrefoil type of Cnut', which
was read by Mr Blackburn.
On 22 May, Mr Edward Michael Besley, Mr
Robert W. Case, Mr Michael I.H. Ewing, Mr D.W.
Harpin, Mr D.L. Palmer, and Mr Louis Teller were
elected to Ordinary Membership. Mr Adrian P.
Fuszard was elected to Junior Membership. Mr Ewing
was formally admitted to Ordinary Membership. The
President presented the Sanford Saltus Medal for
1983 to Dr Michael Metcalf. Dr Metcalf, after
expressing his thanks to members, read a paper
entitled 'Porcupines'.

On 26 June, Mrs Yvonne Harvey was elected to
Ordinary Membership. Mr Paul Saukonnen was
elected to Junior Membership. Mr Besley was formally admitted to Ordinary Membership. Mr Besley
read a paper entitled 'The York mint of Charles I'.
On 25 September, Miss Melinda Mays was elected
to Ordinary Membership. Mr P.D. Mitchell read a
paper entitled 'Pridmore the man, and his coins'. Mr
P.J.E. Stevens read a paper entitled 'An Indian rarity
of 1841'.
On 23 October, Mr A. Camp, Mr I.M. Cheffins,
Mr C.E. Dekesel, Mr J.D. Gomm, Professor Jeffrey
Mass, and Mr David Sellwood were elected to
Ordinary Membership. Mr Cheffins and Mr Sellwood
were formerly admitted to Ordinary Membership. Mr
Casey read a paper entitled 'Archaelogy and
Numismatics'.
At the Anniversary Meeting, on 27 November, Mr
J.S. Jensen was elected to Ordinary Membership. The
following Officers and Council were elected for 1985:
President: H.E. Pagan, MA
Vice-Presidents: C.E. Blunt, OBE, FBA, FSA; G.V.
Doubleday; C.S.S. Lyon, MA, FSA, FIA; H.
Schneider; B.H.I.H. Stewart, RD, MA, DLitt, FBA,
FSA, FSA Scot., MP; P. Woodhead, FSA
Director: G.P. Dyer, BSc
Treasurer: T. Stainton
Secretary: W. Slayter
Librarian: J.D. Brand, MA, FCA
Editors: C.E. Challis, BA, PhD, FRHistSoc; M.A.S.
Blackburn, MA, FSA
Council: M.J. Anderson, MA; Miss M.M. Archibald,
MA, FSA; G.C. Boon, BA, FSA, FRHistSoc; P.J.
Casey, BA, FSA; R.L. Davis; Mrs M. DelmeRadcliffe; G.P. Gittoes, BSc; N.L. Mayhew, MA; P.
Mernick, BSc; P.D. Mitchell; P.J. Preston-Morley;
R.H. Thompson, ALA; T.G. Webb-Ware, MA,
ACA
Council's proposals that the subscriptions for 1985
should remain unchanged at £18 for Ordinary
Members and £7.50 for Junior Members were
adopted. The President, Mr H.E. Pagan delivered his
Presidential Address.

R E P O R T OF T H E A U D I T O R S
TO T H E M E M B E R S OF
THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
WE have obtained all the information and explanations which to the best of our knowledge and belief were necessary for the
purposes of our audit. In our opinion proper books of account have been kept by the Society so far as appears from our
examination of those books. We have examined the attached Balance Sheet and annexed Income and Expenditure Account
which are in agreement with the books of account and no credit has been taken for subscriptions in arrear. In our opinion and
to the best of our information and according to explanations given to us, the Balance Sheet gives a true and fair view of the
state of the Society's affairs as at 31st October, 1983 and the Income and Expenditure Account gives a true and fair view of
the Income and Expenditure for the year ended on that date.
FUTCHER HEAD & GILBERTS
Chartered Accountants
Astral House,
125-129 Middlesex Street,
London, El 7JF
25th September, 1984

Balance Sheet as at 31st October, 1983
1982
£
GENERAL PURPOSES FUND
Balance at 1st November, 1982
Add Excess of Income over

2,817

6,556.64

3,739

Expenditure for the year

2,998.20

6,556

SURPLUS carried forward

9,554.84

Represented by.
ASSETS
Library and Furniture at cost
less amounts written off
Sundry Debtors
Investment at cost
£2,025 City of Cambridge Stock
Cash at Bankers and in Hand
Bank - Deposit Account
Current Account
In Hand

160
1,753
6,000
22,444
949
2

160.00
3,549.98
2,025.00
18,976.86
2,018.79
-

31,308

24,752

£ 6,556

20,995.65
26,730.63

200
167
37
943
23,405

Less LIABILITIES
J. Sanford Saltus Medal Fund
Schneider Research Fund
Subscriptions received in advance
Sundry Creditors and Outstanding Charges
Creditors and provisions for Journals

400.00
167.00
91.71
3,078.17
13,438.91

17.175.79

£ 9,554.84
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Income and Expenditure Account
for the year ended 31st October, 1983
1982

INCOME
Subscriptions and Entrance
Fees received for 1983
and earlier years
Interest received
Income Tax recoverable
Donations
Sale of Publications Back numbers

7,829
2,125
812
175
232

8,370.40
1,963.04
795.23
116.99
384.65

11,173

11,630.31

247
481
42
123
128
310
159

Less E X P E N D I T U R E
Sanford Saltus Medal
Printing, Postage and
Library - Purchases
Binding
Insurance

Stationery
338.42
172.30
122.76

Storage of Publications
Audit and Accountancy Fees
Sundries

200.00
483.20

633.48
203.07
230.00
229.20
1,978.95

6,500
(556)

7,434

£ 3,739

-

British Numismatic Journal 53
Provision towards cost 7,000.00
Add Underprovision for
prior Journals
228.95
7,228.95
Less Surplus on printing
services
575.79

EXCESS OF INCOME O V E R E X P E N D I T U R E

6,653.16

8,632.11

£ 2,998.20

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
1984
HUGH PAGAN
IT is exactly eighty years this week since our Society held its first anniversary meeting, and it is both a privilege
and a responsibility to follow in the steps of the many numismatists who have addressed you on these occasions
over the last eighty years. At ourfirst anniversary meeting the labour of the evening was divided between the
Secretary, W.J. Andrew, who read a report on the Society'sfirst year of existence, and the President, P.W.P.
Carlyon-Britton, who read a paper on a subject of his own choosing; but for many years now it has fallen on
your current President to perform both functions, and I must therefore begin by reviewing our Society's current
state.
As of tonight our ordinary membership numbers 486, of whom 365 are personal members and the remaining
121 are institutions. We also have eight junior members under the age of twenty-one. During the year we have
elected twenty-seven new members, a largerfigure than for some years past. Although in numerical terms this is
largely counterbalanced by deaths, resignations and amovals, in reality our position should be rather stronger,
for new members bring new enthusiasm and I am especially pleased thatfive of our new members are junior
members.
Our losses by death have been few, but they included Antony Gunstone, Director of the County Museum
Service for Lincolnshire, who was elected to our Society in 1972 and served on Council from 1978 to 1981. His
most enduring numismatic memorial will be the volumes on Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins in provincial
museums that he produced for the Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles series; three were published during his
lifetime and a fourth exists in typescript and will be published posthumously. His numismatic interests were
wide and he had a gift of being able to take the study of comparatively modern numismatic material just as
seriously as that of older coins, as can be seen from the three catalogues he compiled of tickets, checks and
passes in local museums and from his lasting interest in the issues of the Soho and Heaton mints. Hugh Jessop,
who died this autumn, had been a member of the Society since 1962, and had made a good general collection of
English hammered coins; he was in the silver trade and his expertise in thisfield enabled him to .contribute a
useful note to our Journal on the mint mark of Charles I's Chester coinage. He had also written on the Newark
siege pieces. H.L. Gilbert, a member since 1973, lived at Rye in Sussex, but was not known to us personally;
and Dr Harold Egan, a member since 1955, was a distinguished biochemist who had held the position of
Government Chemist between 1970 and 1981.
I must also mention the death of Mrs Emery May Norweb, of Cleveland, Ohio, on 27 March at the great age of
eighty-eight. Mrs Norweb was never a member of our Society, but this was for technical reasons only - her
husband paid the subscription - and it would be wrong not to pay tribute to a remarkable woman who was for
some thirty years the foremost collector of British coins in the United States and who, together with her
husband, amassed the largest study collection of English seventeenth-Century trade tokens that is ever likely to
be put together. I understand that that part of the Norweb collection will remain intact until publication of it by
our member Robert Thompson is completed.
Finally, although it is not normally our practice to list those who resign from the Society, I should note that
resignations this year include Mr J.R. Assheton, who had belonged to the Society since 1936 and was among
the three or four most senior names on our list.
As an incoming President I have relied very much on the support that I have received from our Secretary,
and from others of my colleagues. Wilfrid Slayter has been our Secretary for twenty-two years and like all my
predecessors over that period I am deeply appreciative of his devotion to the interests of the Society and of his
natural common sense. At the other end of the scale our Treasurer, Tom Stainton, has only been in office for a
year, but he has been following up the good work done by his predecessors, and I believe ourfinances are in
capable hands. Our Director has as usual provided an excellent programme of speakers during the past year;
and our Librarian acted for us in making the arrangements for the colloquium on the coinages of Carausius and
Allectus which was held at the British Museum on 17 November under the joint auspices of our Society and of
the Department of Coins and Medals. He tells me that 499 books were borrowed from the RNS/BNS joint
library in the year ending 30 September 1984, which is a larger number than in the previous two years.
One important decision that your Council came to at the beginning of the year was that for volume 53 of our
Journal we would revert to having it properly typeset rather than having it printed from camera ready
typewritten copy. This has been possible because printing costs, which were rising very steeply three years ago,
have now fallen and we calculate that the current cost of having the volume typeset is well within our means.
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Prophecies about the future are obviously uncertain, but if the rise in printing costs over the next two years is
not greatly more than the currently predicted rate of inflation over that period, we shall have no cause for
concern.
Production of volume 53 has been the special responsibility of our new joint editor Mark Blackburn, and, all
being well, the volume should be in members' hands at the end of the year. Our other joint editor, Christopher
Challis, has continued to carry the main burden of editorial responsibility for our Journal. Having been editor
of the Journal myself, I know that it is in some respects a thankless job, but it is a necessary one and the editors
deserve and should receive our full support.
During the year we have held eight meetings in addition to the Carausius/Allectus colloquium. The subjects
covered have ranged from the coinage of Roman Britain in the fourth century, discussed by Mr Casey in
October, to the coinage struck at Indian mints during the early years of Queen Victoria, discussed by Mr
Stevens in September. I was particularly pleased that our Director had had the foresight some months
beforehand to persuade Dr Michael Metcalf to address us at our meeting in May, for this is the meeting at
which every three years your President hands over the Society's John Sanford Saltus Medal to the lucky
recipient, and by happy coincidence Dr Metcalf was your choice. He is the twenty-sixth person to receive the
medal since 1910, but, as I said at the time, he is thefirst to have a striking of it from our new reverse die, which
we owe to the kindness of Messrs Spink, the old reverse die having broken at the first attempt to strike Dr
Metcalf's medal. The paper which Dr Metcalf read to us was on the thorny subject of 'porcupines', and Dr
Metcalf persuaded us all that these supposedly English coins of the early eighth century were in reality struck
on the European mainland. I will not list all the other papers read to us, but Mr Jones, Dr Mitchiner, Mr Besly
and (I believe) Mr Mitchell were all addressing us for thefirst time and we were impressed by their command of
their subjects and by the light they shed on some very neglected areas of numismatics.
I should also record that our senior Vice-President, Christopher Blunt, celebrated his eightieth birthday on
16 July this year, and that the occasion was marked by the presentation to him by his numismatic friends of a
portrait medal.
Another of our Vice-Presidents, Ian Stewart, has been in the unique position for an officer of this Society in
that during 1984 he has carried ministerial responsibility for the Royal Mint. As his President I welcome what
must I think essentially have been his conclusion that the pound note should be replaced by the pound coin, but
1 welcome it for the practical reasons that the Government has given rather than on sentimental numismatic
grounds; if numismatics teaches us anything, it is that the objects that we use as currency go through an endless
process of change and that they must continuously adapt to the requirements of the time. I am glad that our
Vice-President managed to convince the Prime Minister of this, and I will not speculate on whether he found
this easy.
So much for the year that has passed. Our Society is currently in a sound position financially and
administratively, and we can look forward with confidence both to the coming year and to 1986, when we and
the Royal Numismatic Society will be joint hosts to the International Numismatic Congress, which will take
place in London for thefirst time since 1936. This will be a significant event for us all, and I am keen that we
should do everything that we can to make the occasion a success. The Organising Committee for the Congress
is now meeting regularly, and although we have not as yet done more than agree the outlines of what should
happen, all seems to be going well.
Our responsibilities in 1986 will be to the international numismatic community. We have other more
permanent responsibilities, for although we are, as learned societies go, a small society, we are inclined to
forget that we are literally the only organisation which exists specifically to encourage the study of the coinage
of the British Isles, and we are under an obligation to do whatever is in our power to advance research into
British coinage. It is in this spirit that our Presidents have from time to time expressed views on matters of
general concern to British numismatists, and provided that what we say is constructive I am sure that it does
good. I am therefore going to speak briefly on three matters.
The first has to do with the Department of Coins and Medals at the British Museum. As most of you will
know, the Department has been in temporary premises for the last few months while its permanent quarters are
being extensively modernised and replanned. It will return in due course to its old place, but things will not be
quite the same as they were before. For one thing, the Trustees of the British Museum have just appointed a
new Assistant Keeper, Mr Cook, a history graduate of Manchester University, with several years postgraduate
experience, and he will take responsibility within the Department for coinage between 1180 and 1660,
concentrating on the coins of the later Middle Ages. Although his training has been as a mediaeval historian
rather than as a numismatist, this is something we should welcome, for there has been too much of a division
between historians and numismatists, and I am sure that he will have much to contribute to our subject in years
to come. I also warmly welcome the shift of resources within the Department from classical to mediaeval
coinage that this appointment involves, for we shall now have both Marion Archibald and Mr Cook working on
the mediaeval series, and I think that we should congratulate the Trustees and the Keeper on this initiative,
which I believe will soon be followed by a further announcement of considerable significance for the study of
British coins.
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That said, I come to the matter that I want to raise. Those of you who visit the Department of Coins and
Medals for the purpose of serious numismatic study will know that on weekdays the Department will admit
students in the morning and in the afternoon, but that between 12.30 pm and 2.00 pm its doors are closed. The
loss of this hour and a half out of the time that the Department might reasonably be expected to be open to
scholars is a relatively recent development - many of us can remember when the Department was open
throughout the lunch hour - and I do very much hope that when the Department moves back to its proper
place, the opportunity will be taken to revert to the older practice. In many series numismatic research
necessarily involves the handling of a large number of individual coins, which is a time-consuming business, and
it is thoroughly unfair to the serious student that a working day at the Department should have to be divided
into a morning session and an afternoon session separated by a lunch break not that far short in length of either
period. It is no less unfair that the Department's opening hours should effectively prevent scholars who are in
full-time employment elsewhere from using their lunch hour for serious numismatic research.
There are today more than enough academically qualified staff in the Department to operate a lunchtime
duty roster, and although there may be administrative complications about the availability of staff in the lower
grades, I do not think that these need be insuperable, for scholars using the students' room during the middle of
the day would no doubt be prepared not to call on the full range of services offered by the Department
provided that they could sit quietly working at the coins.
I believe that this view is widely shared, and I have told Dr Kent, who cannot be here tonight, that I shall be
writing to him in his departmental capacity to draw his attention to what I have just said.
I want to raise two other subjects. One is a suggestion arising from the processes we nowadays have to go
through when we do numismatic research. Thirty years ago numismatists who wrote articles for our Journal
could still do so essentially on the basis of their own collections, the stock held by dealers and the holdings of
the British Museum, supplemented when necessary by the illustrations in a few famous sale catalogues and by
flying visits to Oxford and Cambridge. Today numismatics has moved on, in the sense that our articles are
expected to be more scholarly and our coverage of the material more thorough, but simultaneously the
availability of the actual coins for study has diminished, for dealers hold less stock, and our private collections,
as well as being smaller, are often inaccessible in bank vaults. The result is that we have to rely increasingly on
photographic illustrations of coins in books, sale catalogues, dealers' lists, and the like, and although at the
moment it is still just about possible for an individual to cope with this kind of material, the number of
catalogues and so on that one has to search is increasing month by month, and we are not far from the time
when the number will be quite unmanageable.
It was our Society that in 1946 was the first organisation in Britain to set up a fund to finance the
photographic illustration of coins, and I think that we should now see what we can do to index the great number
of photographic illustrations of British coins that now exists. Coins in museum collections will no doubt be put
on computer, and many will in time be published in the Sylloge series, but coins which pass through the sale
room or through the hands of the trade, many of them interesting and all of them relevant to our studies, are
not going to get this kind of treatment, and I would suggest that we should ourselves begin to build up a card
index to coins illustrated in Spink's Circular, Seaby's Bulletin and the catalogues of London coin sales that
would tell us that Oxford pounds of Charles I, for example, are illustrated in various named sale catalogues and
in various issues of the Circular or Bulletin. The index would be housed in our library, and therefore need not
itself be photographic, for the illustrations could immediately be found in the volumes on our library shelves,
and it would require virtually no expenditure beyond the time and effort put in by our members in building it
up. In an ideal world we ought no doubt to be more ambitious, and aim for a photographic index, but my
feeling is that schemes of this nature, for instance the index of Anglo-Saxon coins begun at Leeds University in
the 1960s, tend to be conceived on too grand a scale, and that in this context small is beautiful.
Lastly, a suggestion as to something positive that our Society can do to encourage younger numismatists.
Historically our record on this front is good - I have among my colleagues two Vice-Presidents and at least four
other members of Council who were elected to the Society before they reached the age of twenty-one, and I
was myself elected to the Society as a junior member - and it is against that background that I would urge us to
consider what we can do for our younger members. A former American member of the Society, Mr E.V.
Buxton, gave us a sum of money a good many years ago tofinance an annual prize for them, and members may
not realise that although we have not awarded this prize for many years, there was until a couple of years ago a
small sum of money available for this purpose. It was then decided to amalgamate it with our general purposes
fund, for it was too small a sum to do anything constructive with, but it was felt at the time that at a suitable
opportunity we should look at the subject again.
One of our difficulties with the Buxton Prize as originally conceived was that it could only be awarded to
junior members, of whom we only ever have a handful, and I am sure that were we to start awarding a prize
again we should have to make a wider range of members eligible for it. What upper age limit we should set I do
not know, but were we, say, to award such a prize every three years, as we do with the Sanford Saltus medal,
we should be able to find a suitable recipient each time and be able to make the prize a reasonable amount
financially.
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I am well aware that prizes in themselves do not work miracles, but I feel strongly that younger numismatists
need encouraging and not just when they are beginners at numismatics. One of the central difficulties that our
subject faces is that there are still virtually no jobs for numismatists as such, and consequently it does very
definitely fall on our Society and the Royal Numismatic Society to provide welcome and backing for those who
do serious numismatic work while pursuing other careers.
I shall come in a moment to the second part of my address, but before I do so I must read to you the list of
coin hoards found in 1983-84 in England and the Isle of Man which Miss Archibald and Dr Burnett have kindly
supplied me with:
HOARDS FROM ENGLAND 1983-4

Cheriton, Hants, Apr-Nov 1983. 30 Celtic (27 staters, 3 quarter staters). Deposited c. 50 BC.
Wanborough, Surrey, March 1984 and subsequently. 270+ Celtic and Roman gold, silver and copper.
Deposited c. 55 AD.
Aldworth, Berks, Sept 1984. 77 Roman (75 silver, 2 bronze). Deposited c. 177.
Great Melton, Norfolk, April 1984. 190 Roman silver. Deposited c. 195.
Burwell Farm, Barton, Humberside, Oct 1983. 79 Roman silver. Deposited c. 260
Wickham Market, Suffolk, Oct 1983. 1,588 Roman base silver. Deposited c. 274.
Olivers Orchard, Colchester, May 1983. 6,029 Roman base silver. Deposited c. 274.
Newton Mills, Bath, Feb 1983. 255 Roman silver. Deposited c. 388.
Ashdon (Steventon End), Essex, March-Oct 1984. c. 70 (many fragmentary) pennies of /Elfred, /Ethelstan
(Guthrum), and Carolingian rulers. Deposited c. 890-5.
Moor Monkton, Yorks, 25 May 1984. 106 Short Cross. Deposited c. 1185-90.
Claxby, nr Market Rasen, Lines, Nov 1983. 24 Short Cross. Deposited c. 1220.
Blencogo, Cumbria, 1983^1. 15 groats, half-groats, pennies Richard II-Henry VI. Deposited c. 1435.
Pulham, Dorset, 22 May-31 Oct 1983. 100 nobles, halves and quarters, Edward III - Henry VI. Deposited c.
1435.
Guildford, Surrey, June 1983. 175 silver Edward VI - Charles I, halfcrown and shillings. Latest coins 1647-9,
Pershore (area), Worcs, summer 1983. 18 silver Elizabeth I-Charles I, shillings and sixpences. Latest coin 1646.
Ashdon, Essex, March 1984. 2 gold, 1,201 silver Edward VI - Charles I, gold crown and half-crown, range of
silver denominations from half-crowns to half-groat. Latest coins 1644—5.
Dersingham, Norfolk, July 1984. 129 silver Philip and Mary - Charles I, shillings, found in a silver cup. Latest
coins 1641-3.
Taunton, Somerset, Feb 1984. 326 modern British silver. Latest coins 1946.
HOARD FROM ISLE OF MAN

Kilkenny, Braddan, Isle of Man. July-Dec 1982. 587 sterlings. Deposited after 1310.
(Since the delivery of this address Dr David Caldwell of the National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland has
kindly supplied me with a note of hoards from Scotland in 1983-84, from which I take the following details:
Two Edwardian hoards from Aberdeen, one of approx 4,500 coins, one of approx 2,500 coins. Both found in
pots and likely to be connected with the scale of the town in 1336.
Gatehouse of Fleet (near), Galloway. 74 Edwardian pence, ending Edward II.
Nerabolls, Islay, 1984. 10 coins (9 placks, 1 groat Henry VIII), fused together, from a churchyard.
Mr George Boon of the National Museum of Wales tells me that the only hoard from Wales in 1983-84 was the
following:
Maen Cowyn, nr Builth Wells, 1984. 672 clipped silver shillings and sixpences Edward VI- Charles II. Buried at
the time of the Great Recoinage, probably Jan/Feb 1695/6. Publication by him in Archaeologia Cambrensis
forthcoming).

For the second part of my address I am going to turn from the state of numismatics today to
its state earlier this century. In two and a half weeks' time, on 14 December 1984, we shall
pass the hundredth anniversary of the birth of Dr George Brooke, who I think we would all
recognise as one of the major figures in the history of the study of the British coinage, and
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as 1984 is also the fiftieth anniversary of his death, it seems wholly appropriate to say
something tonight about him and his numismatic work.1
George Cyril Brooke was born at Sutton, Surrey, on 14 December 1884. He was the
younger son of George Brooke, a barrister employed in the Solicitor's Department of the
Inland Revenue, by his wife Alice Elizabeth, daughter of Rev. Tressilian George Nicholas,
Vicar of West Molesey. 2 His mother died when he was still very young, and he and his elder
brother Zachary Nugent Brooke grew up in a household in which the dominant figure was
their father, who, as Z.N. Brooke later bore witness, 'had been brought up in the old
Victorian way - patriarchal - and firmly believed that the Father was everything and the
children entirely subservient beings, taking their ideas, thoughts, and actions from him'. 3
But both boys were clever and their academic abilities were soon apparent, the elder
brother winning scholarships first to Bradfield College and then to St John's College,
Cambridge, and George scholarships successively to Westminster School and to Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge. Z.N. Brooke remained at Cambridge as a history don and
ultimately as Professor of Mediaeval History, becoming recognised as the leading authority
on Thomas a Beckett and the English church in the twelfth century; but George's career
took a different course. The immediate reason for this was that although George did well
in his final examinations in 1906 he failed to secure the first-class degree that would have
launched him on an academic career; it is not now known for certain how he was directed
to the museum side of the civil service, but he spent the following year, 1907, learning
German in Heidelberg in order to qualify himself for a museum appointment, 4 and on 3
April 1908 he joined the staff of the Department of Coins and Medals in the British
Museum. 5
In 1908 the staff of the Department comprised the Keeper, H.A. Grueber, who had
worked in the Department since 1871 and was due to retire within the next three or four
years; two Assistant Keepers, Warwick Wroth and George Hill; and one young man
Brooke's own age, John Allan, who had been taken on a year earlier to take charge of the
Museum's oriental coins. At first the intention seems to have been that Brooke, who had
read classics at Cambridge, should help out with the Roman series - his very first
publication was on a Constantinian hoard from Manchester and one of his next dealt with a
second-century hoard from the West Midlands" - but it was soon decided that the
Department should take on another new recruit, Harold Mattingly, and after Mattingly's
arrival in February 1910 Brooke was free to work full-time on British coins. His first
serious contribution to our subject was a paper on 'Chronology in the Short Cross period',
read to the Royal Numismatic Society on 17 March 1910,7 and this paper, which combined
epigraphical and documentary evidence to redate the earlier classes of the Short Cross
coinage, is I think the best first paper that any numismatist working in the British series is
ever likely to deliver. He followed it up in the same year by a more polemical paper which
1
I have taken the opportunity to make some minor
revisions to the text of this part of my Presidential Address
in the light of fresh information that has come to hand since
it was delivered at our Annual General Meeting. I am
particularly indebted to Wilfrid Slayter for putting at my
disposal a group of letters received by Brooke following the
publication of BMC Norman Kings, and I have acknowledged other help in the appropriate places below.
2
For Brooke's parentage and family background see
H.M. Cam, 'Zachary Nugent Brooke 1883-1946', Proc. of
the British Academy 32 (1946), 381-93.
3
As quoted by Cam, p. 381.
J
For this and other personal information about Brooke I
am indebted to Brooke's two sons, who kindly answered a
number of queries put to them. It is believed that Brooke

may have been led to apply for a post in the Department of
Coins and Medals because Grueber was personally known to
some one in his family or university circle.
5
I owe this date to Dr J.P.C. Kent, who also supplied me
with information on Brooke's later official career from
Museum records.
6
'The Knott Mill hoard I', in the section on coins in F.A.
Bruton, The Roman fort at Manchester, (Manchester, 1909),
pp. 41-69; 'A find of Roman denarii at Castle Bromwich',
NC 4th series, 10 (1910), 13-40. His only subsequent
contribution to Roman numismatics was a paper on a hoard
of second-century AD denarii from Edwinstowe, Notts.,
published as 'The Edwinstowe hoard of Roman coins', NC
4th series, 12 (1912), 149-78.
7
Printed NC 4th series, 10 (1910), 291-324.
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demolished brick by brick H. Alexander Parsons's arrangement of the types of /Ethelred
II, 8 and although this paper cannot be read with quite the same pleasure today, for
Brooke's own views on ^Ethelred's coinage were wrong, the two papers together gave
notice that the British Museum now possessed a thoroughly competent scholar working on
the British series; and this was new, for Grueber, who had previously carried the principal
responsibility for British coins within the Department, was, as Brooke later wrote, 9 'a
cautious student rather than a progressive one', and it had been Grueber's lack of
enthusiasm for research that had contributed as much as anything to the emergence in 1903
of our own Society as an initially unfriendly rival to the Royal Numismatic Society.
By the late spring of 1911 Brooke was working on the coinage of William the Conqueror,
on which he spoke to the Royal Numismatic Society in May, 10 and in June Sir Henry
Howorth was able to announce in his Presidential Address to the RNS that Brooke 'had in
hand the beginning of the British Museum catalogue of post-conquest coins'. 11 The William
I paper was notable for Brooke's use of the evidence of die-links, and for his attempt to
determine the order in which the coins involved in the die-links were struck, and his
recognition of the value of die-study in numismatic research was further illustrated by
another paper of 1911 in which - 1 believe for the very first time in British numismatics - he
made a complete die-study of a coin hoard, the East Raynham hoard of Edward III
nobles. 12
He was now nearly twenty-seven, and in a position to marry, which he did on 7
September 1911 to Florence Parsons, daughter of Dr Henry Franklin Parsons, who had
had a distinguished career as a medical officer with the Local Government Board. 13 Brooke
and his wife cannot have been well-to-do - the salaries paid by the Museum in 1911 were
scanty and still so low a generation later that in 1934 Humphrey Sutherland was compelled
to decline the offer to succeed Brooke at the Museum purely on financial grounds 14 - but
the sudden death of Warwick Wroth three weeks after Brooke's marriage opened up
promotion prospects, and when Grueber finally retired in the following year, Brooke
found himself when still in his twenties junior in the Department only to the new Keeper,
George Hill, and to John Allan, who was the same age as he was.
For the next five years Brooke's energies were concentrated on what was now explicitly
described as the Norman Kings volume of the catalogue of English coins in the British
Museum, and his published articles on 'Monetagium', on 'Epigraphical data for the
arrangement of the coin-types of William II, Henry I and Stephen', and on 'Irregular
coinages of the reign of Stephen' foreshadowed sections of Norman Kings.15
Articles on the Steppingley and Slype hoards of Long Cross coins of Henry III reflected
his increasingly friendly co-operation with L.A. Lawrence, who was to become in later
years his closest collaborator,"' and in December 1912 Brooke's standing as a numismatist
was recognised by his selection as one of the editors of the Numismatic Chronicle.
When Sir Henry Howorth referred to the progress of Norman Kings in a further
Presidential Address to the RNS in June 1914 he spoke particularly warmly of Brooke,
'whose presence at our meetings is as welcome to those who love the sunshine as to those
who wish English coins to be treated according to the very latest methods of analysis'. 17
8
'Mr. Parsons's arrangement of the coin-types of
Aethelred II', NC 4th series, 10 (1910), 370-80.
9
In his obituary notice of Grueber, NC 5th series, 7
(1927), 388-9.
10
Printed as 'Notes on the reign of William I', NC 5th
series, 11 (1911), 268-90.
11
Proceedings of the Roval Numismatic Society, 1910-11,
p. 45.
12
'A find of nobles of Edward III at East Raynham,
Norfolk', NC 4th series, 11 (1911), 291-330.

13
For the career of Dr H .F. Parsons (1846-1913) see Who
was Who 1897-1915, 548-9.
14
Information from Dr C.H.V. Sutherland.
15
NC 4th series, 12 (1912), 98-106; NC 4th series, 13
(1913), 399-412; NC 4th series, 15 (1915), 105-21.
16
'A find of coins at Steppingley', NC 4th series, 14
(1914), 60-76 (under the joint names of Brooke and Lawrence); 'A find of Long-Cross coins at Slype', NC 4th series,
14 (1914), 256-9.
17
Proc. of the Royal Numismatic Society, 1913-14, p. 33.
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The events of August 1914 had no immediate impact on the Department of Coins and
Medals, and Brooke must have spent the first eighteen months of the 1914-18 war bringing
Norman Kings to completion. When it finally appeared in April 1916 it set new standards
for a British Museum catalogue, combining a masterly treatment of such physical features
of the coinage as lettering and die-engraving with a much more considered discussion of
the documentary evidence for the coinage than that given by W.J. Andrew fifteen years
before; as Charles Johnson remarked in his review of Norman Kings for the Numismatic
Chronicle, Brooke showed 'a wise discretion in dealing with the various hypotheses which
have been put forward'. 18
George Hill's introductory note to Norman Kings indicates that Brooke's next task was
to have been the compilation of a similar catalogue dealing with the early Plantagenet
coinage, presumably covering the Tealby and Short Cross series, but this was not to be, for
early in 1916 the government had decided to close most of the British Museum for the
duration of the war, and Brooke had already been transferred on 28 February that year to
a post in the Central Control Board (Liquor Traffic), where he was to remain until the
Board's abolition in August 1921.19 Why Brooke was transferred to this particular branch
of wartime administration mystified some people at the time - Sir Arthur Evans referred
wonderingly to Brooke's transference to an office where 'his principal function seems to
have been the consideration of light beers' 20 - and it has puzzled numismatists ever since,
but the Central Control Board (Liquor Traffic) was a much more significant body than
might be supposed simply from its name, and the effects of its actions are still indirectly felt
today. 21
It is not generally realised that before the First World War there was virtually no
restriction on the hours between which alcohol could be sold, and it was directly due to the
activities of the Central Control Board that the sixteen-seventeen hours per day during
which alcohol could be sold in England in 1914 were reduced during the war to a mere five
and a half hours, from which they have only very slowly increased since. This had a
dramatic effect on the consumption of alcohol, which fell from 76 million gallons in 1913 to
30.6 million gallons in 1917-18, and associated measures by the Board to restrict
off-licence sales and to reduce the alcoholic content of spirits and beers sharply reduced
drunkenness and the diseases associated with it. What exact part Brooke took in the
Board's operations I have not been able to discover, but it is recorded that he showed an
unexpected talent for administration, and there is some reason to think that he seriously
considered remaining with the Board rather than returning to his duties at the Museum;
the pay was no doubt better - a relevant factor when he had a family to support - and
because he was just junior to John Allan he was not likely ever to become Keeper of Coins
and Medals.
But events again took a hand, for it proved politically impossible for the Central Control
Board to carry on in peacetime, and Brooke, declining the option of transferring to the
Home Office, finally returned to the Museum on 18 October 1921.22 He had done very little
numismatic work since 1916 and while he coped with an accumulated administrative
backlog his published work was effectively confined to a series of articles dealing with
,s
/VC4th series, 16 (1916), 198-9. Johnson also remarked
in his review that Norman Kings 'recalls Aristotle's
comparison of Anaxagoras with the earlier natural philosophers' (it must be remembered that it was Johnson who
with C.G. Crump had written the withering criticism of W.J.
Andrew's study of the coinage of Henry I that had
precipitated hostilities between the Royal Numismatic
Society and the founders of our Society).
" His secondment to the Central Control Board was
extended for a further period on 13 December 1919.

211
Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries 2nd series. 30
(1917/18), 205. Evans does not name Brooke at the
reference cited but it is clear that he is the 'promising
scholar' referred to.
- ' T h e best account of the work of the Central Control
Board seems to be that given by Arthur Shadwell, Drink in
1914-1922, a lesson in control (London, 1923).
~ It is remembered that Brooke only took the decision to
return to the British Museum after a good deal of anxious
deliberation.
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accessions to the Museum's holdings of Anglo-Saxon coins since the publication of Keary
and Grueber's two volume catalogue of the series thirty years previously. 23 A paper on a
Henry VIII hoard from County Down read to the Royal Numismatic Society in 1923 took
him into new numismatic territory, and there are a number of other shorter notes, 24 but it
was not until 1927 that he again made a major published contribution to English
numismatics, in the form of an important paper on the classification of Henry II's Tealby
coinage. 25 1927 also saw a paper from him on the Chute and Westerham hoards of Ancient
British staters. 26
The discovery in 1929 of a hoard of fifteenth-century gold nobles at Horsted Keynes in
Sussex produced a full-length paper on the hoard itself,27 followed in 1930 by a discussion in
detail of the evidence Brooke's work on it had produced for privy marking on the gold
coinage of Henry V. 2S Here Brooke was building on a theory first developed by L.A.
Lawrence in relation to the coinage of Henry VII to the effect that in the century and a half
after 1351 the coins carried privy marks that were changed every three months and that by
working out the order of these privy marks numismatists should be able eventually to date
any given coin to a particular period of three months. 29 The theory itself is now discounted 30
but Brooke's paper remains valuable for his very careful discussion of the occurrence of
initial marks, broken letters and other possible privy marks on Henry V's coinage. He
rounded off his work on this series with a further paper in 1931 on a similar hoard from
Borth in Cardiganshire. 31
During the 1920s Brooke had been thinking about the publication of a major work on
the English coinage, for although our Society and the Royal Numismatic Society had
contemplated producing an updated version of Ruding's Annals of the Coinage of Britain
as a joint project just before the outbreak of the 1914-18 war, nothing had come of it and
there was an obvious need for an up-to-date reference book on the subject. Brooke's
projected volume, portions of the manuscript of which survive, would in fact have been
closer in character to Edward Hawkins's Silver Coins of England than to Ruding, but he
was well qualified for the task and he had already agreed to write a shorter book on the
subject for the Methuen series of Handbooks on Archaeology. Unfortunately Sir Charles
Oman, the President of the Royal Numismatic Society, had similar aims, and the
appearance of Oman's Coinage of England a few months before Brooke's Methuen
volume on English Coins came as a heavy blow. Oman's book was based on a series of
lectures that he had delivered at Oxford University in 1928, and Brooke should no doubt
have anticipated that Oman would write them up for publication; 32 but Brooke seems to
have felt that Oman should have been more open about his intentions, and it was an
additional irritation that Oman's book was somewhat inadequate. Oman was a fluent
writer, and conscious of the wider historical background against which the coinage should
23

'Anglo-Saxon acquisitions of the British Museum', NC
5th series, 2 (1922), 214-44; NC5th series, 3 (1923), 243-59;
NC 5th series, 4 (1924), 86-95, 239-53; NC 5th series, 5
(1925), 343-65.
24
His note on the Henry VIII hoard appeared under the
slightly misleading title, 'The English and Irish coinages of
1542-1544', NC 5th series, 3 (1923), 260-69.
25
'The first coinage, or "Tealby" type, of Henry II', NC
5th series, 7 (1927), 313-41.
26
'Two finds of Ancient British coins', NC 5th series, 10
(1930), 44-87.
27
'A find of nobles at Horsted Keynes, Sussex', NC 5th
series, 9 (1929), 284-95.
28
'Privy marks in the reign of Henry V', NC 5th series, 10
(1930), 44-87.
29
The theory was originally enunciated in Lawrence's
article, 'The coinage of Henry VII', NC 4th series, 18 (1918),

205-57. Although Brooke and Lawrence collaborated in the
following year to produce a short note on 'The martlet and
rose half-groats of Henry VII', NC 4th series, 19 (1919),
257-64, Lawrence's 1918 article appeared at a time when
Brooke must have been fully occupied by his Central
Control Board duties, and it may be that had Brooke been
involved in discussion with Lawrence in 1918, some fallacies
in the reasoning leading to the theory might have been
spotted.
30
C.E. Blunt, 'Privy-marking and the trial of the pyx', in
Studies in numismatic method presented to Philip Grierson,
edited by C.N.L. Brooke and others (Cambridge, 1983), pp.
225-30.
31
'A find of nobles at Borth', NC 5th series, 11 (1931),
53-56.
32
Professor Grierson has emphasised this point to me.
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be set, but his knowledge of the coins was patchy and he was not accurate on points of
detail. 33 Brooke's immediate colleagues and friends took Brooke's own view of Oman's
book - it was sharply criticised by an anonymous but well informed reviewer in the English
Historical Review34 and it was never reviewed in the Numismatic Chronicle at all - and
when English Coins appeared in February 1932 they gave it deservedly generous notices. 35
Its main virtues, and the ones which have kept it in print almost ever since, are its lucidity,
its accuracy, and its author's skill in addressing himself both to the general reader and to
the specialist. This he could do the more easily because he possessed the very special gift of
being able to treat even the most junior and inexperienced student as an equal, a gift also
possessed by that very different numismatist, our friend and colleague Michael Dolley.
By then Brooke had begun to play some part in the affairs of our own Society - the state
of war that had existed between the Department of Coins and Medals and our founding
fathers had prevented him from joining us until 1919, and it was not until 1930 that he
contributed to our Journal and accepted nomination to our Council - and the appearance
of English Coins, dedicated to Lawrence and read in proof by our Vice-President Miss
Helen Farquhar and our President Col. H.W. Morrieson, sealed a general reconciliation,
although it was not for another year that Christopher Blunt could be persuaded that we
were a sufficiently respectable body to join.
Brooke was now in his late forties, and was beginning to receive more general
recognition in the world of scholarship. He had been a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries
since 1927; in 1930 he was awarded the degree of Doctor of Letters by the University of
Cambridge (this was not an honorary degree but a degree awarded on the strength of his
published writings); and in April 1932, following George Hill's promotion to the
Directorship of the British Museum, he became Deputy Keeper of the Department. 3 "
Although he was still writing on mediaeval English coinage, in our Journal*1 as well as in
the Chroniclehe
had now begun work on a catalogue of the Ancient British coins in the
British Museum, and the first results of this were seen in two articles published in 1933, one
in the Chronicle on 'The Philippus in the West and the Belgic invasion of Britain' 39 and the
other, in Antiquity, on 'The distribution of Gaulish and British coins in Britain'; 40 these
were quite different in character from anything he had written previously and they showed
a capacity for broad historical exposition and an appreciation of the value of archaeological
evidence which promised well for the intended catalogue.
He had always appeared to be in good health, but he had not in fact long to live, for he
fell ill with anaemia in 1934 and died on 11 October that year. It has been suggested to me
that his death may have had an occupational cause, for he was accustomed to clean coins,
which in those days was a hazardous business; our President for 1922, Mr John Sanford
Saltus, died from cyanide poisoning while cleaning coins in his room in the Savoy Hotel the
night before he took up his Presidential duties.
It isfifty years since Brooke died, and there are few people alive today outside his own
family who have any personal recollection of him - Christopher Blunt and Professor
33
See the review by C.E. Blunt, Antiquaries Journal 12
(1932), 187-88.
34
EHR 48 (1933), 150-1.
35
C.E. Blunt's review in Antiquaries Journal 12 (1932),
320-1, describes it as 'a work that will be indispensable to all
numismatists'. See also the review by P.W. Carlyon-Britton.
NC 5th series, 12 (1932), 176.
3
" At the time of his death he was also Director of our
Society (and editor of BNJ), the English representative on
the International Numismatic Commission, and was serving
a term on the Council of the Society of Antiquaries. The
obituary notice by John Allan & L.A. Lawrence, NC 5th
series, 14 (1934), 303-8, records inter alia that he had on

several occasions represented the British Museum at the
annual meetings of the Museums Association, and at other
congresses.
37
'Quando moneta vertebatur', and 'Treasure trove', BNJ
20 (1929-30), 105-16 , 279-89; 'The mediaeval moneyers',
and 'The mints of Canterbury and York in the reigns of
Edward IV and Henry VII', BNJ 21 (1931-33), 59-66,
73-87.
3li
'Tables of bullion coined from 1377 to 1550' (with Miss
E. Stokes), NC 5th series, 9 (1929), 27-69.
3
" NC 5th series, 13 (1933), 88-138.
m
Antiquity 1933, 268-90.
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Christopher Hawkes are, I believe, the only survivors of the contributors to a memorial
fund set up immediately after his death 41 - but 1934 is not impossibly far away in the history
of the study of our subject, and English Coins still remains the most widely read textbook
on it. He should be judged, though, not so much by English Coins, which has its
deficiencies - he knew little about milled coins, and his remarks on Anglo-Saxon coins,
although sensible enough, are usually wrong on the really important issues - but by his
work on Norman and Plantagenet numismatics. This is valuable in its own right; valuable
in that the emphasis it put on close study of lettering and privy marks inspired the next
generation of scholars (Blunt, Whitton, Raymond Carlyon-Britton, Winstanley, Potter);
and valuable in the wider sense that Brooke set a standard of professionalism in the study
of the English coinage that had previously been lacking.
He brought this professionalism to bear in difficult circumstances, for it cannot have
been easy to do his particular job at the Museum while the leading figures in our Society
were still those who had quarrelled with the Department and the Royal Numismatic
Society a few years earlier. Nor can it have been easy to defend the current scholarly
standard of British numismatics to non-numismatists; I have quoted Charles Johnson's
approving comments on Norman Kings in the Chronicle, but J.H. Round made some
distinctly ungenerous remarks elsewhere which made no allowance for Brooke's need to
deal tactfully with the views on Norman coinage previously expressed by W.J. Andrew. 42
By 1934 Brooke's own example had improved the position very substantially, and although
he died too young to see his achievement fully recognised in his lifetime,43 he lived long
enough to know that he had set us on the right lines.
I may perhaps be allowed to end by saying where I would place Brooke in comparison
with other numismatists who have specialised in the British series. It is clear that the
strength of his published work lies in his careful study of the coins themselves and in his
capacity to use the evidence of dies, lettering, punches and so on to reach wider
conclusions about the coinage. His two articles on Ancient British coinage suggest that he
also had the capacity to make fruitful use of historical and archaeological evidence relating
to coins, but these articles stand on their own and his early death prevents one coming to a
proper judgment on the point. What I would claim for him is that as an accurate student of
coins he ranks with Lawrence, the Fox brothers and Elmore Jones - he did not perhaps
possess quite Elmore Jones's eye for a die, but that was a gift special to Elmore Jones - and
that in the capacity to turn the physical data provided by coins to scholarly use he ranks
above all these and almost at the topmost level among British numismatists.
41
The list of contributors to the memorial fund (which was
used to purchase a heavy noble of Edward IV for the British
Museum collection) is printed NC 5th series, 15 (1935), 136.
42
EHR 32 (1917), 430-33. Among the letters that Brooke
received after the publication of Norman Kings there is a
generous but carefully phrased letter from W.J. Andrew, in
which Andrew records his gratitude at the 'removal of all
passages of discord from its pages'; the implication is that
Brooke had emended his original text to meet points raised
by Andrew.
43
The Royal Numismatic Society paid its own tribute to
his memory by awarding him posthumously its medal for
1934. The British Numismatic Society was inhibited from
doing the same by the fact that our John Sanford Saltus
Medal is awarded only for papers published in BNJ, to which
Brooke had only very recently become a contributor. The
obituary notice in NC by Allan and Lawrence provides what

seems to be a satisfactory bibliography of Brooke's
published writings; the most significant of these are all
referred to above, but there arc a number of short notes and
reviews in NC which I have not drawn attention to. His
departmental responsibilities embraced sevcntccnth-century
and later English coins, leading him to write on the
Constable Burton, Winterslow and Elland hoards of coins of
Charles I, as well as on various other treasure trove hoards
of this or later date; while a commission in the late 1920s to
complete the catalogue of the Marquess of Milford Haven's
great collection of naval medals, of which one volume
remained to be published at the Marquess's death, gave him
familiarity with an area of numismatics previously rather
foreign to him. Allan and Lawrence list various slighter
contributions by him to numismatic literature, e.g. a note on
'The coinages of Africa and Australasia' in the Everyman
Historical Atlas of Africa.
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Eadbcrht, king of Northumbria, coins of, 294
Edgar, coins of, 52, 54, 64-5
Edmund, coins of, 67-8

Edward the Elder, king of Wessex, coins of, 51-2, 54, 56, 66
Edward the Confessor, coins of, 54, 68, 289-90
Edward I, coins of, 74-85
Edward II, coins of, 81-5
Edwardian sterlings, imitations of, 292-3
English tokens, c. 1425-1672, 86-163
Farquhar, Helen, 210, 212
Ferguson, William, 62
Finds (including single finds):
(a) with Roman coins:
Amiens, France (3rd cent.), 27
Bath, Avon (3rd cent.), 29-30
Blackmoor, Hants. (3rd cent.), 27, 31
Burton Latimer, Northants. (3rd cent.), 25, 27, 31, 41-50
Bury, Cambs. (1st BC/lst AD cent.), 64
Chittenden, Kent (3rd cent.), 29
Colchester, Essex (3rd cent.), 25, 27, 41
Croydon, Surrey (3rd cent.), 10-20
Cynwyl Elvet, Camarthen (3rd cent.), 29
Ewelme, Oxon. (3rd cent.), 27
Linchmere, Sussex (3rd cent.), 27
Little Orme's Head, Caer. (3rd cent.), 11
London (Isle of Dogs) (3rd cent.), 30
London (Old Ford) (3rd cent.), 27
Minden, Germany (3rd cent.), 29
Reading, Berks. (3rd cent.), 30
Silchester, Hants. (3rd cent.), 29
Tingry, France (3rd cent.), 30
(b) with Anglo-Saxon coins:
Caistor-on-the-Wolds, S. Humb. (11th cent.), 64
Cambridge (10th cent.), 64-5
Castor, Northants. (11th cent.), 289-90
Cimiez, France (8th cent.), 294
Claxby-by-Alford, Lines. (8th/llth cent.), 65
Colney, Norfolk (9th cent.), 65-6
Croughton, Northants. (10th cent.), 66
Cuerdale, Lanes. (10th cent.), 51-8
East Harling, Norfolk (10th cent.), 66
Fohr, W. Germany (8th cent.), 294
Grimsby, S. Humb. (8th/10th cent.), 66-7
Hexham, Northumb. (9th cent.), 294
Huncote, Leics. (9th cent.), 67
Huntingdon, Cambs. (10th cent.), 67-8
Lewes, Sussex (10th-12th cent.), 68
Lincolnshire, N. E. (9th cent.), 68
Melbourn, Cambs. (9th cent.), 69
Melton Mowbray, Leics. (8th cent.), 69
Shalford, Surrey (8th cent.), 69
Thetford, Norfolk (9th-12th cent.), 69-71
Tiptree, Essex (1 Ith—12th cent.), 71
Upminster, Essex (9th cent.), 72
(c) with English coins (after 1066):
Aberdeen (14th cent.), 84
Ashdon, Essex (17th cent.), 222, 230
Bedfordshire (12th cent.), 290-1
Bradford (Wyke), Yorks. (17th cent.), 222, 230
Boxley Hill, Kent (12th cent.), 291-2
Bury, Cambs (12th-14th cent.), 63-4
Chesterfield (Vicars Lane), Derby. (17th cent.), 221-2,
229
Constable Burton, Yorks. (17th cent.), 221, 229
East Raynham. Norfolk (14th cent.), 306
Finds with York coins of Charles 1 (17th cent.), 229-30
Lewes, Sussex (12th cent.), 68
Loch Doon, Kirkudbright. (14th cent.), 74, 84
Low Burnham, S. Humb. (12th cent.), 69
Lytham St Annes, Lanes (17th cent.), 222, 229
Messing, Essex (17th cent.), 293
Montrave, Fife. (14th cent.). 74, 77. 82-4
Pocklington. Yorks. (17th cent.), 209. 222. 230-1
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Upper Cullmore (14th cent.), 292-3
Wittonstall, Co. Durham (14th cent.), 84
(d) with Scottish coins:
Bury, Cambs. (13th cent.), 64
Tiptree, Essex (12th cent.), 71
(e) with foreign coins:
Thetford, Norfolk (9th cent.), 70
(f) with tokens:
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk (16th cent.), 123
East Anglia (15th-16th cent.), 111-15, 121
Essex (16th cent.), 116, 120-3
Evesham, Worcs. (17th/18th cent.), 244
Haddenham, Cambs. (17th cent.), 242-7
London (15th—17th cent.), 86-163 passim
Norfolk (17th cent.). 134. 136, 138
Norwich, Norfolk (15th cent.), 102
Paris (15th—17th cent.), 99-101
Waltham Abbey, Essex (15th cent.), 102
List of coin hoards discovered in 1983-4, 304
Fineness, of York coins of Charles I, 218, 220, 231
Forgeries, of Charles I, 232-3
Fothergill, Dr Anthony, medal, 248-62

Oxford, coin of Henry I, 290-1
PAGAN, H. E., The Castor hoard of mid-eleventh-century
pence, 289-90
— review of Hill and Metcalf, ed., Sceattas in England and
on the Continent, 294
— Presidential Address 1984, 301-10
Pevensey, coin of Stephen, 291-2
Pewter tokens, 86-163, 242-4
Pingo, Lewis, 249
Pistrucci, Benedetto, 248-53, 281
Plegmund, abp of Canterbury, coins of, 53
Poynter, Edward, 281-2
PRESTON-MORLEY, P. J., review of Todd's Staffordshire
Tavern Checks, 297
Proceedings of the Society, 298
Radnitzky, Carl, 277-9
Ramage, David, 211, 221-2
Rocker-press, 213-14. 217
Rouen, mint of Carausius, 11-13
Royal Humane Society, 248-62
Royston, Cambs., 17th-century token of, 242

Gallienus, coin of, 12
G A S P A R , P. P . , a n d G . P . D Y E R . R i c h a r d S a i n t h i l l a n d t h e

new bronze coinage, 263-73
Gaucher of Chatillon, sterlings of, 292-3
Grueber, H. A., 305-6
Haddenham, Cambs., tokens found in, 242-7; 17th-century
tokens of, 244-6
Haigh, Rev. D., 52-3, 56, 58
Harold I, coins of, 71
Harold II, coins of, 289-90
Hawkins, E., 53-5, 210, 222, 266-7
Henry I, coins of, 68, 290-1
Henry II, coins of, 71
HESLIP, R., review of Seaby's SCBI Ulster Museum, Belfast.
Part II, Hiberno-Norse coins, 295
Hiberno-Norse coins, 295
Hill, D., and D. M. Metcalf, ed., Sceattas in England and on
the Continent reviewed, 294
Jettons, Nuremberg, 242, 244; French, 244
JONES, M., The Fothergillian medal of the Royal Humane
Society, 248-62
Jubilee coinage, of Victoria, 274-88
Keary, C. F., 275
Kenyon, Joseph, 53-4
KING, C. E., The unmarked coins of Carausius, 1-9
Lead tokens, 86-163, 242-4
Leighton, Sir Frederic, 276-7
Lindsay, John, letters addressed to, 51-62
Martin, Rev. J. W., letters of, 51-62
MAYHEW, N. J., A sterling imitation by Gaucher of Chatillon, 292-3
MITCHINER. M . , a n d A . SKINNER, E n g l i s h t o k e n s , c. 1 4 2 5 -

1672, 86-163
Morfield, John, token issuer, 244-6

St Edmund Memorial coins, 52-4
Sainthill, R., 52-4, 59, 263-4, 267, 270-2
Sceattas, 65, 67, 69, 294
Scottish coins, comments on, 53-4, 57-62
SEABY, P., A Stephen 'Star' variant of Pevensey, 291-2
Seaby, W. A., his SCBI Ulster Museum, Belfast. Part II,
Hiberno-Norse coins reviewed, 295
SEAMAN, R., An unpublished penny of Henry I. 290-1
SHARP, M., New Charles I shillings of Chester and the
Tower, 293
SHIEL, N., Letters of numismatic interest addressed to John
Lindsay of Cork, 51-62
Shrewsbury mint, under Charles I, 211, 221
SKINNER. A . , a n d M . M I T C H I N E R , E n g l i s h t o k e n s , c. 1425

to 1672, 86-163
Smith, Aquilla, letter of, 51-2, 55-6, 59
Stephen, coins of, 64, 69, 71, 291-2
STEWART, I., Bishop Bek and the Durham coins of Edward
I and I I , 81-5
STOCKER, M . , a n d G . P. D Y E R , E d g a r B o e h m a n d

Tavern checks, 296
Tetricus I, coins of, 12
Tetricus II, coin of, 12
THOMPSON, R . H . , a n d M . J . BONSER, T o k e n s found in

Haddenham, Cambridgeshire, and a seventeenth-century
issuer, 242-7
Todd, N. B., his Staffordshire
Tavern Checks reviewed, 297
Tokens, English, c. 1425-1672, 86-163; 17th-century, 242-7,
296-7
Tower mint, under Charles I, 164-209, 293
Townsend, T. W., his Seventeenth Century Tradesmens
Tokens of Lincolnshire reviewed, 296-7
Victoria, coins of, 263-73, 274-88
Victorinus, coins of, 12, 41-2

— and P. J. Preston-Morley, their SCBI Brooker collection,
coins of Charles I, reviewed, 295
Northumbrian stycas, 294
Norweb, Mrs. E. M., death of, 301

Weight, of York coins of Charles I, 218-20
White, John, 289-90
William I, coins of, 71
Wulfred, archbishop of Canterbury, coins of, 69
Wyon, Leonard, 256, 263-78, 282
Wyon, Thomas, Jnr, 248-9
Wyon, William, 248, 252-6, 274

Offa, king of Mercia, coins of, 69
Oman, Sir Charles, 308-9
OSBORNE, B. R., The tower coins of Charles I, 164-208

York mint, under Charles I. 210-41
Young, Matthew, 53, 55
Yves, coins of Gaucher of Chatillon, 292-3

NORTH, J. J., Irregular dies of the Durham mint, c. 1300,
74-80
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Jubilee coinage, 274-88
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